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ABSTRACT

Framing the City: Photography and the Construction of São Paulo, 1930-1955
by
Danielle Stewart

Advisor: Anna Indych-López

Between 1930 and 1955 São Paulo, Brazil experienced a period of accelerated growth as
the population nearly quadrupled from 550,000 to two million. In response, the municipal
government undertook an aggressive public works program and commercial building boomed.
Photographic representations of the cityscape were essential in directing modern São Paulo’s
physical evolution because they reflected both the real—a chaotically growing megacity—and the
ideal—a literally new, modernized space. This dissertation centers on four case studies of artists
practicing different photographic modalities in order to analyze the symbiotic relationship
between São Paulo's urban development and its photographic representation.
Construction sites, scaffolding, and building materials were ubiquitous in modern
Paulistano visual culture. Chapter one discusses photography’s incorporation of construction
materials and processes through the fine art photography of Geraldo de Barros, arguing that
these elements framed the way the city was seen and interpreted, offered new viewpoints, and
shaped the city’s identity as a space continually in-process. Chapter two builds on this
foundation, explaining how photographs of skyscrapers (both those already built and those still
under-construction) by early Brazilian photojournalist Hildegarde Rosenthal fueled ufanista, or
patriotic, rhetoric that promoted São Paulo as an icon of national progress and located its
modernity in its vertical rise. This chapter also examines the relationship between words and
photographs in the popular press, suggesting that the city itself transformed into a text to be
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read as it was navigated. Evaluating the role of São Paulo’s citizens in determining the shape of
their city, chapter three analyzes photographs published in albums heralding the city’s four
hundredth anniversary in 1954. The books overwhelmingly linked regional modernism to a
European legacy that excluded many Paulistanos on the basis of race, class, or gender. I argue
that marginalizing these groups also marginalized their civic interests, altering the urban
landscape. Documentary photographer Alice Brill’s production is an exception to this rule and
demonstrates a rare example of the “social documentary” mode operating in Brazil. Finally, the
fourth chapter traces the development of São Paulo’s advertising industry via the commercial
photography of Hans Gunter Flieg, explaining how the broad definition of the term
“propaganda” in Portuguese serves to link the country’s public and private sectors. Here, my
analysis focuses on advertising photographs that exploited urban imagery and embellished
public space.
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INTRODUCTION
The dilemma of Brazilian modernity is visually summarized in a contemporary artwork
created by Argentinian-Brazilian artist Carla Zaccagnini titled Evidências de uma farsa: Time
and the Economist [Evidence of a Farce: Time and the Economist] (fig. i.1). The work consists of
two magazine covers mounted side-by-side under a plexiglass shield. One, an issue of Time
dated 13 February 1956, bears an illustration of then-President Kubitschek next to a
topographical representation of South America with Paulista skyscrapers, tropical foliage, and
an art deco figure bursting out of Brazil’s geo-political boundary. The other, an Economist cover
dated fifty-three years later (14 November 2009), features a photoshopped Cristo Redentor
statue rocketing off the top of Rio’s Corcovado mountain under the headline “Brazil takes off.”
By juxtaposing these two covers Zaccagnini draws attention to the cyclical episodes of economic
and cultural acceleration that have punctuated Brazilian history since colonization. The
construction of Brasília during Kubitschek’s Presidency with its slogan “fifty years of progress in
five,” was one such apex. But accusations of corruption plagued the Kubitschek government and
shortly after the city’s completion, the Brazilian economy succumbed to crippling inflation and
debt. Likewise, the optimistic forecast for Brazil’s future publicized in the Economist in 2009
crumbled in the wake of the 2016 Rio Olympics under revelations of rampant political
corruption, the impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff, and a deep economic recession.
Where Evidence of a Farce scrutinizes media reporting on this repeating national
narrative, my dissertation considers the phenomenon of a spectacular rise and decline on a
smaller scale, by analyzing photography’s effect on the modernization of the city of São Paulo.
The period is demarcated at one end by the inauguration of the city’s first skyscraper (1929), the
Martinelli building, and the start of Getúlio Vargas’s Presidency—which Paulistanos strongly
opposed, galvanizing regional identity.1 It culminates with the city’s quadricentennial

Since São Paulo is the name of both a city and state in Brazil, Paulistano is the term used for an
inhabitant of the city, while Paulista is used to designate someone from the state, but not the city
itself.
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celebrations, which lasted the entire year of 1954. The city’s four hundredth anniversary was
marked with important building projects, large-scale cultural events, and innumerable
publications. 1954 was heralded as the climax of Paulistano modernism, but after the fanfare
subsided, and in the wake of Vargas’s extensively reported suicide, the utopian rhetoric began to
fade. As illustrated by Zaccagnini’s work, regional and national prosperity proved transient—
within a decade the country was mired in economic stagnation and saddled with a harsh military
dictatorship. Thus, the story of mid-century São Paulo and the photography that documented its
dazzling rise (both actual and metaphorical) is a tragicomedy incorporating heroic narratives,
hubristic flaws, and singularities that complicate linear histories of artistic progression.
During the first half of the twentieth century a combination of immigration, urban
migration, infrastructural development, and political policy created ideal conditions for the São
Paulo’s rapid growth. Photographs depicting the construction of high-rises, downtown streets
crowded with shoppers, wide freeways, mass transit, newly-built cultural and athletic venues,
and broad panoramas demonstrating the seemingly limitless expanse of the city helped to
perpetuate the myth that São Paulo was a city of the future (fig. i.2). These images were widely
disseminated in both commercial and government publications including illustrated periodicals,
commemorative photo books, and advertisements. They were also seen in exhibitions at São
Paulo’s new art museums and cultural centers whose progressive directors sought to incorporate
the “commercial art” of photography into the category of “fine art.” Thus, photography helped to
fuel the perception of São Paulo as an internationally-important, modernist megalopolis.
The word “modern,” in all its permutations, is a slippery term, and I have carefully
considered what it meant in the context of mid-century São Paulo. Although the term takes on
different valences in the work of each of the photographers highlighted in this study, I find it
most productive to adopt Brazilian architectural historian Fernando Luiz Lara’s Habermasian
view that, “modernity is an ongoing process.”2 For Lara, Brazilian architecture exists in a state of

Fernando Luiz Lara, The Rise of Popular Modernist Architecture in Brazil (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2008), 64-67.
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persistent modernization, because it continually grapples with the Modernist issues of
separating “faith and knowledge, the acceleration of individualization and universalization, and
the need for a strong critique of reason.”3 The often-leveled criticism that Modernism is a failed
utopian project does not dissuade Lara, who argues, “the failure of Modern architecture should
be attributed to its promise, and ultimate failure, to solve the conflicts of modernity, rather than
to the exhaustion of modernity itself.”4 Likewise, the photographs I study in this dissertation are
part of an on-going process of social and economic modernization, whose cyclical nature is
manifest in publications and art projects like Zaccagnini’s. Practically, this means I use the
capitalized “Modern” when referring to artworks that directly access avant-garde cultural
concerns such as: the rejection of artistic tradition and/or conservative values, formal
experimentation tending toward abstraction, and an emphasis on materiality, technique, and
process. On the other hand, I use the uncapitalized “modern” when referring to subjects and
objects that do not directly reference these aesthetic impulses, but demonstrate a connection to
the urban, industrial, and commercial. As might be expected, based on the countries’ close
diplomatic and cultural relationship during this period, Paulistano modern photography
employed much of the same iconography associated with US Modernism: the vertical city, the
factory, and the commercial spaces are all important sites of for the production of the modern
Paulistano imaginary.5
In São Paulo, the modernist illusion was dependent upon careful editing. Photographers,
journalists, designers, and other cultural arbiters acted in complicity with the local, state, and
federal government to cull out imagery depicting people or neighborhoods that were old,
impoverished, unhygienic, non-white, or underprivileged. The alliance was one of necessity:
without independent cultural outlets (like galleries and dealers), photographers and their fellow

3

Ibid.

4

Ibid.

Terry Smith, Making the Modern: Industry, Art, and Design in America (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1993), 7.
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creatives were left with little other recourse than to accept government and commercial
commissions that reverberated elitist rhetoric. Thus, at the same time the government
propagandized the construction of “three homes per hour,” thousands of Paulistanos were living
in makeshift shanty-towns—the city’s first favelas—due to a critical shortage of affordable
housing. The story of São Paulo at mid-century is really a tale of two cities, but contemporary
photography privileged dynamic scenes of construction and modernization, while suppressing
images of the urban poor. My dissertation analyzes four of the primary photographic modalities
in operation in São Paulo at midcentury—abstraction, photojournalism, documentary
photography, and advertising photography—demonstrating how each participated in the
physical and ideological construction of modern São Paulo. Because photography was perceived
as more “real” than other types of artistic production, photographers played an active role in
shaping the public idea of the city. Thus, I assert that photography was a constitutive aspect of
the urban environment: the presence of photography in the landscape defined the urban
experience and its consumption was essential to São Paulo’s physical evolution because
photography captured both the trauma and euphoria of rapid modernization.
It is difficult to describe in writing the buzzing, vigorous energy of São Paulo at midcentury. Brazilian historian Maria Arruda evocatively describes the period saying, “A modern
leaven bubbled in the Brazilian air, crystallizing in diverse prisms that were, for many, the
crowning achievements of development and nation building efforts.”6 Nowhere was this
optimism felt more acutely than in downtown São Paulo as the long-time backwater outpost
transformed into a busy metropolis. Urbanization and industrialization projects reached a heady
peak and the city was alive with the sounds of construction. The city’s first skyscraper, the

Maria Arminda do Nascimento Arruda, Metrópole e cultura: São Paulo no meio século XX
(São Paulo: EDUSP, 2000), 24. “Um fermento de modernidade borbulhava no ambiente
brasileiro, cristalizado em prismas diversos, podendo significar, para muitos o coroamento dos
esforços de desenvolvimento e de construção da nação.”
6
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Martinelli building, was finally finished in 1934, only to be dwarfed in little more than a decade.7
During the period encompassed by this study (1930-1955), dozens of important civic and
cultural institutions were established including: the Universidade de São Paulo (organized
1934)8 ; Congonhas Airport (inaugurated 1936)9; the renovation of city center including the new
Viaducto da Chá, Parque Anhangabaú, and Galeria Prestes Maia (completed between 1938 and
1941)10; Pacaembu Stadium (inaugurated in 1940) 11; the Municipal Library (inaugurated 1942)12;
the Museu de Arte de São Paulo (MASP) and Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo (MAM)

The Martinelli building was the tallest building in Latin America from 1934-1947 at which
point it was surpassed by the Altino Arantes Building, also in São Paulo. The Martinelli building
was inaugurated in 1929, with only twelve floors were completed. By 1934 construction had
finished on the thirtieth floor, making the building the tallest in Brazil and in Latin America. As
one of the first high-rise buildings in the southern hemisphere it was seen as a symbol of
Brazilian modernization.
7

The Universidade de São Paulo (USP) is now the largest university in Brazil and one of the
most prestigious in Latin America.
8

Begun in 1932 and built in the same Art Deco style as many of the other landmarks constructed
during this period, the Congonhas airport saw such a steep rise in air traffic that it was already
in need of expansion by 1947.
9

The new Viaduto do Chá, finished in 1938, was a reinforced concrete pedestrian footbridge
twice the size of the original wood and metal structure that had been completed in 1892. The
Parque Anhangabaú underneath the new Viaduto do Chá was redesigned as a public plaza after
the completion of the pedestrian walkway above. The space was a popular site for photographing
citizens at rest and vistas of surrounding buildings. Below the plaza the Galeria Prestes Maia
linked Anhangabaú to the nearby Praça da Patriarcha. The space was used for temporary
exhibitions like the Salão Paulista de Bella Artes and the Salões Internacionais de Arte
Fotográfica hosted by the Foto-Cine Clube Bandeirante.
10

With a capacity of seventy thousand, Pacaembu stadium was the largest and considered the
most modern stadium in Latin America at the time of its construction. The Art Deco façade
made a dramatic, geometric backdrop and many modernist photographers were drawn to
photograph the building and its spectators—including Geraldo de Barros who took his first
photographs at the stadium.
11

The library was previously housed in a mansion that had grown too small for the expanding
collection. The 1942 building was the first specifically designed for to hold the collection and was
completed in an Art Deco style. Today the library is still housed in the 1942 building on Rua da
Consolação, but has been renamed in honor of the Modernist author Mario de Andrade.
12
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(founded in 1947 and 1948, respectively)13; the São Paulo Biennial (1951)14; and Ibirapuera Park
(inaugurated 1954)15, among many other projects. These civic improvements transformed São
Paulo from a chaotic, sprawling mass into a vertical city.
Prior to 1930, Rio de Janeiro had been Brazil’s cultural and economic hub. It was only
natural that this “marvelous city”—home to the monolith Pão de Açucar and the sparkling
beaches of Guanabara Bay—should have incubated Brazilian art and photography in particular.
In addition to the landscape’s otherworldly beauty, Rio was the federal capital and the primary
entry point for imported photographic materials, as well as the nation’s publishing center.
Brazil’s most well-known nineteenth-century photographer, Marc Ferrez, made his home in Rio
de Janeiro and his views of the city were exported worldwide in official and commercial
publications (fig. i.3). Ferrez served as the Imperial Naval photographer and accompanied the
Brazilian Geological Commission. He was also a shrewd businessman who produced a plethora
of postcards and photo books for both domestic and international audiences. As a result, his
photographs traveled via mail and in official government exhibitions across North America and
Europe.

Although the Lina Bo Bardi designed building in which the Museu de Arte de São Paulo
(MASP) is now housed was not completed until 1968, a space for the museum on the Avenida
Paulista had already been set aside in 1946 and the existing buildings razed in 1947, the year of
MASP’s inauguration. The Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo (MAM) was modeled on New
York’s MoMA.
13

The São Paulo Biennial was begun by the Italian-Brazilian entrepreneur Ciccillo Matarazzo
who also a driving force in establishing MASP, MAM, the São Paulo-based film studio
Companhia Cinematográfica Vera Cruz (1949-1954), and the Teatro Brasileiro de Comédia
(founded 1948), São Paulo’s first theatre troupe.
14

Land was set aside for the park after the 1930 topographic survey of the city completed by the
engineer and architect Francisco Prestes Maia. Maia was hired by then-mayor Ademar de Barros
to create an improved system for traffic circulation in downtown São Paulo. The resulting “Plano
de Avenidas” led to many of the renovations listed in this paragraph. From 1938-1945 Prestes
Maia served as mayor of São Paulo. The period of his administration “constituted the greatest
urban renovation in all of São Paulo’s history.” Antonio Rodrigues Porto, História urbanística
da cidade de São Paulo, 1554 a 1988 (São Paulo: Carthago & Forte, 1992), 140. The architecture
and landscape design for the park were completed by famed Rio-based architect Oscar Niemeyer
and landscape architect Roberto Burle Marx.
15
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Ferrez’s imagery balanced bucolic beaches and neoclassical urbanization projects
undertaken in his hometown of Rio. But, by the 1930s the country’s economic capital had shifted
to industrial São Paulo and popular taste increasingly inclined toward a Bauhausian abstraction
that better suited its increasingly mechanized environment.16 São Paulo’s ascendance had begun
fifty years earlier when the construction of railroad lines between the state’s interior plantations
and the ports on the coast led to a boom in the international coffee trade.17 Although originally
built as a means of commodity egress, the transportation system flowed both ways: the docks
that shipped Brazilian coffee abroad also welcomed foreign imports and waived the federal tax
levied on goods imported through the docks at Rio de Janeiro, promoting a robust São Paulobased commercial trade.
Both foreign imports (including photographic materials) and foreigners (including many
of the photographers highlighted in this study) passed through the port of Santos.18 Thus,
Simultaneous to São Paulo’s infrastructural and cultural expansion was a population explosion
precipitated by waves of European immigrants fleeing domestic unrest, as well as rural laborers
seeking out more stable employment in the city’s factories. This cultural intermingling lent the
notoriously provincial city a newly cosmopolitan air. 19 As the century progressed, incoming
immigrants increasingly came with technical and artistic training.20 European innovations, from
the newest camera models to aesthetic theories, infused fledgling São Paulo photographic circles
São Paulo also afforded photographers a kind of freedom not available to their colleagues in
Rio de Janeiro: freedom from the landscape. Rio’s iconic beaches and landmarks had an almost
tyrannical pull on photographers. Photographs of Pão de Açucar and Cristo Redentor atop
Corcovado are still the defining images of Rio de Janeiro. Even beyond these fantastical
features, the city’s natural landscape was so distinctively lyrical and suited to the Pictorialist
conventions of early twentieth-century photography that it was difficult for photographers to
reject nineteenth-century trends and blaze new photographic trails.
16

Warren Dean, The Industrialization of São Paulo, 1880-1945 (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1969), 84.
17

Just fifty miles southeast of São Paulo city, Santos was the major shipping port for goods
produced in the region.
18
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Arruda, 26.

Carlos A. C. Lemos, “Paisagem arquitetônica,” in Cadernos de Fotografia Brasileira: São
Paulo 450 anos (São Paulo: Instituto Moreira Salles, 2004), 351.
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with the requisite materials for innovation and provided fertile soil for the creation of an
aesthetic that reflected Paulistano interests and lifestyle.
Mid-century São Paulo was a clean slate: it had neither an iconic landscape, nor an
inherited photographic legacy. Rio’s broad horizon punctuated with rocky outcroppings
generated images with strong visual appeal. São Paulo, on the other hand, was located in the
middle of an unpicturesque valley without natural landmarks. Unlike Mexico City, Bogotá, and
other inland Latin American megalopoli ringed by volcanos and mountain ranges, São Paulo
had few, if any, defining geological features. The city’s foundation was predicated entirely on the
caprice of the Jesuit missionaries who first settled in the area, rather than seeming divinely
appointed, as with Rio.
In this absence of natural landmarks, São Paulo photographers abandoned the
Pictorialist practices of their Rio-based forerunners. Instead they favored content that bordered
on the banal, but presented it in formally daring ways such as employing steep shooting angles
and unorthodox cropping. These techniques pushed Brazilian photography into the realm of
total abstraction even before Brazilian painters began experimenting with concretism.
According to Brazilian photographic historians Helouise Costa and Renato Rodriquez, this
“Escola Paulista” (Paulista School) approach is epitomized by a photographic competition held
in the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante (FCCB) in 1950 that solicited “coffee-cup compositions.”21
Although the coffee cup holds deep significance in São Paulo because the city’s commercial and
social livelihood was tied to the popularization of the drink, Costa and Rodrigues point out that
the theme was unabashedly quotidian, especially when compared to themes of prior
photographic competitions. I extend their argument suggesting that the coffee cup prompt
exemplified Paulistano photographic production because it privileged the manmade over the
natural, emphasized social practices and simple forms, and drew attention to interconnections
of culture and industry.

Helouise Costa and Renato Rodrigues, A fotografia moderna no Brasil (Rio de Janeiro:
Funarte, 1995), 48. The competition was publicized in Foto Cine Clube Boletim, no. 45.
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The qualities epitomized in the coffee cup contest—a valorization of the quotidian, a shift
away from traditional genres and compositions, and an emphasis on the material world—all
gesture toward the urbane attitude of Paulistanos and their underlying belief that “there is no
such thing as an artistic process [of developing photographs]: all are valid . . . art does not reside
in processes, but in the content of the work, in the personal message of the artist.”22 If the
artistic value of a photograph was determined by the content of the work as an expression of the
personal message of the artist, the message most consistently articulated by members of the
Escola Paulista was vertiginous growth and architectural modernism.
São Paulo-based photographers began to document the city long before its dramatic
transformation into the megalopolis it is today, but what makes the photography of the 1930s
through the 1950s especially powerful is that it marks a turning point for Brazilian art as a
whole, which had not previously embraced a connection between Brazilianity and urbanity.
Mario de Andrade, an organizer of the landmark Semana de Arte Moderna (Modern Art Week)
and one of his generation’s primary articulators, demonstrated Brazilian culture’s new urban
orientation with the publication of his book of poems Paulicéia desvairada (usually translated

Costa and Rodrigues, 47. “não existem processos artísticos, todos eles são válidos . . . não
residindo a arte nos processos, mas sim no conteúdo da obra, na mensagem pessoal do artista.”
Original text published in Foto Cine Clube Boletim, no. 143.
22
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as Hallucinated City, but more accurately “Raving Mad São Paulo”). 23 As David William Foster
points out, the book was Andrade’s first poetic text and signaled a decisive shift into a new,
cosmopolitan mode signaled through his pairing of a high literary style (poetry) with urban
imagery.24 Likewise, photography arose as a powerful medium at mid-century because its
urbane, mechanically-produced veristic images combated centuries-long stereotypes that
characterized Brazil as primitive and exotic. Without directly addressing theories of modernity
championed by the first Brazilian modernists in the 1920s, mid-century photographers seemed
to subconsciously respond to their assertions that Brazil’s national character was inherently
modern and forward thinking.
In addition to being perceived as an inherently modern medium, photography was hailed
as democratic and uniquely American: democratic because it was relatively accessible to
amateur practitioners and ubiquitous in urban visual culture, American because of the way USbased publishers, advertising agencies, and other media producers that dominated photographic

Photography from the turn of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth
laid the foundation for the advent of Modernist photography in São Paulo. This is most apparent
in the work of Militão Augusto de Azevedo (1837-1905) who produced views of São Paulo in
1862, and published them as an album in 1887. Guilherme Gaensly (1843-1928), who worked
for São Paulo Tramway Light and Power Company from 1890 to 1915, also documented São’s
Paulo growth at an early point in the city’s modernization process. According to Ricardo
Mendes, the principle disjuncts between the work of Brazil’s first photographers and those of the
1930s-50s, are: first, that photographers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century had
little or no connection to the larger artistic community, and, second, that photography as a
medium was largely overlooked by Brazilian Modernist artists. Oswald de Andrade wrote about
cinema, but never about photography. Mario de Andrade created a personal photographic
archive, but his snapshots are tangential works in the Modernist narrative and were never
meant for public display. The lack of a photographic community and the Semana de Arte
Moderna generation’s focus on more traditional media have prevented the formation of a
coherent photographic narrative from its arrival in Brazil through its apex in the 1950s. But that
does not signify that a larger narrative does not exist. São Paulo photographers have displayed a
continual preoccupation with the city’s growth and the documentation of its occupants since the
introduction of photography into the region in the 1860s.
23

David William Foster, “Mário de Andrade: On Being São Paulo-wise in ‘Paulicéia desvairada’”
Iberoamericana 5, no. 19 (September 2005): 28.
24
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visual culture.25 After the explosion of print photography precipitated by advances in
rotogravure and offset processes at the turn of the twentieth century, photography became a
constituent part of the urban environment. Newsstands were filled with daily, weekly, and
monthly periodicals—a cultural shift personally witnessed by photographers from this period
who frequently documented city dwellers perusing these publications, creating meta-cognitive
images of photographs within photographs. Although photojournalism originated in Europe in
the 1920s and 30s, by the 1940s its node had already moved across the Atlantic to the United
States at the same time the country was becoming a primary site of global artistic exchange.
Photography bridged Modernism’s European genesis and its American apotheosis. As
the world’s artistic focal point shifted from Paris to New York, Brazilians began looking away
from the Old World and toward their Northern neighbors for economic and cultural
interchange. In the 1930s the majority of photographic equipment and trained photographers
entering Brazil came via Europe: German-produced Leica and Rolleiflex cameras dominated the
Brazilian market, Frenchman Jean Manzon was the primary mentor of the photojournalists at O
Cruzeiro, and a few photographers, like Hans Gunter Flieg and Hildegarde Rosenthal trained
with German teachers before immigrating to Brazil. But in the 1940s, diplomatic actions like the
Good Neighbor Policy increased contact between photographers and cinematographers from the
United States and Brazil. In July 1947 the União Cultural Brasil Estados Unidos (Brazil-US
Cultural Union) hosted the exhibition Fotografía artística (Artistic Photography) at the São
Paulo municipal library. The exhibition included important works by US photographers Helen
Levitt, Ansel Adams, Arthur Rothstein, Walker Evans, Berenice Abbott, Paul Strand, and
Edward Weston. São Paulo-based Íris: Revista Brasileira de foto, cinema e artes graficas (Iris:
A Brazilian Magazine of Photography, Film, and the Graphic Arts) magazine publicized the
show and ran a special edition dedicated to US photography with the Statue of Liberty on the

The notion of photography’s American-ness, in spite of its European origins, is also echoed in
contemporary criticism, see John Raeburn, A Staggering Revolution: A Cultural History of
Thirties Photography (Champaign: University of Chicago Press, 2006), 2; and Anthony W Lee,
“American Histories of Photography,” American Art 21, no. 3 (Fall 2007): 2-5.
25
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cover. Inside, the editor’s introduction draws attention to the influence of North American
photography saying, “This influence is so evident and so interesting, that we are sure that our
readers will agree with our point of view. If photography was born in another part of the world,
it was in America that it effectively found the field most appropriate for its development.”26
Alongside architecture, photography was a key method for expressing a specifically American
variety of modernism rooted in the construction and documentation of urban space.
To summarize, photography was the optimal means for expressing urban, mid-century,
Brazilian culture: it was perceived as essentially modern, increasingly American, and innately
truthful. As São Paulo rapidly grew to become a significant international capital through a
process of intensive upward construction, its primary means of representation was
appropriately instantaneous, reproducible, and indexical. Photography was as mechanized and
modern as the city it depicted. Furthermore, as photographs of the city proliferated and were
displayed within the city fabric, a symbiotic relationship formed, obscuring the difference
between represented and lived reality. This tension at the intersection of the image and the real
eventually led to the collapse of Paulistano modernism and photography’s cultural dominance at
the end of the 1950s.
In spite of the growing scholarship on mid-century Brazilian photography, the literature
lacks a strong critical discourse. While the careers of individual photographers have enjoyed
curatorial attention, the broad arch of Paulistano photography has not received its due

João Pires D’ávila, “Fala o editor. O nosso número especial,” Íris 1, n. 6 (June 1947), 10. “Da
influência que a fotografia norte-americana exerce sobre a fotografia nacional. E essa influência
é tão evidente e tão interessante que estamos certos de que os nossos leitores concordarão com
nosso ponto de vista. Se a fotografia teve seu berço em outra parte, foi, contudo, na América que
efetivamente encontrou o campo mais propício para o seu desenvolvimento.”
Fotografía artística was crucial for cementing American straight photography as the
aesthetic precedent for Brazilian Modernist photographers according to Heloisa Espada
Rodrigues Lima, “Fotoformas: A máquina lúdica de Geraldo de Barros” (MA thesis,
Universidade de São Paulo, 2006),” 109-113. The FCCB continued to host Us photography based
events, including lectures and competitions, into the 1950s, as made evident by reports on these
events published in FCCB Boletim.
26
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contextualization.27 Costa and Rodrigues’ aforementioned A Fotografia Moderna no Brasil
(Modern Photography in Brazil) first published in 1995 remains the most comprehensive text on
modern Brazilian photography. Covering both the work of amateur photographers and early
photojournalists, it laid a foundation for more in-depth investigations. In the intervening years
between its publication and the present, many theses and dissertations covering subsets of midcentury Brazilian photography have appeared in Brazil, most supervised by Costa. However,
none match the breadth and insight of their predecessor. Costa also continues to publish in the
field, often under the auspices of the Instituto Moreira Salles (IMS), a private Brazilian cultural
institution. In 2012 Costa and the IMS published As origens do fotojornalismo no Brasil: o
Cruzeiro: um olhar sobre 1940-1960, which follows the rise and fall of Brazil’s popular
illustrated periodicals during the mid-twentieth century. The work provides an invaluable
survey of this understudied magazine, but is more historical survey than critical analysis.
Recent interest in Latin American photography, particularly urban photography, also
informs my study. Catalogs like Urbes Mutantes: Latin American Photography 1944-2013
(2013) and The Latin American Photobook (2011) as well as the 2017 exhibition Viewpoints:
Latin America in Photographs at the New York Public Library and the 2018 show The
Metropolis in Latin America, 1830–1930 at the Getty and the Americas Society (which drew
heavily on photographic materials) have helped to shape a more expansive vision of modern
Latin American visual culture, establishing a baseline from which to differentiate Paulistano
photographic practice. Along with monographs of São Paulo photographers and surveys of Latin
American photography, my interdisciplinary dissertation draws on studies of local Paulistano
and federal Brazilian politics, economic growth, immigration, racial integration, and
architectural innovation.

Within the last decade the IMS has mounted exhibitions and published monographs on many
mid-twentieth century Brazilian photographers. The year 2004 marked the 450th anniversary of
the founding of São Paulo. For the occasion, the IMS published a compendium of photographs
of the city called Cadernos de Fotografia Brasileira. They began publishing monographs of
individual photographers in the years following.
27
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By linking practices of urban photography to the physical construction of São Paulo
during the period of its emergence as a city of international importance, I am engaging with an
established dialogue surrounding the representation of Latin American megacities. One of the
principle interlocutors in this conversation is Argentinian theorist Néstor García Canclini, who
posits, “there is a correspondence between the framing and cutting involved in taking a photo
and the ensemble of disarticulated experiences obtained in a megacity.”28 While I agree with
Canclini’s assertion that both photography and urban experiences can be fragmented, my
dissertation attempts to decipher themes in and create narratives from the “disarticulated”
photographs.
Theoretically, my study is most closely linked to the recent scholarship of Argentinian
scholar Verónica Tell who explains photography’s ability to both represent and reframe reality
saying:
At the same time that a photograph constitutes a testimony of the real, it is always a
fragment of it, from which comes an object much more rich and complex than a simple
register understood as a visual remnant of certain facts. It should be understood that
photographs are a constitutive part of a complex historical process, and because of this,
that they symbolically return to the real they supposedly describe. 29
Although rooted in the study of images a century older than mine, Tell’s proposition that
photography helped to propel “progress” by its representation of and reinsertion into urban
fabrics, and that this process was not peripheral, but integral, to the development of modern
propaganda, infrastructure, and popular culture, mirrors my own thesis that photography
helped to build São Paulo by reframing public paradigms regarding the city’s ideal shape and
function.

Néstor García Canclini, “What is a City?” in City/Art: The Urban Scene in Latin America, ed.
Rebeca Biron (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 44.
28

Verónica Tell, El lado visible: fotografía y progresso en la Argentina a fines del siglo XIX
(San Martín: UNSAM Edita, 2017), 12. “A la vez que una fotografía constituye un testimonio de
la realidad, lo es siempre de un fragmento, por lo que resulta un objeto mucho más complejo y
rico que el simple registro entendido como remanente visual de determinados hechos. Se
entiende que las fotografías son parte constitutiva de un proceso histórico complejo y, por lo
mismo, que retornan simbólicamente sobre lo real que se supone describen.”
29
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The themes I identify—photography as an act of construction, the interplay of text and
photography in the city, photography’s role in producing and dismantling marginalization, and
photography as commercial/cultural propaganda—manifest photography’s power to determine
urban experience. By investigating a range of photographic practices from advertising
photography to fine art photography, I assert fluidity between the heterogeneous forms of midcentury photographic practice and argue that photographers helped to create modern São Paulo
by making its urbanization both subject and object of their gaze. In doing so I argue that the
presence of photography in the landscape fundamentally shaped citizens’ experiences of São
Paulo by putting the act of construction on display. Thus, I argue that the photographs I
highlight form a reciprocal relationship with the urban architecture and infrastructure that
produces and records the “performative expression” of Paulistano modernization.30
I construct my argument through four case studies of individual photographers. While
employing cases studies runs the risk of framing my chapters biographically, I have been
diligent in specifying other photographers with similar trajectories in each chapter. I am also
cognizant that photographers often did not rigidly confine their activities and production to only
one type of photographic practice. Especially in Brazil, where artistic institutions were sparse
and government funding for the arts scanty, many photographers necessarily undertook a
variety of commissions and speculative projects operating in a range of styles. For example,
Alice Brill, the subject of chapter 3, took family portraits, photographed art objects for the
Museu de Arte de São Paulo, and was an aspiring documentarian and photojournalist. Francisco
Albuquerque, to whom I have not devoted a case study, but who appears in almost every chapter
of my dissertation, was a member of the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante, a portrait photographer,
an events photographer at MASP, principle photographer for at least one illustrated magazine,
and established his own advertising photography studio. The same bears true of the versatile

My dissertation specifically takes up Rebecca E. Biron’s theory of urbanism, whereby she
argues that the city itself is a work of art because it is the “performative expression of ideas and
sensibilities.” Rebecca Biron, “Introduction—City/Art: Setting the Scene,” Rebecca Biron, ed.,
City/Art: The Urban Scene in Latin America (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 2.
30
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Peter Scheier. So, while the structure of case studies selected from across a spectrum of practices
provides a stable scaffolding for my argument that photography helped to shape São Paulo’s
urban landscape, I acknowledge considerable overlap between the categories I define. Likewise,
the idea of “propaganda” has very specific connotations in the US as state-sponsored
misinformation, but a major theme of my dissertation is establishing the slippage between the
public and private realms in mid-century São Paulo, such that the output of most working
photographers could be described as propagandistic, whether or not they worked directly for the
local or national government. Understanding the economic, political, and historical forces that
lead to the massive output of photographic imagery in São Paulo at mid-century and how these
forces ideologically encoded those images with meaning is imperative to understanding how
immaterial pictures could alter the physical form of the city.
Chapter 1, “Building São Paulo: Abstract Photography and Urban Construction,”
considers the work of fine art photographers, principally Geraldo de Barros. Barros’s
photographic production was influenced by his participation in the Foto Cine Clube Bandierante
where photographers like Thomaz Farkas and José Yalenti used cropping to abstract urban
landscapes and drew upon the vocabulary of constructivism to create images that emphasized
form over representation. In addition to photographing architectural elements, Barros
composed his pictures by layering negatives so that the resulting photographs became literal
constructions. His experiments attempted to reconcile abstraction with the typically referential
practice of photography and are early examples of Brazilian Concretism, an art movement with
constructivist roots that eschewed figuration. I argue that the underlying impulse for Barros’s
work was the physical construction of the city: his prints visually recreate the physical act of
construction through the process of layering images.
Chapter 2, “Seeing São Paulo: Popular Magazines and Vertical Development,” looks at
representations of the cityscape in the popular illustrated magazines Supplemento em
rotogravura, S.Paulo, and Paulistania. Centered around an analysis of early photojournalist
Hildegard Rosenthal’s image archive, this chapter argues that advertising and city signage
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turned the cityscape into a matrix of images and words that, like the photo essay, was
concurrently seen and read. The text-image matrix of both the cityscape and the photo essay
became a didactic mode that conditioned Paulistano’s production, reception, and navigation of
their city. Likewise, the photographs published in mid-century illustrated magazines favored a
modernist trajectory typified by the proliferation of skyscrapers. São Paulo Mayor Francisco
Prestes Maia (1938-1945) was one of the principal advocates for the infrastructural shift towards
“verticalization,” and he harnessed the power of photography—both that which was printed in
the illustrated press and that which was produced by his own corps of municipal
documentarians—to propagandize for their construction. Thus, the chapter argues for the
interdependency of architecture and photography in São Paulo.
Chapter 3, “Populating São Paulo: Photo Books and the Social Landscape,” examines
photographs taken by Alice Brill at the request of Pietro Maria Bardi—first Director of the São
Paulo Museum of Art—as part of an unpublished documentary photo book project. Brill’s image
archive demonstrates her interest in documenting marginalized groups including Afrodescended Brazilians, the working class, and women, all of whom were largely passed-over in
contemporary publications.31 This becomes especially apparent when comparing Brill’s
production to photographs published in Isto é São Paulo, a series of photo books for Brazilians
and foreigners with snapshots of the city that whitewashed the urban population. Brill’s
photographs highlighted São Paulo’s racial and socioeconomic diversity and revealed the
disharmony between the city’s demographic make-up and its urban design, providing a logic for
the contemporaneous development of the city’s favelas. This chapter also explains the lack of a
socially-oriented, documentary photography tradition in São Paulo, deconstructing the city’s
utopian myth by resurrecting images subjected to erasure in the popular press.
Chapter 4, “Selling São Paulo: Urbanity on Display in Advertising Photography,” builds
on the premise that the urban environment was shaped by the photographs embedded within it,

Although never shown together as a group, photographs from the series circulated in the
magazine Habitat, edited by Pietro Maria’s and his wife, the architect Lina Bo Bardi.
31
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examining the work of advertising photographer Hans Gunter Flieg. Unlike the photographs
displayed in privileged spaces like museums and expensive albums whose reception was
carefully orchestrated, advertising photography on billboards and in shop windows was part of
the live cityscape. This chapter traces Flieg’s career from his early photography for storefront
windows to his participation in the First Advertising Salon (1950), whose popular success lead
to the development of an advertising school within the São Paulo Museum of Art. Advertising’s
acceptance into this high-culture institution, and the fungibility of commercial advertisement
and political propaganda in mid-century Brazil, demonstrate how the urban experience was
increasingly defined by the production and consumption of modern commodities.
As a whole, this text seeks to engender a broader audience for Brazilian Modern
photography and foster a richer contextual conversation for those already familiar with the
movement’s key players. More broadly, I posit new ways for thinking about the construction and
use of urban space, the relationship between photography and architecture, and the power of
photography to promote social justice or further entrench the status quo. In the end, my
dissertation suggests that the images we see determine not only our perception of reality, but the
physical shape of our environments, claiming that the architectural and social realms are
inextricably intertwined. These lessons not only affect our view of history, they also help us
disentangle the complexities of our present moment, when photographs have taken on new
power through their vast dissemination via social media. Understanding how photographs of
our physical and social landscapes frame our reactions to the communities in which we circulate
allows us greater agency to construct inclusive urban spaces.
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Chapter 1
BUILDING SÃO PAULO: ABSTRACTION AND URBAN CONSTRUCTION

“He is not an observer. He is a creator, a being with emotions that demand formal
expression. Wherever he may be, his task is to seek out that new intuition of which the
scientist spoke, the new image. Consequently, for the artist there are no aberrant
stimuli.” 32
—Mário Pedrosa (emphasis added)

Geraldo de Barros’s (1923-1998) photographic experimentation began with an act of
construction: he pieced together a rudimentary camera after his artist-friend Athaíde de Barros
invited him to take pictures of soccer games at the newly-built Pacaembu stadium to earn money
for other artistic pursuits.33 Barros had no intention of becoming a photographer; his foray into
the medium was a combination of expedience—he needed to make money—and flirtation—he
was still new to artistic practice and insatiably curious about a variety of mediums. Nevertheless,
the impetuous, constructive act of building his own camera set the tone for the body of
photographic work Barros would produce from circa 1946 until 1952, the year he helped to

Mário Pedrosa, Arte, necessidade vital (Rio de Janeiro: Casa do Estudante do Brasil, 1949),
154-155. “Não é êle (o artista moderno) um observador, mas um criador, um sêr tangido de
emoções que exigem expressão formal. Sua tarefa é, ao contrário, buscar onde quer que esteja,
aquela intuição nova de que falava o cientista, a imagem nova. Para o artista, por conseguinte,
não existem os estímulos aberrantes.” Translation: Glória Ferreira and Paulo Herkenhoff, eds.,
Mário Pedrosa: Primary Documents (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2015), 107.
Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own.
32

Michel Favre, “Biography of the Artist,” in Geraldo de Barros: Fotoformas, ed. Reinhold
Misselbeck (New York: Prestel, 1999), 127. Favre is the husband of Geraldo de Barros’s
daughter, Fabiana. Oddly, Fabiana offered an alternative version of her father’s photographic
beginnings in the exhibition and catalog she organized in 2013: Fabiana de Barros, ed., Geraldo
de Barros: Isso (São Paulo: SESC, 2013). In this version, Geraldo de Barros began
photographing in 1946 with a used Rolleiflex. According to the same source, the scratched
negative technique he would later develop was inspired by trying to edit-out soccer players
exposed genitals, visible through the openings in their baggy shorts. While it is impossible to
know from second-hand sources the truths of Barros’s career, I have tried to be as transparent
as possible in relating the sometimes conflicting narratives of his biography.
33
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organize Grupo Ruptura. The most intense period of this experimentation ran from 1949 until
the end of 1950 as Barros prepared images for display in his solo exhibition Fotoforma,34 held at
the Museu de Arte de São Paulo (MASP) 2-18 January 1951 (fig. 1.1).35
Barros’s engagement with photography was brief, but his pictures—especially those
produced for Fotoforma—are among the most exhibited works of Brazilian photography.36 The
current revival of interest in Barros’s photographic production stems in part from contemporary
interpretations of the fotoformas as a singular link between the aesthetic principles of two
disparate Brazilian modernist groups.37 On one hand, Fotoforma drew on imagery and

Because “fotoforma” is the name of Barros’s exhibition as well as the general term used for his
photographic works, I have been very careful with how the word is formatted. I use the italicized
and capitalized singular Fotoforma when referring to Barros’s 1951 exhibition and I use the
lower-case, unitalicized “fotoforma” and “fotoformas” when referring to photographic works
created by Barros, according to his own nomenclature. Specific fotoformas are referred to by
their italicized names as printed in the most recent publication of his work: Heloisa Espada, ed.,
Geraldo de Barros e a fotografia (São Paulo: IMS/SESC, 2014). The plural, capitalized
Fotoformas is the name of several later exhibitions of Barros’s original fotoformas, but not the
name of his 1951 exhibit, which is the subject of this chapter.
34

Mário Pedrosa argued that museums should be “laboratories for cultural experiments.”
Brazilian museums like The São Paulo Museum of Art (MASP, founded 1947) and São Paulo
Museum of Modern Art (MAM-SP, founded 1948) were at the forefront of displaying
contemporary art, unlike many US and European museums where, until relatively recently,
experimental art and art by living artists was passed over in favor of art by already-canonical
ones. See Mario Pedrosa, “Hélio Oiticica’s Projects” in Mário Pedrosa: Primary Documents,
308.
35

Over the course of the last twenty years the fotoformas have been re-exhibited independently
multiple times as well as being included in group exhibitions of Latin American abstraction. The
following is a list of Barros’s solo shows featuring the fotoformas since 1990.
2015–Geraldo de Barros e a fotografia. SESC Belenzinho-SP
2013–Geraldo de Barros: What remains? The Photographer’s Gallery, London, Great Britain
2010–Entre tantos: Geraldo de Barros. Caixa Cultural, São Paulo, Brazil
2009–Geraldo de Barros: Modulação de mundos. SESC Pinheiros, São Paulo, Brazil
2008–Fotoformas e suas margens. Centro Universitário Maria Antônia, São Paulo, Brazil
2007–Sobras + Fotoformas. Galeria Brito Cimino, São Paulo, Brazil
2001–Sobras + Fotoformas: Retrospective. Ulmer Museum, Ulm, Germany; Musée de l’Elysée,
Lausanne, Switzerland; Instituto Itaú Cultural, Campinas, Brazil
1999–Fotoformas: Retrospective. Ludwig Museum, Cologne, Germany; SESC Pompéia, Brazil
1996–Geraldo de Barros: Fotoformas. Fundação Cultural de Curitiba, Brazil
Geraldo de Barros: Photographies. Galerie Alexandre Mottier, Geneva, Switzerland
1995–Fotoformas. Galeria Camargo Villaça, São Paulo, Brazil
1994–Geraldo de Barros: Fotógrafo. Museu da Imagem e do Som, São Paulo, Brazil
36

For example, Renato Rodrigues da Silva, “The Fotoformas of Geraldo de Barros: Photographic
Experimentalism and the Abstract Art Debate in Brazil,” Leonardo 44, no. 2 (April 2011).
37
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compositional structures Barros encountered during his membership in the Foto Cine Clube
Bandeirante (FCCB), a league of amateur photographers heralded by Brazilian photo historians
Helouise Costa and Renato Rodrigues as the torchbearers of modernist photography in Brazil
(fig. 1.2).38 On the other, Fotoforma demonstrates patterns of abstraction that prefigure the
advent of Brazilian concrete art, specifically within the Grupo Ruptura.39 Moving beyond these
narratives of influence and artistic genealogy, I argue that “concrete” and “constructive” were
literal terms for Barros, whose fotoformas are created from negatives taken of concrete and
other building materials that were cut, collaged, scratched, layered, and otherwise “built” into
unorthodox printed compositions. Beyond acting as an interlocutor for the two aforementioned
groups, Barros conceptualized the photographic process as an act of construction rather than
documentation or interpretation. Through the manipulation of his negatives Barros assumed the
role of builder, constructing his images.
In this first chapter, I approach Barros’s contributions to Modern Brazilian photography
through his participation in the FCCB. I propose that Fotoforma surpasses previous
photographic experimentation—such as the formalist exercises of Barros’s fellow FCCB
members Thomaz Farkas and José Yalenti—to become an act of artistic construction mirroring
the modern architectural Barros encountered in the streets of São Paulo. The chapter begins
with a discussion of Modern photography in Brazil as practiced by the FCCB at the time Barros
affiliated himself with the club, drawing on periodical articles written by club members to
explain its tenets. After exploring FCCB’s perspectives on Modern photography, I engage
Barros’s images and their reception by members of the FCCB. Finally, I examine the methods
Barros used to create Fotoforma, applying my theory of photographic construction to
demonstrate the artist’s impact on other FCCB members’ production and, later, on the
Helouise Costa and Renato Rodrigues, A fotografia moderna no Brasil (Rio de Janeiro:
Funarte, 1995).
38

Barros protested vehemently when his mentor, Max Bill, called the fotoformas concrete
artworks. Nevertheless, the visual affinities between Barros’s photographs from the late 1940s
and early 1950s with his paintings as a member of the Grupo Ruptura merit comparison. Barros,
ed., Geraldo de Barros: Isso, 12.
39
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Concretists. I propose that Barros’s bold photography practiced “the construction of the real”:
building images that reflected the physical fabrication of the city and complicated its public
image.40

The Rise of the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante
On April 28, 1939 a group of amateur photographers including Benedito Duarte
(1910-1995), Eduardo Salvatore (1914-2006), and José Yalente (1895-1967) met in a room at the
Martinelli Building in the center of São Paulo to organize the Foto Clube Bandeirante.41 In 1946
the rapidly-growing club added cinephiles to their group and the “Cine” to their title, becoming
the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante (FCCB). By mid-century the FCCB was the most renown
amateur photo league in Brazil,42 known for an aesthetic that married the architectural and
abstract.43 As the city of São Paulo grew throughout the 40s and 50s, members of the FCCB
found inspiration in the formal elements of its constructed landscape.

The original concept of the “construction of the real” comes from Peter L. Berger and Thomas
Luckmann’s The Social Construction of Reality (New York: Penguin, 1966), but it has been
often adapted by Brazilian intellectuals to describe the influence of media on the creation of
regional identities. Among the Brazilian iterations of this theory are: Patrícia Silveira and Lidia
Marôpo, “Jornalismo e construção social da realidade: Um contributo para o teórico,” Revista
Comunicando, vol. 3, (2014): 7-19; Stone Bruno Coelho Barbosa and Suellen Level da Costa, “A
influência da mídia na construção da “realidade” local,” Examãpaku 1, vol. 2 (2009): 1-7; Maria
Lourdes Motter, Ficção e história: Imprensa e construção da realidade (São Paulo: Arte &
Ciência, 2001).
40

Appropriate to the themes of this study, the group’s first meeting took place in the Martinelli
building—the city’s first and then its most famous skyscraper. Subsequent meetings at the
nearby Photo Dominadora shop owed by club members. The group thus remained in the literal
and figurative shadow of the Martinelli Building. The club operates today from an address on
the Rua Augusta near the Avenida Paulista, east of the city center.
41

The majority of Brazil’s amateur photo clubs were established in the state of Rio de Janeiro,
which had dominated Brazil’s photographic production. The Foto Clube Bandeirante’s only
predecessor in São Paulo, the Sociedade Paulista de Fotografia, lasted a mere six months. See
Heloisa Espada Rodrigues Lima, “Fotoformas: A máquina lúdica de Geraldo de Barros,” 97.
42

Eder Chiodetto, ed., German Lorca (São Paulo: Cosac Naify, 2013), 17. “The action of the Foto
Cine Clube Bandeirante appropriates the immeasurable growth of the city of São Paulo, which
shapes the extension of its recent industrialism to a modern urbanism” (A ação do Foto Cine
Clube Bandeirante apropria-se do desmensurado crescimento da cidade de São Paulo, que
adapta a projeção do seu recente industrialismo a um urbanismo moderno).
43
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The FCCB’s aesthetic development was shaped by its cosmopolitan outlook, manifested
in its public promotion of Paulistano photography.44 Devising a rigorous program of
international expositions, publications, and seminars, the club hosted the First Paulista Salon of
Photographic Art (I Salão Paulista de Arte Fotográfica) in 1942 at the Galeria Prestes Maia on
the Praça do Patriarca in the heart of São Paulo.45 The event received the support of the São
Paulo municipal government and became an annual occurrence. Two years later, in 1944, its
purview expanded to include international photographers, leading to its official renaming in
1946 as the International Salon of Photographic Art (Salão Internacional de Arte Fotográfica)
(figs. 1.3-1.4). The FCCB’s active campaign of self-promotion and artistic interchange evidenced
the club’s desire to become a cultural arbiter and modern style-maker, aligning its legacy with
Brazilian historian Maria Lourenço’s thesis that confrontations between artists and groups in
Brazil “gave a public dimension to Modern art and were decisive steps towards making it an
urban culture, rather than a mere question of bold style.”46 The FCCB was modern visually and
organizationally, contributing to the characterization of Brazilian Modernism as an urban
phenomenon promulgated by civic artistic discourse.47

The FCCB was admitted into the Fédération Internationale de l'Art Photographique (FIAP) in
May 1950. The club’s ingress was announced in its monthly periodical, Foto Cine Clube Boletim
V, no. 49 (1950). The FCCB was the only Brazilian photo club to be a member of FIAP. The
Boletim also provides a record of club member’s extensive participation in domestic and
international photography competitions. As an official organ of the FCCB, the Boletim was not
impartial, but the record it provides of the club’s participation in the global photographic
community is sufficient to prove that the FCCB’s production was well-respected in Brazil and
abroad.
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Lima, “Fotoformas: A máquina lúdica de Geraldo de Barros,” 103.

Maria Cecília França Lourenço, Operários da modernidade (São Paulo: Edusp, 1995), 105.
“Dão uma dimensão pública à arte moderna e principalmente formam etapas decisivas para
torná-la uma cultura urbana, mais do que uma simples questão de estilo arrojado.”
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The same year the FCCB’s Photographic Salon turned “International,” the group began
publishing Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante Boletim, a monthly periodical featuring members’
photographs and articles written by prominent Brazilian and foreign photographers. The FCCB
Boletim was originally published as an eight-page pamphlet and only distributed to club
members. In 1948 the content doubled to sixteen pages and the cover was redesigned,
showcasing a large central image and the club logo. These alterations moved the periodical
away from a newsletter-like format in which editorial text and photography shared the cover
space, toward the organization of mass-market illustrated periodicals.
47
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Mid-century São Paulo’s community of photographic hobbyists was tight-knit. While
over half of all US households owned cameras in the 1930s, fewer Brazilians could afford the
imported technical equipment.48 Even though the number of amateur photographers was more
limited in Brazil than in the United States, the population’s “picture hunger” was no less acute.
Documentary photographs from the era (which will receive a more detailed treatment in chapter
three) demonstrate how the city filled with photographic imagery in the form of billboards, hand
bills, and photographically illustrated periodicals. Since photography was a less commonplace
hobby in mid-century Brazil than in the United States, its semi-elite status heightened its
appeal.49 The stereotypical image of Brazil—replete with swaying palm trees and expansive
beaches—still beckoned international audiences with its exotic tropicality, but more alluring
domestically was the chromatic gleam of modern machinery. Photography magazines like Íris:
Revista Brasileira de Foto, Cinema e Artes Graficas (fig. 1.5) advertised the German-engineered
Leica and Rolleiflex cameras favored by the Paulistano photographers, depicting them as
modernity reified. The minimalist layout of a contemporary Leica ad highlights the camera’s
gleaming metal body (fig. 1.6). Soft light reflects off of its glass lens and compact contours. The
ad copy calls this handheld machine, “The most precise camera in the universe,” a statement
visually corroborated by the impressive-looking knobs lining its surface. Both the picture and
the camera it advertises, are crisp, clean, and “precise”—hallmarks of modernist photographic
practice.
Throughout the 1930s, 40s, and 50s the São Paulo photographic community grew,
feeding off the energy of Brazil’s expanding illustrated press and advertising industries.50 In

Raeburn, 7. There is no reliable information about how many Brazilians may have owned
cameras in this period.
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FCCB member German Lorca recounts that many early members of the FCCB were members
of the professional class whose well-paying jobs provided them with the disposable income
necessary to purchase expensive, imported camera equipment. Photography eventually became
more affordable as used cameras began to circulate at reduced prices. German Lorca in
discussion with the author, 19 January 2017.
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The roll of photojournalism and advertising photography in establishing the Paulistano
identity will be explored in chapters two and four.
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downtown São Paulo a nucleus of “fotoptica” (a portmanteau of photography and optic) shops
grew. 51 Many of these stores ran monthly advertisements in Íris, beginning with the first issue
in 1947 (fig. 1.7).52 Unlike the FCCB Boletim, Íris was an independent publication marketed to a
general readership of photography enthusiasts, whose engagement with the medium was more
basic than that of many FCCB members. Íris contains more technical tutorials and instructional
articles while FCCB Boletim focuses on photographic criticism. 53
Although the magazine was not directly affiliated with the FCCB, three members of Íris’s
five person “sponsoring commission” were FCCB members: FCCB President Eduardo Salvatore;
Thomaz Farkas (1924-2011), who would later co-found MASP’s photographic laboratory with
Geraldo de Barros; and famed Ukranian-Brazilian architect Gregori Warchavchik (1896-1972).54
The degree to which these three men influenced the content of the magazine is hard to measure.
Neither Salvatore nor Warchavchik signed their names to articles in any of the extant issues.
Nor did Salvatore publish any of his own photographs in the magazine—he seemed to have
reserved his work for FCCB Boletim, the FCCB’s official publication. But by attaching their
monikers to Íris, Salvatore, Farkas, and Warchavchik demonstrated the de facto hierarchy
growing within São Paulo’s photography community. As FCCB president, Íris editorial board
member, and chief judge of the Photographic Salons, Salvatore was at the top of this social
hierarchy. His position as São Paulo’s photographic taste-maker and the public face of the
community remained unchallenged from the creation of the FCCB until the ingression of
Geraldo de Barros. As the latter came to exert increasing influence on fellow FCCB members, he
Photographer and FCCB member Thomaz Farkas’s family owned a store called Fotoptica that
was one of the first importers of camera supplies in São Paulo. Additionally, a photography
magazine entitled Novidades Fotoptica was published in São Paulo from c. 1956 until the 1980s.
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The multiple interests listed in the magazine’s subtitle reinforce the theory that the local
contingent of amateur photographers was not enough to support multiple camera magazines
and shops without aligning themselves with cinema and printmaking enthusiasts.
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Members of the FCCB were amateur photographers, but their regular participation in FCCB
activities, made them more technically and aesthetically advanced.
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Warchavcik was a photography enthusiast and FCCB affiliate; his involvement with Íris and
the FCCB strengthened the community’s ties to European photographic and architectural
aesthetics.
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threatened Salvatore’s sovereignty. At the time of Barros’s arrival, Salvatore’s photographic style
was still more Pictorial than Modern. Predictably, he resented Barros’s assertions that
photography was just another “process of engraving” and disliked Barros’s abstract imagery,
technical imperfections, and oblique titles. Barros, in turn, felt discriminated against by
Salvatore for his efforts to integrate graphic art and photography.55
Barros’s artistic career began circa 1945 when the young banker started taking classes in
painting and drawing at the Associação Paulista de Belas Artes (APBA). The APBA was founded
by Paulistano painters seeking an alternative to the academic style taught in Brazil’s official fine
arts school in Rio de Janeiro. The APBA encouraged painting en plein air and was committed to
creating artistic opportunities for members of the middle and working classes. At the APBA
Barros met Clóvis Graciano, a former member of the Grupo Santa Helena, and eventually shifted
to Graciano’s studio.56 But Barros’s true mentor was Japanese-Brazilian artist Yoshiya Takaoka,
whom Barros called his “adored master” and “father.”57 Takaoka introduced Barros to European
artists like Rembrandt, Piero della Francesca, Cézanne, and Picasso. He warned his students to
avoid getting caught-up in the debate between figuration and abstraction, but to think instead of
all art as a process of abstraction.58
Barros thrived under Takaoka (fig. 1.8). By early 1948 he had created enough work to
hold his first exhibition with fellow pupil Athaïde de Barros, at the Teatro Municipal in
downtown São Paulo (fig. 1.9). Around the same time, Barros and Athaïde helped to form the
Grupo XV with Takaoka and other members of their circle. Grupo XV had a joint studio in the
city center where they painted nude models and finished plein air canvases started on
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excursions throughout São Paulo.59 Barros was extremely inquisitive; he experimented
constantly with new media and intersections between media. In addition to painting, Barros
began to study engraving with Lívio Abramo, who introduced him to the art of Paul Klee.60
Barros also built a small photographic lab in the Grupo XV studio where he developed
photographs taken with his 1939 Rolleiflex until enrolling in the FCCB on 17 May 1949.
Tensions between Barros and Salvatore arose from their competing visions of traditional
and innovative photography that operated concurrently in mid-century São Paulo. A survey of
the ideas championed and shunned in the Paulistano publications helps to define the ways in
which Barros’s production was truly radical. Barros’s residency in the FCCB coincided with the
club’s movement away from Pictorialism, the popular style amongst Brazilian amateur
photographers since the late nineteenth century.61 Pictorialism had a substantial history in
Brazil stemming from the legacy of Marc Ferrez. Appropriate to its Carioca lineage, the
hallmarks of Brazilian Pictorialism included images of boats drifting near the shore, palm trees
swaying on the beach, portraits of beautiful women, and the cherubic faces of young (white)
children.62 In terms of camera technique, Brazilian Pictorialism embraced soft-focus prints in
mid-range hues that complemented its traditionally “beautiful” subject matter. Such an
approach to photography was antithetical to the interests of the Modernists who emphasized
composition, angle, geometric shapes, urban imagery, and stark contrasts in tone. Many
fotoclubistas, including members of the FCCB, clung to the familiar territory of Pictorialism. But
those who braved the new, modernist frontier eventually became known as the Escola Paulista
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Pictorialist photographers preferenced romantic imagery and manipulated their photographs
with “dodging and burning” to look more atmospheric. Their goal was to visually align
photography with academic painting, thereby demonstrating photography’s artistic value.
Eventually the link to painting became a liability instead of an asset as Pictorialist
photographers were accused (often rightly) of producing slavish imitations of academic subjects.
Modern photographers wanted to highlight their medium’s unique qualities: its relationship to
light, its ability to flatten and distort space, and its documentary capacity, rather than continue
to use photography as a “handmaiden to art.”
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(Paulista School) and saw their photographs accepted into museums alongside paintings for the
first time.
The long life span of Pictorialism in Brazil and the abrupt onset of cultural and industrial
modernization in São Paulo meant that the shift from the conventionalism of the earlier style to
the near-abstraction of FCCB photography was abrupt and radical. Rather than following the
lead of abstract painters, ad had European photographers, Brazilian photographers drove the
aesthetic movement towards geometric abstraction. At this time of shifting tastes, periodicals
like Íris reflected the popular concerns of São Paulo’s photographic community. The bulk of the
magazine’s content was devoted to the technical side of photographic practice and it covered a
range of such topics, often more than once: for example, it published a long-running series of
articles on how to take clear photographs (fotografias nitidas), including explanations of why
photographs can be out of focus and debates over whether photographs need to be in-focus to be
good.63 In the beginning, photographic topics only comprised about half of Íris’s content; the
rest of the magazine was devoted to cinema and the graphic arts.64 However, as the magazine
transitioned into the late 1940s, the percentage of content devoted to photography grew while
the cinematography and graphic arts sections diminished. Increased attention was given to
issues of imagery and composition and technical concerns were deemphasized. This shift
coincides with a similar maturation among FCCB members who began to evolve away from their
portraitist-Pictorialist foundations into a style that privileged angular compositions and nontraditional viewpoints.65 Taken as a whole, the content of Íris outlines the common concerns of
Brazilian amateur photographers.

Other technical themes include: beginners’ guides to photography, detailed instructions on
how to set up a developing lab, cropping, lighting, how to hold a camera, how to take pictures of
objects in motion, the secrets to great portraits, etc.
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The cinematography section demonstrates the attention Paulistanos paid to media trends in
the United States through its frequent reports on happenings in Hollywood. Íris even published
a glossary of English-language movie terms translated into Portuguese.
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Most of the magazine’s written content was created by non-FCCB members including articles
translated from foreign photography magazines. However, FCCB photography was featured in
most issues and FCCB photographers occasionally contributed texts.
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In August 1948 FCCB member Thomaz Farkas authored a 19-page spread for the August
1948 issue of Íris entitled “Fotografia: Caminhos diversos” (“Photography: Different Paths”).66
Farkas’s family had immigrated to Brazil from Hungary in 1930 where Farkas’s father opened a
camera and optics shop called Fotoptica on São Bento Street in the center of São Paulo.67
Farkas’s photo-enthusiasm began at a young age: when he joined the FCCB in 1942 he needed
parental permission to enroll, because he was still a minor. He approached the FCCB with
youthful exuberance and was an extremely active in club events. In addition to serving on the
editorial board of Íris, he received assignments to arrange exchanges between the FCCB and
other Brazilian photo clubs and cultivate relationships with photographic magazines.68
Farkas was a prolific photographer and diverse artistic interests are highlighted in his
article for Íris.69 As outlined in his “Introduction,” Farkas’s primary interest was the revitalizing
process of creative evolution. He asserts, “In all human activities, vitality expresses itself
through evolution. He who does not evolve stagnates; he who stagnates, dies.” 70 Farkas suggest
that all photographers should begin by learning proper camera technique and by practicing
traditional genres like landscape, still-life, and portraiture; but what separates artists from
hobbyists who “content themselves with taking pictures of family on Sundays, of children

Thomaz Farkas, “Fotografia: Caminhos diversos,” Íris: Revista Brasileira de foto, cinema e
artes graficas 2, no. 19 (August 1948), 10-29. In contrast to his fellow FCCB Íris editorial board
members Salvatore and Warchavchik, Farkas frequently published photographs in the
magazine.
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immigrants—many of Jewish decent—from families who fled Nazism.
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swinging, of the view from Pão de Açucar [the famous monolith in Rio de Janeiro]” is the drive
to “photograph as a means of expression.” 71
With obvious disdain for individuals who do nothing to stretch the limits of
photographic practice, Farkas lists the contributions of artists for whom photography is a
vocation:
Innumerable new subjects, surprising in their variety, of which we can highlight the
following as being of greatest importance:
Professional subjects: journalistic – documentary – advertising
Non-professional subjects (in the sense of not having people who pay for them): abstract
and surreal photographs (photograms) – textures and designs – expressions of
movement – dance.72
For Farkas, the major difference between the types of photography listed above and the
photography of hobbyists, is that the latter makes no social contribution, while artistic
photographers force viewers to think, self-educate, and initiate “social action.”73 The
“professional subjects” in particular, “independent of the end to which [they are] employed,
[are] always formidable weapon[s], recognized by all people and used by all.” 74
Farkas acknowledges the innate power of photojournalism, documentary photography,
and advertising photography, but his recognition of the “social” importance of photography is a
call for photographic and artistic literacy rather than a cry for political action. The response he
hopes to draw from readers is a socratic questioning of artist motivations and execution, rather
than a compulsion toward civic involvement. Farkas’s advocacy for artistic intellectualism
speaks to one of the greatest criticisms of the FCCB: that its members were primarily uppermiddle class men who did little to promote access to photography or advance social causes
through their photographs. Members of the FCCB were often hobbyists, sometimes artists, but
never political agitators.
Ibid. “Se contentam em tirar fotografias da famiília aos domingos, do garotinho na balança, da
vista do Pão de Açucar, não deve ser confundido com aquele para quem a fotografia é meio de
expressão.”
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Farkas gives lip-service to the social potential of photography, but the rest of his text and
imagery confirms that he was more interested in exploring Modern aesthetics than in fighting
for a modern social utopia. The closest Farkas came to social commentary is in a work entitled
Monstro com Janelas (Monster with Windows) (fig. 1.10). The photograph depicts a towering
Modern façade from a worm’s-eye view at a sharp angle. The picture plane is crowded with the
cement structure, so that there is neither horizon nor ground line. Photographs of similar
subjects by other FCCB photographers feel inspirational and heroicizing (fig. 1.11), but the
combination of Farkas’s menacing title with his claustrophobia-inducing imagery suggest that
he was not as enthralled by the modern cityscape being erected around him as were some of his
contemporaries.
Another image from the article also bears a potentially caustic moniker. Rede (Net) is a
backlit photograph of telephone poles and electrical wires (fig. 1.12). The wires hang
conspicuously above the roofline of a darkened suburban street. The roadway is not visible,
indicating that the photograph was probably taken while the photographer was crouching down,
but looking up. This careful angle suggests that Farkas designed his shot for maximum effect: he
wanted to fill the picture with as many interlacing utility wires as possible. This is not a snapshot, it is a composition. The juxtaposition of the still-bright sky and shaded façades suggest that
the photograph was taken around sunset, however, the sky itself is of secondary importance to
the lines traced across it by the wires. The natural world is subjugated to the un-beautiful
linearity of modernity. The photograph’s title, Rede, can be taken literally: ‘rede’ is the term used
for a network, like an internet or a telephone system. However, it can also be read critically since
‘rede’ can also mean a net to trap a person or animal. In common parlance, ‘rede’ most often
means a hammock, the traditional Brazilian bed. Farkas’s ambiguous title might suggests that
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modern man has swapped the traditional hammocks of pre-colonial Brazilians for a more
modern, but less useful, type of ‘rede.’ 75
Apart from a smattering of figural works, all of Farkas’ illustrations are architectonic.76
Although Farkas’s article for Íris is strange at times, with its meandering prose and riddling
subtitles, it demonstrates Farkas’s mastery of Brazilian Modernist photography’s essential
features including: backlighting, bold angles, rhythmic and repetitive elements, linearity, and a
focus on the architectonic features.77 Farkas’s exploration of extreme angles was identified by

Farkas named a similar photograph of electrical wires Civilização (Civilization). Here a dozen
or more telephone poles of varying heights appear scattered across the print. The horizon line is
set low in and the image is back-lit, crowding the pictured buildings in the bottom fifth of the
frame. The majority of the photograph is devoted to sky, but instead of bright, tropical sunlight,
the heavens are ash gray, with a smoky black cloud crawling across the photograph’s midline.
Stabbing through the smoggy mass are telephone and electrical poles, with so many filaments
hanging from each that the hazy sky is transformed into a loom of criss-crossing wires. The
scene manages to be both banal and repulsive: a frank depiction of the unglamorous aspects of
industrial modernization. By saddling a picture of urban dregs with the grandiose title
Civilization, Farkaz signals that the name—like Rede—is an ironic commentary on modernity.
These sly jabs are rare amongst FCCB photographers and within Farkas’s oeuvre. Much more
common are self-evident titles like Luzes (Lights), Telhas (Roof tiles), and Preto e Branco (Black
and white). Preto e Branco was not included in “Fotografia: Caminhos diversos,” but it was
published in Íris 1, no. 10, (November 1947), 41.
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Farkas established a “surrealist” photography group, but its other members are unknown.
Farkas’s surrealist experiments were not as well received within the FCCB as his other
photographs. The notes from the VI Salão de Arte Fotografica published in the December 1947
issue of Íris, for example, praise Farkas as a “possessor of his own style, vigorous, capable of
extraordinary realizations, in both concept and execution,” but continues with a luke-warm
assessment of his surrealist work: “he has a tendency for Surrealism, but is still hesitant and not
sure of himself, not strong enough to liberate himself from certain orthodoxies . . . We judge this
to be Thomaz Farkas’s last “hesitant” Salon, and predict that in the next, Farkas will find himself
definitively. This will be his “blue period” like that of Picasso” (Possuidor de um estilo próprio,
vigoroso, capaz de realizações extraordinárias, tanto na concepção como na execução . . . êle
tende para ao Surrealismo, estando entretanto ainda hesitante e não seguro de si, sem força
suficiente para se libertar de certa ortodoxia . . . Julgamos ser êste o último Salão “hesitante” de
Thomaz Farkas, e profetisamos que no proximo, Farkas encontrar-se-á a si mesmo,
definitivamente. Será o “periodo azul” de Picasso). Costa and Rodrigues, A fotografia moderna
no Brasil, 51. Farkas’s varied interests eventually led to his abandonment of photography and
the FCCB. According to Costa and Rodrigues, he remained a member only until 1950, at which
point he took up cinematography. However, FCCB registers show that Farkas continued to
submit work to the annual Salon into the mid 1950s.
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Helouise Costa as his most significant contribution to Modern photography; they also provide a
link between FCCB aesthetics and the radical photographic practices of Geraldo de Barros. 78
Farkas’s unorthodox viewpoints disorient the viewer, challenging her sense of equilibrium:
“framing the image in tortured and unusual angles lays bare the function of photography as an
exercise of the gaze: as an eccentric position, perspective acts explicitly as an instrument of
deformation and the position of eye/subject is denounced as an establishing agent of all
order.”79 Farkas’s steep angles and “tortured” views, such as those featured in Cidade (City) (fig.
1.13), where architecture towers over the viewer, or Escada ao sol (Stairway to the Sun) (fig.
1.14),80 whose namesake staircase seems to lead simultaneously up and down, make the viewer
aware of photography’s ability to manipulate space. Exaggerated viewpoints create visceral
responses, making the viewer awareof the image’s falseness. Once she relinquishes the
expectation that the photograph is a veristic depiction of the world, its imagery can be read
metaphorically rather than documentarily. Farkas’s photographs helped to popularize the
architectural imagery privileged by the FCCB while opening new roads for technical and
compositional experimentation.
Farkas’s photographic ingenuity is at least partially attributable to his research on avantgarde photographic practices in Europe and Modernist photography in the United States. The
Farkas families’ shop, Fotoptica, imported photography books that he used for his personal
research. The shop was located near the newly-built public library, where Farkas would have
seen books on László Moholy-Nagy. Moholy-Nagy’s steep photographic angles, urban imagery,

Costa and Rodrigues, A fotografia moderna no Brasil, 58. It is important to note that Farkas’s
untraditional compositions were influenced by his knowledge of European and
US photographic trends. The steep angles and untraditional framing cited here are particularly
reminiscent of Moholy-Nagy’s concept of “New Vision,” developed in the 1920s.
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and overlapping grids have direct visual referents in Farkas’s work. 81 Farkas also wrote to
Edward Weston and sent him samples of his photographs. He even visited Weston when he
traveled to the United States in 1948.82 Thus, Farkas’s impact on the Brazilian photographic
world was magnified as a result of his extensive international photographic network.

The FCCB and the Practice of Abstract Urban Photography
Other members of the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante also experimented with disorienting
photographic modalities, although none as extensively as Farkas. Photographing stairs at steep
and oblique angles, creating closely-cropped compositions from found geometric motifs, and
photographing in silhouette against the sun allowed the fotoclubistas to investigate new physical
perspectives while affirming the flatness of the photographic image, and crafting a Modern
aesthetic. Photography, they argued, had to embrace the abstraction that European painting and
sculpture had adopted decades previously, but do so in a way that drew upon photography’s
unique attributes: specifically the way photography created a physical rendering from
immaterial light, photography’s compression of three dimensional space onto a flat surface, and
photography’s indexical relationship to the real.
Brazilian photo historians have avoided explaining why these specific features came to
be identified as Modern, other than their divergence from the popular Pictorialist style of
previous decades.83 Likewise, the imagery of Brazilian Modern photography has been

It is not possible to know all of the photographers to whom Farkas would have been exposed
in the library, but it did have an extensive photography collection for the time, including
periodicals like Modern Photography and US Camera, as well as a wide variety of photography
year books from German, Italy, France, and even Japan.
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interpreted as secondary to photographers’ interests in formal and compositional effects. For
example, staircases appear repeatedly in the Bandeirante’s images because they were highly
geometric, provided disorienting fields of lines and angles when photographed obliquely, and
created stark tonal contrast under the correct light. However, I argue that there is a substantive
connection between the imagery of Brazilian Modernist photography, the formal properties of
those images, and the techniques employed to create the images.
Modernist photographers in São Paulo worked in a city under construction. They were
surrounded by still-damp concrete masses, rebar exoskeletons signaling building in progress,
and excavated voids where the city was eviscerated and rebuilt. The construction of the city was
both their real and allegorical subject matter. Photographs frequently featured chain link fence,
cylindrical concrete sewer pipe, decorative ironwork, and other construction materials.
Likewise, photographs were abstract and geometric because the urban landscape was abstract
and geometric. The Modernist aesthetic was not merely a reactionary attempt to distance
photography from passé Pictorialism—it was a direct response to the visual language of the
urban environment.
Farkas and his contemporaries demonstrated their modern vision by turning their gaze
to the repetitive patterns of São Paulo’s built landscape, and viewing those already-disorienting
lines, planes, and masses with the increased distortion of backlighting and unconventional
angles. Farkas’s fellow FCCB member Jose Yalenti explained the Modern photographer’s
preference for linear patterns in an article written for Íris entitled, “The Language of Lines.”84 In
“The Language of Lines” Yalenti argues that photography is a graphic art, whereas painting is a
plastic art. Critics and enthusiasts who neglect this distinction erroneously expect
photographers to produce painterly still-lifes and deprecate the medium when these attempts

José Yalenti, “A linguagem das linhas,” Íris 2, no. 15 (April 1948): 14-21. A longer treatise on
composition and the importance of line written by a fellow FCCB member Aldo A. de Souza
Lima ran over the course of multiple issues of FCCB Boletim 5, no. 50-55, (June-November
1950). See also Frank Meister, “A linha dominante,” FCCB Boletim 5, no. 49 (May 1950): 62-63.
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fail.85 Photographic aesthetics, Yalenti explains, are dominated by an impulse to linearity, while
painting is ruled by color. Yalenti believes that once photography is judged for its own aesthetic
strengths, rather than being made submissive to the aesthetic qualities of painting, its
evocativeness and artistic value will be universally recognized.86 “The language of lines is the
domain of photography,” Yalenti proclaimed, “an indisputable and exclusive domain, and not
even the most celebrated painters of all history have been able to create with their art [linear]
works equal [to photography].”87 Yalenti clarifies that this absolutist declaration is not meant to
suggest that photographers are superior to painters, only that photographers are, “superior in
the truly photographic field, and I consider ‘truly photographic,’ precisely those subjects where
lines predominate, straight or curved, black on white or white on black.”88
In Brazil in the 1940s, Yalenti’s assertion that photography was art, and that it
dominated specific aesthetic forms in a way that painting could not, was bold. Photo enthusiasts
had debated photography’s status in the pages of Íris since the magazine’s inception, but
Yalenti’s opinion carried extra weight because he was a founding member of the FCCB.89 A fullpage photographic portrait of Yalenti was published alongside his article, with a half-page
biography, including an abbreviated list of Yalenti’s domestic, international, and commercial
awards. No other photographers published in Íris were given similar fanfare. In listing Yalenti’s

Although he does not credit the Hungarian artist, Yalenti’s ideas here are very similar to those
expressed by László Moholy-Nagy in Painting, Photography, Film (1925).
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Yalenti, “A linguagem das linhas,” 15.

Ibid. “A linguagem das linhas é domínio da fotografia, domínio indiscutível e exclusivo, e nem
os mais célebres pintores de toda a história tivessem conseguido, com a sua arte, uma obra
igual.”
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Ibid. “Superior no campo verdadeiramente fotográfico, e considero ‘verdadieramente
fotográfico,’ justamente todos os assuntos onde prevalecem as linhas, retas ou curvadas, prêto
em branco ou branco em prêto.”
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See also, Jorge Radó, “Fotografia versus pintura,” FCCB Boletim 1, no. 9 (September 1947):
15-18; René Mandion, “O nu em fotografia,” FCCB Boletim 1, no. 10 (November 1947): 17-21;
Jorge Radó, “A fotografia do eterno,” FCCB Boletim 1, no. 11 (December 1947): 19-21. The
articles formed part of an on-going series entitled, “Fotografia: Uma arte?”
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awards, the editors of Íris affirmed his authority beyond the tacit approval of publication.
Yalenti was also afforded an unprecedented five-page spread of full-page images.
The illustrations which accompanied Yalenti’s essay—all his own photographs—were
labeled to indicate the type of line each depicted, according to the five categories he identifies in
his essay: “parallel and diagonal” (fig. 1.15), “arabesques” (fig. 1.16), “circular” (fig. 1.17),
“triangular” (fig. 1.18), and “reverse” (fig. 1.19). Unfortunately, Yalenti does not describe the
characteristics, formal strengths, or meanings associated with each kind of line, instead relying
on his images to prove the general thesis that photography was a “language of lines.” It is
significant, however, that of the five types of lines considered by Yalenti, four are illustrated with
architectural imagery, “arabesque” being the sole outlier. 90 Likewise, the flights of stairs,
building facades, and sewer piping Yalenti photographed were not identified with specific details
of location, place, or time, but with the formal property Yalenti found compelling in each image.
His omission of the documentary details associated with each photograph could be for
the sake of the article’s clarity: in this specific context the images were meant to be read as
illustrations rather than as artworks with official titles. However, works Yalenti submitted for
exhibition were given similarly oblique names. For example, Evanescent (fig. 1.20), a
photograph taken in 1945 but submitted to the VII International Salon of Photographic Art in
1948, and featured in the January 1949 edition of Íris in the “Best of the Salon” section, is
compositionally similar to the illustration “parallels and diagonals”. Evanescent shows a back-lit
male figure seated on a staircase that, through stark lighting and overexposure, dissolves into its
surroundings. The essential elements of “parallels and diagonals” and Evanescent are the same:

Had Yalenti looked for examples outside of his own photographic practice, he could have
found photographs of “arabesque” lines in architectural forms. Farkas’ Preto e Branco,
published in the November 1947 edition of Íris, shows curlicue iron grating and its shadow cast
against a cobblestone background. The iron and shadow are stark-black against the light grey
stone, creating a strikingly simple composition. Farkas’s title implies that, for him, the most
relevant aspect of the work was the play of shadow and light, black and white. Farkas did not
create the photograph because he was interested in grating as a subject, but because of its formal
qualities. Farkas’s photograph echoes Yalenti’s formal explorations, demonstrating that the
inclination to look for lines in São Paulo’s constructed spaces was wide-spread.
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bodies afloat in a blur of pavement, only vaguely distinguishable by the familiar lines of a
staircase.
Together the two photographs demonstrate Yalenti’s interest in a precarious urbanity. In
both pictures the human subjects occupy otherwise-deserted public plazas. The implied
relationships are between man and concrete, rather than between man and fellow man.
Depicting empty or nearly-empty public space was a common trope of Brazilian Modernist
photography, as was the low-key exposure gives the print its enigmatic aura. Its recurrence
suggests the cultural importance of the cityscape and a growing sense of alienation from it. The
modernist photographers of the FCCB were attuned to finding patterns and shapes in the urban
landscape; the unornamented surfaces of new high-rises and highways still under construction
gave them opportunities to flirt with abstraction without surrendering to it completely. The
city’s human occupants seem to disrupt this pursuit of abstraction, rather than representing an
essential component of the urban experience.
The conditions of modern urban experience provided spaces that challenged traditional
perspectives and landscapes. Stairs, for example, were not modern inventions, but their sudden
proliferation in the “verticalized” city infrastructure placed them more frequently in the
viewfinders of Modern photographers. Furthermore, stairs serve as indexes of large building
projects because of their associations with ascent and their often enveloping scale. The
increasing vertiginousness of São Paulo encouraged the study of steep angles, both up and
down. The attenuation and proliferation of architecture in São Paulo in the 1930s-50s, as well as
the architectural angularity and geometricity popular at the time had a direct influence on
Modern photographic aesthetics. It is no coincidence that São Paulo’s iconic Altino Arantes
Buiding (commonly known as the Banespa tower) appears in ads for photographic shops, that
generic “Fotografias Arquitetónicas” (“Architectonic Photographs”) litter the pages of
contemporary illustrated magazines, or that the key features of Modernist architecture—
linearity, minimalist color and decoration, and the drive to physically and psychologically
stretch the limits of the real—are also key features of Modern photography (fig. 1.21).
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The photographic theories of Farkas and Yalenti, two of the more aesthetically
progressive members of the FCCB, help to form an idea of how the club defined Modern
photography’s features. For Farkas, “Modern” meant the intent to generate social and/or
aesthetic contemplation, and a keen sense of composition—especially through steep angles and
disorienting views. For Yalenti, “Modern” images were those that eschewed any link with
painting, instead embracing a “uniquely photographic” aesthetic that privileged geometric and
linear forms. These two theories demonstrate that there was no singular definition of “Modern
photography” within the FCCB. In fact, before 1950 many of the club’s members were still
reluctant to adopt visually progressive strategies at all. An overview of the photographs
published in FCCB Boletim and the annual Salon catalogs demonstrate that a large portion of
the club’s members were still producing cherubic images of children, dreamy-eyed femme
fatales, and maritime idylls while their colleagues were challenging the Pictorialist
underpinnings of these photographic clichés.
The FCCB’s modernism was multifaceted and fragmented. In “Notions of the Modern in
the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante,” Vanessa Lenzini summarizes the multiple interpretations of
Modern photography proffered by texts published in the FCCB Boletim. Lenzini concludes that
the group developed no single, canonized definition of Modern photography but that, “in
pointing out the contradictions running through the concretion of the idea of the new and the
modern, a multiplicity of values were outlined, for example, quotidian urban life,
cosmopolitanism, and the individual experiences brought by the photographers.”91 It is clear
from extant texts that members of the FCCB did not approach the development of Modern
photography systematically: there is no evidence that members of the FCCB were attempting to
create a “new” or self-consciously Modern genre. Rather, they conducted independent formal
photographic experiments that collectively produced an oeuvre united by the repetition of

Lenzini, “Noções do moderno no Foto-Cine Clube Bandeirante,” 15. “Ao apontar as
contradições que percorreram a concretização da idía do novo, do moderno, esboçou-se a
multipicidade de valores envolvidos, como por exemplo o cotidiano urbano, o cosmopolitismo e
a experiências individuais trazidas pelos fotógrafos.”
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certain visual elements. The annual Salons held by the group, as well as group excursions,
contests, and “seminários” (seminars) in which the merits of submitted works were debated
amongst group members in an open forum, helped to mold a coherent Modernism.92
Although the group never officially codified their definition of Modern photography—
they left no manifesto or collectively signed document outlining their aesthetic principles—
patterns are evident in the work of the photographers now labeled Modernists. Costa and
Rodrigues summarized the elements of FCCB Modernism, synthesizing the contributions of
Yalenti, Farkas, and other like-minded photographers stating:
Through geometricization . . . new camera angles . . . abstract experimentation . . . [and]
the full exercise of a modernist photographic vision via the estrangement from everyday
reality . . . the pioneers [of Modern photography within the FCCB] negated the
documentary character of photography and opened various angles of research, triggering
a great change in the photo club’s production.93
This assessment of Modern photography’s core values echoes the ideas espoused by the first
Brazilian Modernist artists involved with the 1922 Semana de Arte Moderna, suggesting
continuity between the Modernism of the earlier group of artists, and the techniques developed
within the FCCB.
Oswald de Andrade, the principle mouthpiece of the early Brazilian Modernists, declared
in his 1924 “Manifesto Pau Brasil” that Brazilian Modernism encapsulated “the fight against
naturalistic detail—for synthesis; against romantic morbidity—for geometric equilibrium and
finishing technique; against the copy, for invention and surprise. / A new perspective.”94 The

The “seminários” began in 1949, which may help to explain why the ideas of the Modernist
photographers and the general acceptance of their techniques accelerated after this point.
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Costa and Rodrigues, A fotografia moderna no Brasil, 55. “A partir da geometrização . . . de
novos ângulos de tomada . . . da pesquisa abstracionista . . . do exercício pleno de uma visão
fotográfica moderna através do estranhamento da realidade coitidiana . . . os pioneiros
renegaram o caráter documental da fotografia e abriram várias frentes de pesquisa,
desencadeando uma grande mudança na produção fotoclubista.”
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Oswald de Andrade,“Manifesto da Poesia Pau-Brasil, Correio da Manhã, 18 March 1924. “O
trabalho contra o detalhe naturalista—pela síntese; contra a morbidez romântica—pelo
equilíbrio geômetra e pelo acabamento técnico; contra a cópia, pela invenção e pela surpresa. /
Uma nova perspectiva.”
94
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artists and writers of Andrade’s generation largely ignored photography,95 but together the art
produced by the first generation of Brazilian Modernists and by members of the FCCB establish
Brazilian Modernism as, “an imminently urban problem.” Brazilian historian Maria Arruda
elaborates: “By turning culture into an especially urban question, the intellectuals of ’22
portrayed a life that modernized itself, but, above all, constructed a new perceptive order. When
they did this, they opened routes for the following generations to concretize ‘a decisive modern
conscious’.”96 Modernist FCCB photography responded to the Semana de Arte Moderna’s call
for the establishment of a “new perceptive order.” The new picture-taking angles and
geometricized compositions described in this chapter resulted from photographers living in an
increasingly architectonic landscape filled with high-rise construction, and manifested a
concretization of the “decisive modern conscious” born during the Semana de Arte Moderna.
The extent of urbanity’s influence on modernist photography is evident in the content of
photographs labeled “Modern,” and in their architecturally-inspired perspectives. Modern
photographs often reproduced building façades—like Farkas’s Monstro com Janelas (fig. 1.10)
—, constructed public spaces—like Eduardo Salvatore’s Sombras da Tarde (fig. 22)—, urban
landscapes—like Farkas’s Ladeira (fig. 1.23)—, isolated architectural features—like Yalenti’s
Oswald’s compatriot and fellow modernist Mario de Andrade was a casual photographer.
However, there is no evidence that Mario thought of his photographs as anything more than
personal snapshots, let alone works of fine art. Esther Gabara examines Mario’s photographs,
tying them to modernist literary and artistic practices, specifically the movement towards
abstraction. While Gabara demonstrates ties between photography and literature, the first
generation of modernists viewed photographs as technological curiosities rather than artworks.
This point of view is in direct opposition to that of the FCCB, whose members saw their
photographic prints as artworks with their own technical and ideological merits, independent of
other artistic practices. I have found no indications that members of the FCCB and other midcentury photographers were ware of Andrade’s photographic production. See Esther Gabara,
Errant Modernism: The Ethos of Photography in Mexico and Brazil (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2008).
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Maria Arruda, “Metrópole e cultura: o novo modernismo paulista em meados do século,”
Tempo social 9, no. 2 (Oct 1997): 41. “Um problema iminentemente urbano . . . Os intelectuais
de 22, ao transformarem a cultura numa questão essencialmente urbana, retrataram a vida que
se modernizava, mas, sobretudo, construíram uma nova ordem de percepção. E quando a
realizaram, abriram sendas para as gerações seguintes concretizarem ‘uma consciência moderna
decisiva’.” Here Arruda quotes the phrase “uma consciência moderna decisiva” from Richard M.
Morse, Formação histórica de São Paulo (da comunidade à metrópole) (São Paulo: Difel,
1970).
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Evanescent (fig. 1.20)—, and building materials—like Fredi Kleeman’s Cilindros (fig. 1.24).97
These eventually became the main iconographic themes of the Escola Paulista. 98 Barros entered
and left the FCCB during the incipient years of the Escola Paulista and his photography drew on
the same visual imagery, incorporating extensive post-production manipulations. Thus, Barros’s
oeuvre integrated elements of the photographic zeitgeist, but employed those elements in a way
that laid bare the city’s ethos rather than becoming formal exercises.

Geraldo de Barros and the FCCB
Geraldo de Barros came to the FCCB when the club was already well established, its
Salons well attended, and its ideas widely propagated.99 The foundations of the Escola Paulista
had already been set by Farkas and Yalenti. While he is not usually affiliated with the school,
Barros’s production while associated with the FCCB helped to forward the abstractionist bent of
some Escola Paulista photographers. Barros’s oeurve was also immensely controversial: he
claims (and other FCCB members confirm) that many of his fellow Bandeirantes thought him
“crazy” and that his unorthodox ideas and practices led to physical altercations among group
members.100 In an interview with Paulo Herkenhoff, current director of the Museu de Arte do

I have only included a small selection of images that follow these patterns, many more
photographs contain similar elements, especially toward the end of the 1950s.
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Costa and Rodrigues, A fotografia moderna no Brasil, 58-59. Just as the FCCB’s definition of
Modernism was never codified, the members of the “Escola Paulista” were never formally
specified. The names listed above belong to some of the most ardent and well-known espousers
of the style. The “Escola Paulista” continued to produce urban-themed works into the
mid-1960s, at which point their production became increasingly organic and abstract. The
height of “Escola Paulista” production was circa 1954-56 when their photographs were visually
progressive enough to be considered Modernist, but not yet abstract.
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Lenzini, “Noções do moderno no Foto-Cine Clube Bandeirante,” 23. In addition to the club’s
previously mentioned publications and activities, it promulgated its ideas in a fifteen minute
radio spot, “Images on the Air (Instantâneos no Ar)” broadcast Tuesday through Saturday from
7:00 to 7:15 PM, February to May.
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Depoimento de Geraldo de Barros, Museu da Imagem e do Som de São Paulo, recorded 17
August 1994; see also Heloisa Espada, “Geraldo de Barros no Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante,” in
Geraldo de Barros e a Fotografia, ed. Helouisa Espada (São Paulo: IMS/SESC, 2014), 36. In
Eder Chiodetto’s interview with German Lorca, the latter suggests the FCCB wanted to expel
both he and Barros over their experimental photographs; Chiodetto, German Lorca, 150.
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Rio (MAR) and long-time chief curator of the Museu de Arte Moderno-Rio (MAM-Rio), Barros
elaborated:
I got into many arguments with the Bandeirantes, because my ideas, my vision of the art
of photography, diverged from that of the other photographers who frequented the club.
They had an academic vision of photography and I acted as a “curiosity,” always looking
for unconventional solutions in my photos . . . They had classifications for the members,
depending on the number of prizes and participations in Salons. In this classification
system, I never passed “novice.” What I did were “experiences” and all the Bandeirantes
marginalized me.101
Barros’s Marginal, Marginal, which he submitted to the FCCB’s “Fifth Seminar of Photographic
Art (V Seminário de Arte Fotógrafica),” is a visual record of this marginalization. A transcript of
the meeting was published in the January 1950 FCCB Boletim (fig. 1.25).102 After explaining the
techniques used to compose the image, the discussion, led by Salvatore, turned into an attack on
the photograph’s title:
E. Salvatore: I don’t see the relationship between the title and what the photograph
suggests: I ask the author to explain his intentions.

Paulo Herkenhoff, Entrevista com Geraldo de Barros, Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de
Janeiro, conducted 4 April 1988; see also Espada, “Geraldo de Barros no Foto Cine Clube
Bandeirante,” 36. “Tive muitas brigas no Bandeirante, pois minhas ideias, minha visão da arte
da fotografia, divergiam dos outros fotógrafos que frequentavam o clube. Eles tinham uma visão
acadêmica da fotografia, e eu me comportava como um “curioso,” buscando sempre soluções
não convencionais para as minhas fotos. . . . Eles tinham graus de classificação para os
associados, de acordo com o número de prêmios e participações obtidos em salões. Dentro dessa
classificação, eu nunca passei de ‘novíssimo.’ O que eu fazia eram experiências, e todos no
Bandeirante me marginalizavam.” In later interviews Farkas also called himself a marginalized
photographer and identified more strongly with Barros’s than with the FCCB. In a newspaper
article in his artist file at MASP, Farkas explained, “I am not a professional photographer, I’m
not an enthusiast, I am not an artist, I am not an art critic, I am a marginal in the world of
photography” Não sou fotógrafo profissional, não sou amador, não sou artista, não sou critico de
arte, sou um marginal da fotografia). Farkas went on to clarify that he left the FCCB because he
found their vision restrictive and their ways of judging artworks dictatorial. Even though Farkas
enjoyed considerable success within the system—both Íris and FCCB Boletim often published
praises of his work—he recognized the inevitable stagnation of an artistic organization run
hierarchically. His premonitions proved well-founded: although the FCCB continues to operate
into the present, it has not been influential since the 1960s and only a handful of its members,
including Barros and Farkas, are well-recognized in the Brazilian art community.
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In the photograph Barros posed himself on the outside of a window looking in. The picture
was created with a Rolleiflex camera that Barros used after joining the club. To take it Barros
opened the aperture and posed himself behind the window, tapping his fingers on the glass
every five seconds to imbue the resulting image with a sense of movement. “Mais um seminário
de fotógrafica,” FCCB Boletim 4, no. 45 (January 1950): 16.
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Author [Barros]: By marginal it is meant a person who finds himself more or less at the
margin of life, indecisive about what attitude to take. That’s what I wanted to suggest
with the photograph in question.
E. Salvatore: Even with the author’s explanation, I don’t see the correlation between his
idea and the execution, because the picture suggests another person who wants to
enter or, from outside, to catch the attention of someone inside the house.
M. H. Dutra: The photograph is more subjective than objective. In these cases the title
should complement the artistic message.
E. Salvatore: Remember the importance of the title, sometimes as important as the
photograph itself. Many think the title is superfluous, and even unnecessary, and the
majority of aficionados don’t give it the least importance. But it is undeniable that
through the title one can better understand the true artistic intention and if, in some
cases, the title is dispensable because of the clarity of the message, other times an
adequate title—a difficult thing to achieve—is absolutely necessary to complete or
elucidate the artistic thought. 103
The discussion comes across as a game of cat-and-mouse with the obviously hostile Salvatore
trying to draw out of Barros an admission that the younger artist feels marginalized by his FCCB
colleagues.104 When Barros answers obliquely, Salvatore uses his position as seminar moderator
to lecture Barros on titling. The frigidity of the interchange becomes more apparent when

Ibid. “E. Salvatore: Não vê relação entre o título e o que o fotografia sugere: pede uma
explicação da intenção do autor.
Autor: Entende-se por marginal, uma pessoa que se encontra mais ou menos á margem da vida,
indecisa mesmo sobre a atitude a tomar. Fui o que quis sugerir com o fotografia em estudo.
E. Salvatore: Mesmo com a explicação do autor, não encontra correlação entre a sua ideia e a
execução, pois o quadro sugere mais uma pessoa que deseja entrar ou mesmo, de fora, chamar a
atenção de alguém dentro da casa.
M. H. Dutra: A fotografia é mais subjectiva do que objectiva. Nesses casos o título deve
completar a mensagem artistica.
E. Salvatore: Lembra a importância do título, as vezes tão importante como o própria fotografia.
Muitos julgam o título como supérflua, e mesmo desnecessária, e a maioria dos aficionados não
lhe dão mesmo maior importância. Mas é inegável que pelo título pode-se melhor aprender da
verdadeira intenção do artista e si muitas vezes diante da claresa da mensagem, o título pode ser
dispensado, outras vezes torna-se absolutamente necesário um título adequado—coisa que não é
facil—para completar ou elucidar o pensamento da artista.”
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Jaqueline Silva outlines Barros’s sense of marginalization and its importance to his art in
“Geraldo de Barros: a incursão do “marginal” na arte (1946-1951).” However, Silva’s article does
not clearly link Barros’s experience of marginalization and the works he created to the historical,
political, social, and artistic contexts of the period in which they were produced, even though the
author claims an “intrinsic relationship.” I hope to demonstrate this relationship clearly in my
discussion of Barros’s participation in the seminaries and in specific fotoformas that I link to
other groups of marginalized Paulistanos. Jaqueline Silva’s “Geraldo de Barros: a incursão do
“marginal” na arte (1946-1951),” Revista de História da Arte e Arqueologia 20: 174.
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comparing Barros’s critique to that of other seminar participants.105 Most photographs were
submitted to a much less rigorous round of general questioning (“What was your intention?”
“How was the photograph made?”, etc.), followed by a mix of light suggestions and heavy praise.
Barros’s submitted photographs to the seminaries twice and each garnered a similarly bellicose
assessment.106
Barros felt put on trial during the seminaries; a photomontage he created depicts his
likeness on an easel in front of a room full of leering FCCB members, arranged like prosecution,
judge, and jury in a courtroom (fig. 1.26). Salvatore’s head peeks around the left side of the easel
bearing Barros’s image, affirming him to be Barros’s primary prosecutor. The image was
published in the June 1950 issue of FCCB Boletim, so the club’s internal drama would have been
common knowledge, even among members who did not attend the seminaries.107 Salvatore’s
open resistance to Barros’s photography stemmed primarily from his perception of Barros as a
painter dabbling in photography, rather than a serious photographer.108 In an interview with
Brazilian curator Heloisa Espada, Salvatore explained, “We found this [Barros’s manipulations
of photographic negatives through drawing, cutting, and scratching] to be an improper
intervention . . . Barros’s procedures were artificial, non-photographic. We sought to accomplish
things simply photographically.”109 In an age of interdisciplinarity Salvatore’s objections seem

Lorca’s interview confirms that Barros’s critiques were especially violent; Chiodetto, German
Lorca, 150.
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Barros also submitted to the Fourth seminar, the transcript of which was published in the
November 1949 edition of FCCB Boletim.
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Espada, “Geraldo de Barros no Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante,” 44.

Barros’s artistic legacy is primarily tied to his work as a plastic artist and designer; his
photographic work has only come to the fore within the last two decades. Barros was involved
with painting and photographic experimentation simultaneously at the beginning of his career.
After leaving photography for forty years, Barros returned to medium in the late nineties,
creating a series entitled Sobras (Leftovers/Remains). The title suggests continuity with his
work of the 1940s and 50s, and, in fact, Barros recycled some of his original negatives into his
Sobras collages. Favre, “Biography of the Artist,” 127-129.
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Espada, “Geraldo de Barros no Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante,” 36. “Nós achávamos isso uma
intervenção indevida . . . o procedimento de Barros era artificial, não fotográfico. E nós
procurávamos realizar as coisas simplesmente através da fotografia.”
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like petty academicism, but at the time Barros’s “improper” practices likely posed a legitimate
threat to the ideology that Salvatore and fellow Bandeirantes had spent a decade developing.
Yalenti’s article in Íris, as well as many other essays published in Íris and FCCB Boletim,
advocated for the separation of photography and the “plastic” arts. For the authors of these
articles, photography’s fine art status was based in its unique aesthetic qualities. Barros’s
experimentation muddied this distinction just as the FCCB was gaining art world legitimacy; his
manipulation of negatives and prints revoked photography’s autonomy, making it manipulable
and subject to human intervention. The affront was compounded by Barros’s assertions that, for
him, photography was just another form of engraving.110 The FCCB built its modern reputation
by breaking away from the Pictorialist traditions, shunning techniques of negative manipulation
and print alteration common among practitioners of the earlier style.111 To members like
Salvatore, who had lived through this break and fought on behalf of straight photography,
Barros’s interventions were historically naïve at best and artistic treason at worst.112

Geraldo de Barros, Fotoformas: Geraldo de Barros: fotografias = photographies (São Paulo:
Raízes/Secretaria de Estado da Cultura, 1994), 11. “For me, photography is a process of
engraving. I defended this idea when I tried to introduce it as an artistic category in the Second
São Paulo International Biennial [in 1953]” (A Fotografia é para mim um processo de gravura.
Defendi esse pensamento quando tentei introduzi-la como categoria artística, na 2ª Bienal
Internacional de São Paulo). In opposition to this position, Eduardo Salvatore explained, “We
are actually witnessing the clashing of two mentalities: the old one, that of ‘pictorial’
photography that imitates academic painting—static, lifeless, with the passive and
contemplative character that had reduced photography to something between drawing, painting
and printmaking—and the new mentality which is more photographic, more vigorous, more full
of life and humanity, with angles and interplays of light, making use of all the characteristics
that are unmistakably proper to the photographic process,” in “Considerações sobre o momento
fotográfico,” FCCB Boletim 6, no. 67 (November 1951): 14. [translation by MASP]. For Barros
equating photography with engraving was both innovative and elevating, but for Salvatore
conflating the two mediums was insultingly retrograde. For Salvatore Barros’s ideas about
photographic manipulation seemed to undermine straight photography; he either did not
understand—or refused to recognize— differences between Barros’s interventions and
pictorialist techniques, but to Barros straight photography was already outdated and in need of
renovation.
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Pictorialists manipulated their photographs through techniques that ranged from collaging
negatives to using “artistic” development processes like gum bichromate.
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Barros constructed photographic images, while the Pictorialists merely manipulated them:
two very different practices. However, any intervention into the image was condemned by
advocates of straight photography like Salvatore.
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FCCB members had other professional motives for mistrusting Barros. In spite of being a
new-comer to the medium, Barros attracted more attention with his photographs than more
experienced photographers. In 1949, for example, Pietro Maria Bardi, the director of MASP,
invited Barros and Thomaz Farkas to set up a photography lab inside MASP; he also employed
Barros to document MASP artworks and events.113 MASP was relatively new to the Brazilian art
scene, but the institution and its founder were widely revered. By incorporating a photographic
laboratory into MASP, Bardi demonstrated his agreement that photography was a fine art and
Barros’s work contributed to this acceptance. As early as 1945 Salvatore argued:
Until then [the most recent Photographic Salon] with rare exception, no attention was
given to photography as an artistic manifestation . . . they saw in photography a simple
mechanical operation, denying it the stature of art, complete and independent, with its
own, particular characteristics where the artistic spirit can be manifest in its plenitude.114
Salvatore imagined himself and his photo club to be the primary champions of artistic
photography. To see his victory come through another institution, with the help of a relatively
inexperienced photographer whose methods he opposed, must have come as a slap in the face.
Barros’s work at MASP was pivotal for the development of his personal artistic career:
his interactions with Bardi at the museum eventually led to the opening of Fotoforma, which, in
turn, led to Barros’s receipt of a scholarship from the French government to study painting and
engraving in Paris.115 Barros’s European apprenticeship lasted from February 1951 to early 1952,
and allowed him to visit museums and art schools (especially the Hochschule für Gestaltung in
Ulm), and interact with fellow artists—most importantly, Max Bill. Bill was widely admired in
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Espada, “Fotoformas: Luz e artifício,” 25.

Espada, “Geraldo de Barros no Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante,” 38. “Até então, com raras
exceções, nenhuma atenção davam à fotografia como manifestação de arte . . . viam no
fotografia uma simples operação mecânica, negando-lhe o carácter de arte completa e
independente, com características próprias e peculiares onde o espírito criador do artista pode
se manifestar em toda a sua plenitude, servindo-se da objetiva e do material sensível como
meros instrumentos, da mesma forma que o pintor se serve do pincel e das tintas para
exteriorizar sua sensibilidade e personalidade.”
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In 1970, Barros sent a postcard to Bardi from Paris thanking him for his help in earning the
scholarship, and in doing so, for launching his artistic career. Geraldo de Barros to Pietro Maria
Bardi, Geraldo de Barros artist file, Biblioteca e Centro de Documentação do MASP.
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Brazil and credited with introducing Brazilian artists to Gestalt theory and concretism. After
their meeting abroad, Bill became a personal friend and mentor to Barros.116 When Barros left
for Europe he was a banker by profession and amateur artist, but when he returned he had shed
his dilettante status to devote himself fully to art.117
Barros’s relationship with other members of the FCCB was not always as tense as it was
with Salvatore. He felt a camaraderie with Farkas, his partner in establishing MASP’s photo
lab.118 Barros’s artist portrait on display at Fotoforma was not one of his many self-portraits, but
a photograph taken by FCCB colleague Francisco Albuquerque (fig. 1.27). Although seldom
awarded prizes, Barros’s work was accepted into every FCCB Salon to which he submitted
(1949-1954). His most progressive works were not selected, but his photography was not
entirely stonewalled. Barros’s images were occasionally published in the FCCB Boletim, and his
name appears frequently in its pages from the time he joined in 1949 until his departure for
Europe in 1951, because of his active participation in club events.119 In addition, Brazilian photo
historian Renato Rodrigues suggests, “Barros’s innate leadership skills allowed him to befriend
people from different social circles, building long-lasting relationships with FCCB members and
avant-garde artists alike.” 120 In sum, Barros’s relationship with the FCCB was mercurial. The
group neglected to publish a notice of Fotoforma’s opening in FCCB Boletim. This is strange

Although the exact dates of Barros’s trip are uncertain, he is known to have visited Spain,
England, Italy, France, Germany, Switzerland, and Austria. Fotoformas from each of these
countries mark the trajectory of his travels. In addition to Max Bill, he associated with the artists
Giorgio Morandi, Henri Cartier-Bresson, Brassaï, Otl Aicher, Paulo Emilio Sales Gomes, Almir
Mavignier, and François Morellet. Simone Förster, “As alegrias primodiais da fotografia: As
Fotoformas de Geraldo de Barros e a “fotografia subjectiva” dos anos 1950 na Europa” in
Espada, Geraldo de Barros e a fotografia, 52 and Favre, “Biography of the Artist,” 131.
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Barros was granted a one year leave of absence from his employer, Banco do Brasil, in order
to travel abroad on scholarship. Barros continued to work as a banker after his return to Brazil,
but his artistic production accelerated and Barros created several design-related side businesses.
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Farkas would go on to teach classes at the lab while Barros was away in Europe.

In addition to three works published as illustrations in seminaries recaps, the magazine also
published the solarized photo Solarizada in 1950.
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Rodrigues da Silva, “The Fotoformas of Geraldo de Barros: Photographic Experimentalism
and the Abstract Art Debate in Brazil,” 154.
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because they had advertised Farkas’s exhibition in MAM the previous year and they routinely
announced exhibitions of other prominent photographers’ works, even those who were not
members of the FCCB and not showing in locations as reputable as MASP. On the other hand,
the FCCB claimed Barros as their “correspondent in Paris” while he was in Europe on
scholarship.

Constructing the Fotoformas
Both the contemporary criticism and the later literature surrounding Fotoforma ignores
the images’ historical context and physical content (i.e. the city of São Paulo) in favor of
investigating the series’ technical and formal properties. The two principle approaches to the
photographs have been to link them to the beginnings of the concrete art movement in São
Paulo and establish an earlier origin for Brazilian abstraction,121 or to tether them to an FCCB
that ignores their wider artistic repercussions.122 My interpretation of the fotoformas builds on
the work of Renato Rodrigues, who attempts to reconcile these two camps by considering
Fotoforma as a bridge linking Barros’s participation in the FCCB to his later involvement in
Brazilian concretism.123 Rodrigues’s balanced solution to Barros’s peripatetic, multi-media
career is helpful in tracing the artist’s influences and followers, but it continues to view the
fotoformas as formal exercises without analyzing their content. Rodrigues and his predecessors
are correct in reading fotoformas as a series of formal exercises in which Barros engaged with
the medium of photography and tested its limits. However, the formal nature of his experiment
does not remove the fact that Barros took pictures of material objects.

121 See,

for example: Fernando Castro, “Geraldo de Barros: Fotoforma,” Aperture no. 202
(Spring 2011): 24; Carolina Etcheverry, “Geraldo de Barros e José Oiticica Filho:
experimentação em fotografia (1950-1964),” Anais do Museu Paulista 18, no.1 (January-July
2010): 207-228; and Jaqueline Maria Trindade Silva, “Fotoformas (1946-1951): Quando o
“marginal” torna-se arte!” IX Encontro de História da Arte - Circulação e trânsito de imagens e
ideias na História da Arte (2013): 132-140.
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Most notably in the writing of Helouise Costa and Helouisa Espada.
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Rodrigues Da Silva, “The Fotoformas of Geraldo de Barros,” 154.
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Scholars’ reluctance to address the indexicality of Barros’s photography, does not
diminish its importance. The imagery in the fotoformas, even though distorted, is
predominantly of São Paulo’s built environment, from iron grates to concrete patches to window
panes.124 Almost all of the referents are abstracted by the artist, but the basic components
remain architectural or infrastructural.125 Barros’s use of elements within the urban fabric as
source material links his practice to that of other FCCB members, demonstrating continuity with
the work of his fellow straight photographers. However, Barros’s fragmented compositions were
spaces for technical experimentation, complicating the crisp representations of the urban
landscape offered by his colleagues at the FCCB. The fotoformas allowed Barros to employ
photography as a process of construction: with photographs of construction materials as his
building blocks, Barros rebuilt urban space. Layering his negatives with artistic interventions, he
drew attention to the tenuousness of São Paulo’s urban structure.
Barros constructed the majority of his fotoformas in the lab he established at MASP.126
Because no catalog for the exhibition was published and because Barros continued to produce
fotoformas after the show was dissembled, there is not an exact tally of the pieces in the show.
Contemporary catalogs generally reproduce around fifty fotoformas, including those pictured in
extant photography from the event.127 The fotoformas can be subdivided into categories based
on the processes used to create them. Some, especially the earliest images, are straight
photographs. Others are straight photographs with drypoint needle and/or India ink on top of
It is hard to get a sense of the proportion of photographs taken in São Paulo, as there is no
official list of fotoformas. But a rough count of images printed in contemporary exhibitions is
about 130 photographs, of which at least 90 percent were taken or created in the city São Paulo.
Many of the remaining photographs were taken in São Paulo state, within a two hours’ drive of
the capital.
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The difficulty in determining the total number of fotoformas make it impossible to determine
the exact proportion of the images that reference architecture, but it is easily a majority.
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Espada, “Geraldo de Barros no Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante,” 44; Herkenhoff. Opposition to
his experimentation within the FCCB was one of the major reasons Barros chose not to work on
his fotoformas there.
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In his interview with Paulo Herkenhoff for MAM-Rio, Barros said that he took his last
photograms in 1953 for the Second São Paulo Biennial, but several of these were lost after the
event; see also Espada, “Geraldo de Barros no Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante,” 45.
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the negative: these were the manipulated images which Salvatore and others found the most
egregiously unphotographic. One of the most common techniques Barros employed was
multiple exposure. The overlayed images were taken with his Rolleiflex, a camera model that
allowed film to be exposed several times before it was manually advanced. These vary from total
abstractions with no discernible referent to obvious reproductions of overlaid chairs and
window panes. The multiple-exposure images are all highly geometric and distinctly
architectonic. Barros also layered photographs by cutting and remounting negatives on glass
plates. These collaged negatives are important to the argument that Barros’s methods replicated
building processes because they are the most obviously built-up and demonstrate a distinct
sense of movement. Additional photographs made using techniques like solarization, long
exposure, and photograms—images made without the use of a camera by placing objects directly
on photographic paper and exposing the composition to light—referenced the photographic
experimentation of the European avant-garde in the 1920s and 30s.
The fotoformas were undeniably affected by Barros’s self-guided study of European
artists. In addition to utilizing photographic techniques associated with members of the
historical avant-garde—solarizations and photograms were hallmarks of Man Ray’s
photographic practice and multi-layer images were characteristic of El Lissitzky’s—Barros
dedicated photographs to Picasso and Klee, whose cubist drafting styles he references in his
scratched and sketched negatives (fig. 1.28). 128 However, Barros’s production should not be
dismissed as derivative of European styles, nor should the influence of the Paulistano cultural

There is visual similarity between Barros’s engraved negatives and Brassaï’s graffiti
photographs published in the Surrealist magazine Minotaur in 1933, but the link between the
two artists is superficial; there is no evidence that Barros had access to Minotaur while he was
creating Fotoforma. Moreover, Barros’s method was markedly different from that of Brassaï’s.
Barros used architectural surfaces as a base for his own manipulation of his negative with
drypoint and ink, but Brassaï made no interventions on the surface of the negative, he only
photographed found graffiti. Barros’s references to European art were usually to artists like
Moholy-Nagy, Klee, and Mondrian: constructivists, rather than surrealists. The very designation
“fotoforma,” a combination of the words “photograph (fotografia)” and “form (forma)” testifies
to Barros’s formal interests.
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environment in which he operated be underestimated. 129 Barros’s imagery does not consistently
resemble that of any one European photographer.130 Furthermore, his compositions embrace
formalism and eschew the Freudian underpinnings of his European predecessors.
Barros’s photograms, for example, are geometric, grid-like compositions made using
computer cards obtained from his job at the bank. Barros created seven fotoformas in this style,
each one compositionally unique. The photographs were created by holding perforated cards
over photographic paper and exposing them to light.131 Because the cards were moved during
exposure, Colombian scholar Andres Burbano refers to the resulting photographs as records of

Mari Carmen Ramírez and Héctor Olea combat the paradigm of Latin American Modernity as
a derivative of European Modernism in Inverted Utopias (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2004).
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Photographers Man Ray and Lázló Moholy-Nagy both produced early photograms (Man Ray
dubbed his “rayographs”). It is likely that Barros knew about these photographers, since São
Paulo’s Biblioteca Municipal had begun acquiring books featuring both artists in the mid 1940s.
Barros was known to frequent the library and attend its art-themed lectures. The library
acquired Photographies by Man Ray in 1943; received The New Vision: Fundamentals of
Design, Painting, Sculpture, Architecture in 1945 from the mayor, Francisco Prestes Maia; and
purchased a catalog of the Guggenheim’s exhibition In Memoriam Lázló Moholy-Nagy in 1947.
Espada, “Fotoformas: Luz e Artifício,”23. In addition to the Municipal Library’s collection, the
FCCB also had a library of photography publications and reading room for members. As a friend
and colleague of Farkas (there was only a one year age difference between the two, unlike the
decade or more of difference between he and the FCCB leadership), Barros may have also been
exposed to avant-garde photography at Fotoptica. Lorca confirms that Barros knew about the
European avant-garde from books at the library, magazines, and his contact with the “Grupo
Santa Helena” (he probably means the Grupo XV, members of which had formed part of the
Grupo Santa Helena in the 1930s). He also affirms that Barros learned about solarization
through the photography of Man Ray. Chiodetto, German Lorca, 151. Barros’s familiarity with
El Lissitzky is unknown, and Barros does not seem to have used the same techniques to create
his layered images. See Klaus Pollmeier, “El Lissitzky’s Multilayer Photographs: A Technical
Analysis,” in Object:Photo. Modern Photographs: The Thomas Walther Collection 1909–1949,
eds. Mitra Abbaspour, Lee Ann Daffner, and Maria Morris Hambourg (New York: The Museum
of Modern Art. New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2014), http://www.moma.org/
interactives/objectphoto/assets/essays/Pollmeier.pdf.
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Andres Burbano, “Foto(info)grafia: Geraldo de Barros e as novas mídias,” in Geraldo de
Barros: Isso, ed. Fabiana de Barros (São Paulo: SESC, 2013): 15-22.
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performances: inherently singular and irreproducible.132 The photograms are also reminiscent
of maps in the way they delineate space and bear the trace of human movement. The
perforations marching across the photographed computer cards suggest movement across the
picture plane. Barros arranged the cards at approximately right angles, indicating his intention
to create a gridded pattern. Manipulating the computer cards extemporaneously as he was, it
would have been natural for the resulting compositions to appear haphazard. But Barros took
care to register the card patterns against one another, creating clean angles. For this reason, I
suggest that Barros’s photograms, while appearing to be non-referential, allude to urban
architecture and the city grid.
The photogram Fotoforma, 1949 (fig. 1.29) was created using at least five
“superimpositions” of computer cards. Four of the patterns are similar in arrangement, but
different in scale, creating ambiguity over whether Barros used repeated exposures of the same
card, or one exposure of multiple cards to generate these patterns. The abstract composition is
non-referential, but recalls geometric grids in the work of Barros’s FCCB peers, such as the
windows in Yalenti’s Triangular (fig. 1.18) and the cobblestones in Salvatore’s Sombras da
tarde (fig. 1.22). By visually referencing these architectonic images, Barros connects his
production to the FCCB’s urban-oriented formalism. 133 Barros’s photograms bear traces of the
Ibid., 17. Burbano argues that Barros’s process differs from Man Ray’s since he held the
computer cards over the photographic paper, rather than arranging objects directly on top of the
light-sensitive paper. He coins the term foto(info)grafica—a portmanteau of the Portuguese
words for photograph and infographic—because the product is both an aesthetic image and the
visual representation of information. Although Man Ray sometimes used mechanical-looking
objects in his rayograph compositions, the resulting images were both more fluid and
representational than Barros’s.
132

I argue that there is a stronger connection between Barros’s photograms and the straight
photographs of the FCCB than between Barros and the European avant-garde, in spite of
methodological similarities with the latter group. The photogram fotoformas bear little visual or
theoretical resemblance to the organic, Surrealist automatism of Man Ray’s rayographs. The
European avant-garde artwork most closely related to Barros’s photograms might be Broadway
Boogie Woogie (1942-43), Mondrian’s ode to street life in New York City. This comparison is
more appropriate than an attempt to connect Barros with Man Ray, because Barros would soon
develop a “concrete” painting style related to that of Mondrian. Broadway Boogie Woogie, and
the work of Mondrian in generally, was immensely popular in Brazil. The painting was displayed
at the II São Paulo Bienal in 1953 on loan from MoMA, who had received the painting as a gift
from Brazilian sculptor Maria Martins.
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contemporary computer technology that was propelling São Paulo into modernity; they replicate
architectural grids, mimic physical construction via visual stacking, and evoke motion through
urban space. These features reinforce the photograms’ integration with their regional context, in
spite of their European-inspired technique.
While technology plays a less-significant role in Barros’s other fotoformas than it does in
the photograms, the process of layering, visual repetition, gridding, and implied movement are
themes Barros revisits across various processes. In the scratched and India-inked fotoformas,
layers are created through the application of ink on top of the negative, or by digging down into
the negative’s surface with a drypoint needle. Barros’s addition and removal of material from the
negative accentuates the photograph’s physicality. The camera lens’ propensity to flatten space
and the high-gloss finish of photographic prints can make it easy to overlook their material
nature, but Barros’s artistic interventions force viewers to confront it. In Homenagem à
Stravinsky (Hommage to Stravinksy) (fig. 1.30) rips and tears from Barros’s drypoint needle
created a jagged trace on the negative that appears enlarged in the print. The crude line is
belabored and tortuous, demonstrating the negative’s resistance to the scratch. I will discuss the
iconography of this image in the next section, for now suffice it to say that Barros’s manipulation
of the negative connects it to the other fotoformas through the common motif of layering.
Layering is most apparent in two common types of fotoformas: multiple exposure images
and Barros’s cut and collaged negatives. Abstracto (Abstraction) from 1949 (fig. 1.31)
demonstrates one way in which Barros used multiple exposures to create visual layers. The
photograph was made when Barros repeatedly photographed a section of windows at the
Estação da Luz (Luz Train Station), near the center of São Paulo. Even though the photograph is
labeled an “abstraction,” the characteristic peeked glass roof floats the fore, making obvious that
this image was also inspired by Barros’s urban environment.
The photograph records five exposures of comparable scale (suggesting that they were
all taken from approximately the same height), but taken from different angles (meaning that
Barros either turned his own body, or the camera, or both, between exposures). It would have
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been difficult to register the exposures, and their apparent randomness reinforces ideas of
formal and experiential abstraction.134 Barros’s image suggests the chaotic bustle of the city’s
main train hub and the alienation of urban life. The exposures pivot around a central, open
space, creating the sensation of twisting motion. The layered, overlapping images heighten this
effect by creating visual distortion that obscures the viewer’s sense of space while
simultaneously drawing attention to its constructed nature. Barros thus shifts attention from the
physical environment to its experience by using architectural imagery as the building blocks for
his artistic compositions. The same steel girders and corrugated roofing that make up the
material structure of the Estação da Luz provide the formal structure of his photograph.
Fotoforma (fig. 1.32), also 1949, repeats the disorienting, spiraling motion of Abstracto.
However, instead of creating Fotoforma from overlapping exposures, Barros composed the
image in his lab by cutting and remounting the negative on glass. The artist mechanically incised
two inscribed circles on a photographic negative of bricks. The first circle he turned
approximately 135 degrees counter-clockwise, so that the bricks meet at jarring angles. The
second circle he discarded completely, leaving a gaping central void. Over the top of the cut
negative Barros arranged five arrows made from an opaque material. After development, the
arrows appear stark white against the photographic background. The precise lines of the artistgenerated shapes—both the arrows and the circles—echo the geometricity of the bricks, formed
with circular spaces at their core for encasing rebar reinforcement. However, while the
photographed bricks display some variation and non-uniformity, the cut shapes are
supernaturally precise.
The superimposed arrows—most of which point to the right—and twisting circular cut
repeat the sensation of motion present in Abstracto. Barros’s layered shapes create a deceptive
sensation of depth as the printed photographic image is two-dimensional. None of his artistic

The only way to register the images would have been for Barros to use an oil pencil or similar
to mark the position of each exposure on the viewfinder of his camera. That sort of planned
approach seems out of synch with his impromptu methods elsewhere in the series. It also seems
to contradict his theme of depicting the messy quotidian experience of São Paulo.
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interventions, from the addition of India ink to the superimposition of cut shapes and the
layering of negatives, creates any physical difference on the surface of the developed
photograph. Barros’s layered compositions suggest physicality, but are in reality non-structural.
Similarly, they depict the physical materials of urban construction, but undermine the
representation of real space.
While some photographs seem to highlight their own construction, others privilege
construction-themed imagery. Such is the case with Sem título (Untitled), c. 1949 (fig. 1.33), a
photograph that looks like the product of multiple exposures because there are no obvious traces
of negative collaging, but is in reality a hybrid of two techniques: a photogram of photographic
negatives. Barros superimposed negatives of several different window panes in the dark room to
create a collage that is both seamless and obviously composed. On the left side of the image are
four similarly-sized rectangular windowpanes stacked vertically. The panes are medium grey,
except for a bright patch on the second pane from the bottom where light reflects off the glass.
The surfaces of these windows are textured with a fine, nearly-indiscernible grain. A slice of a
bright white, more coarsely textured window is squeezed into the upper left corner. The
disparity in color and texture between these two window segments indicates artistic
manipulation; this is not a straight photograph. Along the left side, the middle section of the
image is covered with a geometric pattern that is evenly shaded and untextured making it seem
lifeless and flat compared to the other glistening panes.
In contrast to the hazy center section of the photograph, the right side sparkles and
glistens. The bright-white windows are marked with faint black lines barely visible through the
pebble-textured glass. The black bars echo the window sashing elsewhere in the composition;
additionally, the texture of the glass on the right side of the image matches the glass in the upper
left corner. The panes on the right seem to be closest to the viewer because they are more
defined and because they overlap other panes creating the illusion of stacking. Barros uses
physical materials (windows) to generate the illusion of depth. His constructive processes that
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fabricate fictitious space can be read as a metaphor for the city of São Paulo, which cultivated a
modernist façade that camouflaged economic disparities and systemic inequality.
As evidenced by the preceding case-studies, Barros’s technical repertoire was vast. Few
other photographers’ production encompasses the same range of techniques. Thus, any attempt
to link Barros’s fotoformas to foreign influences should be read as triply superficial: first, such
interpretations undermine Barros’s importance as an artist who experimented with different
photographic techniques, creating a portfolio that was unique in its diversity; second, it neglects
the starkly different cultural contexts of Brazilian and European artists at mid-century; third, it
ignores Barros’s use of hyperlocal imagery specifically tied to São Paulo.
During and after World War II, European artists responded to drastically different
economic conditions than those of their Latin American contemporaries. Brazilian historian
Maria Arruda affirms:
The period inaugurated by the War [World War II] generated a strong sentiment of
optimism, born from a mixture of material advances and Brazil’s unique circumstances.
As opposed to Europe, which was forced to retain reminders of human decimation [from
World War II], to keep the memory of total barbarity, to live with the uncomfortable
realization of the loss of their civilizational hegemony, Brazil entered into a North
American-styled modernity.135
Barros was part of this optimistic generation: he lived through the establishment of Brazilian
museums, biennials, and salons, and participated in the cultural awakening of his country.
Furthermore, these new institutions immediately embraced Modernism. Instead of operating
outside the official art landscape, and awaiting future canonization, artists like Barros saw the
immediate acceptance and propagation of their ideas.136 This was the case with the fotoformas:

Arruda, Metrópole e cultura, 23. “O período inaugurrado no pós-guerra suscitava forte
sentimento de otimismo, nascido da mescla entre triunfos materiais de vulto e permanências
das nossas singularidades. Diferentemente da Europa, forçada a reter as lembranças da
dizimação humana, a guardar a memória da barbárie totalitária e a conviver com o incômodo
reconhecimento de perda da sua hegemonia civilizacional, o país parecia, finalemente
assenhorear-se dos segredos criadores da modernidade, que, diga-se de passagem,
indentificava-se genericamente com o estilo de vida norte-americana.”
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Arruda, Metrópole e cultura, 305.
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Barros’s photographic experimentation was shown first at MASP, immediately bestowing
legitimacy upon Barros’s unconventional techniques.137
The speedy acceptance of Barros’s photographs was facilitated by close ties between art
and capital in Brazil. MASP and its contemporary MAM-SP were financed by businessmen Assis
Chateaubriand and Francisco (Ciccillo) Matarazzo Sobrinho, respectively. Artists connected
with these institutions entered directly into the cultural mainstream and often produced work
that reinforced modern, consumer-driven culture.138 While Barros found aesthetic inspiration in
the European avant-garde, his artistic production did not germinate amidst interwar instability
but within the context of a postwar American (specifically Brazilian, and even more specifically
Paulistano) awakening.
This is a key point in understanding the ideological differences between Barros and the
historical avant-garde, in spite of their visual affinities. While many European avant-garde
artists aligned themselves with communism,139 mid-century Paulistano photographers were
active participants in their country’s industrialization.140 These photographers, including Barros,
embraced and publicized the city’s development driven by investment from national and global
Such was also the case with Barros’s later forays into concrete art: Grupo Ruptura’s first show
was held in São Paulo’s other main cultural institution, the Museum of Modern Art (MAM-SP)
almost exactly two years after Barros’s show at MASP.
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This assertion is corroborated by Irene Small who writes, “the allegiance between Brazil’s
modern museums and the media industry was premised on a mutual interest in shaping new
consumer-citizens through modern communication and design.” Irene Small, Hélio Oiticica:
Folding the Frame (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016), 51.
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Marjet Brolsma, “Utopia as Art,” in Utopia: The Avant-garde, Modernism, and (Im)possible
Life, eds. David Ayers, Benedikt Hjartarson, Tomi Huttunen, and Harri Veivo (Berlin: de
Gruyter, 2015), 49-54. While many Brazilian modernist architects—including Oscar Niemeyer
and João Batista Vilanova Artigas—and some fine artists—such as Cândido Portinari—were
outspokenly communist, the photographic community was less associated with the political left.
Barros learned about Trotskyist communism from Mario Pedrosa, after he had mostly
abandoned photography, and eventually developed an interest in socialism. In 1954 Barros
helped to found Unilabor, a furniture fabricating collective that was explicitly socialist. Unilabor
will be discussed in more detail at the end of the chapter.
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Although Argentinian and other Southern Cone artists traveled to Italy during the Interwar
period, Brazilian artists most often went to France, a country with whom they had felt a
particular affinity ever since the 1816 French Artistic Mission to Brazil. As such, Brazilian artists
were not as aware of Italian Futurist and Facsist right-wing avant-gardism until the arrival of
Pietro Maria Bardi in 1946.
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—especially North American—capital, as the force which would finally catapult the region from a
backwards colonial outpost to a modern cultural and economic power. Paulistano modernist
photographers embraced capitalism as the path to regional actualization. In doing so they
aligned themselves with contemporary US popular culture, which also embraced capitalism as a
defining feature of the national identity. Pro-capitalist nationalism was especially prevalent in
São Paulo, Brazil’s industrial capital. At the International Congress of Americanists (Congresso
Internacional de Americanistas) held in São Paulo in 1954, Paulistano intellectual Florestan
Fernandes proclaimed, “The past possesses little significance. What is important is the present,
and, above all, the future.”141 Such economically-oriented, futurist attitudes propelled Brazilian
modernist photographic production, including Barros’s Fotoforma.
In mid-century São Paulo, urban construction was both the reason for and the end-result
of, the city’s explosive economic growth. Paulistano photographers registered newly built
architecture in their photographs as evidence of the city’s ascendance. Although not as obviously
representational as the photographs of his FCCB colleagues, Barros’s fotoformas are mimetic
depictions of the cityscape because they reproduce architectural fragments and reimagine the
building process. As Espada recently summarized for Aperture:
The photographs of Geraldo de Barros do not represent an exact mirror image of the city
of São Paulo, yet they do echo, as few others have, the vertiginous growth of the
metropolis after 1945. The repeated insertion of shafts of light superimposed in his
Fotoformas seems to reflect the constant movement of bodies and the accelerated pace
that began to characterize the city in modern times.142
Barros’s techniques move beyond representing the “accelerated pace” of the city, to replicate the
constructive process. More than static depictions of the “constant movement of bodies,” the
fotoformas generate the sensation of motion through their shifting forms, the product of
Barros’s interventions before and after processing. Furthermore, Barros crafts a broader view of
modern São Paulo that looks beyond the gleaming skyscrapers and capital-driven growth, to
Arruda, Metrópole e cultura, 33. “O passado possui pouca significação. O que importa é o
presente e, acima de tudo, o futuro.” The Congress was part of the IV São Paulo Centennial
celebrations.
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Heloíse Espada, “Geraldo de Barros,” Aperture 215 (Summer 2014, The São Paulo Issue): 67.
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critique common narratives of modernization and include references to the city’s lower- and
working-class environments.

The Form of Fotoforma
Entering the small gallery of MASP’s original home on the Rua 7 de Abril in the heart of
downtown São Paulo felt more like stepping under construction scaffolding than into a museum
(fig. 1.34). The space was screened off by long hanging curtains. Tall aluminum pipes running
floor to ceiling were stationed about the room, providing a support system for the art works in
lieu of the non-existent walls. The system was devised by the architect Lina Bo Bardi, wife of
MASP’s first director, Pietro Maria Bardi. In 1951 Lina143 was in the process of designing a
permanent home for the MASP collection on the Avenida Paulista, a section of the city
undergoing extensive urbanization.144 Unfortunately, Lina’s MASP building would not be
completed until 1968. In the interim, MASP operated inside the headquarters of museum
founder Assis Chateaubriand’s media conglomerate, Diarios Associados.
The temporary MASP galleries showcased Lina’s radical rethinking of art display. Lina
Bo believed that art and art history should be “transparent.” Instead of mounting pictures on
white walls in heavy, gilded frames, Lina Bo devised hanging solutions that suspended artworks
in space.145 This allowed pieces to act as both images and objects.146 Lina Bo believed that

Throughout my dissertation I occasionally use Lina Bo and Pietro Maria Bardi’s first names
in order to distinguish between the two. Because of Pietro Maria’s larger role in the history of
Brazilian photography and the case studies I outline, when I used the surname “Bardi” alone, I
am referring to him.
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By the end of the decade, the Avenida Paulista would shift from an upscale residential
neighborhood to the city’s financial district.
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In a talk given at the Graduate Center on 8 November 2016, Renato Anelli, Director of the
Instituto Lina Bo e P. M Bardi, stated that Lina’s design for the first MASP exhibition space was
inspired by fellow Italian Franco Albini. She was also influenced by Max Bill, who would
eventually become a major figure in Brazilian Modernist circles. This European precedent does
not dismiss the resonance the design had for Brazilians. Lina Bo thought of the museum as a site
of modernization and a didactic space. Her design effectively created an environment with
familiar visual parallels to São Paulo’s urban space.
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Lina Bo Bardi sketches, artist file, Biblioteca e Centro de Documentação do MASP.
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hanging art on walls made it seem ornamental, betraying its true character as human work;
displaying art in clamps and on easels was more true to the conditions of its creation.147 Lina
Bo’s methods were pedagogically progressive and representative of the zeitgeist as she used
industrial materials like those used in the ongoing construction of São Paulo.148 Lina’s scaffoldmimicking display apparatus evoked modernity because in São Paulo the act of building
symbolized ideological and physical progress.
When Fotoforma was mounted during the first two weeks of January 1951, about three
years had passed since MASP’s opening and the debut of Lina’s non-traditional galleries. Barros
was familiar with the space from his time spent mounting the photographic lab, and his
Fotoforma photographs and exhibition design complemented Lina’s hanging system. The
artist’s portrait, an unidentified statement—probably the text of the exhibit announcement
penned by Pietro Maria Bardi—, and a fotoforma from 1950 hung sandwiched between two large
glass sheets in one corner of the room (fig. 1.27). The rest of the space was occupied by
photographs suspended at chest-height on support poles stationed around the room. A few poles
held larger constellations of images arranged on black and white panels, organized in
“Mondrian-like” grids (fig. 1.35).149 These panels mixed fotoformas of different genres—from
straight photography to etched and overlaid compositions—suggesting that Barros wanted his
works to be read as complimentary, not privileging one photographic modality over another.
Exhibition photographs document at least two pedestals, each holding an anthropomorphic
fotoforma enlarged to about the size of a human head, adhered to a rigid support, and then cut

Zeuler R. M. de A. Lima, Lina Bo Bardi (Yale University Press: New Haven, 2013), 45. Lina
Bo later created individual glass screens secured on cement bases upon which pictures could be
mounted without obstructing the view to other works in the room. See also Lina Bo Bardi: Tupí
or not Tupí: Brasil 1946-1992 (Madrid: Fundación Juan March, 2018).
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Ibid. Lina’s poles were part of a prefabricated system produced in her native Italy, but they
visually referenced the construction site-riddled landscape of São Paulo. Lina Bo used native
Brazilian jacaranda wood to craft the foldable chairs she designed for the galleries.
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Espada, “Fotoformas: Luz e artifício,” 12. Similar panels were used in the 1934 Italian
Aeronautics Exposition in Milan, and it is possible that Lina Bo had seen them there.
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out for a quasi-sculptural effect (fig. 1.36). A minimalist bench and modernist lounge chair
completed the space.
Barros’s exhibition design, like the fotoformas themselves, evoked the urban landscape
in which the pictures were created. The supports he crafted, like Lina’s aluminum-pipe support
system, were made to be noticed—to be read as constructions within the gallery setting. They
were also fabricated out of materials, like raw lumber and glass that were associated with
construction sites. Instead of a modern “white walls” or a traditional academic space with gilded
frames and chandeliers, MASP in general, and the Fotoforma exhibition in particular, were
designed as democratizing art spaces reflecting the vernacular built environment. The content of
the fotoformas reflected the materials used in the exhibition design—wood, metal, and glass.
Their imagery featured grids, echoing the grid formed by the poles stationed around the room,
the grid of the photo panels, and the grid of the parquetry floor. Furthermore, the proliferation
of grids in the exhibition space can be read as a reference to the urban grid.150 In addition, many
fotoformas contain strong vertical and horizontal elements referencing common features of the
urban environment like utility poles and door jambs. 151
A straight photograph of telephone wires shot from a worm’s-eye view epitomizes
Barros’s visual interest in grids and his proclivity for banal subject matter (fig. 1.37). Unlike
electrical and telephone poles in the United States which are suspended high off the ground and
are little-noticed by pedestrians, the telephone and electrical wires in São Paulo were—and often
still are—only 10-12 feet high and pedestrians are more conscious of their presence. In fact,
marginalized people often connect themselves to the city grid illegally by self-wiring into power

There is no archival record of Barros’s input into the exhibition design. He collaborated with
Lina Bo and Pietro Maria in its mounting, but his individual stake can only be hypothesized by
comparing the design of his exhibition with others from the period.
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Lúcio Kowarick and Clara Ant, “One Hundred Years of Overcrowding: Slum Tenements in the
City” in Social Struggles and the City: The Case of São Paulo, ed. Lúcio Kowarick (New York:
Monthly Review Press, 1994), 70.
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poles.152 This tactic became more common at mid-century when an increasing number of
Paulistanos were pushed out of the city center by infrastructural reforms and Brazilians from the
countryside migrated into the greater São Paulo region. The population glut overwhelmed utility
providers, who were unable to service of all the new residences, many of which were in
improvised neighborhoods throughout city. Overcrowding at the end of the 1940s produced the
first favelas, whose inhabitants syphoned power off the city grid.153 Thus, Barros’s photograph of
telephone wires engages with the quotidian imagery of infrastructural development in São
Paulo. He continues the FCCB modernists’ aesthetic line of finding inspiration in the urban
landscape, but deviates from their course slightly by purposefully engaging with less modernized
portions of the city.154 Instead of polished high-rise façades, Barros photographed telephone
wires and bricks—items related to construction and modernization, but unglamorous sites for
the recognition of systematic inequality.155

The practice of self-wiring into electrical lines continues today. For Nelson Brissac Peixoto
the present-day practice of illegally tapping into the city grid is an act of war in a conflict “being
waged for the occupation of entire urban area, and for control over infrastructure and public
spaces.” Nelson Brissac Peixoto, “Latin American Megacities: The New Urban Formlessness,” in
City/Art: The Urban Scene in Latin American, ed. Rebecca Biron (Durham: Duke UP, 2009),
233 and 238.
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For more on the development of favelas in São Paulo, see chapter three.

As previously discussed, Farkas also photographed telephone and electrical lines, but Farkas,
and most FCCB modernists tended to privilege more formally regularized examples. No other
FCCB-produced photographs that I have seen feature lowly subject matters like Barros’s
scratched graffiti, discarded clothing, or wooden shipping crates.
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The telephone/electrical pole is a charged symbol of technological advancement in Latin
American Art. For countries like Brazil and Mexico, where modernization was both belated and
dramatically uneven, telephone and electrical poles symbolized material progress, while
functioning as reminders of the vast populations whom the lines did not reach. Lynda Klich
develops this argument to about telephone poles in the iconography of the Mexican
Estridentismo movement in her essay “Estridentismo’s Technologies: Modernity’s ‘Efficient
Agents’ in Post-Revolutionary Mexico,” in Technology and Culture in Twentieth-Century
Mexico, eds. Araceli Tinajero and J. Brian Freeman (Birmingham: University Alabama Press,
2013), 263-282. As in Brazil, technological imagery, specifically Tina Modotti’s photographs of
telephone poles, were not utopian or mundane, they were simply real. Klich writes that
Modotti’s photographs of telephone poles, “exalt the subject’s symbolic value as a technological
development and allude to its practical application as a method of communication.” This is
analogous to their function in Barros’s work were they simultaneously celebrate and critique São
Paulo’s modernization.
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As a composition, the telephone wire fotoforma unifies the disparate visual elements in
the room. Barros’s worms-eye view of the wires mimics the visual rhythm of two multipleexposure fotoformas made from overlaid exposures of partially opened doors that flank the
straight photograph in the background. The utility pole’s shape also resonates with a photograph
mounted across the room depicting a chair whose gridded seat mimics the grid of the wires.
Together these geometric photographs reinforce the organizing grid-structure of the exhibition
space. The solids and voids of the wires echo in the solids and voids of Barros’s exhibition
panels. The geometric minimalism of the images and of the room communicates the artist’s
modernism, while alluding that, like the city itself, the fotoformas are a work in progress. An
immersive space, the room buzzes and hums with synchronous, analogous patterns rooted in
the urban.
Pietro Maria Bardi highlighted Barros’s complex interplay of forms in his statement for
the Fotoforma exhibition flyer (fig. 1.38), “Geraldo sees, in certain aspects or elements of the
real, especially in the generally hidden details, fantastic and olympian abstract symbols: lines
that like to interlace with other lines in an alchemy of combinations more or less unexpected
and sometimes occasional, that always end up compounding pleasant formal harmonies.” 156 The
lyricality of Bardi’s text belies Barros’s concrete interest in form and its connection to urban
reality. Barros’s images interlace in “formal harmonies,” as Pietro Maria states, but the
combinations are not alchemical, they are physical manifestations of the Paulistano quotidian.
Even the most abstract fotoformas assume physicality upon being incorporated into the

Pietro Maria Bardi, Fotoforma exhibition text, Geraldo de Barros artist file, Biblioteca e
Centro de Documentação do MASP. “Geraldo vê, em certos aspectos ou elementos do real,
especialmente nos detalhes geralmente escondidos, sinais abstratos fantasiosos e olímpicos:
linhas que gosta de entrelaçar com outras linhas numa alquimia de combinações mais ou menos
imprevistas e âs vezes ocasionais, que acabam sempre compondo harmonias formais
agradáveis.”
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emphatically three-dimensional mounting structures.157 Like his imagery, Barros’s interventions
on his negatives replicated motion and active construction. By overlaying images—whether the
overlay was created by multiple exposures on a single negative, by drawing on the negative, or
by cutting and collaging multiple negatives—Barros created a built image. Even after printing,
when the layers collapsed into two-dimensions, the structure remained. The constructed nature
of Barros’s photographs reinforced his exhibition design, which alluded to the act of building
through its materials and rough-hewn affect. Thus, Barros’s photographs and their display
repeatedly reference an overarching constructive process linking them to their physical, urban
environment.
Not every fotoforma was geometric. A few contained more organic imagery: a potted
succulent, a curvaceous tea pot, or figural graffiti (fig. 1.39).158 But these images were always
simplified shapes, often backlit to eliminate some of their natural intricacy. The dissimilarity
between the obviously constructed, structured fotoformas and the more organic ones reinforces
the urbanity of the later by contrasting the natural with the man-made. As Brazilian historians
Solange Ferraz de Lima and Vânia Carneiro de Carvalho observed when comparing photographs
of São Paulo’s city center with photographs of the rural area surrounding the city, “A necessity
exists to establish links between the various typologies of space, ie. the country, the city, and
nature.” In other words, the unique qualities of spaces are established through comparison.159
The tension between the rigidly geometric and the more organic fotoformas replicates the

The sense of disorientation that the fotoformas sometimes produce echoes the disorienting
viewpoints of contemporary European avant-garde photography, like that of Russian avantgardist Alexander Rodchenko and Neue Sachlichkeit-associate Albert Renger-Patzsch, and the
work of the FCCB Modernist photographers. There are also parallels among US photographers
like Alvin Langdon Coburn and Paul Strand. However, I could find no direct links between these
photographers and Barros.
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Two of the objects pictured in these three photographs, the tea pot and the drawing of the
girl, are human creations. However, I group them under the label “organic” because they share
an arabesque naturalism, compared to the linear photographs of doors, windows, chairs, ect.
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Solange Ferraz de Lima and Vânia Carneiro de Carvalho, Fotografia e cidade: da razão
urbana à lógica de consumo: álbuns de São Paulo, 1887-1954, (São Paulo and Campinas:
Mercado de Letras/FAPESP, 1997), 32. “Impõe-se a necessidade de se estabelecerem os nexos
entre as várias tipologias de espaço, ou seja, campo, cidade e natureza.”
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tension between the manmade and the natural, or the architectural and the biological elements
of the urban fabric.160
Barros’s various photographic interventions reflect the diverse environments that
coexisted in São Paulo at mid-century. Downtown São Paulo was quickly evolving into an area of
modern high-rises characterized by cement, glass, and metal façades due to “improvements” set
in motion by the administrations of Mayor Francisco Prestes Maia (1938-1945) and Governor
Adhemar de Barros (1947-1951), as well as projects funded by private interests. However, these
massive urbanization projects, especially those carried out under Prestes Maia’s “Plano de
Avenidas,” had catastrophic results for many Paulistanos who were pushed out of the city center
to make way for large avenues and new circulation routes. 161 Their displacement created a
domino effect, dislodging residents near the city center, eventually leading to the creation of
new, extemporized bairros (neighborhoods), many of which lacked basic services. This was the
beginning of São Paulo’s favelas, slum neighborhoods that attracted poor migrants who flocked
to the city at mid-century.162 Favelas eased the housing demand that governmental agencies and
private companies could not, or would not, provide. In addition to the burgeoning favelas, many
bairros incorporated cortiços, tenement-like dwellings home to multiple families, grouped
around a common courtyard. Cortiços had been a part of the Brazilian urban environment for
over a century, inspiring the same righteous indignation from Brazilian intellectuals as did
tenements in the United States, but without spurring a significant social justice movement.163

The tension between the organic and the linear is intrinsic to each of the three fotoformas
under discussion because each image contains some reference to the man-made: the flower’s
pot, the metallic gleam of the kettle, the planar finish of the chipped stucco wall.
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Benedito Junqueira Duarte “Fotografia paulista” Interview with Boris Kossoy, Moracy de
Oliveira, Hans Günter Flieg e Máximo Barro, 14 May 1981, Museu da Imagem e do Som.
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Nabil C. Bonduki, “The Housing Crisis in the Postwar Years,” in Social Struggles and the
City: The Case of São Paulo, ed. Lúcio Kowarick (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1994),
94-95.
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Aluísio Azevedo’s novel O cortiço, written in 1890, denounced the unhygienic conditions and
commercial exploitation of the inhabitants of Rio’s cortiços with a similar social agenda to
progressive literary works from the US like Sinclair’s The Jungle and Riis’s How the Other Half
Lives.
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Several of Barros’s fotoformas contain visual references to these types of unmodernized,
vernacular spaces.164 For example, Barros’s Homenagem à Stravinsky, is a photograph of a pair
of hats and a duster hanging from a rack on a wall of discolored and peeling paint (fig. 1.30).165
Above these everyday housewares hangs a studio portrait of an older couple in an oval picture
frame. These bust-length photographs featuring straight-faced, austerely-dressed, older couples
standing side-by-side, often hand-colored and retouched—were, and still are, very typical of
lower-middle class Brazilian homes. Below the portraits is a small glass bottle. Superimposed on
the banal still life Barros etched in drypoint and traced in India ink the figure of an older man
using the hanging hats as eyes, and the duster as nose and mustache. The combination of
Barros’s primitive drawing style, the lowly objects that make up the composition, and the home’s
apparent state of disrepair are allusions to the Paulistano working class. Importantly, there is a
direct correlation between the fotoformas that employ such plebeian iconography, those that
bluntly display artistic intervention through Barros’s application of crude caricature-like
sketches, and those with the least architectonic imagery. Fotoformas in the vein of Homenagem
à Stravinsky use “constructive” techniques similar to other fotoformas, but to a much different
end, suggesting Barros’s recognition that the São Paulo cityscape was a melange of official and
precarious modes of construction.
Photographs of the exhibition do not indicate whether Homenagem à Stravinsky was
among the works included in Fotoforma, but three other etched and drawn-upon photographs
definitely were: Sem título, c. 1948 (fig. 1.39); A menina do sapato (Shoe Girl), c. 1949 (fig.
1.40); and Máscara africana (African Mask), c. 1949 (fig. 1.41); the latter was among the most
often reproduced photographs from the exhibition. Barros’s etched negatives recognize
Barros’s interest in affordable design and socially progressive art later in his career, suggest
that the artist was aware of the living conditions of São Paulo’s less-fortunate. Barros’s own
family was from the small town of Chavantes in the São Paulo state countryside. They came to
the state capital in 1930 in the wake of plummeting coffee prices when Barros was only seven
years old. His family’s economic difficulties during his childhood may have precipitated his
social awareness.
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Barros did not explain his dedication, but the face etched on the negative resembles the
bespectacled, mustachioed Stravinsky.
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vernacular culture in several ways: first, the physical content of the photographic images—a
discarded shoe or a crumbling wall—are objects that reference proletarian material culture;
second, references to graffiti—violent visual incursions on constructed surfaces—highlight the
tension between the cleanliness of official architectural modernism and the reality of
marginalized communities;166 third, Barros’s rough treatment of line and shape references the
artist’s budding interest in art critic and theorist Mário Pedrosa’s theories of “arte virgem.”167
Pedrosa was developing his idea of “arte virgem,” at the same time Barros was making
his fotoformas.168 He theorized that art created by primitive peoples, children, psychiatric
patients, and naïf artists inherently demonstrated universal aesthetics, or the principles of
gestalt.169 According to Pedrosa:
There [is] a significant resemblance between the crude and anonymous art of one
culture and the primitive works of other cultures. A native ingenuity common to all these
anonymous creators illuminates their works, whether they be handicrafts, common
pictures, or mystical objects, like the representation of an image of a native god. This
native ingenuity [is] an emotive sign providing an entrance into everything, because one
feels in it the evident manifestation of a universal poetic order. Soon traces of kinship
between the arts of various primitive peoples are evident, as well as similarities to [the
artwork of] children from all over the world.170

At the time of the Fotoforma’s creation Barros was experiencing a form of artistic
marginalization that may have made him more empathetic to socially marginalized Paulistanos.
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Barros’s contemporaries in the FCCB sometimes photographed less glamorous aspects of the
urban landscape, like telephone poles and roof tiles, but none recorded the vernacular with
Barros’s regularity.
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“Arte Virgem” is related to Jean Dubuffet’s theory of “Art Brut.” After having spent several
years abroad in Europe and the United States, Pedrosa must have been aware of the
development of Art Brut, which Dubuffet theorized in 1948. More about the relationship
between arte virgem and Art Brut can be found in Gustavo Henrique Dionísio, “O Antídoto do
Mal: sobre arte e loucura, Mário Pedrosa e Nise da Silveira” (MA Thesis, Universidade de São
Paulo São Paulo, 2004).
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Lima, “Fotoformas: a máquina lúdica de Geraldo de Barros,”43.

Pedrosa, Arte Necessidade Vital, 164. “Verificou-se uma semelhança significativa entre as
obras de homens broncos e anônimos de um povo e as das gentes simples de outros povos. Uma
ingenuidade nativa comum a todos êsses criadores anônimos iluminava suas obras, seja de
natureza artesanal, ou mais desinteressada ou mística, como a representação da imagem de um
deus indígena. Essa ingenuidade natural era como uma senha emotiva dando entrada por tôda
parte, porque se sentia nela uma evidente manifestação da ordem poética, que é universal. Cedo
se verificam os traços de parentesco entre as artes dos diversos povos primitivos, e as
manifestações semelhantes das crianças de todo o mundo.”
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Pedrosa believed that “arte virgem,” demonstrated the presence of a universal aesthetic that
came to fruition in pure abstraction and Barros’s etching on the fotoformas followed Pedrosa’s
call for crude constructions and balanced compositions.171
The dichotomy of Barros’s raw quasi-naive interventions into his photographs depicting
vernacular-culture iconography and the machine-precise engineering of Barros’s more modern
imagery testifies to the artist’s vision of São Paulo as a city of multiple classes and subcultures.
Barros’s embrace of Pedrosa’s primitive aesthetics also complicates the narrative of Brazilian
abstraction, as pointed out by Kaira Cabañas who asks: “What does looking to the art produced
by psychiatric patients”—or in this case the faux-primitivism of Geraldo de Barros— “bring to
our understanding of mid-century modernism . . . a time generally aligned with a highly rational
cultural outlook and accelerated modernization, both of which are associated with the
development of a geometric or concrete aesthetic in art?”172 I propose as an answer that Barros’
fotoformas extend the modernist discourse to include the forgotten spaces of urbanization,
alongside its iconic industrial imagery. Barros juxtaposes the geometric formality of the city
center with the organicism of the periphery, complicating the dialogue surrounding São Paulo’s
modernization.
In sum, the photographs that made up Fotoforma included images that plainly depicted
the urban landscape and its component parts, abstractions that approximated the geometry of
urban architecture and replicated the construction process, and artist-manipulated images that
synthesized the experience of marginalization met by members of the lower-classes for whom
modernization was anything but the promised utopia. Waldemar Cordeiro, Barros’s future
collaborator in Grupo Ruptura—a group of concrete artists with whom Barros would associate
after his return from Europe—commented on Fotoforma in his role as art critic for the
Paulistano newspaper Folha da Manhã. Cordeiro’s review affirms the importance of Barros’s
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images as a record of São Paulo’s physical change: “The origin and significance of these works
transcends purely technical experimentation to be of particular historical importance. Through
the medium of photography, Geraldo lives in the actual moment of renovation.”173 In Fotoforma
Barros employed avant-garde techniques—gateposts of artistic innovation—to register the city’s
physical renovation. The content and construction of Fotoforma and the fotoformas align,
mirroring the process of São Paulo’s modernization.
As suggested by Cordeiro’s review, the immediate critical reaction to Fotoforma was
overwhelmingly positive. Fotoforma was reviewed by the newspapers Folha da Manhã, Correio
da Manhã (based in Rio de Janiero), Diário da Noite, and by the magazine Habitat.174 Habitat,
edited by Pietro Maria and Lina Bo Bardi, ran several images from Fotoforma and Pietro
Maria’s introductory text in its first issue, October-December of 1950. The third issue contained
two more fotoformas on a page entitled, “Fotografias” (Photographs). Here, Pietro Maria’s
explication of the printed photographs acts as an indirect review of Barros’s exhibition.
Although he does not directly address the show, Pietro Maria advocates for the artist, “In
[Barros’] photographs man is omnipresent, even when invisible; he exists even in the
photographs that seem abstractionist and in reality are scribbles on walls, telegraph wires, halfopened doors. Geraldo photographs a crack or an old shoe and knows that poetry enters in that
shoe.”175 As the primary sponsor of Barros’s exhibition, Pietro Maria’s good opinion of
Fotoforma was assured, but a glowing, anonymous review from the Correio de Manhã confirms

Waldemar Cordeiro, “Ponto Paragrafo na Pintura Brasileira,” Folha da Manhã, 7 January
1951. “A origem e o significado destas obras transcende a pesquisa puramente tecnicas para
revestir-se de uma importancia historica toda particular. Através do genero da fotografia
Geraldo vive o atual momento de renovação.”
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The review in the Rio-based newspaper Correio da Manhã was written after the installation
of Fotoforma at the Ministry of Education and Health in Rio. The exhibition opened 22 January
1951 and the review was printed 23 January 1951. The closing date is unknown.
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“Fotografias,” Habitat no. 3 (April 1951): 75. “Em suas fotografias o homen está onipresente,
mesmo que invisível; existe mesmo naquelas fotografias que parecem abstracionistas e na
realidade são rabiscos em muros, fios telegráficos, portas semi-abertas. Geraldo fotografa una
rachadura ou um sapato velho e sabe que naquele sapato entra a poesia.” The article ran
unattributed, but the author was presumably Pietro Maria Bardi; Barros’s fotoforma A menina
do sapato was also reproduced in the issue on a separate page.
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wide spread approbation of Bardi’s work: “[Fotoforma] is the work of an artist secure in his
goals and whose accomplishments can stand up to the most modern achievements in this realm
realized outside of Brazil. He [Barros] is already inscribed among the best researchers with the
camera, which was liberated and conquered for great art by Man Ray and other precursors.”176
Critics admired Barros’s creativity and appreciated his references to the European avantgarde. Their comparisons were apt, but unfortunately, Brazilian critics invested in the project of
proving Brazil’s artistic modernity via its relationship to the art of Europe and the United States,
were slow to realize the distinctively Brazilian aspects of Fotoforma. The fotoformas bear the
mark of European influence in their technical experimentation and burgeoning concretism.
However, they are a product of their regional context, born of the constructive spirit fueling São
Paulo, which manifested itself in the content and composition of Barros’s photographs. Barros’s
ability to synthesize artistic styles and his progressive approach to photography was lauded by
Max Bill, who stated: “I was immediately seduced by his creative energy and very impressed by
his photographic research, which he made in parallel to his painting. In a country that was still
isolated from the great international trends, he was innovating.”177 Bill’s representation of Brazil
as “isolated” is hyperbolic, but his confirmation of Barros’s innovation demonstrates
Fotoforma’s function as a critical axis-point in Brazilian art. It suggests that Brazilian concrete
abstraction is rooted in the urban vernacular, in the juxtaposition of modernized and marginal
local spaces, rather than in the universalism of European concretism.

Forgotten Fotoformas
Tracing Fotoforma’s influence is complicated by the lack of a record to indicate which
photographs were displayed publicly. It is unclear whether some of Barros’s most progressive

“Exposição de Geraldo de Barros,” Correio da Manha, 23 Jan 1951. “É de uma artista seguro
de suas metas e cuja realizações já podem comportar-se às coisas mais modernas realizadas
nesse dominio fora do Brasil. Ele já se inscreve entre os melhores pesquisadores da maquina
fotográfica que foi liberada e conquistada para a grande arte por Man Ray e outros percursores.”
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compositions—including prints made from the negatives Barros cut and mounted on glass, and
his photograms made from punched computer cards—were on display at MASP. These artistaltered images are compositionally significant and contextually relevant to themes evident in
Fotoforma, but may have been less widely-known to Barros’s contemporaries.178
A particularly provocative group of unexhibited fotoformas are those that appear to have
been altered, but are, in reality, straight photographs. These photographs create visual puns that
reiterate the importance of construction to the larger series. For example, Sem título (Untitled),
1949 (fig. 1.42) creates cognitive dissonance because it appears altered—the “PA-PA-PA” on the
boxes looks applied and the cast shadows reads as the product of multiple exposures—but in
reality, the image is unmanipulated. The same is true of O barco e o balão (The Boat and the
Balloon), c. 1948 (fig. 1.43), a photograph of graffiti etched into a wall that one might assume to
have been enhanced by the artist, but is not. Brazilian researcher Fernando Castro suggests that
Barros made photographs like these in an effort to generate “layers of confusion.”179 Herkenhoff
corroborates, “even while parting from the real, the [fotoformas] operated in the camp of visual
perception as abstract constructions and, on the other hand, while documents of the real, they
are definitely compromised, and find themselves in a state of ambivalence.” 180
This “state of ambivalence” is generated by the fotoformas’ playfulness, a product of
Barros’s varied methods of intervention. The prospect of the fotoformas’ alteration aligned them
with other art-making practices like painting and engraving. But there was always the chance
that a fotoforma was a straight photograph. Superficially the fotoformas tease, but they are
intrinsically phenomenological expressions of the anxiety surrounding modernization. The
constructed photographs mimicked their constructed environment operating within an urban

Some of the images not hung in the official show circulated in magazines and were shown in
FCCB Salons and competitions of other photo leagues.
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Paulo Herkenhoff, “A imagem do processo,” Folha de São Paulo, 27 October 1987. “Mesmo
partindo do real, as imagens operavam no campo da percepção visual como uma construção
abstrata e, por outro lado, enquanto documento do real, estão definitivamente comprometidas,
se encontrando num estado de ambivalência.”
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fractal system. Sem título is not only a compelling image because of the visual game of “is-orisn’t it altered?” that it generates, but also because the implied layers of Barros’s photograph
mimic the layered boxes in the image, which in turn mimic the layers of architectural
construction in the urban agglomeration that generated both the boxes and their photograph.
Barros’ point is not to “confuse” but to replicate the city’s topographical and chronological
strata.181 Through his representational ambivalence Barros demonstrates how urban
environments can become laboratories for investigating problems of visual and ideological
representation. In Sem título Barros experiments with metanarratives of the representation of
representation and the construction of constructs—specifically the city’s constructed identity.

Fotoforma’s Legacy
The fotoformas lived on after Fotoforma closed at MASP. Barros continued his
photographic experiments, occasionally creating new fotoformas, as late as 1954. The series had
reverberations within Barros’s career and the careers of his fellow photographers and visual
artists. After showing at MASP, Fotoforma moved to the “salon” of Oscar Niemeyer’s famous
Ministry of Education and Health building in Rio de Janeiro. Meanwhile, in São Paulo, Barros
helped Pietro Maria Bardi unpack crates of Max Bill’s artworks for the Swiss artist’s
retrospective held at MASP in March of that year. Bill’s artwork was received as a “revelation” by
Barros, who sought out Bill in Zurich and Ulm during his European travels.182 After Bill’s
retrospective and his receipt of the Sculpture Award at the First São Paulo Biennial, his artwork
Barros’s application of ink and scratch marks to straight photographs creates a product that is
more than the sum of its parts. His experiments in monotype and drawing, with imagery similar
to that of the fotoformas, has not generated the same level of attention as his photography. In
1951, the same year as Fotoforma, Barros also submitted monotypes to the First Biennial of the
MAM-SP; he must have been working on the monotypes simultaneously to his photography.
Some of the monotypes bear a resemblance to the faces he etched into the fotoformas, such as
Retrato (Portrait), 1950, which mimics with A menina do sapato, c. 1949. Almost nothing has
been written about these monotypes. Two monotypes were recently included in Espada, Geraldo
de Barros e a fotografia, 88.
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became a major inspiration for Brazilian concretism, in which Barros also played a decisive role
as a founding member of Grupo Ruptura. Prior to founding Ruptura and re-devoting himself to
painting, Barros continued to experiment with photography. He made fotoformas while abroad
in France, Spain and Germany, demonstrating that his interest in the medium did not wane in
the months after his exhibition. 183 Barros also created additional multiple exposure photographs
and photograms after returning to São Paulo.
Thus, Fotoforma’s legacy is two-fold: its visual echoes are evident within the post-1954
photographic production of the FCCB and the trajectory of concrete art, especially Grupo
Ruptura. Barros began to phase-out his photographic practice in late 1951, but he continued to
submit to the Salons and have contact with the members of the club throughout the 1950s. This
continued contact was crucial to the fotoclubistas’ eventual acceptance of the unorthodox
techniques used in the creation of the fotoformas. A recent MASP retrospective of the club’s
work through the 1980s demonstrates that the FCCB’s production of dramatically cropped,
architecturally-based, and altered photographs increased throughout the 1950s.184 In addition to
reuniting original photographs made by FCCB members during this period, the show
reproduced the backs of each photograph, on which were stamped with the FCCB’s seal and
those of the other salons to which the photographs were submitted (fig. 1.44). These seals help
trace the spread of Barros’s compositional strategies and image-crafting techniques, mapping
the propagation of the FCCB’s urban aesthetic throughout Latin America, the United States, and
Europe.
Two of Barros’s closest followers were German Lorca and Ademar Manarini, both of
whom joined the FCCB around the same time as Barros and were drawn to his unorthodox style.
Lorca recounted his experience working alongside Barros:

Multiple exposure images of chairs the artist designed for Unilabor demonstrate that Barros
continued to photograph, at least intermittently, until 1954, though he claimed to have stopped
in 1952; see Paulo Herkenhoff, Entrevista com Geraldo de Barros.
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It was at this time that I fell by the side of Geraldo [de Barros], he became my friend . . .
He, Ademar Manarini and I were a group, we were against the pictorial expectations [of
the FCCB] . . . Farkas helped us form a large gang . . . Later they began to admit [our]
experiments in the Club. They didn’t just accept them, many people began to make the
multiple exposures of windows, and then cut and remounted photographs. It took three
years for this break to take place. I learned a lot from them [the FCCB], but I learned the
most from Geraldo. He taught me solarization . . . We went out together; he made his
photo and I made mine.185
Lorca’s experience illustrates the informal way Barros’s ideas circulated among club members,
drawing the aesthetically progressive into orbit around the artist, forming the core of the “Escola
Paulista.” Lorca’s informal apprenticeship with Barros led to his creation of images that, at
times, replicated Barros’s fotoformas almost exactly. His Mondrian (fig. 1.45), for example,
references Barros’s fotoformas in both content and process.186 Manarini’s multiple exposure
experiments from 1954 also bear a strong resemblance to Barros’s compositions of five years
prior (fig. 1.33). Beyond these immediate disciples, Barros’s influence can be most strongly felt
in the oeuvres of Gaspar Gasparian, Rubens Texeiara Scavione, Ivo Ferreira da Silva and
Gertrudes Altschule (figs. 1.46 and 1.47).
It took about three years from the time of Barros’s first associations with the club for
members to start adopting his style. In the interim, mainstream club production changed
dramatically enough that when a room opened suddenly at the 1953 São Paulo Biennial after the
last-minute cancellation of a foreign delegation, Barros, who was helping to organize the event,
recommended to Wolfgang Pfeiffer, then-director of MAM-SP, that the empty room be given to
an exhibition of FCCB photography. Barros directed Pfeiffer to Salvatore, who submitted a
packet of exemplary club member photographs to the Biennial’s executive committee. A
committee composed of Bernard Dorvial (Director of the Museum of Modern Art in Paris),
British sculptor Henri Moore, and Ciccillo Matarazzo (founder and president of MAM-SP),
approved the FCCB photographs for display in the II São Paulo Biennial. Barros was quick to
insist that, “The space was obtained by the quality of the photographs in the collection, a quality
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that overcame contrary arguments, conquered passionate defenses, and convinced all.”187
Barros’s complimentary tone and anxiousness to avoid any semblance of nepotism, suggest that
the style of photography produced by the FCCB had shifted significantly.
The Biennial’s photography room was assembled only three days before its opening,
using members’ works on file in the FCCB headquarters. Most of the prints on display were
abstract, leading critics to comment on how the photographs reflected, “the same inquiry, the
same ends, and the same solutions,” as the paintings of Modernist artists like Léger, Mondrian,
and Delaunay, also at the Biennial.188 According to Barros’s article in the FCCB Boletim, the
show was a critical success, eliciting the praise of native and foreign critics. More importantly, it
marked a turning point in the Club’s approval of abstract and experimental photography. The
Biennial was held at the same time as the Club’s annual International Salon, then in its twelfth
year. Commenting on the twelfth Salon, Rubens Teixeira Scavone, a member of the FCCB known
for his abstract imagery, celebrated the variety of the selections saying, “The [eclectic] criteria
[of the judges] occurred naturally because, in São Paulo, the conquests of Modernist art were
already accepted and assimilated.”189 The facility of Scavone’s statement belies Barros’s early
angst over harsh judgements of his works by senior club members and the general disapproval
of his experimentation, but it also demonstrates how completely the FCCB transformed.
By the late 1950s the FCCB’s annual salons were filled with long-exposure images that
obscured their subjects and emphasized movement, multiple exposure photographs that layered
natural and architectural forms, photograms, and solarized photographs (fig. 1.48). Barros’s

Geraldo de Barros, “A sala de fotografia,” FCCB Boletim 9, no. 87 (February 1954): 12. “A sala
foi conseguida pela qualidade das fotografias da coleção, qualidade que vencia os argumentos
contrários, conquistava apaixonados defensores e a todos convencia.”
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photographs were published in Salon catalogs, an honor reserved for the select few. Even
Salvatore, Barros’s long-time rival and a paragon of club conservatism, began to make
photographs that approached abstraction (fig. 1.49). The production of the most distinguished
group of amateur photographers in Brazil had evolved from documentary exercises recording
city growth to building photographically.
Barros’s withdrawal from photography in the mid-1950s corresponded to his renewed
engagement with painting, and a developing interest in the applied arts. In August of 1952
Barros mounted a small exhibition of drawings and paintings that he had created in 1950, as he
was organizing Fotoforma at, at MAM-SP. Significantly, the paintings are Barros’s last figurative
works before his conversion to total abstraction and his alliance with Grupo Ruptura, in
December of the same year. In this context, the fotoformas can be read as a bridge between the
figurative drawing and painting with which Barros started his artistic career in the 1940s
studying under Takaoka, and the abstraction he adopted in the 1950s with the Grupo Ruptura:
Fotoforma was the origin point for combining geometric abstraction and figuration in Barros’s
oeuvre. More broadly, the fotoformas demonstrate that the mid-century shift from figuration to
abstraction was much more gradual than previously conceived.
Reading Fotoforma as a prelude to concretism allows for a deeper contextualization of
Brazilian abstraction that is less centered in the influence of European Gestalt theory and more
focused on the feverish pace of Brazilian, specifically Paulistano, urbanization.190 Support for
this interpretation is found in utopic proclamations from the Grupo Ruptura’s manifesto such
as, “the new is . . . artistic intuition imbued with clear and intelligent principles and with great
possibilities for practical development,” where “practical development” can be read as the

Paulo Herkenhoff famously stated that, “Geraldo de Barros’s photography is governed by a
rule of rupture” (A fotografia de Geraldo de Barros de rege por um estatuto de ruptura). While I
agree in the sense that Barro’s production was in many ways revolutionary, my goal in this
chapter is to contextualized Barros’s works within his cultural moment in a way that
fundamentally negates Herkenhoff’s statement. Paulo Herkenhoff, Fotoformas (São Paulo:
Cosaic Naify, 2006), 147.
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infrastructural and architectural development of mid-century São Paulo.191 Thus, the Manifesto
associates modernity with art-driven urbanity.192
This interpretation builds upon Brazilian art historian Aracy Amaral’s foundational
investigations of concretism. In Projeto construtivo brasileiro na arte (1950-1962), Amaral
links São Paulo-based concrete artists and their built environment saying, “It is not by chance
that the Paulistanos published their manifestos in a magazine entitled, Architecture and
Decoration, since they had access to the graphic arts sector, as well as local architecture and
advertising [as a result of their occupations in these fields].”193 More recently, Maria Arruda has
suggested:
In the Paulista Concretists’ project there was likewise a connection between art and
industrialization, form and production, creating ‘a positive modern-constructivist
correlation based on the belief in the continual progress of reason and history.’ The
conception of progress, allied with the idea of modern society, was based in the
economic growth of the country, specifically the industrial boom that made major
transformations in Brazilian society, with São Paulo being the city most profoundly
affected by the changes. 194
Focusing on the content of the images in the fotoformas series and interpreting Barros’s
interventions as a method of image construction initiates his artworks into this dialog,
strengthening the case for Brazilian concretism’s native roots. Furthermore, the fotoformas
nuance the narratives of concretism offered by Amaral and Arruda in which concretism is linked

Lothar Charoux, Manifesto Ruptura, 1952. “É o novo . . . a intuição artística dotada de
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to the city only through the industrial, the technological, and the modern, whereas Barros’s
concretism is born of a more messy urbanism that includes the provisional and the marginal.
Formally, the fotoformas acted as a prelude and gateway to total abstraction. The
fotoformas relate visually to Barros’s concrete works through their reductive color scheme, their
geometry, their repetition of similar shapes, and the reflective, spiraling motion that these
elements generate. A side-by-side comparison of Barros’s Fotoforma, c. 1950 (fig. 1.50) and his
Movimento contra movimento (Movement Against Movement), 1952 (fig. 1.51) demonstrate the
similarities between the Modernist photographs and the concrete painting. The black-and-white
fotoforma emphasizes form over representation. Barros could have chosen to work in color, but
his formal interests caused him to restrict his production to black and white. 195 The minimalist
palette simplifies the photographed window panes to their essential geometric shapes and
focuses attention on their gridded pattern. Barros’s overlay of one window grid on top of another
deepens the opacity of the white spaces and the dark of the sashing, intensifying contrasts and
increasing visual interest. Barros altered the image through processes of multiple exposures and
cutting-and-remounting. Both interventions interrupt the continuity of the original, morphing it
from a static depiction of bank of windows into a shimmering, gyrating representation of
industrial glass and metal.
The color palate of Movimento contra movimento is also limited to black and white. The
chromatic restriction in both photograph and painting help the viewer to focus on the nearly
symmetrical arrangement of abstract shapes and the sensations they provoke. The painting’s
shifting monochrome pattern generates a spiraling, pull-and-tug like that present in the
fotoforma because of the rotated cuts in the negative. As the title implies, the painting’s forms
are organized to suggest motion: a wringing twist of counterbalanced grey and white shards. The
motion of the fotoforma is more chaotic than the smooth cycling of the concrete work, but both
produce visual potential energy. In the fotoforma, the implied movement is turbulent, like the
Black-and-white photography was much more common than color in the 1940s and 50s. But
by the late 1940s color film was available and the FCCB opened a section of their annual Salon to
color images.
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hustling churn of the city, while in the concrete painting it has been tamed into a schematic,
intellectualized operation. Barros simulates this motion using industrial materials—window
panes in the photograph, Kemlite and enamel in the painting—that serve as both medium and
raison d’etre.
A poster Barros created in collaboration with pioneering Brazilian graphic designer
Alexandre Wollner for the IV Centennial of São Paulo in 1954 synthesizes Barros’s experiments
in photography and concrete painting (fig. 1.52).196 The main vignette is a geometricized
cityscape based on a sketch Barros created from a similar poster he saw while studying in
Europe after Fotoforma. Barros re-designed his sketch as a lithograph, adding several
Modernist skyscrapers before submitting his final draft to the Quadricentennial Committee.197
The image’s referentiality, its distinctive urbanity, and its reproducibility are all qualities
inherited from the fotoformas. The reductionist palette of primary colors, the abstracted forms,
and the elemental nature of the design prefigure Barros’s concrete painting.
The Quadricentennial poster was the beginning of Barros’s protracted engagement with
the applied arts and industrial design. In 1954 he helped to establish Unilabor, a furniture
factory associated with the Comunidade de Trabalho Unilabor (The Unilabor Work
Community), a social and religious order established by Dominican Friar João Batista Pereira
dos Santos. Barros met the friar when he was asked by Ciccillo Matarazzo to photograph the
Capela do Cristo Operário (Chapel of Christ the Worker), which was adorned with murals and
stained glass by Alfredo Volpi and a garden designed by Roberto Burle-Marx, among other
artistic interventions.198 Together with two other associates, Barros and “Friar João” set out to
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create a “productive system” that benefited and educated working class families. For Friar João,
the project was an effort to administer spiritually by alleviating the physical need and social
disparities inherent in the capitalist system. For Barros, involvement with Unilabor provided an
opportunity to integrate art and life through the production of domestic goods designed
according to the same aesthetic principles that guided his fine art practice. It was also a chance
to experiment with a form of socialism whose tenets Barros was learning under the tutelage of
Pedrosa, since Unilabor’s business model called for self-management and profit sharing.199
Unilabor represents the culmination of Barros’s project, begun with the fotoformas, to create a
more inclusive Modernist art practice whose products were both popular and reproducible.
Barros was the principle designer for the Unilabor furniture line. He worked with simple
geometric forms, limited materials—principally wood, iron, and upholstery—and a reduced set
of modular pieces. In both its materials and modularity, the furniture recalls the fotoformas. The
two projects’ interrelation was so fundamental that Barros created a series of fotoformas based
on one of his Unilabor chair designs. Cadeira Unilabor (Unilabor Chair) (fig. 1.53) from 1954
uses a Barros-designed minimalist metal chair as the elemental building block of its
photographic composition. The photograph is divided into three vertical columns and five
horizontal rows in which a seatless chair is photographed fifteen times. Each exposure is aligned
so that the chair’s legs and back form a gridded pattern across the photograph. In the left
column the chair is tipped on its side with the back pointing toward the edge of the picture
frame, and is photographed from the front. In the middle column the chair is photographed
standing, facing away from the camera lens. In the far right column the chair is again tipped on
its side, with the chair back toward the outer edge and the seat facing away from the viewer. The
finished effect is a five by five grid—each of the outer columns counting as two sections, one
defined by the legs and seat of the chair and the other defined by its back—against a grey
gradient. The wobbling registers remind the viewer that the image is an artistic production, not
a mechanized print.
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The grid produced by the chairs references the grids in previous fotoformas made from
windows and computer cards. The chair’s repetition alludes to its mass production for retail
sale. Unilabor’s purpose was to improve the working and living conditions of its workers, rather
than to produce affordable furniture. As a result, its products were marketed to members of the
growing upper-middle class, some of whom were beginning to embracing a more socially
conscious agenda. Like the fotoformas, which complicated the relationship between official and
marginal modernity, Barros’s involvement with Unilabor was an effort to enmesh “high” and
“low” art, to connect Pualistanos across social classes through artistic production. Barros taught
art history classes to his workers, and sold furniture designed using fine art principles to
members of the upper-middle class. Unilabor was not a mere furniture factory, it was an
important experiment in the popularization of Modern design.
Barros’s Unilabor designs allowed him to engage with a broader public than he had with
Fotoforma. As Fernando Luiz Lara observes, modernism became both an official and popular
style in Brazil. According to Lara, “In Brazil in the 1950s the flow of ideas between high and low
architecture was great enough to effect a significant portion of the built environment. In other
words, modernism was indeed very popular. In fact, it lay at the core of Brazilian national
identity and culture of that time.”200 While Lara’s primary interest is in vernacular Modern
architecture, his assertions apply to the visual and applied arts as well.
Barros’s furniture designs for Unilabor engaged with the zeitgeist of popular modernism.
The commercial success of Unilabor, which grew to over a hundred employees in four shops,
helped to fuel the popularity of modernist design affecting the physical form of the city. As Lara
points out, “Ninety-five percent of the urban environment [of Brazil] not only was built in the
second half of the twentieth century, but was built under the strong influence of modernism.”201
Fotoforma, and later Unilabor, fueled the modernist craze Lara describes, because both projects
worked conscientiously toward closing the gap between elite and popular modernisms.
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Fotoforma supplied Barros with the theoretical substance of this endeavor: an appreciation for
the aesthetic properties of industrial materials; an interest in construction as an ideological
construct; a penchant for grids, modules, and layering; and a vision of the city that extended
beyond pristine high Modernist spaces to include vernacular and popular tropes. In this way
Barros’s photographic production moved beyond representation to play a roll in shaping the
city.
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Chapter 2

SEEING SÃO PAULO: POPULAR MAGAZINES AND VERTICAL DEVELOPMENT

“We want to ‘see to believe,’ that is, we want to be men of our century, flipping through a
magazine as if we were watching a film.”202
—Belmonte (Benedito Carneiro Bastos Barreto, 1896-1947)

In Hildegard Rosenthal’s (1913-1990) 1940 photo collage Menino jornaleiro (Newsboy)
(fig. 2.1) the massive figure of a paperboy towers over the streets of São Paulo, the industrial
capital of Brazil. Only the stacked façades of downtown office-buildings outstrip the colossus.
But the gigantesque lad is no King Kong, whose cinematic apparition in New York City caused
panic and incited violence. Instead, the newsboy is a benevolent figure whose exaggerated height
symbolizes the precipitous commercial growth of São Paulo, which mushroomed from a modest
regional center into a global city at midcentury. Smiling demurely and biting his lower lip, the
boy hawks his wares: copies of Jornal da Manha (The Morning News). At the boy’s left is the
Martinelli Building, the tallest in São Paulo at the time Rosenthal composed her photo collage.
The early skyscraper stretches above an urban block in a seeming contest of heights with the
newsboy. The collage is an inviting, even playful, metaphor for the city’s growth, and an
assertion of the press’ role in expounding and advocating São Paulo’s verticalization.
Where the previous chapter explored representations of urban construction in artistic
photography, this chapter investigates how another photographic modality—photojournalism—
helped to fuel São Paulo’s upward march and condition its citizens to embrace verticality as the
primary marker of modernization. Dubbed, “the fastest growing city in the world,” the city that
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“cannot stop,” and the city of “giants,”203 São Paulo was an immensely important subject for
photojournalists like Rosenthal between 1930 and 1955.204 But photojournalists were not
passive registrars of São Paulo’s urbanization. Rather, I argue that they played an active role in
the city’s physical formation through the selective way they represented its growth. In this
chapter I will focus on the city’s representation in popular illustrated magazines: first in the
photomontages of the 1930s, and then in photo essays. I contend that individual photographs of
São Paulo replicated the illustrated magazine’s fusion of image and text, because advertising and
city signage turned the cityscape into a matrix of words and images that, like a photo essay, were
concurrently seen and read. Furthermore, I posit that mass media photography had a dual effect
on São Paulo’s urbanization: first, illustrated magazines glamorized and promoted the
construction of high-rise architecture, fundamentally changing the city’s scale, composition, and
function; second, they acted as primers, photographically illustrating modern etiquette within
their vertical environment.
This chapter begins with a discussion of the historical and theoretical contexts of São
Paulo’s verticalization as a foundation for understanding Rosenthal’s early photojournalist
production. Rosenthal was the lead photographer for a small media outlet called “Press
Information”205 that supplied images for Supplemento em rotogravura (The São Paulo State
newspaper’s Supplement in Rotogravure), one of the city’s earliest illustrated magazines. Using
her photographic production for this outlet as a point of departure, I demonstrate how
photojournalists conditioned Paulistanos’ expectations of urban function and aesthetics. I
discuss Rosenthal’s legacy, analyzing imagery of São Paulo in S.Paulo, a short-lived but

These slogans were appeared in various formats including advertisements on trolley cars, in
the pages of S.Paulo magazine, and as the titles of contemporary books, most notably, Peter
Scheier’s São Paulo: Fastest Growing City in the World (São Paulo: Livraria Kosmos, 1954).
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The first photographically illustrated magazines began to appear in Brazil circa 1930. Two
prominent publications, O Cruzeiro and Supplemento em rotogravura, were both founded in
1928.
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“Press Information” is not a translation. The company’s name was registered in English,
perhaps to establish a connection with the increasingly US-centric news culture.
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artistically-experimental magazine that was an official organ of state propaganda sold in city
newsstands.206 Both the Supplemento em rotogravura and S.Paulo evangelized São Paulo’s
growth and attempted to condition citizens’ behaviors by pairing promotional phraseology with
carefully edited and collaged imagery. Together, these two early publications were widely
influential.207
After analyzing early rotogravure periodicals, I discuss the transition from
photomontages to photo essays—a change precipitated by both technological and ideological
shifts in magazine printing. To engage these shifts, I analyze the “proto-photo essays” of
Paulistania magazine, a previously unstudied publication of the Clube Piratininga.208
Aesthetically, the articles mimic photo essays published in US illustrated magazines, but without
the humanist narratives associated with US photo reportage. Instead, Paulistania represents the
fruition of Mayor Francisco Prestes Maia’s 1936 call for propaganda promoting city’s
verticalization as a way of enacting modernization. This periodical employed the photo essay
format to construct before-and-after narratives dramatizing the city’s growth and encouraging
Paulistanos to envision themselves within a heroic narrative of modernist becoming.
Paulistania demonstrates how the illustrated press developed as a tool to train Paulistanos in a
practice of simultaneous seeing/reading necessary to navigate both their text-rich urban
environment and its representation in the press. Mass media photography thus became the

Some photo historians have overlooked early rotogravure periodicals as immature,
championing O Cruzeiro as the apex of Brazilian photojournalism because it embraced
international trends while focusing on Brazilian content. I demonstrate the ideological
contiguity between early (1930s) and “golden age” (1945-1954) Paulistano photojournalism,
emphasizing how the experimental dynamism of rotogravure precipitated the didactic gloss of O
Cruzeiro’s photo essays. Publications focused on O Cruzeiro include: Nadja Peregrino, O
Cruzeiro: A revolução da fotorreportagem (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Dazibao, 1991) and
Helouise Costa and Surgio Burgi, As origens do fotojornalismo no Brasil: O Cruzeiro: um olhar
sobre 1940-1960 (São Paulo: Instituto Moreira Salles, 2012).
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While precise circulation data for this period is difficult to locate, O Estado de S. Paulo—the
newspaper that published the Supplemento em rotogravura—is and was one of the most
widely-read periodicals in Brazil with both a local and national edition. Likewise, S.Paulo
magazine sold out multiple 40,000 copy runs, a large number for the time.
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The Clube Piratininga was an elite social club founded in the wake of São Paulo’s
embarrassing defeat in the 1932 Constitutionalist Revolution as place to assert regional pride.
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primary medium for shaping public opinion and indoctrinating urban habits. By charting a
trajectory from Rosenthal through Paulistania, I demonstrate how the growth of the illustrated
press and that of the city were co-dependent processes: the rise of the popular press determined
how the city was formed, represented, and experienced.

Becoming a Vertical City
At the beginning of the twentieth century São Paulo was emphatically flat. The first
tentative “skyscrapers” began to appear around 1928, but the world-wide economic crisis of
1929 curtailed construction.209 Principal amongst the early high-rises was the Martinelli
building (1929, architect Vilmos Fillinger), the first building in all of South America to climb
above 100 meters (330 feet). As Brazil’s first skyscraper, the Martinelli building was both a
tourist site and the city’s primary belvedere for surveying São Paulo’s developing city center (fig.
2.2).210 This section explores the historical and political context of São Paulo’s verticalization as
a preface to the argument that photojournalism and illustrated periodicals significantly directed
this transformation. Although not widely used in English, the term “verticalization” has
important valences in Portuguese thanks to the scholarship of urbanist Nadia Somekh who
defines it as the mid-twentieth century agglomeration of multi-story buildings precipitated by
technological advances (elevators and new construction methods), as well as economic (rising
real estate costs), and social (increased urban migration) factors.211 The principal aim of
verticalization was to increase the available square footage in the urban core, but as Somekh
points out—and I elaborate—the causes and effects of a verticalized landscape were often much
more complicated than the simple multiplication of urban space.

Nadia Somekh, A cidade vertical e o urbanismo modernizador (São Paulo: Editora
Mackenzie, 2014), 151.
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Roberto Pomepo de Toledo, A capital da vertigem: uma história de São Paulo de 1900 a
1954 (Rio de Janeiro: Objectiva, 2015), 274.
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In 1922 Brazilian-Italian financier and shipping magnate Giuseppe Martinelli hired
Hungarian-born, Vienna Academy of Fine Arts-trained architect Vilmos Fillinger to design
Brazil’s first skyscraper in a Neo-Renaissance style.212 In 1934, the year the Martinelli building
was finally completed, the percentage of new constructions in São Paulo with more than two
stories topped 50% for the first time.213 In 1940, 7,468 new structures were completed, of which
60.5% had more than two floors. 214 Of these, most buildings with eight or more floors were
clustered in a ring around the center of the city and along the Avenida São João, the primary
artery out to the coffee plantations of the countryside. Over the course of the two decades
following the Martinelli building’s completion, this expanding central core was photographed
and re-photographed hundreds of times for publication in the illustrated press. The wide
circulation of these images effectively made the single square kilometer a synecdoche for the city
as a whole, despite flagrantly misrepresenting São Paulo’s expansive residential bairros
(neighborhoods).
The Martinelli remained the tallest building in Brazil until 1947, when the Altino Arantes
(Banespa) building surpassed it. The thirteen years between 1934 (the completion of the
Martinelli building) and 1947 (the completion of the Banespa tower) saw both the proliferation
of high-rises in downtown São Paulo, and a general shift in cultural allegiances away from old

Sparing no expense, Martinelli imported Swiss and Norwegian concrete, Latvian wood,
Italian marble, English porcelain, and Belgian glass for the building’s structure and finishes.
Likewise, the laborers and artisans were primarily Italian and Spanish. Furthermore, the
building’s quadripartite façade with it’s ornamental balustrades, rusticated lower floors, and
pedimented window frames, are distinctly classical. In the upper level pilasters, arches, simple
ancone brackets, and multiple decorative cornices crowned by finials reiterate the patron and
designer’s allegiance to western European architectural motifs.
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Somekh, 152. Construction continued on the Martinelli building after its 1929 inauguration
because Martinelli, himself an ersatz architect, kept increasing the building’s projected height
from the original twelve floors to fourteen, then twenty, then twenty-four, and finally, to the
terminal thirty floors.
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European ties toward American influences.215 If the Martinelli building’s classical façade can be
read as a monument to Europe’s cultural legacy, then the erection of the Art Deco Banespa
tower represents a changing of the guard. The Banespa tower’s wedding cake design and sparse
detailing visually recall the Empire State Building, New York’s crowning symbol and the most
famous skyscraper in the world in at mid-century.216 Beyond this, the Banespa building initiated
the financing of high-rise construction by the state government. Whereas then-Governor Júlio
Prestes had refused to help fund construction of the Martinelli building, the development of the
Banespa tower was decreed and bankrolled by Governor Adhemar de Barros to house the offices
of the state bank.217 The process of the city’s conversion from a horizontal to a vertical landscape
and the skyscraper’s adoption as the symbol of São Paulo’s maturation, reflects a parallel
cultural shift of severing European ties and forming a new alliance with the United States—
especially New York—as co-capitals of the “New World.”218

The bibliography surrounding artistic exchange between Brazil and Europe in this period is
extensive and continues to grow. However, less has been written about urban planning and
architectural exchanges prior to Le Corbusier’s interventions in Rio de Janeiro. The best,
although still problematic, summary of European influence on early Latin American
urbanization was provided by the Getty-organized exhibition The Metropolis in Latin America,
1830-1930, co-curated by Idurre Alonso and Maristella Casciato, for which there is,
unfortunately, no catalog.
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Construction on the Empire State Building began 17 March 1930 and was completed 1 May
1931.
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Toledo, 462. The Banespa tower was built between 1939 and 1947 and was heavily
photographed even while under construction. Its profile was conscientiously modeled on that of
the Empire State Building.
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This shift is best illustrated by an event that occurred one year before the Banespa tower’s
completion. In February of 1946 Fiorello LaGuardia, the mayor of New York City from 1934 to
1945, visited São Paulo as an official US envoy. LaGuardia was an urbanist mayor responsible
for many large-scale public works projects (with his infamous Parks Commissioner Robert
Moses) that had drastically restructured New York City. After arriving at Congonhas airport,
LaGuardia was whisked away on a tour of São Paulo’s newest avenues, completed during the
Francisco Prestes Maia administration. The culmination of LaGuardia’s tour was a behind-thescenes look at the nearly-completed Banespa building. Prior to this point, the Martinelli building
had been the city’s primary observatory, but with LaGuardia’s visit the torch passed; the
Martinelli building, less than a block away from the Banespa tower, now stood it in its shadow.
From the top of the building—the tallest high-rise in Latin America and the tallest concrete
structure in the world—LaGuardia declared, “São Paulo is, in fact, the New York of South
America.” Toledo, 461.
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São Paulo’s verticalization appears to be the natural result of its circumstances:
increased capital from agricultural and industrial production combined with an exponentially
expanding population of migrant and immigrant workers caused the municipal population and
building rates to skyrocket, requiring new construction techniques. Concurrent technological
advances allowed for increased vertical growth and a generational shift in architectural
influences encouraged Brazilians to look to North American building practices.219 However,
verticalization was not necessarily the natural consequence of increased urban density. The
obstacles to vertical growth, most notably a popular resistance to apartment living, were

Somekh neatly summarized these forces, saying: “The emergence of verticalization in São
Paulo is the result of a combination of conditions. The city begins to concentrate people and
activities, requiring new spatial configurations. Industrial activity, which expands the technical
division of labor, requires new office space. Technological development meets these new needs:
concrete structures and the consequent provision of cement, as well as the dissemination of
elevators. The social division of labor requires new agents. Real estate capital, in the process of
being established, requires the multiplication of urban land (verticalization), much more as a
strategy of valorization, compounded by the subdivision of land, than because of the incipient
metropolis’s fundamental land valuation” (A emergencia da verticalização em São Paulo resulta
da conjunção de uma série de condicionantes. A cidade passa a concentrar população e
atividades, requerendo novas configurações espaciais. A atividade industrial, ao ampliar a
divisão técnica do trabalho, necessita de novos espaços de escritórios. O desenvolvimento
tecnológico decorre de novas necessidades: estruturas de concreto e a consequente provisão do
cimento, além da disseminação dos elevadores. A divisão social do trabalho requer novos
agentes. O capital imobiliário, em fase de constituição, exige a multiplicação do solo urbano
(verticalização) muito mais em função de uma estratégia de valoriação, que se compõe com a
subdivisão do solo urbano (loteamento), do que efetivamente pela valorização fundiária da
metrópole incipiente). Somekh, 101-102.
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formidable.220 Thus, the conditions listed above allowed for the development of a vertical city,
but the leadership of Francisco Prestes Maia (1896-1965) compelled its emergence.221
Francisco Prestes Maia served as mayor from 1938-1945, during the height of skyscraper
fever—a phenomenon his administration consciously cultivated. A civil engineer and architect
by trade, Prestes Maia published his Estudo de um plano de avenidas para a cidade de São
Paulo (Study for a Plan of Avenues for the City of São Paulo) in 1930 at the end of his tenure as
the city secretary of city roads and public works. The “Plano de Avenidas” outlines Prestes
Maia’s vision for the modernization of São Paulo, and can be considered the foundational
philosophy of Paulistano development. Although the book was intended primarily as a proposal
for the renovation and restructuring of São Paulo’s roadways, at 356 pages (plus additional color
plates), the volume addresses almost every aspect of São Paulo’s infrastructure from civic
buildings to public transit systems. Ironically, it largely neglects basic necessities like workingclass housing and sanitation.222 With the goal of building São Paulo into a city of international
renown, Prestes Maia dedicated the majority of his volume to high-profile projects that would
produce a large visual impact, but affect little change in the lives of the non-elite.
Prestes Maia’s inclination toward the grandiose predisposed him to admire skyscrapers,
which communicated modernity and generated spaces for the production of capital. Like the
Banespa tower, Prestes Maia’s 1929 design for a new city office building, the Paço Municipal (or

Somekh, 20. Somekh’s analysis of the conditions of São Paulo’s emergence as a megalopolis,
are compelling, however, I apply her research to alternate ends. Somekh is primarily concerned
with the legislative and ideological steps that led to the physical creation of the city. I am
primarily concerned with describing how the “education” of urbanites Somekh cites played out.
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Somekh names Victor da Silva Freire and Luíz Ignácio de Anhaia Melo as important
precursors to Prestes Maia because they introduced zoning initiatives and looked to New York
City as a model. Anhaia Melo specifically praised US urbanists, politicians, and businesses for
successfully educating the public on how to live in a large city. According to Anhaia Melo, US
city dwellers had, “a perfect notion of that which a city should and can be, and the true ends of
urban life,” because US urbanists recognized that their work was not mere administration, but
“education,” and that “preparing the environment means winning over public opinion, the
sovereign power of the world” (Uma noção perfeita e exata daquilo que a cidade deve e pode ser
e qual o verdadeiro fim da vida urbana. . . preparar o ambiente é conquistar a opinião pública, o
soberano poder do mundo). Somekh, 68.
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Municipal Palace), bears a striking resemblance to the Empire State Building (fig. 2.3). Although
obviously stouter and lacking its US counterpart’s signature spire, the sketch’s cascading setbacks echo those of the famed tower.223 The dramatic Art Deco façade adorned with striated
masonry enhances the structure’s verticality and gives the sensation of upward movement; as
drawn, the dramatically-lit building as it soars over tree-lined plazas and broad avenues. Prestes
Maia’s model skyscraper emanates both an aesthetic and technological modernity.
Prestes Maia also foresaw the drawbacks of upward growth: extreme congestion if the
proliferation of tall buildings was not closely monitored and aesthetic blight if the accumulation
of skyscrapers blocked out sunlight, created altitudinal uniformity, or left undecorated lateral
façades exposed. Urban aesthetics were of upmost importance to Prestes Maia, who envisioned
the future São Paulo as city of “picturesque silhouettes.”224 For these reasons, he favored the
wedding cake-style skyscrapers produced in the wake of New York’s 1916 Zoning Resolution to
classical, Martinelli-type structures. The New York resolution had broad implications on the
city’s urban development, but it is most well-known for imposing “set-backs” on tall buildings
and tethering maximum construction height to total lot area; these proportions dictated possible
building shapes and precipitated the iconic Art Deco skyscraper style. In his Plano de Avenidas,
Prestes Maia states, “the stepped, pyramidal form is more favorable viewed from the street and
reconciles the (problems of) façade uniformity and the movement of the skyline.”225
Prestes Maia’s 1938 mayoral appointment by Adhemar de Barros, a governor who shared
Prestes Maia’s vision for the city’s future, bestowed him with the political power necessary to

Although the Empire State Building was not completed until 1931 and Prestes Maia’s drawing
was published in 1930, as a member of the engineering community, he would likely have been
familiar with the building’s plan. His choice to pay homage to its characteristic shape reflect the
novelty of the Empire State Building’s design, the São Paulo architecture community’s
attunement to international trends, and Prestes Maia’s particularly forward-thinking nature.
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Francisco Prestes Maia, Estudo de um plano de avenidas para a cidade de São Paulo (São
Paulo: Editôra Melhoramentos, 1930), 279. “Forma piramidal em degraus pode favorecer o
aspecto das ruas e conciliar a uniformização das fachadas com a movimentação do skyline.”
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implement his “Plano de Avenidas.”226 As mayor, Prestes Maia had a variety of tools at his
disposal to shift the public opinion toward verticalization. He advocated on behalf of legislative
acts that encouraged—and even forced—vertical growth. For example, Law 41, passed 3 August
1941, dictated that new constructions on the Avenida Ipiranga, a principal downtown
thoroughfare, be no more than 115 meters (40 stories) tall and no less than 39 meters (13
stories). Buildings that did not meet the height requirements were assessed monetary penalties.
Prestes Maia’s administration also instituted architectural awards, incentivizing new design and
construction.227 But his principle form of coercion was propaganda.
Propaganda was especially important for issues like urban zoning which were widely
misunderstood. In a presentation to the Sociedade Amigos da Cidade (Society of Friends of the
City) in 1936 Prestes Maia insisted, “All that is necessary for popular acceptance [of skyscrapers]
is a little propaganda.”228 Thus, propaganda was a central part of Prestes Maia’s project and a
key element of São Paulo’s verticalization. In addition to employing photographers to document
civic projects and publishing official volumes of their photographs, Prestes Maia’s government
encouraged the dissemination of architectural photographs in the popular press. The
administration’s principle photographer, Benedito Duarte (1910-1995), was also the primary
contributor to S.Paulo magazine, discussed later in this chapter. Although the conditions for
vertical growth existed as early as the 1920s, it was not until the late 1930s, when photographs
of cityscape began to appear more often in the popular press, that civic identity became linked to
the idea of verticalization and buildings began rocketing up in earnest.
The skyscrapers of mid-century São Paulo were, in the terminology of architectural
historian Peter Blundell Jones, “photo-dependent.” Their ideal viewing conditions were not in

As a governor-appointed leader, Prestes Maia technically held the position of “prefect,” but
since the term is little-used in US English, I use “mayor” as a more-legible stand-in.
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Francisco Prestes Maia, O zonamento urbano (São Paulo: Edições da Sociedade “Amigos da
Cidade,” 1936), 7. “Para a aceitação popular, bastará apenas um pouco de propaganda e
ensinamento desinteressado.”
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situ—amidst the roil of the crowds, glimpsed at oblique angles—but isolated in photographs:
framed, cropped, and collaged to enhance their symbolic and aesthetic value. 229 Prestes Maia
and his immediate successors aimed to transform São Paulo into a pristine, hygienic city with a
modern infrastructure, but São Paulo’s exponential population growth was beyond their
capacity to administer. 230 The only way to consolidate the municipal identity was through a
process of photographic reification that photographically plucked high-rises from the chaotic
urban fabric and transformed into glistening beacons of modernity. Skyscrapers became the
visual anchors of the cityscape and the ultimate symbol of the city, foretelling a bright economic
future and ensuring its place within an international hierarchy of metropolises.

Hildegard Rosenthal and Early Photojournalism in São Paulo
During the late 1930s and early 1940s photographers like Benedito Duarte and
Hildegard Rosenthal (née Baum) roamed the streets of São Paulo documenting the city’s vertical
growth and other changes in the urban infrastructure—the expansion and construction of
roadways, the increased density of pedestrian spaces, and the enlargement of São Paulo’s
commercial district—for a growing aggregation of newspapers and illustrated periodicals. These
early photographers had little control over which of their photographs were selected for
publication or how their images were labeled, and often were not credited for their images. A
lack of archival materials makes tracing the reception of specific images extremely difficult. For
example, Rosenthal worked for a small news agency called Press Information which sent her
photography “sometimes to 12 or 15 countries . . . and to some magazines here in Brazil [for
example] ‘Rotogravuras São Paulo [the Supplemento em rotogravura],’ ‘Gazeta’ [The São Paulo

Peter Blundell Jones, “The Photo-dependent, the Photogenic and the Unphotographable:
How our Understanding of the Modern Movement has been Conditioned by Photography,” in
Camera Constructs: Photography, Architecture, and the Modern City, ed. Andrew Higgott,
Timothy Wray (London: Routledge, 2012).
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The magazine Paulistania reported in 1950 that the city population grew from 579,033 in
1920 to 887,810 in 1930, and had topped 1,342,600 by the end of 1949. “São Paulo de hoje”
Paulistania 11, no. 36 (September-October 1950): 29.
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Gazette], ‘Cigarra’ [a São Paulo-based illustrated periodical started in 1914, focusing on the arts,
industry, and domestic life], magazines from Rio, an infinity of magazines.”231 This statement,
given during an interview in 1981, demonstrates that Rosenthal herself rarely knew when or
where her photographs were published, making her legacy difficult to trace.
Yet Rosenthal serves as a productive case study for two important reasons: her negatives
are well archived and they display patterns of architectural representation that respond directly
to Prestes Maia’s dictate for enthusiastic and didactic urban propaganda.232 Rosenthal’s oeuvre
marks the beginning of several important trends in mid-century Paulistano photojournalism.
First, it demonstrates Paulistano photojournalists’ fixation on skyscrapers as key compositional,
aesthetic, and symbolic features. Second, Rosenthal’s photographs often feature images of text
that grounds the photograph’s municipally-aggrandizing message. Third, Rosenthal’s archive
includes one of the first series of Brazilian photographs grouped to form a cohesive photo essay,
exemplifying photography’s conception as a medium for public education and the promotion of
specific civic behaviors. Although there is no evidence that Rosenthal’s photo essay,
retrospectively titled “A Nova Mulher” (“The New Woman”), was published at the time the
photographs were originally taken (c. 1940), as a group the images demonstrate how
Paulistanos’ experience of the city was mediated by the pictures they saw published in
photographic magazines. 233 By self-consciously modeling urban behaviors and staging common
interactions, Rosenthal’s “New Woman” photographs set expectations for how the city ought to
be experienced, thereby demonstrating the didactic potential of illustrated magazines.

Hildegard Rosenthal, “Depoimento de Hildegard Rosenthal,“ recorded interview with Boris
Kossoy, Eduardo Castanho, Hans Günter Flieg, and Moracy de Oliveira (1981; São Paulo: Museu
da Imagem e do Som de São Paulo). “Às vezes para 12, 15 países . . . e para algumas revistas aqui
no Brasil . . . ‘Rotogravuras São Paulo,’ ‘Gazeta,’ ‘Cigarra,’ revistas do Rio, uma infinidade de
revistas.”
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The Instituto Moreira Salles, or IMS, acquired Rosenthal’s 3,400 negatives in 1996.

“Vida urbana: na era dos arranha-céus, ‘tempo é dinheiro’” in Nosso Século (São Paulo: Abril
Cultura, 1980), 88-90; and “Usando farda, fazendo política, fumando. Eis a nova mulher!”
Nosso Século (São Paulo: Abril Cultura, 1980), 98-101.
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Hildegard Rosenthal came to Brazil with an advantage over many of her photographer
peers: technical training. She arrived in São Paulo in 1937 at the age of twenty-four, when there
was little in the way of a photographic establishment: the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante, which
helped provide training for many amateur photographers, would not be founded for two more
years. São Paulo was home to only a few small portrait studios and a handful of press
agencies.234 There were no technical or artistic photography training programs available in
Brazil. Many immigrant photographers brought with them equipment, but little formal
instruction.
Swiss by birth, but a German citizen, Rosenthal studied with renowned Leica authority
Paul Wolff. Although little-known in the United States, Wolff was an early adopter of smallformat Leica cameras and helped develop processes to improve their picture quality. Wolff
operated a successful firm (Wolff & Tritchler) photographed the 1936 Olympics, and even “wrote
the book” on Leica operation—his 1934 volume My First Ten Years with the Leica. Wolff was
skilled at both the technical aspects of camerawork—selecting lenses, experimenting with
angles, and determining focal length—and capturing the “decisive moment” a phrase coined by
Wolff’s fellow Leica enthusiast, Henri Cartier-Bresson.235 In the “wild west” of early
photojournalism, Wolff was known for being considerate of his subjects. Rosenthal remembered
Wolff advising students never to enter or photograph the property of others without consent.236
His method of surreptitious, but conscientious, photo-seeking made an impression on
Rosenthal, who has also been described as a humanist photographer, cognizant of the space and

Boris Kossoy, “Apontamentos para uma biografia,” in Hildegard Rosenthal: cenas urbanas,
ed. Antonio Fernando de Franceschi (São Paulo: Instituto Moreira Salles: 1998), 19.
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Wolff was so successful in operating and advertising Leicas, that the company sent an
employee, Walther Benser, to shadow and assist the veteran photographer. Benser recalls, “He
was a master at keeping his photographic intentions undetected for as long as possible. He never
carried the camera in front of his body in the usual manner but kept it, suspended on its strap,
hidden behind his back with his right hand.” Walther Benser, My Life with the Leica (Hove, UK:
Hove Photo Books, 1990), 47.
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subjectivity of others.237 Rosenthal herself stated, “Photographs without people do not interest
me. I [make] portraits of laborers, factory workers, country folk.”238
Although Wolff did not cover technical processes in his course, Rosenthal also attended
the Gaedel Institute where she learned to develop film; 239 this knowledge was critical to her
finding work in Brazil. Rosenthal began her career in São Paulo as a technician in the Kosmos
Foto lab in downtown São Paulo. There she was the only female employee amongst twenty-three
men, and she was eventually dismissed from the lab because her employers felt it unacceptable
for Rosenthal to overhear the profanity used by her male coworkers.240 This was not the first
time Rosenthal’s photo career put her in an “improper” situation for a woman. Before
emigrating she had spent a year alone in Paris frequenting artist’s studios, and she raised
eyebrows when she announced her engagement to Walter Rosenthal, a Jewish man she met
there. The Rosenthals’ relationship led to the couple to seek asylum in Brazil, where they
eventually married. Rosenthal’s professional exploits and successes make her a pioneer of both
Brazilian photojournalism and Brazilian feminism. Photojournalism was an uncommon career
choice for women and one fraught with physical hardship. Rosenthal recounts, “I traveled
through the country in very precarious conditions, photography wasn’t then what it is now,
photographers lived in misery.”241

See Antonio Fernando de Franceschi, “Uma São Paulo ainda gentil,” in Hildegard Rosenthal:
cenas urbanas, ed. Antonio Fernando de Franceschi (São Paulo: Instituto Moreira Salles: 1998),
6, and Benedito Lima de Toledo, “Um olhar encantado pelos tipos humanos,” in Hildegard
Rosenthal: cenas urbanas, ed. Antonio Fernando de Franceschi (São Paulo: Instituto Moreira
Salles: 1998), 11.
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Kossoy, “Apontamentos para uma biografia,” 26. “Para mim, a fotografia quando não tem
uma pessoa não me interessa. Tenho retratos de trabalhadores, operários, gente do campo.”
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I have been unable to uncover any further information about the scope and location of the
Gaedel Institute.
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Hildegard Rosenthal, “Depoimento de Hildegard Rosenthal,“ recorded interview with Boris
Kossoy, Eduardo Castanho, Hans Günter Flieg, and Moracy de Oliveira (1981; São Paulo: Museu
da Imagem e do Som de São Paulo).
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After her departure from Kosmos, Rosenthal worked for Kurt Schendel, a GermanJewish refugee who arrived in Brazil the same year as she. Schendel owned Press Information, a
small cultural news agency that sent photographs to newspapers throughout Brazil. Rosenthal
was one of only two photographers working for the firm. Little is known about the commissions
that motivated her photographic production during this time.242 Rosenthal herself never knew
which, when, or in what context her images were published, and she was rarely, if ever, credited
with a byline. Likewise, there are no institutional records for Press Information; the agency
dissolved in 1947 with Schendel’s death, and Rosenthal gave up her professional photographic
practice to raise her two daughters. 243 Thus, Rosenthal’s archive provides visual documentation
of mid-century São Paulo’s function and expansion, but does not clearly articulate how
publishers or the public interpreted her photographs.244 Nevertheless, recurrent themes, spaces,
and images within her oeuvre make possible hypotheses about how photojournalism helped to
propel vertical growth and played a role in urban education.
One of Rosenthal’s early images taken c. 1940 near the city center on the Rua do
Seminário foreshadows the changes that would take place in São Paulo during her tenure at
Press Information (fig. 2.4).245 The photograph was taken on Rosenthal’s small-format, shotfrom-eye-level Leica at very a low-angle as if mimicking the shooting conventions of traditional
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medium-format cameras that were usually shot from the waist. The angle emphasizes the
cobblestone street stretching out in front of the photographer. Although the scene is bright and
the shadows short (implying that the photograph was taken near midday) the street is nearly
empty. A few male figures in suits cross with their backs to the photographer and a delivery
truck drives out of frame to the left. The small shops lining the street are veiled by crenelated
awnings that drape from low-rise, neoclassical facades typical of late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century Brazilian urban architecture. With the exception of a solitary car, the foreand middle-ground of the photograph resemble pictures of the city taken thirty years prior,
when São Paulo was still a dusty outpost. 246 In the background, however, rises the Martinelli
building—a triumphal sentinel, indicating that modernization has arrived in São Paulo in
skyscraper form. The cobblestone lane occupying almost half of the photographic frame points
directly to the high-rise which becomes the proverbial Rome to which all roads lead. Adorned
with neon advertisements and lit by the Brazilian sun, the building blazes with natural and
artificial light. It thus transforms into a metaphorical lighthouse, beckoning the rest of the city
to join it in a new era of industrialized modernity.
This photograph, and others like it, reified São Paulo’s popular advertising slogan: “The
fastest growing city in the world,”247 a vision championed by the federal, state, and local
governments. In 1939 Vargas’s government created the Departamento de Imprensa e
Propaganda (Department of the Press and Propaganda, or DIP) whose mission was to direct
public opinion toward ideologies espoused by Vargas’s Estado Novo regime. 248 The DIP’s most

Here I am thinking of photographs taken by early São Paulo photographers Militão Augusto
de Azevedo, Guilherme Gaensly, and Vincenzo Pastore.
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The slogan was popularized in 1954 as the subtitle of Peter Scheier’s celebratory photo book,
São Paulo, fastest growing city in the wold.
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See Silvana Goulart, Sob a verdade oficial: Ideologia, propaganda e censura no Estado
Novo (São Paulo: Editora Marco Zero, 1990).
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important roles were creating propaganda reels and radio programs with mandatory weekly
distribution, and censoring the output of independent news sources like Press Information.249
The DIP was especially interested in promoting foreign investment and tourism through
the dissemination of “news” that highlighted the unique cultures, traditions, and landscapes of
Brazil’s various regions. Vargas’ daughter and cabinet member, Alzira Vargas, proposed
orienting the DIP toward tourism promotion as a method of generating revenue and legitimacy
for her father’s government.250 Thus, the DIP was directed to promote a “concept of brasilidade
that celebrated cultural traditions . . . and introduced an aesthetic fixation on modernism in
public art and architecture.” 251 In the DIP’s categorization of distinct regional identities, São
Paulo was dubbed the “growing metropolis.” Local São Paulo photographers were obliged to
create corresponding images through a combination of DIP’s censorship and controls set by the
state-level Department of Press and Propaganda, or DEIP, instituted by São Paulo governor
Adhemar de Barros in early 1941.252 Thus, Rosenthal’s imagery was determined in part by her
own artistic vision, and in part by government injunction. Photographs like that of the Martinelli
building were certain to pass DIP censorship because they promoted São Paulo as an epicenter
of urban growth and modern architecture.
Unsurprisingly, many of Rosenthal’s photographs documented the construction of
official public works. Even though the city government employed its own photographic team,
commercial photographers also found a market for pictures of municipal projects. Sometime
between 1938 and 1940 Rosenthal photographed construction on the São Paulo Municipal

See Lisa Shaw, “Vargas on Film: From the Newsreel to the chanchada,” in Vargas and
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Library, known since 1960 as the Biblioteca Mario de Andrade (fig. 2.5). 253 The photograph
captures the framed-out library at last light, with the sun setting behind it to the west.
Construction workers laying a nearby roadbed lean on their shovels, resting at the end of the
work day. The grid formed by intersecting street pavers, trolley tracks, and overhead electrical
wires mimics that of the library’s concrete skeleton. The library is majestic, even with its
lopsided single-tower shape. Backlighting lends weight and drama to the skeletal structure and
Rosenthal’s decision to shoot it from below exaggerates the library’s height.254 The monumental
entrance, framed by elongated posts and a heavy, Egyptianate lintel, epitomizes São Paulo
architecture’s functionalist Modern style.255
Rosenthal’s most productive years with Press Information coincided with Prestes Maia’s
political apex. The abundance of construction-oriented imagery in Rosenthal’s oeuvre
demonstrates the mayor’s success at inspiring architectural propaganda. Through a combination
of overt compulsion (the threat of DIP censorship) and seductive persuasion (the aesthetic
appeal of São Paulo’s Modernist architectural projects) Rosenthal and her fellow

Plans for the Municipal Library were approved in 1936 and the building was dedicated in
1942. Around this time Rosenthal began photographing skyscrapers at increasingly precipitous
inclines. These photographs often silhouetted corners of downtown office buildings silhouetted
against the sky. Some images framed façades so as to completely crowd out the horizon. Both
compositional types highlighted the geometricity and simplicity of the skyscraper form. These
photographs are visually similar to the architectural photography championed by Foto Cine
Clube Bandeirante members, especially Thomaz Farkas and José Yalenti. However, Yalenti and
Farkas’ photographs were taken five to ten years after Rosenthal’s during the late 1940s and
early 1950s. Rosenthal’s archive demonstrates that the steep angles and geometric compositions
heretofore attributed to the FCCB were employed much earlier by Rosenthal (and perhaps other
photojournalists) to propagandize the city’s verticalization. It is even possible that the
publication of Rosenthal’s photographs in local newspapers inspired members of the FCCB to
recreate her compositions.
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Although often thought of as Rio de Janiero-based, Aracy Amaral describes Brazilian
architectural Modernism as São Paulo-originated: “Modern architecture, characterized in Brazil
by functionalism, the search for purity of lines, absence of decorative elements, and Bauhaus
influence (in the cases of Warchavchik and, after 1930, Le Corbusier), was born during these
same restless years in São Paulo. In 1927 Warchavchik built his first modernist house; and
architect, scenographer, and plastic artist Flavio de Carvalho entered a competition with an
equally modern and bold plan for the State Governor's Palace.” “Stages in the Formation of
Brazil’s Cultural Profile,” The Journal of Decorative and Propaganda Arts 21 (1995): 20.
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photojournalists supplied the press with photographs that conformed to Prestes Maia’s proverticalization agenda. These images helped shape public opinion about how a Modern
metropolis should look, paving the way for new zoning and commercial speculation. They also
educated Paulistanos for urban living via magazine features that modeled life in a verticalized
space. This included pedantic lessons—line etiquette, for example—as well as more advanced
behaviors, such as how to read the modern landscape and navigate changing gender relations.
While photographs in illustrated periodicals fulfilled these roles throughout the globe, I argue
that they were particularly powerful tools in São Paulo, where urbanizing and modernizing
processes advanced at breakneck speed, creating an urgent need for didactic imagery.

Text as Image/Image as Text
Many of the commercial skyscrapers Rosenthal photographed were plastered with
billboards advertising foreign and domestic businesses. Likewise, the explosion of the illustrated
press at the beginning of the twentieth century flooded the city with portable texts that
circulated on city streets. As signage and textually-based media became more prevalent, the city
itself began to look like a magazine spread: text embedded in the cityscape created an urban
aesthetic that echoed the captioned pictures of illustrated periodicals. Taken at the beginning of
this urban “textualization,” Rosenthal’s photographs read like magazine layouts in which the
typography of city signs clarifies, narrates, and decorates.
One such image is Rosenthal’s “Transportes públicos,” (Public transportation) taken c.
1940 (fig. 2.6). In it, Rosenthal captured swirling crowds on the Praça do Correio (Postal Service
Square) entering and exiting a trolley with the phrase “São Paulo é o maior centro industrial da
America Latina” (São Paulo is the largest industrial center in Latin America) stenciled across the
top. A neon ad and a billboard hover just behind the trolley car, corroborating the assertion of
commercial concentration. The photograph’s bustling crowd and closely-stacked buildings show
São Paulo to be a densely-populated metropolis. Although Rosenthal could not control the
appearance of advertising slogans in the landscape, she did control the framing of these “text
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messages” within her pictures. Rosenthal’s choice to highlight the trolley advertisement seems
to have been a conscious one, made to add punctum to her image.256 Rosenthal’s photograph
illustrates the ubiquity of textual propaganda within the urban fabric and the variety of ways it
was displayed. Slogans inserted into the cityscape reinforced the messages of pictures and text
printed in mass media and were a powerful tool for influencing Paulistano citizens.
Even more common than propaganda slogans were advertisements showcasing wares
made in the “world’s largest industrial center.” Several of Rosenthal’s photographs
incorporating text reproduce advertisements and shop signs. Often, the words displayed allude
to ideas of modernity, progress, and growth, and can be read as commentary on the city as a
whole. In “Lojas de departmento illuminadas” (Illuminated department stores) Rosenthal
centers her camera on the words “novidade” (new) and “moderna” (modern) (fig. 2.7). The scene
is nondescript and the photograph seems hastily composed: the roadway tips upward, the stores’
roofline is strangely cropped, and a disproportionate amount of space is dedicated to the
cobblestone sidewalk. The photograph is not about this unremarkable landscape, but the signs
within it. The words’ associations with commerce and advertising echo the messages of
government propaganda. Thus, Rosenthal’s photograph combines visual and textual
information, creating a hybrid form of communication that requires viewers to simultaneously
see and read. In this way, single photographs began to resemble photomontages within the
illustrated press. Mass media forms sold in São Paulo’s ubiquitous newsstands fed off of and

Roland Barthes describes the photograph’s punctum as: “the element which rises from the
scene, shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me . . . [a] sting, speck, cut, little hole—and also
a cast of the dice. A photograph’s punctum is that accident which pricks me (but also bruises me,
is poignant to me).” In Rosenthal’s photograph the slogan is a happy accident that moves it from
the realm of the banal to the uncanny. Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography (New York
City: Hill and Wang, 1982), 26-27.
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perpetuated this “textualization” of the urban environment, as advertisements and magazines
filled the city in tandem.257
For mid-century Paulistanos, navigating the city and its representation in print were
analog activities both of which required simultaneously seeing and reading. Illustrated
magazines were the key format for displaying and teaching this seeing/reading process.
Rosenthal’s cityscapes infused with text and her images of magazines and newspapers evidence
the illustrated press’s city-mediating function.258 Illustrated magazines in particular went
beyond documenting the cityscape to shape public expectations about how it should look, grow,
and be experienced by training the public to concurrently see and read.
The idea of a textual basis of urban modernism rooted in the image-and-word format of
the illustrated press was first put forth by historian Peter Fritzsche in Reading Berlin 1900.
Although my theory of seeing/reading developed independently from Fritzsche’s idea of the
“word city,” there is overlap in our articulations.259 As his title implies, Fritzsche’s reading of the
modern city is based on the case study of turn-of-the-century Berlin. He argues that words
“guided and misguided” urban inhabitants and that the “city as text” and “city as place” were
mutually constitutive.260 Furthermore, Fritzsche suggests that texts “invited as well as contained
public movements through the city.” 261 On these premises, Fritzsche and I agree. However, I
suggest that the illustrated press went beyond giving a “narrative to the concrete,” to shape city
constructions. Furthermore, by focusing primarily on illustrated magazines (where Fritzsche

Just as Rosenthal’s architectural photography was later imitated by members of the FCCB,
her textual photographs served as a template for street photographers and photojournalists
documenting São Paulo later in the 1940s and 1950s. Chico Albuquerque (an FCCB member and
official photographer for the Revista Industrial de S.Paulo), Henri Ballot (who photographed
for O Cruzeiro), and Alice Brill (whose photographs were featured in the architecture and arts
magazine Habitat), all produced similar photographs. They also frequently photographed the
newsstands dotting the city sidewalks.
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focused on newspapers), I highlight the interface between text and image in photo essays that
mirrored arrangements of texts and images in the urban landscape. Thus, rather than focusing
on the city as a text, or the city as represented in text, I demonstrate that both the city and its
magazines were visual-textual interfaces directing human action.262

The Didactic Photo Essay
Paulistano illustrated magazines conditioned readers’ urban expectations by codifying an
architectural lexicon of Paulistano vignettes that were repeated for almost two decades, until the
city’s four hundredth anniversary in 1954, and beyond. Magazines became especially effective
tools for conditioning readers’ behaviors after the development of the photo essay, and
Rosenthal’s archive includes photographs for what may be the first Brazilian photo essay.
Although the magazines and newspapers for which she photographed did not usually publish
photographs in a photo essay format, Rosenthal seems to have understood the form’s capacity to
shape human behavior, and experimented with it in a distinctly feminist way.
Photo essays combine sequential or thematically-linked photographs with
complimentary—but not reductive—captions that together build an entertaining and informative
narrative.263 Not all mass media photographs form photo essays. Photographs in mid-century
Ibid., 5. The political circumstances of early twentieth-century Berlin were much different
than those of mid-century Brazil. During the periods in question, Germany was a colonial
empire with Berlin as its capital, while São Paulo was an industrial city in a country ruled by a
military dictatorship. The German press of 1910 did not experience the censorship that
Paulistano publishers encountered, thus allowing its output to be more heterogenous,
“disruptive,” and “democratic,” than in Brazil. While the printed press evidenced the rise of
modern capitalism in both countries, “myriad” printed forms in Brazil did not undermine
authority, as Fritzsche suggests they did in Germany, but propagated official rhetoric.
262

Photo essays were born from Erich Salomon’s serial photography for the magazine Berliner
Illustrierte Zeitung (BIZ), and reached maturation in the US-published Life magazine, founded
in 1936. Unlike the photomontages of early illustrated periodicals in which editors often mixed
the work of various photographers without attribution, photo essays were most-often conceived
by a single photographer working with a writer to formulate a cohesive narrative (although some
photographers also wrote their own copy). For this reason, photomontage-based magazines
tended to give primacy to their editors and layout designers (photomonteur John Heartfield is
credited as giving AIZ its “look,” for example), while photo essay-based illustrated magazines
more often gave top billing to their photographers (Salomon at BIZ, or Margaret Bourke-White,
Alfred Eisenstaedt, and W. Eugene Smith at Life, to name a few).
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newspapers were (and still are) visual aids to catch readers’ attention or clarify some aspect of a
longer text, rather than driving the core narrative. Likewise, the first illustrated magazines—like
AIZ in Germany or S.Paulo in Brazil—printed photomontages that manipulated photographer’s
negatives into dynamic spreads. These spreads incorporated typography, captions, diagrams,
and titles, but their primary impact was graphic. Photomontages bled past the edges of their
oversized magazine pages, creating a dramatic, cinematic effect.
Photo essays, on the other hand, cultivate a symbiotic relationship between word and
image. Literary historian Clive Scott compares this interaction of text and image to a rebus: a
puzzle of letters and pictures that, when combined, allude to a larger concept.264 In a photo
essay text does not function to “explain or synthesize” the photograph.265 Neither does it recite
foundational facts, or serve as a “point of departure” for further interpretation. Instead, the
“rebus title”—as Scott’s calls photo essay captions—is “parallel but displaced commentary, set at
a distance from the picture, so that the meaning is neither in the picture nor in the title, but in
their point of convergence.”266 Thus, the photo essay is a hybrid medium: complimentary visual
and textual material that requires viewers to both see and read to interpret it.
While the majority of Rosenthal’s photographic production was submitted to her
supervisors at Press Information for anonymous use in photomontages or as single images, her
“A Nova Mulher” photo essay demonstrates that she was aware of international changes in the
illustrated press and that she had ambitions of creating narrative-driven photographic stories.
Photographs for the unedited “A Nova Mulher” series include at least 32 exposures of a single
female model patterning modern female behaviors across ten scenes spanning several city
neighborhoods. Whether Rosenthal planned to pen the photo essay herself is unknown, but even
without this part of the “rebus” it is possible to construct a coherent story arc from the

Clive Scott, The Spoken Image: Photography and Language (London: Reaktion Books,
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photographs. Moreover, the photographs attest that Rosenthal viewed her production as more
than informative or persuasive. The images were didactic tools for helping her fellow citizens—
many of whom were new immigrants to Brazil, or migrants new to the city—adapt to their urban
environment. In the 1940s even native Paulistanos found themselves traversing an increasingly
unrecognizable city. As the landscape modernized and the culture shifted, city dwellers needed a
social reeducation. “A Nova Mulher” can be read as a course in urban literacy, focusing on
women’s experiences of the city.
Photo essays were not common in Brazilian illustrated magazines when Rosenthal
photographed “A Nova Mulher,” nevertheless, its creation was not ex nihilo. Rosenthal drew
inspiration from periodicals she had seen in her native Germany, where photo essays were
becoming ubiquitous before her departure in 1937. The Leica-wielding Erich Salomon and
Rosenthal’s teacher Paul Wolff were both creating photo essays in the years directly preceding
Rosenthal’s self-exile. As historian Daniel H. Magilow argues, “the photo essay blossomed as a
form used not only to address crucial aesthetic, political, and cultural debates of the time but
also to help construct public consciousness of Weimar Germany.”267 Just as photo essays helped
to build “public consciousness” about the “crisis” in Weimar Germany, they also helped orient
Paulistanos during the city’s modernization. In both situations, photographers and editors used
images and text to facilitate the public’s assimilation of dramatic changes in the physical,
political, and social landscape.
Rosenthal’s serial photography also referenced Brazilian visual culture traditions. For
example, Rosenthal created a series of common “tipos urbanos” (urban types), including “the
taxi driver,” “the organ grinder,” “the news boy” (fig. 2.8), “the shoe shiner,” “the milk man,”
and “the bus ticket taker.”268 Picturing urban types, especially urban laborers, was common in

Daniel H. Magilow, The Photography of Crisis: The Photo Essays of Weimar Germany
(University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2012), 145.
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These pictures of “tipos urbanos” seem posed and may have been conceived as another
thematic photo essay. If so, it would strengthen my argument regarding “A Nova Mulher’s”
urban didacticism.
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Brazilian art before the advent of photography.269 Jean-Baptiste Debret sketched street scenes
and sorted them into typologies as a member of the French Artistic Mission to Brazil in 1816.
Photographer Augusto Malta included “urban types,” in his photographs of early twentiethcentury Rio de Janeiro. Vincenzo Pastore, an Italian-born photographer who operated in Brazil
from 1894 to 1916, also photographed street types in São Paulo. Thus, in addition to drawing
from her German background, Rosenthal’s photo essays were influenced by Brazilian visual
culture.
A last source of inspiration for “A Nova Mulher” seems to have been Rosenthal’s own
practice of self-portraiture. Her plentiful auto-retratos show the artist engaging in various
activities from working with film to preparing food (figs. 2.9-2.10). In her pictures Rosenthal
self-fashions as the “new woman” she had seen in the pages of German illustrated magazines in
the 1930s: “a young, single female, who earned her own money, wore stylish attire of short
dresses, chopped off her hair, used cosmetics, smoked and spent her leisure time going to the
cinema or dancing.”270 Posing for the camera, Rosenthal pins up her already short hair, dons
pants, wears little no jewelry, smokes cigarettes, and remains aloof.271 She models herself as
professional and independent woman, equally adept at both manipulating modern machinery
and mannerisms.
The new woman of the “A Nova Mulher” photographs shares many of Rosenthal’s
attitudes, although her appearance and demeanor are mediated to accomodate the socially

Similarly, casta paintings, which codified and taxonimized racial categories were popular
throughout Latin American from the colonial period through the nineteenth century.
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Jennifer M. Lynn, “Contested Femininities: Representation of Modern Women in the
German Illustrated Press,” (PhD diss., University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill, 2012), 1. Of
course, as Lynn’s title alludes, these stereotypes of modern womanhood were contested not only
in Europe, but across Modernism’s various theaters. Rosenthal’s “Nova mulher” is a hybrid of
the “modern woman” Rosenthal encountered in the German illustrated magazines of her young
adulthood, and the more conservative social atmosphere of mid-century São Paulo.
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conservative attitudes of middle-class Paulistanos.272 In the early 1940s, Brazilian women were
still largely confined to traditional roles as donas de casa (housewives). Access to education was
limited since, schooling was perceived as a benefit for women only insofar as it helped them
teach their own children as late as 1929. 273 Work outside the home was only socially acceptable
in cases of extreme financial need or widowhood.274 Social standards were especially stringent
for middle class women who usually walked unaccompanied in public only within a small radius
of their home to make necessary purchases or visit family and friends.275 Women who wandered
outside their neighborhood commonly recounted feeling watched and judged.276 In the early
1930s feminist activist, politician, and diplomat Bertha Lutz actively lobbied for changes to the
Brazilian legal code to ensure women’s financial and juridical independence.277 Brazilian women
were finally granted suffrage in 1932. Lutz also called for the abolition of all legal discrimination
based on sex or marital status, allowing women to work outside the home without spousal
consent, and permitting “concubines” to inherit after their partner’s death.278 At first her efforts
seemed to have the support of the Vargas government and a few fellow congressmen, but her

Brazilian photo historian Boris Kossoy writes, “In Hildegard’s photos, one notes her care in
representing the female presence, always valorized and independent; a woman who, like herself,
ought to work, but also held a certain mystery, like that which appears in her self-portraits.”
“Nas fotos de Hildegard, é de se notar o cuidado na representação da presença feminina, sempre
valorizada e independente; uma mulher que, assim como ela própria, deveria trabalhar, mas
também guardar um certo mistério, como o que transparece em seu auto-retrato.” Kossoy,
“Apontamentos para uma biografia,” 27.
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coalition eroded in 1937 just before the imposition of the Estado Novo, which truncated the civil
rights of all Brazilians.279
Brazilian feminism languished in the early 1940s. But at this improbable time, Rosenthal
turned her camera on the “new woman”: a progressive female type who, like the artist herself,
valued self-fulfillment, legal equality, and financial independence. The model in Rosenthal’s
“New Woman” photographs wears her hair long, and her puff-sleeved, full-skirted dress seems
old-fashioned in comparison with Rosenthal’s panted traveling suit in her own self-portraits.
Nevertheless, she shares Rosenthal’s confidence and independence while navigating São Paulo’s
streets. Although not photographed at work, the new woman is shown as having money to spend
and time for leisure pursuits. 280 The variety of environments her model traverses suggest that
Rosenthal regarded the project as a kind of instruction manual, perhaps aimed at white middleclass women who felt intimidated in the expanding city center, then a male-dominated space.281
For this audience, the proposed “A Nova Mulher” photo essay modeled confident womanhood,
introducing new possibilities for urban self-determination, entertainment, and commerce. Thus,
it was more didactic than documentary, orienting citizen’s behaviors towards modern attitudes
and habits.
The series begins with an image of the new woman walking through the Praça Ramos de
Azevedo, whose distinctive neoclassical balustrade operates as a visual barrier between the

As Brazilian historian Natascha Stefania Carvalho de Ostos points out, the Vargas regime saw
women as essential for Brazilian economic growth, but only insomuch as they were proficient
homemakers and care givers. “A questão feminina: importância estratégica das mulheres para a
regulação da população brasileira (1930-1945),” Cadernos Pagu 39 (July-December 2012):
314-343.
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to stage her photographs twice in his article on her photography, but does not give any source
for the assertion and I can find no other documentation of Hildegard using an assistant. The
women in the “Nova Mulher” photographs do not appear to be the same person Foster identifies
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woman and the Martinelli building behind her (fig. 2.11).282 The woman is alone on the terrace,
but the warm sunlight and swaying palm trees preclude any sense of isolation or loneliness. Her
relaxed but focused gait, her upright posture, and her forward gaze give her an air of purpose.
She does not seem uneasy walking in through the city alone, because she—like the Martinelli
building behind her—is modern.
After surveying the Praça Ramos de Azevedo the woman stops in front of the Teatro
Municipal to peruse the schedule of events (fig. 2.12). A sign behind her announces a concert in
honor of the fiftieth anniversary of the death of Brazilian composer Alexandre Levy. This
information helps provide a possible date for the series, circa 17 January 1942. As such, the
pictures were taken at least a year before Jean Manzon’s arrival at O Cruzeiro, an event
commonly considered to mark the beginning of Brazilian photo essays.283 The new woman is a
theatre-goer with time to pursue leisure activities and presumably able to afford them through
her own income. Furthermore, the new woman’s thoughtful gesture as she bends over her
playbill presumably mimics the posture and engagement of the female readers who would view
Rosenthal’s pictures in print.
After leaving the Teatro Municipal, the new woman goes shopping. While pausing to
study the merchandise in shop windows, her face is studious and discerning. She carries a large

Rosenthal’s “new woman” shoot was likely spread over at least two days, since her model
changes outfits midway through the scenes. The photographs are not numbered or dated, so I
use their order in the IMS database as the basis for the trajectory I describe. The Praça Ramos
de Azevedo sits just below the Teatro Municipal, which was also the site of the 1922 Semana de
Arte Moderna. In a prominent space near the Viaduto do Chá, the Teatro serves as an entryway
into Anhangabaú Park. It is also located near several landmark buildings including the new Casa
Mappin, the Matarazzo Building (home to the city offices), and the Alexandre Mackenzie
building (headquarters of the São Paulo Tramway, Light and Power Company). Completed in
1928 in an Italian Neoclassical style, the Praça was elegant and highly recognizable.
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Jean Manzon (1915-1990) was Parisian-born and trained. He worked for the French
magazines Match and Vu before emigrating to Brazil in 1940. Manzon arrived in Brazil with an
endorsement from Brazilian filmmaker Alberto Calvacanti, who recommended him for a job at
the DIP. In 1943 Manzon left DIP for O Cruzeiro. Finding the magazine’s photo reportage
lackluster, he created photographer-writer teams whom he challenged to produce humanistic,
thematic photo essays. See Helouise Costa, “Entre o local e o global: a invenção da revista O
Cruzeiro,” in As origens do fotojornalismo no Brasil: O Cruzeiro: um olhar sobre 1940-1960,
ed. Helouise Costa and Sergio Burgi (São Paulo: IMS, 2012), 18-21.
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leather clutch, which she displays prominently reinforcing the theme of financial independence.
Her errands take her across the Viaduto do Chá, past the Praça do Patriarca, and down the Rua
Direita (the most famous shopping street in the city, and an often-photographed vista), to the
Praça da Sé where the Metropolitan Cathedral is still under construction.284 With the church’s
cavernous façade behind her, the new woman picks up a newspaper from a newsstand (fig. 2.13).
By studying the headlines, she shows herself to be educated, aware of current events,
knowledgeable about the city’s evolution (since she can easily traverse its new landscapes), and
fluent in decoding the visual-textual messages she encounters in both the cityscape and the
press. Textual proliferation is apparent in the high-piled newspapers and leaflets that spill from
the newsstands’ racks and onto the streets. The new woman shows sensibility and discernment
by selecting a newspaper from amongst the piles of sensationalist penny press and studying it
attentively. When she finishes, the new woman boards a bus home—newspaper in hand—an act
that demonstrates her facility with public transportation, and her knowledge of its customs and
systems (fig. 2.14).
On the second day of her photographic journey, the new woman explores the eastern city
center. Her first stop is the flower market or “Praça das Flores” on the Largo do Arouche where
she converses cheerfully with vendors and selects her own bouquet (fig. 2.15). Billboards
mounted above the low cinderblock wall behind her advertise everything from gasoline to films,
prompting the viewer to practice simultaneous seeing/reading, as earlier described. Of
particular note are the bold film titles, Pérfida (which literally means “deceitful,” even though
the English title of the film, The Little Foxes, was much more obtuse) and Sem Rumo (“aimless”
the name given to the Hollywood film Wild Geese Calling). Ironically, both of these titles could
also be read as pejorative epithets for the modern woman. However, the model’s gracious smile,

Construction on the cathedral began in 1913 and finished just before the quadricentennial, on
which date the building was dedicated (25 January 1954).
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modest white blouse, and dark skirt, dismiss any associations between modernity and the loss of
female propriety.285
In fact, the primary marker of modernity in the series is not its urban setting or the
woman’s chosen activities, but her ability to maneuver the city alone, without apprehension,
frustration, or the need for companionship. She accomplishes this by learning to “read” her
environment. In almost every image the new woman is shown in the act of looking at something;
her gaze is always fixed on either a text or a commodity. Long before it was identified as a site of
power struggle, Rosenthal highlighted the gaze, and offered an example of how women might
own and direct their gazes in order to access urban amenities. This was especially important in
Brazil, where women were often still viewed as subject to male control. Historian Ilan Rachum
suggests that although Brazil did not experience the same feminist revolution as much of the
Western world in the wake of World War I, media consumption (like cinema and illustrated
magazines) placed women more often in the public eye:
One of the early effects of these technological and cultural innovations was to make the
Brazilian young woman more conspicuous. Daughters of respected families began to be
seen on the beaches, attending rowing contests or soccer games, and being driven in
automobiles through the fashionable metropolitan arteries. Right after World War I, this
incipient trend of feminine freedom became a seemingly uncontrollable current.286
As women began to appear in print they were not only visible to male audiences, but also to
other women, for whom they modeled modern behaviors and attitudes. Thus, circulatory
“freedom” and visual “conspicuousness” were benchmarks of mid-twentieth century Brazilian
feminism.
Rosenthal’s new woman finishes her morning walking through the Praça da República
gardens (figs. 2.16). Throughout the series the new woman’s itinerary is entirely self-directed;
she carries her own money, makes her own purchases, and keeps her own company. In short,
the new woman models independence for a generation of women experiencing changes in the
Another billboard displays the English word “Reporter” in bold letters, textually linking the
scene to Rosenthal’s larger project.
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urban landscape and adapting to loosening social mores that made the city increasingly
available to them. While Rosenthal’s projected photo essay taught Brazilian women urban
behaviors—like how to navigate city streets with confidence—it can also be read as attempt to
cultivate male acceptance of and respect for the new woman through its delicate balance of
traditional and modern markers. Thus, Rosenthal’s production, including the “Nova Mulher”
series, demonstrates early photojournalists’ dual role of publicizing and propagandizing urban
growth, while teaching Paulistanos the modern habits necessary to adapt to the evolving
metropolis.

São Paulo’s First Illustrated Magazines: Supplemento em rotogravura and S.Paulo
The photojournalism community to which Rosenthal belonged in the late 1930s and
early 1940s could be best described as “budding.” Rosenthal and her few contemporaries
worked independently, having little social contact with other photographers.287 The
aforementioned lack of image attributions in magazines and newspapers makes it impossible to
know the numbers, subjects, or publication dates of Rosenthal’s photographs. However, rare
extant issues of the early illustrated magazine Supplemento em rotogravura, in which
Rosenthal sometimes published her images, demonstrate how photographers’ contributions
were used as raw materials for dynamic photomontages that celebrated the city’s growth and
cultivated the culture of its inhabitants.288 A luxurious appendage to the state-wide newspaper O
Estado de São Paulo, Supplemento covered current events, celebrations, and business dealings
Hildegard Rosenthal, “Depoimento de Hildegard Rosenthal,“ 1981. The photojournalism
community of the late 1930s was very small. Although there was a growing community of
amateur photographers within the FCCB, they did not mix often mix with professional
photographers. Theodore Preissig and Benedito Duarte are two of the few known
photojournalists from this era; I have found no evidence of other female photojournalists
working in Brazil in the late 1930s.
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In her MIS interview Rosenthal lists the Supplemento em rotogravura as one outlet for her
work, but does not cite any particular issues in which her photography appeared. Unfortunately,
there are no complete runs of Supplemento available. Archives with copies of the magazine often
hold only a few issues. I have searched multiple Brazilian and US archives for as many copies of
the magazine as I could locate, but have not been able to definitively identify Rosenthal’s
photographs.
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throughout the state, but its focus was the capital city. At first, Supplemento was primarily a
social register for the Paulistano elite, featuring events like local horse races, art exhibitions,
fashion shows, and births to prominent families, along with a smattering of articles on
international events like the 1936 Olympics.289 However, as the thirties progressed, the section
increasingly included photomontages depicting public works in downtown São Paulo,
highlighting important institutions (like the free Policlinica hospital), and proclaiming the city’s
vertiginous growth.
Supplemento’s purpose and tone was decidedly ufanista, a Brazilian Portuguese word
that means to boast or glory, usually in the context of national pride. Early Paulistano
photojournalism is characterized by its ufanista imagery centering on civic growth. Whereas my
last section analyzed an unpublished photo essay, in this section I will address ufanista imagery
generated by Rosenthal and her peers as it appeared in print, especially in the magazines
Supplemento em rotogravura and S.Paulo. These first Paulistano illustrated magazines utilized
photomontage to produce dynamic, propagandistic imagery. My analysis begins by recounting
the processes that transformed raw photographs into montaged magazine spreads. I establish
these montages as precedents for photo essays discussed in the next section that showcased São
Paulo’s modernization for regional, national, and international audiences. I also suggest that
photomontages answered Prestes Maia’s call for skyscraper propaganda. Ultimately, I show why
the photomontage form was a good match for the municipal zeal of São Paulo’s first illustrated
magazines.
Although founded almost a decade apart, in 1928 and 1936, respectively, both
Supplemento em rotogravura and S.Paulo were printed using a process called rotogravure.
Developed about fifteen years prior to the more-popular off-set printing, rotogravure was
relatively expensive to produce. However, its stunning print quality and vast tonal variation
made rotogravure magazines literally attractive options for publishers with capital. One of the

The article featured members of US’s dominant track team led by African-American sprinter
Jesse Owens.
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primary impediments to printing photographs in early illustrated magazines was relief
printing’s inability to render fine detail. Nineteenth-century press technologies could only
reproduce images in black and white, not grey tones. For this reason, many periodicals
continued to use line-drawings as illustrations, long after the invention of photography.290
Rotogravure revolutionized the print industry because the method allowed photography
and text to be printed from the same etched cylinder, and employed a light-engraving process to
replicate photography’s tonal values with great precision. Rotogravure was also very good at
representing depth, prompting editors to embrace a montage aesthetic. Magazine designers
created layouts of texts and photographs over light tables, using photographs printed on positive
film and text printed on cellophane. 291 Affixing images and texts to the same printing substrate
broke down the hierarchy between the two forms: text literally became image, thus melding the
interpretive actions of seeing and reading into an amalgamate performance.
To print the pages, the transparent graphic mock-ups were used to create chemically
treated sheets that, when applied to the cylindrical surface of the rotogravure press, created a
resist.292 With this protective resist over the areas of the press that were to remain white, the
rotogravure cylinder was bathed in etching solution. Parts of the cylinder with little or no
protective resist were etched via a chemical intaglio process, creating deep tonal variation.
Etched cylinders were inked and wiped, so that pigment remained only in the intaglio cells.293
As rubber rollers pressed paper against the cylinder, ink transferred from the etched cells to the
paper.

Andrés Mario Zervigón, “Rotogravure and the Modern Aesthetic of News Reporting,”
in Getting the Picture: The History and Visual Culture of the News, ed. Jason Hill and Vanessa
R. Schwartz (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2015), 199.
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Photo historian Andrés Mario Zervigón attributes the early popularity of rotogravure to
its breathtakingly high-resolution imagery and the freedom it afforded magazine designers.
Unlike the rigid columns of newspapers and early magazines, rotogravure layouts:
Naturally allowed for a great deal of creativity in how photographs, text, captions, and
headlines could be positioned. Captions or headlines, for example, could be hand-drawn
on film rather than typeset, and then pasted under, above, or even over the other
translucent components. Moreover, because the film and cellophane were so easy to cut,
rows and columns of text could be shaped like putty as they filled gaps between pictures
and captions, or the photos could be fragmented, made to overlap one another, or
otherwise set at unusual angles.294
The process of creating rotogravure layouts was active and constructive, leading to a kinetically
and visually dynamic reading experience.
Although the much-cheaper off-set method was already widespread by the 1930s, both
the publishers of Supplemento and S.Paulo opted to use the more-expensive rotogravure
process because of its luxurious and dynamic graphic capabilities. Published over a period of
fifteen years (1928-43) that coincided with the initial proliferation of skyscrapers in São Paulo,
Supplemento was ideally situated to inaugurate a pro-verticalization visual-textual narrative.
The magazine’s bi-weekly periodicity and large scale format kept São Paulo’s upward progress at
the forefront of public attention while displaying the newly-built skyscrapers at a scale befitting
their structural grandiosity.295 In doing so, Supplemento adopted a visual vocabulary similar to
the German illustrated magazine AIZ (Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung), a pioneering publication

Zervigón, 201. Although Zervigón states that layouts were composed on translucent
cellophane to expedite their transfer to the rotogravure cylinders, they were sometimes mounted
on opaque paper, photographed, and positive printed on transparent film to producing the same
effect.
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The play on the word “state”—as both a political designation of space and a statement of
physical condition—works in both English and Portuguese. The magazine also featured
infrastructural and civic projects: avenues and overpasses, transportation hubs, city offices, and
hospitals. However, these were generally framed as subsidiary to skyscrapers, whose
agglomeration was still unique to São Paulo in Brazil.
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that featured dynamic, expressive photomontages and activated page layouts.296 The lively
format emphasized São Paulo’s vigorous modernizing energy and replicated the sensation of
physical expansion.
Ironically, while AIZ opposed German government policies and expounded an explicitly
Communist agenda, early Paulistano illustrated magazines functioned as governmentallysubsidized, pro-capitalist propaganda. AIZ’s photomontages employed photographs as didactic
tools of “political enlightenment”:
Constructions of pictures and words in combination and the juxtaposition of contrasting
photographs served to drive an intended, and partisan, meaning beyond that of any
single element individually. By having pictures and words refer to each other, and above
all by using photomontage, the viewer/reader’s attention was dilated from the particular
to the general. His or her personal fate was depicted as part of a larger political context
and thus—once a clear position was taken—no longer unchangeable.297
While AIZ’s success in Germany demonstrates photojournalism’s power to inspire proletariat
activism, Supplemento, and later S.Paulo, show how the same alchemy of photography and text
can create effective propaganda for the political right.298 Instead of encouraging Paulistanos to
see themselves as part of a community of workers engaged in the promotion of socialdemocratic political change, São Paulo’s illustrated magazines were engineered to inspire
amazement at the architectural spectacle produced through an alliance of local government and
industry. As Guy Debord postulates, “spectacle is capital accumulated until it becomes an

The supplement was coordinated by editor Pedro Ferraz do Amaral, however, the names of
the artists in charge of designing the layouts are unknown and the photographs are uncredited
in print, so it is hard to connect individual layouts or images to particular photographers or
editors. Supplemento was subscribed to separately from, but received alongside, the daily
newspaper and this method of distribution seems to have made it especially ephemeral.
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image.” São Paulo’s early illustrated magazines accumulated photographic images in an effort to
concretize the spectacle of a exaggeratedly modern São Paulo.299
The cover of the August 1937 issue of Supplemento is emblematic of the magazine’s
propagandistic style and tone (fig. 2.17). On it, two landscape-oriented photographs, one of São
Paulo taken during full daylight and the other at night with streetlights aglow, are stacked
vertically, with a graceful, light-skinned Paulistana in a long white dress superimposed over the
cityscapes’ left side. Illustrated magazines commonly displayed beautiful woman on the cover: O
Cruzeiro, Brazil’s most widely-read illustrated magazine, featured a female model on almost all
of its over one thousand covers. The cultural importance of the São Paulo skyline is thus
manifest by its success in wresting cover space from the industry-standard female model.
Furthermore, the use of two different vistas on Supplemento’s cover suggest to the reader that
São Paulo possessed a range of magazine cover-worthy landscapes.
The upper photograph features the Vale do Anhangabaú, an urban green space in the
heart of the city. Multi-level buildings rise over the foliage, gradually attenuating and growing
taller, until they reach a crescendo in the Martinelli building. The regularity with which this vista
appears in magazines suggests that it was the standard view of the city center until the erection
of the Banespa building. The caption embedded in the bottom right corner of the cover hints
that the morning light is best for showing off the façades of São Paulo’s “great buildings.”
In the bottom photograph, electric lights shine over a valley of parked cars watched over
by skyscraper silhouettes. The city’s electrification began in 1905, but was extremely limited
until 1930. Electrification continued in phases throughout the Prestes Maia administration, so
electric light, like the skyscraper, became a potent symbol of modernist progress during this

Brazilian historian Nelson Werneck Sondré corroborates my assertion of the press’s rightleaning tendencies, labeling the post-1930 era the period of the “bourgeois press” and stating
that from the Revolution of 1930 onward, “periodical[s] will henceforth be neatly structured in
capitalist molds” (Se, com o após-guerra, profundas alterações se denunciam na vida brasileira,
tais alterações, para a imprensa, acentuam ràpidamente o acabamento da sua fase industrial,
relegando ao esqueciemnto a fase artesanal: um periódico será daí por diante, emprêsa
nìtidamente estruturada em moldes capitalistas). Nelson Werneck Sondré, A historica da
imprensa no Brasil (Rio de Janeiro: Civilização Brasileira, 1966), 409.
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period. The caption again elucidates the photograph, drawing attention to how electric light
glistens in the frosty dew for which the city is famous, and the way the illuminated office
windows smile down on the streetscape.300 The day-and-night photographs draw reader’s
attention to architectural and infrastructural advancements, encouraging them to associate São
Paulo with sophisticated, modern people like the woman on the cover.
Inside the magazine, photomontages repeated this modernizing narrative ad inifinitum.
The July 1937 issue of Supplemento included spreads captioned “O maior parque industrial da
America Latina” (The Largest Industrial Park in Latin America), illustrated with photographs of
modern factories, and “As grandes obras da capital” (Great Works in the Capital), with
photographs of construction progress on the Viaduto do Chá.301 In a later issue, a story called
“Destruindo para edificar” (Destroying to Build), gathers images of entire city blocks leveled at
the mercy of “our dynamic century’s . . . construction fever” (fig. 2.18). 302 Likewise, São Paulo is
referred to as “A cidade que se transforma” (The city that transforms itself), and readers are
granted glimpses of “O que não veremos mais, e o que veremos amanhã (What we will no longer
see, and what we will see tomorrow).”303 Photographs of buildings emerging from beneath
construction scaffolding, allowed readers to witness the city’s architectural rebirth.304
Editors sometimes seemed to insert architectural photographs into the magazine for no
other reason than to pay homage to the city. A single-page spread from the November 1930 issue
called simply “Cidade” (City) couples a poem by Brazilian writer Guilherme de Almeida with a
nine-photograph photomontage of bustling São Paulo streets (fig. 2.19). The figurative language
in Almeida’s poem, “Insensitive machine for living. / City-Speed,” echoes the imagery in the
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photographs, which show Paulistano pedestrians skirting around cars and people hanging off
trolleys as they buzz beneath skyscrapers.305 Almeida invokes the city’s architecture as
constitutive of its identity, naming “gray cement; asphalt . . . rushing skyscrapers under veils of
fine mist,” in his poetic list of urban sensory perceptions. 306 As always, the Martinelli building is
given pride of place in the spread, its quadripartite façade crowning the composition and
shooting beyond the edge of the page.
Supplemento’s representation of São Paulo, while enthusiastic, lacked a firm ideological
foundation. São Paulo’s architectural iconography is more clearly codified in S.Paulo, Brazil’s
most avant-garde illustrated magazine. The lavishly produced monthly periodical ran for just
less than a year under the sponsorship of the São Paulo state government headed by engineerturned-governor Armando de Sales Oliveira (1887-1945). 307 Photographs by Benedito Duarte,
working under the pseudonym Vamp, and Theodor Preising (1883-1962), another pioneer of
Brazilian photojournalism, were collaged by illustrator and engraver Lívio Abramo (1903-1992)
into celebrations of Paulistano industriousness.308 The collaborative photo spreads were
annotated with pithy captions and punctuated with exclamation points, proclaiming the rigor of
São Paulo’s educational facilities, the abundance of its agricultural output, and the vigor of its
population.
Supplemento em rotogravura 6, no. 90 (November 1936), np. “Machina insensivel de
viver. / Cidade-Velocidade.”
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The son of an engineer, Sales Oliveira also studied engineering at the prestigious Escola
Politécnica from 1905 to 1908. In 1927 he succeeded his father-in-law, Júlio Mesquita, as the
president of O Estado de S.Paulo. Although he initially supported Vargas, their relationship
soured and he, and his paper, supported the Constitutionalist (Paulista) Revolution of 1932.
Sales Oliveira was appointed governor of the state of São Paulo in the aftermath of the
Revolution, serving from 1933-1936. Although he planned to run for the Brazilian presidency in
1938, Vargas’s coup and the establishment of the Estado Novo solidified Sales Oliveira’s position
as an enemy of the newly self-appointed dictator. Sales Oliveira was imprisoned for
approximately six months (November 1937 to May 1938) and then went into exile in Europe
where he stayed until 1945. He died later that same year, shortly after returning to Brazil.
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A letter from the editors printed on the first page of the first issue of S.Paulo explains the
root of their fervor: “The Paulista Renaissance can be the only name for this hour of intrepid
dynamism in which the [region’s] creative genius surpasses previous records, elevating its
culture, its activity, and its wealth.”309 The publishers of S.Paulo saw their publication as a
herald of São Paulo’s greatness, an explicitly propagandistic project that would demonstrate the
state’s economic and cultural importance nationally and internationally.310 These global
ambitions are evidenced by translations of the Portuguese text into English and other languages
throughout the issue. Most important, however, was the local readership: Paulistas and
Paulistanos occupied in the realization of the “Paulista Renaissance” who craved visual
confirmation of their successes. The mid-century mass media zeitgeist demanded that progress
be photographed to be real, an ultimatum as much created by the advent of the illustrated press
as fed by it.311 Editors Cassiano Ricardo (1895-1974) and Menotti del Picchia (1892-1988),
reference this demand for visual evidence in the last paragraph of their introductory letter: “This
monthly documentary journal of the Paulista accomplishments is born from the logic of the
moment, it is the mirror necessary to reflect our thriving vitality.”312 This sentiment is echoed by
their fellow Brazilian writer Belmonte, who asserted, “We want to ‘see to believe,’ that is, we
want to be men of our century, flipping through a magazine as if we were watching a film.”313
S.Paulo’s photomontages provided an immersive experience that replicated the act of moving

S.Paulo 1, no. 1 (January 1936). “Renascença Paulista, eis a denominação unica para esta
hora de trepidante dymnamismo em que o genio creador bandeirante supéra seus passados
recordes de trabalho, alteando todos os indices da sua cultura, da sua actividade e da sua
riqueza.”
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through the city, but in a heightened ufanista style that portrayed the urban landscape as taller,
shinier, and more utopically modern than it actually was.
The magazine’s propagandistic agenda is apparent in the photomontage that comprises
its first cover, published January 1936 (fig. 2.20). The cover incorporates elements intended to
be read as essential to Paulistano identity: a statue of a bandeirante—identifiable by his tell-tale
costume of brimmed hat, cape, tall boots, and rifle—looks out over the rising São Paulo
landscape in the background.314 Bandeirantes were 17th century Portuguese adventurerexplorers in the São Paulo region, often referenced in popular publications as the forebears of
twentieth-century Paulistano industrialists because of their (often unscrupulous) pioneering
opportunism in making their fortune from the untamed Brazilian wilderness.315 Conveniently
ignoring the ruthless history of the bandeirantes, who mercilessly hunted and enslaved native
Guaraní people, the Paulistano elite saw themselves mirrored in the intrepid mavericks: just as
the bandeirantes had expanded Brazil’s physical territory and brought European civilization to
the uncivilized “New World,” so too would Paulistano industrialists expand Brazil’s cultural
influence, bringing modernity—in the form of skyscrapers—to Brazil. Thus, the bandeirantes’

Ibid. The statue’s subject is the historical bandeirante Antônio Raposo Tavares (1598–1658)
who left from São Paulo in 1648 on an expedition that traveled down the Paraguay River, across
the Andes, and through the Amazon basin to Belem, a journey of over 10,000 miles. The statue
was sculpted by Italian artist Luigi Brizzolara in 1922 and placed in the Museu do Ipiranga (also
called the Museu Paulista), a museum dedicated to national history as it intersects with the
history of São Paulo state.
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The bandeirante’s importance as an historical analog for modern titans of industry grew
through its dissemination in popular periodicals like S.Paulo. In 1942 S.Paulo editor Cassiano
Ricardo wrote the narrative Marcha para oeste: a influência da “bandeira” na formação social
e politica do Brasil (Westward march: the influence of “the flag” in the social and political
formation of Brazil), as a history of São Paulo’s settlement and an apology for bandeirante
activities. His book made some space for Native and Afro-Brazilian participation in São Paulo’s
social formation, applying the common argument of racial miscegenation as a forma of
democratization, but maintained a hierarchical status quo. Ricardo heroicized the bandeirantes
and argued that their legacy continued in the lived experience of southeastern Brazilians who
took on the work of Brazilian modernization in their spirit. The figure of the bandeirante became
so popular in this period that the group was memorialized in the Monument to the Flags
(Mounmento aos Bandeiras) by French-Brazilian artist Victor Berecheret. Completed in
advance of the city’s 1954 quadricentennial, the statue was stationed at the entrance to the
Parque Ibriapuera, the commemorations’ primary venue.
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savagery is swept aside in favor of a narrative that canonized the lawless clan as the first great
Paulistano entrepreneurs.
The statue’s stance and determined surveillance of the landscape are important to
unravelling the cover’s meaning. 316 As editors Ricardo and del Picchia had observed, S.Paulo’s
readers craved visual representations of their city’s modernization. The bandeirante on the
inagural cover of S.Paulo models the act of looking over the city and suggests that the magazine
will provide a visual testament to São Paulo’s progress. The bandeirante gazes at an iconic
section of the downtown skyline punctuated by the immediately recognizable silhouette of the
Martinelli building in the exact center of the cover montage. The view is the same as the one that
appeared on the August 1937 cover of Supplemento (fig. 2.17), but at a slightly wider angle. The
Martinelli building’s elegant, cornice-encrusted façade contrasts with the undecorated silhouette
of a large industrial complex at the bandeirante’s feet. Images of factories proliferated in the
pages of illustrated magazines, so the roofline’s referent would have been obvious to readers
even without the tell-tale smokestacks in the middle distance. The cover image traces three
chronological periods: the figure of the bandeirante represents the city’s illustrious past, the
portrait of present-day São Paulo presents the growing city, and the factory complex serves to
suggest that industrialization will push São Paulo into the future. Thus, the first cover of S.Paulo
employs architectural elements as semiotic indices of the city. Omitting humans (except for the
statue), landscape, transportation, regional flora and fauna, and various other symbols that
could represent the multivalent metropolis, the designers of S.Paulo’s first cover defined the
urban space through a conglomeration of architectural types: the skyscraper, the monument, the
modern factory. 317

Antônio Raposo Tavares was one of two bandeirantes Luigi Brizzolara carved for the Museu
do Ipiranga. The other, Fernão Dias Paes Leme, is also depicted in a contemplative pose, but one
that less obviously communicates the act of looking. Thus, the photographers and editors of
S.Paulo had other bandeirantes to choose from, but they selected the figure that “looked” the
best.
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Although uncredited, the layout was most likely composed by the magazine’s designer, Livio
Abramo, according Menotti del Picchia, cited in Mendes, 4.
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S.Paulo celebrated many aspects of the Paulistano economy, but architecture—especially
the skyscraper—was most often employed to represent the march of progress. The introduction
to the first issue—and to the periodical as a whole—affirms, “From the top of the metropoles’
skyscrapers it seems like you can hear the noise of spades in the coffee and cotton plantations,
the hum of pulleys in distant factories, the throng of men marching to the fields, coming from all
parts of the Brazilian map and all the climates of the world, attracted by the spirit of our
fraternity.” 318 In this narrative, skyscrapers stand apart from the rest of the city, literally above
the madding crowd. Appropriately, the cover photographs’ steep viewing angles visually
reinforce the idea of the city’s upward climb: both the bandeirante monument and factory
smokestacks are shown at steep upward angles. The worms-eye view visually reinforces the idea
of ascent, while the bird’s-eye view of the cityscape allowed readers the opportunity to survey
São Paulo’s skyscrapers and appraise the march of progress.
Inside S.Paulo Abramo and his editors used photomontage to highlight different sectors
of the regional economy, placing special emphasis on architectural and infrastructural growth.
Two spreads from the first issue illustrate these priorities. The first spread is built around the
words “3 Casas por hora!” (Three homes an hour!) set in bold, black fonts that draw the reader’s
attention to the energetic pronouncement (fig. 2.21).319 A text box on the far left supplies further
details: at the rate of three homes per hour, the foundation of a new home is laid every twenty
minutes; this speed of construction is unprecedented; such growth exemplifies the motto on São
Paulo’s coat of arms, “Non ducor, duco” (I am not led, I lead). A second caption at the bottom of
the page equates the black and white stripes on the São Paulo state flag to the day-and-night
labor of its citizens. In the remaining space photographs of construction workers exemplify the
industriousness described in the scattered captions. A photograph of a skyscraper’s concrete
“A redacção,” S.Paulo 1, no. 1 (January 1936). “Parece até, do alto dos arranha-céos da
Metropole, que se escuta o ruido das enxadas nos cafesaes e nos algodoaes, o zunido das polías
das fabricas mais distantes, o tropel dos homens que marcham para os campos, vindos de todos
os quadrantes do mappa brasileiro e de todos os climas do mundo, attrahidos pelo espirito da
nossa fraternidade.” Original spellings preserved.
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“3 casas por hora!”, S.Paulo 1, no. 1 (January 1936): np.
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skeleton covered in scaffolding occupies a compositionally privileged position in the upper right
corner of the montage, implying its preeminence in the real world. While some of the pictured
workers are obviously employed building infrastructural projects, mid-century Paulistano
magazines subsumed all construction projects under the symbol of the skyscraper.
This conflation is also evidenced in the next spread, a photomontage echoing Hildegard
Rosenthal’s Newsboy from the beginning of this chapter (fig. 2.22). Here, S.Paulo’s vivacious
newsboy is dwarfed by an almost militant front of skyscrapers, including the Martinelli building
in the center of the line. The newsboy’s call appears more direct and aggressive than in
Rosenthal’s image: he fans out copies of several identifiable Paulistano newspapers, suggesting
that the news in each focuses on the vertical growth embodied in the skyscrapers behind him. At
his side, an elevated expressway streams cars into the city, while in the background a crane rises
above the Martinelli building, implying continued construction and uplift. At the top of the
spread the caption reads, “O sentido paulista da vida brasileira quer dizer:
organização” (Brazilian life the Paulista way means: organization), overtly associating the
Paulista capital with modern efficiency.320
S.Paulo had the highest production value of any magazine printed in Brazil at the
time,321 seamlessly combining text and photography in its lavishly printed, large-format
rotogravure pages. 322 In addition to its high-quality printing, photographic details within the

“O sentido paulista da vida brasileira quer dizer: organização,” S.Paulo 1, no. 6 (June 1936):
np.
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This assertion is corroborated by the testimony of Lourival Fontes, Director of the
Department of Propaganda and Cultural Diffusion at the time of S.Paulo’s release who said,
“S.Paulo magazine surpasses any other magazine of its genre made in Brazil, it is comparable to
the publications of Russia, Italy, and Germany.” (S.Paulo é uma revista que ultrapassa
quaesquer outras publicações do genero feias no Brasil, só sendo comparavel ás publicações
editadas no mesmo sentido pela Russia, Italia e Alemanha.) Marina Takami, “Imagem na
‘Marcha’ pela propaganda: revista S.Paulo (1936),” (presentation, Encontro Regional de
História—O historiador e seu tempo, Assis, SP, Brazil July 24-28, 2006).
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S.Paulo’s pages were 30x44 cm or about 12x17 inches. Rotogravure periodicals were often
oversized, showing off their high-resolution processing that greater depth of color and variation
in shade than the standard halftone. Beaumont Newhall, The History of Photography: From
1839 to the Present Day, fifth edition (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1982), 251.
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magazine were often hand-retouched and it featured hand-tinted covers. 323 Occasional fold-out
sections allowed montages to spill beyond the bounds of the magazine’s already oversized pages,
replicating billboards and widescreen cinema, verifying Belmonte’s suggestion that “flipping
through the pages” of magazines was a quasi-cinematographic experience. S.Paulo’s editors
launched collaged photographs at their readers in rapid fire, creating a palpable sensation of
speed and growth. Skyscrapers leap from the magazine’s pages with heady vertiginousness,
leaving no time to ponder the vast, but photographically ignored, working-class neighborhoods
of São Paulo, full of overcrowded tenements and lacking of basic sanitation.
The utopic vision promoted in S.Paulo through its provocative photomontages and high
production values was the calculated message of the magazine’s sponsor, Sales Oliveira. As a
board member of O Estado de São Paulo, the newspaper responsible for publishing the
Supplemento em rotogravura, and the most widely-circulated newspaper in São Paulo state,
Sales Oliveira understood the power of the press to sway public opinion. However, the
magazine’s publication was ultimately suspended by his resignation from the governorship to
pursue the Brazilian presidency in 1937. Without its patron, S.Paulo lacked the financial and
ideological support necessary to remain at the forefront of Brazilian publishing. Although its run
was extremely brief—the magazine published only ten issues between January and December
1936—its impact on the Paulistano public was profound: the first issue was printed in a then
very-large first run of 40,000 copies with at least one more edition printed after all copies were
sold out within the first week.324 S.Paulo, like the Supplemento em rotogravura, was a central
participant in the popularization of Brazilian photojournalism. Together, these two titles
established narratives that determined São Paulo’s representation in the illustrated press over
the next two decades leading up to the quadricentennial in 1954. Their ufanista tone and fixation
323

Images of people of color were often retouched in ways that reinforced racial stereotypes.

Mendes, 1. Mendes quotes Cassiano Ricardo’s Viagem no tempo e no espaço: Memórias (Rio
de Janeiro: Livraria José Olympio Editora, 1970). Unfortunately, I was not able to locate
Ricardo’s original statement in spite of a concerted search. However, the January 1, 1936 edition
of O Correio Paulistano (The Paulistano Mail) advertised the magazine’s debut, and the January
2 edition already announced the availability of magazine’s second run in newsstands.
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on high-rise architecture as the symbol par excellence of São Paulo’s modernization set the
pattern for their periodical descendants. Even though rotogravure was largely abandoned in the
1940s in favor of offset printing, popular and specialized periodicals throughout the next two
decades built on the ideological foundation prepared by these early rotogravure magazines.

Paulistania: Shaping Urban Reception
The 1940s brought the rapid expansion of the São Paulo periodical press. In 1938, a year
after S.Paulo’s untimely demise, the architectural magazine Acropole, debuted on the São Paulo
periodical market. It was accompanied the following year by Paulistania, a magazine sponsored
by a conservative social group, the “Clube Piratininga,” which routinely ran features with
celebratory titles like, “São Paulo a Galope!” (São Paulo at a Gallop). 325 In December 1944 the
Revista Industrial de S.Paulo launched. This commercially-oriented periodical mixed data on
industrial production with invigorating reportage, photographed first by Brazilian industrial
photographer Theodor Preising and later by FCCB member Francisco Albuquerque. Pietro
Maria and Lina Bo Bardi launched their magazine, Habitat: Revista das artes no Brasil, in 1951,
running feature stories on art exhibitions at Pietro Maria’s newly established Museu de Artes de
São Paulo (MASP) and recent architecture projects from around the city selected by Lina. The
Bardis drew from a pool of the era’s top photographers to supply images for their magazine,
including Alice Brill, Peter Scheier, and the prolific Albuquerque.
These four publications demonstrate the depth of São Paulo’s periodical market, and the
public demand for specialty magazines with overtly architectural themes. The ufanista tone
begun with the Supplemento in rotogravura and S.Paulo continued in this next generation of
periodicals, but in a moderated tone that reflected an increasingly US-inflected photojournalism
techniques. Unlike the Supplemento em rotogravura and S.Paulo, the majority of magazines
founded in the 1940s were produced using halftone illustrations and printed on offset presses.

Nelson Mendes Caldeira, “São Paulo a Galope,” Paulistania 12, no. 38 (January-February
1951): 16.
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Whereas rotogravure used a photochemical process to etch full-page text-and-image layouts
directly onto copper cylinders, the halftone/offset method printed lower resolution images that
were stamped in tandem with, but on a separate plate than, the article copy.326
Halftone-and-offset printing is a two-step process: photographs are first converted into
halftone etchings to be printed on an offset rotary press. Illustrations were re-photographed
through a gridded screen, creating a pixelated negative that could be etched into a zinc or copper
plate through a photochemical process.327 These plates were fitted into the page layout with the
print type and then mounted on a rotary press cylinder. The inked and washed rotary cylinders
were pressed against a rubber substrate that stamped the layout onto glossy magazine paper.
Because images and text were mounted onto the rotary plates as separate pieces and then
introduced to an intermediary surface before being printed, the layered montages of rotogravure
were no longer feasible. Instead, offset layouts paired photographs and captions in staggered
arrangements that, while not as active or artistic as rotogravure layouts, were still more visually
interesting than newspaper columns. Emphais could also be added through punches of color, as
in the case of the Life magazine logo, which was always printed in an eye-catching red. The
Paulistano magazines of the 1940s favored the bold visuality of US magazines like Life, which
featured bright blocks of color across their covers and in their advertisements. Adopting offset

Another advantage to offset was that it could be used to print multiple colors on a single
page. While rotogravure spreads were printed from a single impression, offset spreads often
passed through multiple impression cylinders, each adding separate layer of color.
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A gridded negative was mounted on glass and placed over a zinc plate treated with
bichromate. As light passed through the negative, it hardened the bichromate onto the plate in
the transparent areas, but did not affect the parts of the plate protected by darkened film. The
bichromate was washed off the unexposed portions of the plate, while the exposed, hardened
bichromate acted as a resist. The plate was then etched—usually in nitric acid—so that the
unexposed areas were eaten away and the exposed areas remained raised in relief. The relief
surfaces were then inked, becoming the positive printed image. Color images could be produced
by printing multiple layers of color using separate plates, but this was often prohibitively
expensive, so photographs and illustrations were primarily printed in black and white. Only one
of S.Paulo’s ten covers is printed in two tones.
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and halftone techniques was a way to align symbolically with the United States as an ascendant
industrial and visual media power.328
Despite using a printing technique that changed page layouts and altered the visual
design, the new magazines’ contents continued to emphasize verticalization as a primary marker
of São Paulo’s civic identity. However, the combination of modern form and sociallyconservative content put the magazine’s medium and message at odds, creating a hybrid genre,
the “proto-photo essay,” that combined the proclamatory rhetoric of photomontage-based
magazines with the more rigid format and greater lexical-iconographic separation of photo
essays. Although the articles within Paulistania look like photo essays that combine written
narratives, short captions, and sequential photography, they largely lack a unifying narrative
that progresses toward a larger meaning, moral conclusion, or new discovery. Furthermore,
Paulistania’s editorials did not cultivate the previously discussed rebus-title relationship
between image and text in which the two forms complement, but do not simply describe or
repeat each other. Instead, like the photomontages of their predecessors, Paulistania’s protophoto essays were descriptive and laudatory: vehicles of indoctrination rather than exploration.
Paulistania embodies the culmination of Prestes Maia’s propagandizing project of
equating modernism with verticalization. Throughout the magazine’s run pictures of Paulistanos
became less common, replaced by aerial photography highlighting the city’s vertical and
horizontal expansion. These landscape photographs often incorporated advertising billboards
that mirrored the bold, geometric format of advertisements in illustrated magazines. In turn,
print advertisement mimicked the composition and phraseology of photo essays, creating a web
of text and image that “sold” readers a pro-skyscraper, progress-oriented narrative of the city’s
development and conditioned Paulistano’s experience of the city. In this section I analyze how
Paulistania’s proto-photo essays, advocated for São Paulo’s architectural and infrastructural
development, publicizing its transformation into a prominent global metropolis.
Some European periodicals, including AIZ, were printed on rotogravure presses throughout
the late 1930s, but the technique was generally considered outmoded after Life magazine’s
emergence in 1936.
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“Paulistania,” means “things pertaining to São Paulo,”and the magazine’s main purpose
was to disseminate stories recounting the history, and extolling the virtues of São Paulo.329 It did
this via articles documenting São Paulo’s architectural development composed in three primary
formats: a repeating monthly section entitled “São Paulo de hoje” (“São Paulo Today”) that
paired recent photographs of new construction in the city center with short captions drawing
readers’ attention to the evolving city skyline; articles highlighting specific, large-scale civic
works (for example, the reconstruction of the Viaduto do Chá or progress on the
quadricentennial monuments); and articles that staged grand overviews of São Paulo’s recent
expansion, often including statistics on the number of recently completed constructions or
comparing São Paulo’s population to that of other Pan-American capitals. 330 I will discuss each
of these three formats in turn.
The “São Paulo de hoje” column from September/October 195o issue offers an example
of this recurring format (fig. 2.23). The feature title is emblazoned in bold letters across the
magazine page suggesting that the pictures’ contemporaneity and location of origin are as
important as their contents. The upper photograph—which includes a rare attribution line—
features the Praça José Gaspar, billed as “one of the most recent features of the capital.” The
plaza was constructed during Prestes Maia’s urbanization campaign, and the beautification
The Clube Piratininga formed in the wake of the failed Constitutionalist Revolution of 1932.
Fought between July 9, 1932 and October 2, 1932, the Constitutionalist Revolution—or Paulista
War, as it is sometimes called—originated from tensions between the Vargas-run state
government and Paulista local leadership. Enraged by Vargas’s appointment of a São Paulo
interventor (governor) and militia leader that were both outsiders and viewed as hostile to local
political preferences (ie. populists), the Paulistas took arms against the federal government.
Paulistas hoped to receive military and political support from their neighboring state of Mina
Gerais, and fellow southerners in Rio Grande do Sul, however, they soon realized they would
have to take on the national army alone, an impossible task. In spite of some early victories, the
Paulistas were forced to surrender less than three months after fighting began. Barbara
Weinstein, The Color of Modernity: São Paulo and the Making of Race and Nation in Brazil
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2015), 73.
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The magazine also ran a column called “Arte Fotográfica” (Photographic Art) that featured
recent work by members of the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante, including many of the
architecturally-oriented photographs discussed in the first chapter of this dissertation.“Arte
Fotográfica” demonstrates the FCCB’s accessibility to the general public, and suggests that there
may have been increased artistic exchange between the amateur photographers of the photo
club scene and professional photojournalists in the 1950s.
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project is directly attributed to the former mayor in the caption.331 The text continues, “It is one
of the most beautiful Paulistana plazas, because it was designed in very good taste, taking
advantage of the existing old trees from the country house [the site had formerly housed the
residence of the Archbishop], giving it a romantic impression, without effecting present urban
exigencies.”332 Even five years after leaving office, pro-Prestes Maia propaganda continued,
reaffirming the importance of the former mayor’s “Plano de Avenidas.”
The focal point of the photograph, however, is not the plaza itself, but the rocketing
tower of the Municipal Library.333 Almost completely washed out by the Brazilian sun, the
library tower stands as a beacon, attracting the reader’s vision and reminding them of Maia’s
legacy as an advocate for skyscrapers. Ultimately, the image invites readers to associate São
Paulo’s current prosperity with Prestes Maia’s foresight and design sense, especially his
predilection for modern high-rises.
The bottom photograph evokes a similar reverence for the Prestes Maia’s administration
although it does not specifically name the former mayor. Like the images from the Supplemento
em rotogravura, this photograph showcases São Paulo’s nocturnal illumination by artificial
light. As previously mentioned, the city’s electrification was accomplished through a public/
private partnership during Prestes Maia’s tenure. The caption writer waxes elegiac, declaring:
“The Urbs Paulistana at night, looking westward, presents a fairytale scene that dazzles even the
most apathetic foreigner.334 No sooner does the sun disappear behind Jaraguá Peak than its

The passage states, “One of the most recent views of the Paulista capital which have emerged
in the wake of the urbanization projects and street enlargements begun during the Prestes Maia
administration” (Um dos mais recentes aspectos da capital paulista, surgidos depois das obras
de urbanização e alargamento de ruas, iniciada durante a gestão do perfeito Prestes Maia”. “São
Paulo de hoje). Paulistania 11, no. 36 (September-October 195o): 33.
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Ibid. “É uma das mais lindas praças paulistanas, pois, foi projetada com muito bom gusto,
aprooeitando as velhas árvores existentes na chácara, o que lhe deu um cunho romântico, sem,
todavia, afetar as exigências urbanísticas do presente.”
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A second was planned, but never completed.

The author uses the Latin word (Urbs) for city to more emphatically evoke São Paulo’s
mythical grandiosity, and later employs a somewhat archaic word (forasteiro) for foreigner,
more common to poetry than prose.
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light is substituted by an enormous profusion of others…”.335 After comparing the artificial lights
of the city to the majesty of the sun, the author catalogs the spectrum of artificial light not visible
in the black and white photograph: yellow lights from residences and skyscrapers; red and green
traffic lights; white lights from cars; florescent lights in shop windows; and blue, orange, red,
violet, and emerald lights from neon advertising. The multi-colored scene, “calls to mind the
most fantastic scenes of One Thousand and One Nights.”336 Such rhapsodic, ufanista musings
paint the city even more vibrantly than it appeared in reality.
In addition to transforming this quotidian scene of nocturnal São Paulo into an exotic
wonderland, the outdoor neon advertisements integrate text into the physical space of the city.
As I argued in my discussion of Hildegard Rosenthal’s photography in the “textualization” of
urban space was an essential step in the process of becoming visually modern. This process
accelerated within the pages of Paulistania as the city approached its much-anticipated
quadricentennial. As early as 1931 acclaimed Brazilian caricaturist Raul Pederneiras illustrated
the cartoon “Future scenes of carioca life” (Cenas futuras da vida carióca), in which two men
look out over an iconic Rio de Janeiro landscape with Botafogo beach in the foreground and
Corcovado in the background (fig. 2.24).337 The pair is unable to focus on the natural beauty of
the vista because their vision is impeded by dozens of advertising signs, or “outdoors”—a term
borrowed from English-language advertising parlance. Pederneira’s exaggerated vision of Rio’s
commercialization in the early part of the decade was São Paulo’s mid-century reality.

“São Paulo de hoje,” Paulistania 11, no. 36 (September-October 195o): 33. “A Urbs Pauistana,
à noite, olhando-se para os lados do oeste, apresenta un aspecto feérico, que deslumbra o
forasteiro mais apático que por aqui aporte. Mal o sol desaparece por detraz (sic) do Pico do
Jaraguá, sua luz é substituída por uma profusão enorme de outras.”
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Upon close inspection, large signs advertising Chevrolet cars and Elefante brand tomato
sauce are legible within the photograph.
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The cartoon was republished in 1980 in Nosso Século 3, no. 18, 90, however, the image
credits for this section are missing, and I have been unable to locate the original place of
publication. Nosso Século lists the original drawing date as 1931.
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Like many mid-century urban centers, São Paulo was increasingly plastered with
advertisements and billboards during the 1940s and 1950s.338 As signage became more
prevalent, the city vistas began to look like photo essay spreads. Photo essays married
photography and type to create a hybrid medium that was as much an aesthetic creation as were
its constituent parts. Within photo essays, print advertising, and billboards, text often
functioned as image, while images determined, extrapolated, illustrated, and elaborated text.
Thus, through print advertising and photojournalism Brazilians learned to see and read the city
simultaneously. Individual photographs and multi-image photo essays thus depicted São Paulo
as a web of images and words: the modern city and its representation in print were analogous
forms.
In his seminal essay on Brazilian photojournalism, Brazilian researcher Ricardo Mendes
posits, “Questioning the conventions adopted in different periods for the production and use of
images of the city is a key step for the history of local photography and for understanding the
formative paths of the urban imagination of the metropolis.”339 Building on this statement, I
argue that correlating mid-century photo essays of the São Paulo cityscape with the increased
display of text in the urban landscape has distinct implications. First, it suggests reciprocity
between the development of the urban landscape and its documentation: the act of recording the
city’s growth and development fundamentally altered its trajectory. Second, it reads the
integration of text and image as an important aspect of the modernizing process because it
shifted the phenomenology of urban space towards an increasingly mediated and mediadominated experience. Third, it emphasizes that both magazines and architectural façades
performed essentially the same function: advertising. Innumerable store windows and building-

The proliferation of advertisements reversed suddenly and dramatically in 2006 with the
implementation of the Clean City Act (Lei Cidade Limpa) which banned any form of external
advertising (including billboards, flyers, and other forms of signage), in an effort to mitigate
visual pollution.
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Mendes, 8. “Questionar os estatutos adotados nos diferentes períodos para produção e uso
das imagens da cidade é uma etapa fundamental para a história da fotografia local e a
compreensão das vias formativas do imaginário urbano da metrópole.”
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mounted billboards filled with brand names and slogans explicitly designed to sell products.
Illustrated magazines were also “selling” something, but their merchandise was the city itself.
For this reason their layouts and imagery often mirrored commercial advertising.
Magazine advertisements adopted the format of miniature photo essays, complete with
bold captions highlighting the city’s growth. Companies and other organizations often reserved
full-page spreads, creating advertisements that blended seamlessly with the magazine’s editorial
content. This was especially true of advertisements for developers, manufacturers of
construction supplies, and other architecture-related companies. Although the Clube Piratininga
had no formal ties to the building industry, its own advertisement in Paulistania features a
photograph of the high-rise that housed the club’s new headquarters with the enthusiastic
proclamation: “São Paulo is growing rapidly, and with it the Clube Piratininga” (fig. 2.25). 340
Rather than a photograph of the actual club headquarters on the twentieth floor, the group
chose to publish a photograph of the skyscraper housing their new facilities. The ad copy utilizes
the same superlative language—“the majestic CBI building, the largest reinforced concrete
structure in the world”—that magazine editorials use to praise other São Paulo skyscrapers. This
overlap of advertisement and journalism is at times disorienting. A “São Paulo de hoje” column
published several issues after the Clube Piratininga’s ad first appeared also featured a
photograph of the CBI building, pithily captioned “The Paulistano Miracle,” that echos the Club
Piratininga advertisement in both sentiment and form (fig. 2.26). The parity between the
aesthetics and verbiage of photo essays and advertisements underscores my claim that the forms
served nearly identical functions.
Paulistania ran feature stories on many large-scale municipal projects including the Via
Anhangüera (a major highway leading from the city center towards Campinas and the coffee

Clube Piratininga advertisement, Paulistania, multiple issues, 1951. “São Paulo progride
vertiginosamente e, com ele o Clube Piratininga. The text continues on to explain how the club
outgrew its former home and to announce the new address, as well as to provide a list of the
club’s amenities.”
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growing region),341 the Avenida Paulista (an elite housing district come ),342 Viaduto do
Gasômetro in Brás (a major viaduct in the industrial district of Brás, just east of the city
center), 343 as well as cultural sites like the Museu Paulista, the Museu de Arte de São Paulo, and
the Monumento das Bandeirantes. These features often highlighted projects linked to the
upcoming quadricentennnial, helping to publicize municipal public works, and framing the
year-long celebration as the culmination of the city’s modernization. Paulistania began
referencing the event three years in advance: the January 1951 edition included several articles
overviewing the city’s “progress.” Three feature articles— “São Paulo, cidade tentacular” (São
Paulo, the tentacled city”), “São Paulo a galope” (“São Paulo at a gallup”), and “Quando a cidade
faz anos” (“When the city has a birthday”)—all used the quadricentennial to extol São Paulo’s
rapid growth.344
The three proto-photo essays build a continuous narrative that traces the city’s
modernization. They emphasize factual “evidence” of São Paulo’s expansion through statistics
and international rankings, while also acting as manuals of urban etiquette. The first article,
“São Paulo, cidade tentacular,” introduces the catchphrase, “fifty years of growth in four
centuries of existence,” framing São Paulo’s expansion as a distinctly modern phenomenon.345
According to the article, the city lay dormant for many years, its climate and soil unfit for
agricultural use. São Paulo thus languished for over 300 years until the end of the nineteenth
century, when economic growth from coffee production in the interior, the expansion of the
341

“Via Anhanguéra,” Paulistania 9, no. 23 (May-June 1948): 21-24.

Rocha Azevedo Filho, “A ‘Avenida Paulista’,” Paulistania 14, no. 47 (January-April 1953):
19-20.
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“O Viaduto do Gazômetro,” Paulistania 11, no. 36 (September-October 1950): 40-42.

A fourth essay in the same issue, “Exortação de uma noite de 25 de Janeiro” (Exhortation for
a January 25th night) and an extended portfolio of “São Paulo de ontem, São Paulo de hoje,”
both waxed rhapsodic about the city’s rapid evolution.
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Aroldo de Azevedo, “São Paulo, cidade tentacular,” Paulistania 12, no. 38 (January-February
1951): 15. “Cinquenta anos de crescimento em quatro séculos de existência.” The short article
only contains one photograph and therefore is not a true photo essay. However, I would argue
that the piece is still photography-dependent and shares common rhetorical strategies with
other “proto-photo essays” analyzed here.
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railway system, the creation of an expansive industrial park, and an influx of European
immigration, spurred a population explosion. The article points out that the city grew from
239,000 inhabitants in 1900, to nearly ten times that many (2,100,000) in 1950. Working
against the greatest of odds—an inopportune geographical location—the article concludes that
São Paulo rivals Rio de Janeiro, then the capital of Brazil, for cultural predominance. Endnotes
and a half-page photograph of the downtown skyline complete with the typical landmarks (the
Martinelli building, the Banespa tower, and a portion of the unfinished cathedral) authenticate
the author’s claims (fig. 2.27).
São Paulo indeed grew rapidly, and its growth was a direct result of economic and
industrial modernization. The city’s architecture reflected its twentieth-century blossoming, and
Paulistanos had ample license to compare their achievements with Rio. However, Paulistania’s
account of São Paulo’s evolution is framed in the most theatrical terms. The caption of the
photograph described above demonstrates the periodical’s flair for the dramatic, serving as a
well-crafted “rebus title” that goes beyond describing the photograph, to enhance its meaning, it
reads, “In a happy combination of factors, the city that seemed fated not to play a large role in
the life of the country, rose to the fore.”346 The combined text and image paradoxically casts São
Paulo’s advances as both heroic and inevitable: the result of Paulistano’s grit and ingenuity. In
so doing, the article directly accesses the ufanista press traditions of the previous two decades.
The next essay, “São Paulo a Galope” (fig. 2.28) triumphantly proclaims that the
“fabulous Paulista capital” is the “fourteenth city in the universe” and “fifth on the American
continent.”347 It stresses the obstacles São Paulo has overcome in its climb to the top, promising
that the city “will probably surpass Rio in 1952” and “have nearly three million inhabitants for

Numa feliz conjugação de fatores, a cidade que parecia fadada a não desempenhar grande
papel na vida do país, alçou-se a primeira plana. Azevedo, 15. The play on the word “rose”as a
metaphorical and physical descriptor works in both English and Portuguese.
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the quadricentennial celebrations.”348 In addition to numbering people, the article includes
architectural tallies, referencing the statistic of one home constructed every six minutes also
cited in S.Paulo more than ten years prior. Accompanying tables rank the world’s largest cities
and São Paulo is singled out for having, if not the largest population of an American city, the
largest population growth, at a rate of 65.9% over the period from 1940-1949.349 Thus, São
Paulo’s “dynamism” is thus conveyed through a series of facts including the number of
passengers traveling through Congonhas airport, motor vehicles on the road, factories in the
industrial park, and babies born per year. As had the editors of S.Paulo, the Paulistania’s editor
also evoked an ancestral heritage of grit: “It could be said that [São Paulo’s] inhabitants
inherited from the city’s founders their legendary combativeness, and put themselves in a place
to dispute with the great metropolises of the universe.”350
If the above list of facts and figures seems disjointed, it is because the article is not a
think piece, but a vehicle for two important private/public partnerships: the Bolsa de Imóveis
(Building Exchange)—a real estate appraisal firm established in 1935 by the article’s author,
Nelson Mendes Caldeira—and the Empresa Nacional de Fotografias Aéreas (or ENFA, National
Company of Aerial Photography), a private company often contracted by the federal and local
government for photographic survey projects. In a rare instance of photographic attribution, the
ENFA receives an author byline alongside Caldeira’s (fig. 2.29). But, just as it is difficult for
Caldeira to construct a cohesive narrative from statistical tables, it is nearly impossible to gain a
humanist perspective from photographic images taken at such a great distance. The result is an
article that, although formatted like a photo essay, does not sustain an argument. Rather, it is an
advertisement in photo essay’s clothing, demonstrating the extreme porosity of these categories
in mid-century São Paulo.
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So impervious was ufanista rhetoric, that even articles acknowledging urban challenges
shifted into paeans. Such is the case with “Quando a cidade faz anos,” the last of the three major
articles in the January 1951 issue. This interpretive text is organized around four themes
—“genealogy,” “transformation,” “problems,” and “little nothings”—and comes the closest to a
mature photo essay, because it builds a focused narrative with the definitive goal of setting forth
acceptable behaviors for urban dwellers in the style modeled by Rosenthal. The author, Hélio
Damante, begins by delimiting his article’s scope and pretensions. A proper survey of the city, he
insists, would require a team of specialists including historians, economists, sociologists,
urbanists, reporters, poets, statisticians, and—most importantly—photographers!351 The list
intrinsically links the city’s written and pictorial documentation, reinforcing the tie between the
public behaviors of seeing and reading the cityscape.
The article’s first section, “Genealogy,” follows a predictable course, invoking the
memory of São Paulo’s early civic heroes. 352 While this mythologizing was standard procedure in
Brazilian magazines, in this case it is a prelude to the article’s main focus: describing the city’s
“transformation,” also the subtitle of the next section. Damante asserts that the São Paulo
plateau will soon be insufficient to contain its population and “stratospheric elevators” will be
necessary to navigate the verticalized landscape.353 The photographs Damante uses to illustrate
his sections enhance this narrative of rapid modernization. One photograph shows park benches
under the shade of well-established trees in a city square (fig. 2.30). 354 The space is encircled by
cars and interspersed with electric street lamps, decisively locating the photograph in the
present.355 However, the image’s stillness, its compositional focus on a pair of chatting
Hélio Damante, “Quando a cidade faz anos,” Paulistania 12, no. 38 (January-February 1951):
24.
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This photograph is also reminiscent of pictures of public plazas taken by members of the
FCCB.
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gentlemen, and the preeminence of the mature trees, elaborate the textual references to
tradition and genealogy. In contrast, the photograph for “Transformation” is an aerial view, this
time highlighting a stretch of the Tietê canal (fig. 2.31). The author’s employment of aerial
photography in this section is effective both because it helps to give a sense of the scale of the
canalization project, and because it is a technically modern photograph. Airplanes were a
symbol of national pride because Brazilians advanced an alternate narrative of the invention of
aviation featuring the Brazilian-born Alberto Santos-Dumont, and of civic pride because of the
popularity of Congonhas airport inaugurated only a decade prior. The aerial photograph
emphasizes the massive scale of São Paulo’s infrastructural achievements while suggesting that
the city cannot be bounded by documentation, as the urban sprawl spills out of the picture
frame. 356
Despite the article’s somewhat formulaic beginning, Damante’s third section veers
slightly, but significantly, from the customary ufanista trajectory. This detour comes via the
implication that even modern machinery is insufficient to keep apace with São Paulo’s
expansion, and that the city may be headed toward “problems.” Damante outlines these
perspective challenges in his subsequent section. As he does, the article’s text switches from
laudatory to didactic, and the accompanying photographs shift from illustrative to instructive.
Damante acquiesces that quick transformations precipitate growing pains, especially in the
realm of transportation. However, Damante also conjectures that São Paulo’s insufficiencies—
from the lack of electricity in its developing suburbs to its unrealized “sub-way”—will
miraculously disappear by the arrival of the quadricentennial, then just three years in the future.
By the quadricentennial, he predicts, Paulistanos will recount their tales of “the pushing and
shoving, squeezing, and delays on the buses, the interruptions of traffic, traveling on foot in
inclement weather,” with the zest of a war story, as the city “vibrates” with the collective unity of

In Brazil the Minas Gerais-born Alberto Santos-Dumont is popularly credited as the father of
aviation in advance of the US-born Wright brothers.
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its citizens.357 Punctuating this idea of community, Damante includes a birds-eye view
photograph of hundreds of Paulistanos waiting in line for the bus. Although this mass of
humanity initially seems miserable and cacophonous, the careful reader sees orderly lines
materialize from the crowd of bodies. A caption prescriptively articulates the importance of
Paulistanos’ collective compliance to the urban ritual of queuing: “With a new lifestyle come new
institutions; the line is one of them. Neatly, now!”358 The goal this caption-photograph dyad, is
not merely to glamorize the city’s growth. Rather, it is to indoctrinate Paulistanos in the
practices of modern urbanism: to teach lining-up, to encourage orderly and patient waiting, to
suggest that the still disorderly aspects of city life are historically foundational, and to affirm
that living through this pubescent period of inefficiency qualifies contemporary Paulistanos to
partake in the city’s heroic narrative. In this gesture, the photo essay moves beyond
entertainment or propaganda to become instructional.

São Paulo Triumphant?: The Quadricentennial Arrives in the Newsstands
When the city’s quadricentennial finally arrived three years later, Paulistania welcomed
it with a richly photo-illustrated commemorative issue. On the front cover, a lithe, whiteskinned woman unfurls the São Paulo state flag over the city skyline (fig. 2.32). Although her
toga-like dress suggests she is an allegorical figure, perhaps the embodiment of the city, the
woman hearkens back to the Supplemento em rotogravura’s conflation of beautiful women with
the cityscape in the 1930s. The traditional cover image foreshadowed the issue’s content, which
reprised practiced photojournalistic techniques: before and after comparisons, reports on public
construction projects, and interpretive articles addressing the city’s modernization. For
example, an extended, two-part “São Paulo de ontem... São Paulo de hoje” presented a “portfolio
of scenes from the past and present of the Bandeirante Capital,” featuring famous roads and
Damante, 25. “Penando com os empurrões, o aperto, a demora do ônibus, as interrupções do
tráfego, as viagens de pé e a inclemência do tempo.”
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public plazas that had undergone recent renovations, including an update on work along the
Viaduto do Chá. In addition to highlighting the completion and continuation of Prestes Maia-era
roadworks, the article paired panoramic vistas of the downtown skyline taken between the 1870s
and 1930s with contemporary photographs, illustrating São Paulo’s remarkable verticalization.
While photographic magazines published prior to 1954 answered Prestes Maia’s proverticalizing mandate, commemorative quadricentennial issues demonstrated its culmination.
The Banespa building is the undisputed star of the Paulistania special issue, and features
prominently in nearly all of the contemporary photographs. A side-by-side comparison of an
aerial view taken in 1933—the year Hildegard Rosenthal arrived in São Paulo—with one from
1954, demonstrates the extent of the city’s transformation (fig. 2.33). In the first photograph, the
Martinelli building stands out as the undisputed “king” of São Paulo. Its 24-story height and
corniced façade are clearly visible in the mass of low-rise, vernacular architecture. By 1954, just
over twenty years later, the Martinelli building is buried in a sea of Modernist skyscrapers. The
discerning eye can make out its quadripartite façade at the base of the gleaming white Banespa.
No longer the focal point of the landscape, the Martinelli building is now a dark and dated relic
in the shadow of newer, whiter, US-styled constructions. A separate photograph of the Avenida
São João from the same spread emphasizes the Martinelli building’s demotion from the symbol
par excellence of São Paulo’s international ambition, to a marker of its historical progress.
I would contend, however, that the repeated specter of the Banespa building, which
haunts the magazine on every page, does not signify the triumph of modernism, but rather its
illusiveness. Its ubiquity begs the question of why the building and its immediate surroundings
seem to recur ad nauseam, especially if the city—supposedly the most rapidly growing in the
world—is adding new high-rises by the minute. This compulsive repetition of imagery is a
perceptible crack in Paulistania’s well-honed narrative. Editorial over-dependence on the
Banespa building as a symbol of architectural and technological modernism was a method of
avoiding vast stretches of the city filled with unelectrified, unplumbed, precarious architecture.
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Later in the issue a rare montage of high-rises still under construction labeled “a building
every seven minutes,” exposes photojournalism’s deceptive potential (fig. 2.34). The montage
initially seems like a dynamic illustration of local architectural achievements. However, the fact
of its obvious fabrication belies its referentiality. Like Rosenthal’s Newsboy or the
photomontages in S.Paulo that depicted the futuristic hopes of city planners and architects, the
montage is a fiction. The montage form is necessitated by the fact that the objects pictured
therein do not co-exist in a photographically frameable reality. While captivatingly energetic, the
montage reveals the underlying reality of 1954: that in spite of the celebrations, the visible
changes, and the undeniable surge in building, the city of São Paulo remained a chaotic mess
over large stretches of its seemingly endless sprawl.
Nowhere is this failure more apparent than in an article tucked away at the end of the
quadricentennial issue. Here, banking on its readership’s image saturation, the editors publish
the exact same photograph of Paulistanos waiting in bus lines that they had three years prior
(fig. 2.35). The picture is captioned with a somewhat incongruous and enigmatic blurb stating
that in spite of decreasing foreign arrivals to the city, increasing numbers of domestic migrants
have boosted industrial production.359 While the article lauds São Paulo’s economic strides, its
accompanying images—a photograph of waiting commuters, and another of traffic along a wide
avenue—undercut its message of progress, suggesting municipal stagnation instead. The
repetition of the previously published photograph, although not totally unprecedented, attests
that not much had improved in terms of citizen’s experiences of the city. The promised subway
had not arrived, and far from abating, traffic was getting worse despite new road construction
and the resulting displacement of entire communities.360 Meanwhile, the unending influx of
migrants and new births far outpaced construction, exacerbating the housing problem that
The Paulistanos elite tended to favor the city’s infiltration by foreign immigrants over
domestic migrants, because the former were generally lighter skinned and European-descended,
while the latter were often Afro-Brazilians from the country’s impoverished Northeast. Jeffrey
Lesser, Negotiating National Identity: Immigrants, Minorities, and the Struggle for Ethnicity
in Brazil (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999), 10-11.
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Paulistanos had hoped to solve in advance of its historic anniversary. Prestes Maia’s ordained
verticalization did take hold, and it noticeably altered the cityscape (especially in the Centro),
but it did not palliate the housing crisis or the intolerable commutes. Ultimately, the city’s
modern makeover was a mirage, revealing its hallucinatory fantasy in the arrival and passing of
the quadricentennial. Although São Paulo had acquired the trappings of modernism—a
smattering of skyscrapers, widened boulevards, and public spaces—it failed to fully transform
the social landscape, remaining mired in the elite conservativism of the previous four hundred
years.
Furthermore, by promulgating a narrative of continuous modernization that employed
verticalization as a metaphor for progress, the photo essay accelerated its own demise. In his
classic critique of commodity fetishism, Guy Debord describes the modern “Society of the
Spectacle,” as an era in which, “everything that was directly lived has moved away into a
representation.”361 Modernity, as interpolated by illustrated magazines, fostered a social
dependence on continually-renewing forms of visual consumption. São Paulo, as publicized and
spectacularized in illustrated magazines, fit Debord’s model of the modern city, a space where
capital accumulated to such a degree that it became an image.362 Capital accumulation fueled
the agglomeration of skyscrapers in the city center; as elite spaces these high-rise buildings were
only approachable via the surrogacy of photographic representation. However, instead of
representing São Paulo as a vast landscape of chronologically, aesthetically, and socioeconomically diverse spaces, photographic magazines presented a disjointed array of
“specialized mediations,” designed to “make one see” a precisely manufactured “abstraction”: an
ultra-modern landscape of skyscrapers.363
It was not enough for illustrated periodicals to fragment and fetishize photogenic
portions of the landscape. To participate in the spectacle of modernity, magazine editors
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employed photographs to narrate what Debord calls “profoundly historical time,” that is,
“relentless movement” propelled by a progressivist narrative and endlessly increasing
commodities.364 History itself became a commodity, as manifested by the Paulistano press’s
fixation on “then-and-now” photo essays. Likewise, the magazines’ preoccupation with projects
transforming the cityscape, proved that the total commodification of the urban space was
subject to a continual “process of quantitative development.”365 In mid-century São Paulo,
photojournalism and industrialization were synchronous practices that continually framed
Paulistano’s experience of the city in relationship to the ever-present skyscraper; the hero of the
civic narrative was not human, but architectural. The Paulistano illustrated press employed the
supposedly factual medium of photography to fashion an architectural mask reflecting the urban
elite’s acquisitions and ambitions.
As the epigraph to this chapter suggests, Paulistano photojournalism was birthed out of
consumers’ desire to experience their world via a rapidly-shifting kaleidoscope of photographs.
But, unlike a kaleidoscope whose visual projections are random and chaotic, photographic
magazines were ideologically driven. Thus, Ricardo Mendes was mistaken: the modern man did
not want to see photographs that narrated life like the cinema, they wanted cinema itself.
Photomontages and photo essays were a step in the ascent toward ever more spectacular forms
of media, and harbingers of their own demise. The October 28, 1950 issue of O Cruzeiro, the
most widely-circulated illustrated magazine in Brazil, featured an article photographed by São
Paulo-based photographer Peter Scheier announcing the installation of TV Tupi’s first television
satellite on the top of the Banespa tower (fig. 2.36).366 TV Tupi was a division of the São Paulobased media conglomerate Diários Associados (who also owned O Cruzeiro), and the first
television network in South America, thus the satellite’s installation bound one important
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Paulistano achievement—early television broadcasting—to another—Banespa, the tallest
building on the continent. “Television for the Millions!” the article enthusiastically proclaimed,
although few people at the time could afford the expensive sets. Scheier’s brief photo essay
featured aerial photographs of the famous tower, underscoring the linkage between architectural
progress, technological development, and mass media representation.
Four years later, O Cruzeiro’s quadricentennial album included a similar photograph of
the Banespa tower, also highlighting its broadcasting hardware (fig. 2.37). However, by this time
television and other moving-image forms like cinema and news reels were already challenging
the magazine industry’s media dominance. Paulistanos, driven toward increasingly spectacular
imagery, were tiring of print media and O Cruzeiro’s circulation dropped for the first time in
1954.367 Paulistania printed its last issue in 1955; S.Paulo and the Supplemento em
rotogravura, had both shuttered years prior (in 1936 and 1943, respectively). Thus, the
quadricentennial marked a turning point both in the city’s development and in its
representation. The excitement that sustained the myth of São Paulo’s modernity was no longer
tenable after the historic anniversary’s passage, and the city began slipping out of the national
spotlight. In 1954 a federal commission selected the future site of the new Brazilian capital—
Brasília. Three years later Brazil’s star architect, Lúcio Costa, won the international competition
to design the virgin city with his technology-inspired “Plano Piloto” (Pilot Plan) and São Paulo
was instantly supplanted in the national imaginary as the seat of Brazilian futurity.

O Cruzeiro hit peak circulation in August 1954 with the sale of 720,000 copies of its issue
containing a photo essay of the events surrounding President Getúlio Vargas’ suicide. Peregrino
also notes that many photographers blamed the drop in circulation and reader’s diminishing
interest in the over-commercialization of illustrated magazines. Peregrino, 12 and 29-35.
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Chapter 3
POPULATING SÃO PAULO: SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE URBAN
LANDSCAPE

“Today [1981] there is a lot of documentary photography in Brazil—it’s a style that attracts many
photographers. But there is a tendency to fixate on the city’s classical monuments, or its classical
architecture, those things that have to do with the coffee barons, Paulista Avenue. Few
preoccupy themselves with discovering that São Paulo isn’t just about Europeanized
architectural monuments, it is the favela of Brás, the working-class neighborhoods that began to
be formed in this era [the late 1930s and 40s].”—Benedito Duarte368

It must have been exhilarating to look out over the dense crowd stretching down the
esplanade of the Parque da Independência on January 25th, 1954, during São Paulo’s Fourth
Centennial commemorative mass. A photograph taken by Alice Brill (1920-2013) at the event
records her privileged viewpoint from a makeshift “press box,” midway up a small flight of stairs
just behind the live broadcast cameras of the newly-inaugurated TV Record (fig. 3.1). Below her,

Benedito Duarte, “Depoimento do crítico, fotógrafo e cineasta B. J. Duarte,“ recorded
interview with Múcio Porfírio Ferreira and Francisco Luiz de Almeida Salles (1981; São Paulo:
Museu da Imagem e do Som de São Paulo). “Hoje se faz muito fotografia documental no Brasil—
é um ramo de muito gente, que atrai muitos fotógrafos. Más há uma tendência a se dedicarem
aos monumentos clássicos da cidade, ou a arquitectura clássica da cidade—aquela coisa voltada
apenas pelos barões de café, a Avenida Paulista. Más poucos se preocupam em tentar descubrir
que são Paulo não é apenas este monumento arquitectônico, mais europezado, inclusiva, é
exatamente a favela do Brás, os bairros opérarios que començam a se formar nessa época.”
Duarte later continues: “I think the concept of the ‘historical’ is very relative. For some, a
cathedral has enormous historical importance. For others, like me, for example . . . the house of
an old immigrant in Bras [a working-class neighborhood of São Paulo] has an historical
importance that is absolute. It represents an era, a moment lived by the city. It represents a very
important moment for immigration, soon after slavery . . . it is exactly these things that I had the
notion—maybe not an established ideology—but I felt that they had value” (Eu acho que o
conceito do ‘histórico’ é muito relativo. Para alguns uma catedral tem um valor histórico
enorme. Para outros, como eu, por exemplo . . . uma casa de um antigo imigrante no Bras tem
um valor histórico absoluta. [Foi] uma epoca, um momento que a cidade vivieu. [Era] um
monumento muito importante da imigração logo depois da escravatura . . . é exatamente essas
coisas que eu tinha uma certa noção—talvez eu não tivesse uma cultura muito firme a respeito—
más eu sentia que aquilo tinha valor).
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worshippers cram into the space between Patriot Street (behind the camera) and Independence
Monument (visible in the background), a one-third of a mile stretch. The seemingly boundless
throngs spill out of the photographic frame to the right and to the left. Their attention is directed
toward the small, dark statue of Nossa Senhora Aparecida—an incarnation of the Virgin Mary
and Brazil’s patron saint—who rests atop a black-draped pedestal, enclosed in a gilded glass case
balanced between two poles like a modern Ark of the Covenant. Nossa Senhora’s arrival in São
Paulo from her shrine over 100 miles outside the city and her powerful command over the
enormous crowd bear witness to the Fourth Centennial mass’s historical and cultural
significance.
But for Brill the arrival and passage of the city’s centennial was bittersweet. This day of
heady celebration also rang the death knell of a project on which she had spent the past several
years: an album of photographs documenting São Paulo and its inhabitants. The project was the
brainchild of Museo de Arte de São Paulo (MASP) director Pietro Maria Bardi, with whom Brill
worked closely as one of the museum’s staff photographers, recording the nascent institution’s
collection and events. Sometime circa 1950, just as Brill began working at MASP, Bardi invited
her to collaborate on a commemorative photo book.369 Brill enthusiastically agreed, later
recounting, “We had a good rapport. He liked my work, and I liked everything he did . . . he
didn’t interfere, I made my own way.”370 Unfortunately, the charismatic but overly ambitious
Bardi failed to secure funding for the book’s publication and the project was abandoned. 371 Brill
managed to get a handful of her photographs published in mass market albums and Bardi’s
magazine Habitat, but the majority of her archive went unseen until fifty years later, when it
was purchased, preserved, and published by the Instituto Moreira Salles (IMS).

Daniela Alarcon, “Díario Íntimo: A fotografia de Alice Brill” (BA Thesis, Universidade de São
Paulo, 2008), 198.
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This chapter examines Alice Brill’s unpublished “São Paulo Project” photographs in
comparison with images from the fleet of commemorative photo books published in advance of
São Paulo’s quadricentennial. In doing so I demonstrate that São Paulo’s urban documentary
photography was defined by architectural modernization, racial whiteness, and socioeconomic
elitism. This seductive but lopsided narrative shaped the city’s infrastructural development and
its international reputation. The last chapter argued that the over-representation of skyscrapers
in contemporary periodicals led to their eventual proliferation; in this chapter I show how the
underrepresentation of racially and economically marginalized groups facilitated the
deterioration of their living conditions leading to overcrowding, underdevelopment, and the
establishment of the city’s first favelas.
In contrast, I offer Brill’s São Paulo photographs as an alternative, social documentary
view of the city. I borrow the designation “social documentary photography” from William Stott,
author of Documentary Expression and Thirties America, a definitive text for understanding
mid-century US documentary photography. Stott argues that there are two types of
documentary objects: the “objective document” and the “human document.” According to Stott,
the “objective document” gives “information about public events and social conditions;” it
includes legal documents, historical documents, official documents, and impersonal objects that
present the facts of a particular moment or can be used as “proof” of an event. The “human
document, on the other hand, is “not objective but thoroughly personal . . . Even when
temperate, a human document carries and communicates feeling, the raw material of drama . . .
We understand a historical document intellectually, but we understand a human document
emotionally.” Stott suggests that US documentary expression in the 1930s went beyond even
“human documents” to become “social documents . . . show[ing] man at grips with conditions
neither permanent nor necessary, conditions of a certain time and place: racial discrimination,
police brutality, unemployment, [etc.]”.372 Social documents are inherently ideologically
charged, and inevitably employed by an individual or organization to forward a particular social
372
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agenda. But, while the social documentary mode dominated mid-century US photographic
practice, it was almost non-existent in Brazil where photographers primarily produced
celebratory images cloaked in feigned objectivity.
I argue that Brill’s refugee background, her experience as a working woman, and her
photographic training in New York City predisposed her to document a broader public than
commonly shown in the popular press. Whereas mass media publications—like illustrated
periodicals and popular photo books—depicted the city as a primarily architectural space, Brill’s
photographs “populate” the modern landscape with diverse Paulistanos. Her early photo essays
display her interest in socially motivated photography, and those taken for the “São Paulo
Project” seem to specifically foreground marginalized groups. By focusing on the ill-success of
Brill’s photographic reportage, I scrutinize São Paulo’s lack of an urban social documentary
photographic tradition and demonstrate how the city fabric was shaped by this lacuna.
Specifically, I analyze how the deletion of Afro-Brazilians, women, and the working class from
popular imagery allowed city officials and the São Paulo elite to further marginalize these
groups, while—in contrast—Brill’s photography highlighted their presence and advocated for
their inclusion in civic spaces.

São Paulo in the Quadricentennial Photo Books
São Paulo has a rich photographic legacy dating back to the mid-1800s, and the early
documentary photographers set the geographical axis and dialectical tenor for future
representations of São Paulo.373 Of these, the most well known both now and in the first half of
the twentieth century were Militão Augusto de Azevedo (1837-1905)—a Carioca transplant
whose magnum opus Álbum comparativo da cidade de São Paulo, 1862-1887 (Comparative
album of São Paulo city, 1862-1887) demonstrated the city’s growth over his twenty-five years
residence there—and Guilherme Gaensly (1843-1928)—whose numerous postcard series
These photographs were well known into the mid-twentieth century and often republished in
comparative photo albums, magazines, and newspaper articles that contrasted scenes of
“yesteryear” with contemporary photography.
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circulated in Brazil and beyond. Both men portrayed São Paulo as a city that was racially white,
culturally homogenous, and architecturally modernizing. Their visions mirrored popular
stereotypes that equated the city’s prosperity with its “European” (read: white) roots. As Barbara
Weinstein points out in her introduction to The Color of Modernity, a critical recent
contribution to discussions of race in Brazil, the construction of Paulistano (and Paulista)
identity was inseparable from its economic growth. As Paulistas began to amass fortunes, first
from the coffee boom (1880s-1930s) and then from a surge of industrial production that started
in the first decade of the twentieth century, the increased demand for labor was met by workers
from the Nordeste (Brazil’s Northeastern region) whose inhabitants were darker-skinned and
more impoverished than the average Paulistano. Nordestino workers emigrated south, manning
the factories, working the fields, and laboring for the enrichment of Paulista capitalists. But they
were increasingly viewed as “Other:” lazy miscreants from a “uniformly backward region
plagued by droughts, a stagnating economy, and, above all, a wretched population whose very
bodies bore the stigmata of their poverty and misery.” 374 In their photographs, Azevedo and
Gaensly ignored these new arrivals, reinforcing latent European ethnocentrism, representing
the city as a continuously modernizing environment inhabited by a racially and socially stagnant
group of upper-class, light-skinned Paulistanos.
The initial wave of São Paulo documentary photography that included Azevedo and
Gaensly was followed by a lull in photographic publications during the first half of the twentieth
century. This dip in the 1910s-1920s represented a leveling-off after the medium’s original
global boom in the 1860s-1890s, and a pause before the 1930s-1950s—when the rise of the
illustrated periodicals and the immigration of European refugees to Latin America fueled a
second spike. The publication of São Paulo-themed photo books rose again in the early 1950s.
Mid-century photo fever was due in large part to the upcoming four hundredth anniversary of
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the city’s founding, commemorated 25 January 1954.375 Brazilian historians Solange Ferraz de
Lima and Vânia Carneiro de Carvalho have identified six different photo books, containing a
total of 832 images published between 1951 and 1954.376 Editôra Melhoramentos reprinted Isto
é São Paulo, the most mass-market of the photo books, in four editions of increasing quantity,
all of which sold out in a matter of months (fig. 3.2).377 Within São Paulo’s dense photographic
history, the quadricentennial stands out as an exceptionally productive moment.
The landmark anniversary provided a new context for photographing the city, but the
quadricentennial albums’ content was still thematically linked to the narratives of material
progress, urbanization, and social elitism established by nineteenth-century photographers.378
Authors and editors selected photographs that fulfilled aesthetic and celebratory functions,
rather than offering a socially motivated narrative. Thus, the quadricentennial photo books
acted as privately-funded propaganda for a coalition of local government and businesses that
controlled the direction of São Paulo’s development. Within their pages, Paulistanos enact the

This is the date of the establishment of the Colégio de São Paulo de Piratininga, a Jesuit
institution, and references the colonization of the region. Native settlements of Tupi people had
already existed in the region for centuries.
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The photo books printed in advance of the quadricentennial celebrations include: Isto é São
Paulo (São Paulo: Editôra Melhoramento, 1951/1952/1953/1954); São Paulo antigo, São Paulo
moderno (São Paulo: Editôra Melhoramento, 1953); Thèo Gygas, Eis São Paulo: uma obra
realizada e editada no ano de 1954 (São Paulo: Editôra Melhoramento, 1954); Kurt Peter
Karfeld, São Paulo: Álbum com fotografias em côres (São Paulo: Editôra Melhoramento, 1954);
José Medina, São Paulo: O que foi, o que é (São Paulo: Donato, 1954); and Peter Scheier, São
Paulo, fastest growing city in the world (São Paulo: Livraria Kosmos, 1954). Lima and
Carvalho, 23.
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Editora Melhoramentos published 35,000 copies of the Isto é São Paulo series in four
editions between 1951 and 1953. All copies were sold out by 20 September 1955. Lima and
Carvalho, 27.
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Lima and Caravalho’s study of São Paulo’s documentary albums details the formal qualities,
themes, iconography, and patterns of representation that remained constant between the
albums produced at the end of the nineteenth century and those produced in the middle of the
twentieth. Among the patterns Lima and Carvalho identify are: urban circulation, coexistence,
diversity, portraits, figural, intensity, movement, urban order, and landscape. Of these nine
“patterns” only one, ”figural” imagery, encompasses photographs of Paulistanos. All eight other
categories, including the deceptively-titled “portraiture” (which in this context meant building
façades), refer to photographs of city architecture or infrastructure. Lima and Carvalho, 57-60.
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city’s material and cultural modernization, rather than functioning as autonomous actors with
ideas and desires separate from civic boosterism.379
As part of a larger project of identity formation, the quadricentennial photo books played
a role in defining the cultural and physical attributes linked to the idea of Paulistanidade or
Paulistano identity. Blackness was not only incongruent with Paulistanidade, it was its
opposite.380 Weinstein outlines, and Brazilian historian Paulo Fontes reasserts, the prejudicial
treatment Afro-Brazilians suffered in the form of various micro-aggressions like visual erasure
The lack of geographical diversity in the featured photographs also shaped an idealized vision
of the city. According to Lima and Carvalho’s research, of the 832 photographs among the six
books, 381 of the shots—about 46% of the total number, were taken in the “Centro” or city
center, a small triangle of land extending from the Luz train station to the north, to the Praça da
Sé (the location of the city cathedral) in the east, and Anhangabaú Park in the south. The
“Centro” was a busy commercial district home to many of São Paulo’s historical monuments and
financial institutions. However, it was a tiny portion of the city’s total area and housed an even
smaller percentage of its population. Photographers’ collective reliance on traditional views
precluded the development of a socially-oriented documentary photographic mode interrogating
São Paulo’s growth. Although it was represented as neat and orderly, in reality the city’s
modernization was haphazard, exclusive, and incomplete. Lima and Carvalho, 149.
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The terms used to write about race in Brazil are hotly contested and have generated an
extensive bibliography. Influential texts include: Thomas E. Skidmore, Black into White: Race
and Nationality in Brazilian Thought (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974); Robin E.
Sheriff, Dreaming Equality: Color, Race, and Racism in Urban Brazil (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 2001); and Edward E. Telles, Race in Another America: The
Significance of Skin Color in Brazil (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006). While the
dialogue surrounding race in the US has typically been grounded in a black/white binary,
Brazilians recognize a more nuanced racial spectrum dating back to colonial classifications. This
system includes the categories white and black, as well as “pardo” or mixed-race. Many darkskinned Brazilians who might be considered “black” in the United States self-identify in Brazil as
“pardo,” in part because the national identity has come to privilege the idea of racial mixing, and
in part because of lingering negative associations with blackness. Thus, colorism, rather than
racism, is the predominant issue.
In spite of fundamental differences in perception, classification, and legal status,
contemporary scholar Ellis Monk points out that the sociological study of race in Brazil has
always been couched in a comparison with the United States. Gilberto Freyre wrote his
landmark text Casa-grande and senzala (The Masters and the Slaves), after spending time in
the United States and witnessing the persecution of African-Americans. Likewise, Florestan
Fernandes, another father of Brazilian sociology, was deeply influenced by North American
ideologies. See, Ellis Monk, “Ships Passing in the Night: A Brief Analytic History of Social
Science on “Race and Color” in the U.S. and Brazil,” Paper presented at the Latin American
Studies Association Conference, Barcelona, 26 May 2018.
These intertwined histories have informed my decision to use the term “Afro-Brazilian”
although the classification is not widely employed in Brazilian social science research. Although
entangled within its own web of connotations, the term avoids many of the political pitfalls that
accompany the US term “black” while assimilating the Brazilian categories of “negro” and
“pardo.”
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and verbal taunts.381 On July 16, 1950 the popular Corrieo Paulistano newspaper wrote, “Black
theaters, black newspapers, black clubs . . . Now they’re even talking about black candidates for
the October elections. Can one imagine a worse movement, or one more damaging to the
unimpeachable spirit of democracy?”382 Afro-Brazilian blackness was posited as the visual
antithesis of a clean, newly-built, architecturally modern São Paulo, and thus necessarily effaced
from photography of the city. This cultural disenfranchisement is best summarized by historian
Kim Bulter who wrote of the period: “São Paulo’s promise had its limits; its welcome seemingly
extended more to Europe than to Brazil, more to white than to black. It was a city that regarded
its black population as a social problem to be tightly controlled and, if possible, to be shunted
away from public view.”383

Although Brazil never passed legislation limiting Afro-Brazilian’s access to public or private
spaces, dark-skinned Brazilians faced deep and abiding prejudice that affected their ability to
find suitable jobs, housing, and education. As early as the 1920s the negro (the preferred
Brazilian term for Afro-Brazilians, “preto” or “black” being considered pejorative) community of
São Paulo began organizing to confront these impediments to material progress, establishing
social clubs and newspapers and eventually the Frente Negra Brasiliera (Black Brazilian Front) a
civil rights advocacy group whose mission was to “break taboos” and provide mutual assistance
to Afro-Paulistanos. The Frente’s gains were significant. They contributed to Afro-Brazilian
history through their publications, helped to establish ethnic unity between blacks and mulattos,
and cultivated negro pride. Most importantly, they registered a national Afro-Brazilian political
party, helping to set the trajectory for the black consciousness movement of the 1970s. See Kim
Butler, “São Paulo: The New City—The New Negro” in Freedoms Given, Freedoms Won: AfroBrazilians in Post-abolition, São Paulo and Salvador (New Brunswick: Rutgers University
Press, 2000), 88-127.
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George Reid Andrews, Blacks and Whites in São Paulo, Brazil, 1888-1988 (Madison: The
University of Wisconsin Press, 1991), 182. Likewise, Ollie Stewart, an African-American visitor
to Brazil in 1940 observed the situation of blacks in the city, saying: “In São Paulo, the second
city of Brazil, with a million population, where most of Brazil’s wealth and industry is located,
and where the coffee barons live, colored children are not allowed in schools past the high
school level—and not too many get that far. Most of the avenues for cultural achievements being
closed to them, then, the colored Brazilian goes to work on lower levels. And because these levels
pay only a subsistence wage, the dark brother rarely has money enough to see the opera, or
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restaurants. He is told that he is welcome there—but the trick was turned when the money was
kept out of his hands.” Quoted in E. Franklin Frazier, “A Comparison of Negro-White Relations
in Brazil and the United States,” in African American Reflections on Brazil‘s Racial Paradise,
ed. David J. Hellwig (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992), 133.
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As well as omitting certain groups—like Afro-Brazilians, the urban poor, and immigrants
—from the visual imagery of the day, studies of the period have continued to privilege
photographs that construct an architectonic view of the city and feature members of the white
upper classes (when picturing people at all). For example, studies of Peter Scheier have focused
on his photographic production for the photo books São Paulo, Fastest Growing City in the
World and Modern Architecture in Brazil, rather than his more human-focused photo essays for
O Cruzeiro. The major publication of Hildegard Rosenthal’s oeuvre by the IMS was entitled
Metrópole [Metropolis], directing attention to the artist’s images of the cityscape, despite of the
fact that Rosenthal explicitly stated that her primary interest was recording the “human
element.” Paulistanos have thus suffered a dual process of erasure: initially neglected by
photographers and then dismissed by contemporary scholars who continue to interpret the city
as a construction of the industrial-financial complex, rather than a space for human
occupancy.384
When humans appear in the quadricentennial albums, they are very often relegated to
staffage, becoming blurry masses in crowded spaces. Alternatively, they are sometimes
employed as illustrative types: construction crew workers, factory line-men, and skilled
professionals. These photographs are more explanatory than exploratory—the personal stories
of the individuals pictured are not as important as their role in representing urban life. The
symbol of the city was its architecture, rather than its citizenry, and specifically the architecture
of the city center. Editors’ architectural emphasis is one probable reason for the failure of Brill’s
photo book. She did take architectural photographs, some of which appeared in the Isto é São
There are moments when the quadricentennial photo books suggest the possibility of a more
nuanced reading of the urban landscape. For example, the second edition of Isto é São Paulo
includes one photograph of a “cortiço” (the Brazilian equivalent of a tenement), with a caption
reading “The older quarters of the town shelter people of all nationalities” (here I quote the
printed English text; there is also a Portuguese version which specifies that the people are of
“variadas raças/varied races”). I will address this photograph further later in the chapter.
Another title, Eis São Paulo, organized by photographer and FCCB member Théo Gygas,
included a series of anonymous portraits of Paulistanos from different ethnic backgrounds,
including: Italian, German, Portuguese, Syrian, African, Spanish, and Japanese (in that order).
Although this cataloging is problematic and the photographs stereotype their subjects, it was an
acknowledgment of São Paulo’s cultural and ethnic diversity.
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Paulo series, and which have been featured in exhibitions organized by the IMS. 385 However,
her social documentary photographs, the images that most distinguish her oeuvre from those of
her contemporaries, have not garnered attention from Brazilian scholars either in the past or
contemporarily. I ague that this is because the photographs operate outside of the established
frameworks for discussing visualizations of Brazilian modernism.
The absence of a Brazilian social documentary tradition can be attributed in part to
publishers’ systemic marginalization of images featuring non-white, non-elite groups. Although
the Isto é São Paulo series was affordable and ubiquitous, many of the other titles launched in
advance of the centennial were high-end, hard-bound, limited editions marketed to São Paulo’s
white industrialists. As such, the market for documentary photography was largely dictated by
this quasi-patrician class who controlled both the private and public sectors and whose vested
interest was in upholding long-standing stratifications of class and race inherited from the
colonial period. 386 The quadricentennial albums’ facile repetition of the social status quo was a
form of civic boosterism. Instead of resisting or complicating stereotypes, mid-century
Paulistano photographers catered to them. While photographers in the United States and
throughout Europe were increasingly aligned with the political left, Brazilian (especially
Paulistano) photography reflected a conservative bias.387 Brazilian photographers of the
1930s-1950s tended to be upper-class white males, practicing in a Pictorialist style long

The IMS exhibitions of Brill’s photographs include: Alice Brill: impressões ao rés do chão
(Alice Brill: photographs from the ground) (2015), A hora e o lugar (The time and place) (2015),
and O mundo de Alice Brill (The world of Alice Brill) (2005).
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as part of the French Artistic Mission recorded in his Voyage Pittoresque et Historique au
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In his “Introduction” to The Worker Photography Movement [1926-1939]: Essays and
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Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, 2011).
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outmoded abroad.388 This conservatism can be explained in part by the relative scarcity of
photographic equipment in Brazil, all of which had to be imported.389 Paulistano’s collective
anxiety over their delayed cultural and economic development in comparison to the United
States and Western Europe also contributed to the traditionalism. The quadricentennial photo
book texts demonstrate an acute desire to be ranked among the major global centers. The
introduction to Isto é São Paulo predicted that, “São Paulo is [soon to be] placed among the
greatest and most advanced cities in the world.390 To this end, the quadricentennial photo books
promoted capitalist expansion and conventional Western cultural markers, specifically light skin
and modernist architecture. While European and US artists were increasingly invested in
exposing the alienation within overly-industrial societies, Brazilian artists relied on their
country’s continued industrial expansion to catapult them onto the global stage.
There were also professional exigencies for photographers’ embrace of conservatism.
Without a robust art market—especially for photography—many were beholden to the demands
of the commercial sector to earn a living. Photographic work was primarily commissioned by
large corporations for advertising or media conglomerates for print publication. Although São
Paulo offered many opportunities for professional photographers, there was no leftist illustrated
press in the tradition of Germany’s AIZ, or socially-motivated government initiatives like the
United States’ FSA photography program to foster left-leaning imagery. From 1938 to 1945
Brazilian President and Dictator Getúlio Vargas’s Estado Novo regime controlled Brazilian mass
media in all its print and audio-visual forms through the Departamento da Imprensa e

Heloise Costa, “O Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante no Museu de Arte de São Paulo,” in MASP
FCCB: Coleção Museu de Arte de São Paulo Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante, ed. Adriano Pedrosa
(São Paulo: MASP, 2016), 14-15.
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Aberrations to the upper-class white male photographer model, like Thomaz Farkas,
Hildegard Rosenthal, and Alice Brill, tended to be people with access to camera equipment prior
to immigrating to Brazil, or as the result of sponsored foreign travel post-immigration.
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Isto É São Paulo, 3rd edition (São Paulo: Editôra Melhoramento, 1952), np. “muito em breve,
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Propaganda (DIP), established 27 December 1939.391 DIP had agencies at the state and federal
levels to monitor and censor media, as well as an arm that produced propagandistic press
releases, books, pamphlets, radio shows, and newsreels, to be shown at compulsory screenings
throughout the country.392 The quadricentennial photo books echo the celebratory tone of these
official government publications. As a whole, the Paulistas hated Vargas and his regime; they
had even mounted an armed rebellion against his seizure of the presidency, the Constitutionalist
Revolution of 1932. Nevertheless, they were still subject to DIP’s regulations and they realized
that Vargas’s propagandization of Brazilian modernity served their economic interests. As
historian Daryle Williams points out, many leftist Brazilian cultural producers accepted
government funding and positions under the Vargas regime, justifying their collusion with the
dictatorship by framing their work as “at the service of Brazilian aesthetic nationalism.”393
Without sources of private or public funding, overtly progressive photography was largely
absent from the Brazilian scene until the post-Centennial period.
The national propaganda climate influenced the quadricentennial photo books, whose
editors tailored them to São Paulo’s local specificities as the epicenter of Brazilian
industrialization and economic advancement. The books marketed the fable of São Paulo’s ultramodernism to three groups: Brazilian elites, the rising middle class, and foreign investors.
Cloth- and leather-bound luxury editions like Gygas’s Eis São Paulo and Karfeld’s São Paulo
were sold to elite Paulistanos who saw their wealth reflected in depictions of São Paulo as a
modern, Euro-American city. The more affordable, mass-market photo books like Isto é São
Paulo, indoctrinated the middle classes with the belief that their labor fueled the modernization

Although the DIP was established in 1939, a former agency, the Departamento Nacional de
Propaganda (DNP), monitored media production for approximately a year prior. Daryle
Williams, Culture Wars in Brazil: The First Vargas Regime, 1930–1945 (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2001), 83-84 and Lisa Shaw, “Vargas on Film: From the Newsreel to the
chanchada” in Vargas and Brazil: New Perspectives (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006),
207-225.
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process, while also providing a sense of stability amidst technological and social change.394 All
six of the quadricentennial photo books were translated into multiple languages to court
international audiences of prospective visitors and potential investors. 395 São Paulo is
represented as religiously and culturally European—(Catholic) church, museum, and theatre
going—but architecturally and economically American.396 With overt references to both Paris
and New York, the São Paulo of the photo books united the best of the “old” and “new” world. A
smattering of palm trees throughout the photographs added a touch of exoticism, reminding
foreign readers that Brazil was not only modern—it was tropical! Thus, the quadricentennial
photo books were propagandistic rather than documentary. They peddled a sanitized version of
the city that omitted racially and economically undesirable groups, emphatically avoiding the
social documentary mode.

This is São Paulo!
Isto é São Paulo provides an especially rich model for deconstructing the visual
strategies of the quadricentennial albums because it was the most widely distributed of the
genre. The series subtitle, “Flagrantes da Capital Bandeirante,” employed one of Paulistanos’
favorite historical references, the Bandeirantes: seventeenth-century colonizers and fortunehunters that Paulistano industrialists viewed as their cultural forefathers because of their
ruthlessly entrepreneurial spirit. Although the historical bandeirantes were of mixed-race
Portuguese and native Brazilian decent, nineteenth- and twentieth-century representations of

The cheapest of the photo books was Isto é São Paulo which, at $50.00 Brazilian Cruzeiros,
was still far beyond the budget of the poorest Paulistanos. However, photographs and articles
echoing their messages were available in the newspapers and magazines that filled the city’s
ubiquitous newsstands, and were often passed from person to person, so that the majority of
Paulistanos were exposed to these images.
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them were exclusively light-skinned. The historical legacy of the bandeirantes cloaked the
groups’ profiteering and represent them as genteel Europeans.
Similarly, Isto É São Paulo presented the city as more prosperous and caucasian than it
really was. The cover featured a view of gleaming white skyscraper façades, hinting at the city’s
racial and socioeconomic exclusivity. This soci0-racial hierarchy is immediately reaffirmed upon
opening the book by a photograph of a white couple frolicking on the beach at Santos, an upscale
resort town on the São Paulo coast (fig. 3.3). The waves around them glow bright white, as do
the horizon, clouds, and the ball with which they play and the pervasive whiteness of this early
photograph foreshadows the racial exclusivity throughout the rest of the book.
Throughout Isto é São Paulo heroic, white skyscrapers are visually linked to the white
bodies of well-dressed office workers, students, and athletes, collapsing the human and the
architectural to reinforce São Paulo’s racial homogeneity. One particularly menacing
photograph shows a white policemen, baton in hand, directing traffic in the shadow of the
famous ‘Banespa’ tower (fig. 3.4).397 The policeman embodies the “repressive state apparatuses”
that enforces São Paulo’s racial and socioeconomic segregation.398 His pose is defensive and his
expression wary. The cars navigating around him suggest the exclusivity of the city center, since
car ownership was then limited to the upper-class. Although the image caption—“Traffic lights
and policemen render great service in the control of the endless streams of traffic”—highlights
technological progress and material advancement through references to “traffic lights,” and
“endless streams of traffic,” the crux of the sentence is the verb control.399 Isto é São Paulo and

Although the photographs in Isto é São Paulo are unattributed, the author of this photograph
can be identified as Peter Scheier because a nearly identical image appeared in his album, São
Paulo, fastest growing city in the world.
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The Repressive State Apparatus (RSA) is a concept codified by French Marxist philosopher
Louis Althusser to describe government agencies that operate by means of “hard power,”
employing violence to impose control. The Ideological State Apparatus (ISA) functions
complimentarily to the RSA, using cultural indoctrination to influence behavior. In the case of
this photograph, the policeman represents the latent power of the RSA, while the book itself
operates as an ISA, because it is meant to shape public consciousness and behavior.
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the other quadricentennial albums controlled the production of the city’s public image through
their representation of racial and economic segregation, just as the policeman in the photograph
controls entry into the physical space of the city.
Isto é São Paulo contained eleven photographs of the Banespa tower—São Paulo’s
version of the Empire State Building and the city’s unofficial symbol—and numerous others of
São Paulo’s white citizens, but only four photographs depicting Afro-descended Brazilians.400
The most egalitarian of these images includes Afro-Brazilians amongst a group of school
children (fig. 3.5). Another shows Afro-Brazilians soccer players on the field, a space where skill
abated the effects of racial prejudice (fig. 3.6). More troubling are photographs showing AfroBrazilians as students in an adult literacy program and as workers on a municipal construction
project (figs. 3.7 and 3.8). In both of these photographs, Afro-Brazilians participate in modernity
tangentially. As students they are photographed from above and behind, exacerbating their
subservience. The photographs of Afro-Brazilians as construction workers are similarly
composed. The photographer stands with the workers below and to the left so that the resulting
photograph gives a panoramic view of the construction site and grants the bourgeois viewer a
sense of human and spatial dominion. The Afro-Brazilians do not face the camera: backs bent
and arms swinging, it is easy to imagine that the edict abolishing slavery issued sixty years prior
somehow excluded these men.401
These photographs include people of color in the city-building project while maintaining
white authority. In the quadricentennial photo books Afro-Brazilians build skyscrapers but do
not to occupy them. They are subjugated black bodies, producers of manual labor and receivers
of public benefits: marginal, rather than integral members of Paulistano society. Such
I only include in my count photographs that incontrovertibly show people of Afro-Brazilian
descent. The actual number of images may be slightly higher, since a few photographs contain
racially ambiguous figures marred by low print resolution. Although 10 percent of São Paulo’s
population was black, Afro-Brazilians only appear in about 4 percent of the photographs in Isto
é São Paulo; meanwhile, the Banespa tower, which occupied up an infinitesimally small fraction
of the city space, appears in over 10 percent of the photographs.
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demoralizing portrayals serve as a reminder that erasure is only one form of photographic
violence. Just as damaging are representations of marginalized groups as dependent and
incapable, lacking the mental stamina to comprehend and participate in the modern project.
Located in southern Brazil, away from Afro-Brazilian population centers in the country’s
northeast, mid-century São Paulo’s population was predominantly mixed-race, but lightskinned. The city’s black population hovered around 10 percent during the first decades of the
twentieth century.402 However, urban migration into São Paulo, especially by peoples from the
northeast, was increasing rather than diminishing that figure.403 At a moment when São Paulo
was becoming increasingly black, both statistically and culturally, it was represented in the
popular press by masses of modern, white skyscrapers inhabited by wealthy, white Paulistanos.
Thus, the quadricentennial photo books participated in the visual erasure of historically
marginalized groups including women, the poor, and people of African descent.404 In this way,
modern photography preserved the trajectory of modernist painting, with respect to its
treatment of Brazil’s various racial groups. The late nineteenth-century realist paintings of
Paulista artist Jose Ferraz de Almeida Junior, for example, usually placed light-skinned
Brazilians in interior settings and occupied them in intellectual labors like reading, painting, and
music-making. His protagonists on the lower-end of the socioeconomic spectrum were often
engaged in manual labor, or shown relaxing after a long day of such, and were usually portrayed

Andrews, 100. The number of Paulistanos that might today be considered black was probably
significantly higher than ten percent, since this figure did not include individuals who identified
as pardo. Unfortunately, Andrews does not include data on the percentage of Paulistanos who
self-identified as pardo.
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I do not conflate the categories of “Afro-Brazilian” and “poor.” However, racial prejudice
relegated many Afro-Brazilians to lowest socio-economic tiers. Andrews demonstrates this in his
analysis of economic outcomes for Afro-Brazilians in São Paulo. Afro-Brazilians were hired at
lower rates and given less desirable jobs than their white and mixed-race counterparts. Although
there were opportunities for advancement open to black Brazilians who managed to retain longterm employment in spite of cultural obstacles, there was an “absolute” barrier impeding
movement between blue-collar and white-collar positions, not only within the industrial sector,
but in Paulistano society as a whole. While upward mobility was very difficult for white workers,
it was nearly impossible for blacks, who were suppressed and barred from the middle class
“virtually without exception,” Andrews, 120-121.
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as darker-complected. Almeida Junior did not include Afro-Brazilians in his paintings, but his
romantic-realist figural style gave rise to the social-realist mode after the abolition of slavery in
1888 which did include black Brazilians.405 In the wake of the Semana de Arte Moderna in 1922
artists like Emiliano Di Cavalcanti and, later, Cândido Portinari painted traditional nineteenthcentury social types in a new, cubist-inspired Modern style.
Portinari especially heroized mestiços and Brazilians of African descent. His canvas O
lavrador de café (The Coffee Worker) (fig. 3.9) centers on a monumental Afro-Brazilian
mestiço, who holds a gigantic hoe as he looks out over miles of coffee plantings. The figure’s
enlarged feet and hands, as well as his exaggerated musculature, emphasize his contribution to
the work of Brazilian modernization: planting, harvesting, and otherwise toiling to prepare the
coffee for export. The train in the background of the image locates the scene in the postindustrial period, while also suggesting that the capital produced through the lavrador’s efforts
will not stay with him, but be spirited away to the bank accounts of plantation owners in São
Paulo. The quadricentennial photo books likewise show dark-skinned, well-muscled AfroBrazilians laboring to build skyscrapers, shifting the worker from a rural to an urban location. In
both cases, the genesis of Brazilian wealth is the sweat of its dark-skinned citizens.406

Photography and Paulistano Urbanism
Afro-Brazilians were not the only group underrepresented in the quadricentennial
albums. Women—especially black, but also white—feature less prominently than men. Members
of the “lower classes,” including the working class and the impoverished, are also largely
ignored. Isto é São Paulo included just one photograph of lower-class tenements within a
shanty-town, even though such precarious housing conditions were common in the city at midAracy Amaral and Kim Mrazek Hastings, “Stages in the Formation of Brazil's Cultural
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century (fig. 3.10). In the photograph clothing pours from open apartment windows and people
spill out of humble shack-like homes into an improvised common area. The accompanying
caption skirts the issue of urban poverty, observing: “The older quarters of the town shelter
people of all nationalities.” 407 The following six pages feature photographs of skyscrapers and
mansions, evaporating this fleeting acknowledgement of impoverishment. Photographic
explorations into unmodernized spaces were thus tempered with a mixture of dismissal and
optimism.
The quadricentennial photo books’ lopsided representation was especially egregious
because the construction of skyscrapers, roads, and other municipal infrastructural projects
were accelerating São Paulo’s urban sprawl and exacerbating the precarious living conditions of
the working classes. Immigrants and domestic migrants flocked to the city’s Industrial Park,
while municipal and private modernization projects displaced native Paulistano populations
housed in the city center without adequately replenishing the housing stock. Brazilian urbanist
Nadia Somekh observes that contrary to popular assumptions, the most “verticalized” portions
of São Paulo were not those with the greatest population density.408 Rather, high rise
commercial buildings replaced former residential neighborhoods without taking compensatory
measures to mitigate São Paulo’s housing crisis. While the skyscraper views that appear so often
in the pages of the quadricentennial photo books were impressive, they aggravated social and
economic inequality by forcing former residents to relocate to far-flung suburban districts.
As capital concentrated near the city center the periphery experienced its own
transformation: the development of favelas. Although these shanty towns existed in other
Brazilian cities, most notably Rio de Janeiro, Brazilian architectural historian Nabil Bonduki
attests that São Paulo did not have any favelas until after the implementation of Mayor

“Os bairros velhos da cidade abrigam habitantes dos mais variadas raças.” Isto é São Paulo,
third edition, np.
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Francisco Prestes Maia’s “Plano de Avenidas” in 1938.409 Before this, the poor in multi-family
dwellings known as “cortiços.” Like the tenements previously described, cortiços were known for
their unhygienic living conditions—they provided little access to light and fresh air, were often
overcrowded, and their courtyards frequently flooded with water and tenant waste. 410 However,
cortiços were central and plentiful and therefore common—even desirable—habitations for
working-class Paulistanos who would otherwise be forced to commute long distances on the
expensive and unreliable trolley system.411 Attempts to demolish cortiços in favor of more
sanitary housing facilitated the growth of the favelas because São Paulo’s housing market failed
to keep apace with demand and the evicted tenants of condemned cortiços typically relocated
from the city center to empty pockets of land on the periphery.
Brazilian geographer Fernão Lopes Ginez de Lara cites two very the famous public works
—the renovation of Anhangabaú Park and the extension of the boulevard Avenida Nove de Julho
—as important antecedents to the formation of the first favelas.412 He quotes a contemporary
oral history that directly ties official urbanization projects to São Paulo’s favelization:
In the years 1942 to 1945 when the then-mayor, Dr. Prestes Maia, appropriated land in
order to open the avenues, like the Nove de Julho and others, in the neighborhood of
Campos Elíseos, ect., many people became homeless. They improvised some sheds in the

Nabil Bonduki “Origens da habitação popular em São Paulo: primeiros estudos,” Revista
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area that is now the Parque Changai [no longer extant], and so began the first favela,
named the ‘Favela Prestes Maia’ along the Avenida do Estado.413
Photographs of the Avenida Nove de Julho, Anhangabaú, and other civic constructions, were
staples of the quadricentennial photo books, but the Prestes Maia favela appears in none of
them. By crafting photographic albums that highlighted official city works and impressive
commercial development while negating the detrimental effects of modernization through
photographic erasure, São Paulo’s bourgeois classes maintained a hegemonic vision of the city
as a modernist utopia.
Prestes Maia’s administration, guided by the principles outlined in his plan, did more to
shape the form of present-day São Paulo, than any government prior or since.414 However, his
failure to address the urgent need for low-income housing exhibited a willful ignorance of lowerclass living conditions. Although impressive for its grandiose ambitions to drastically reform the
city center, Prestes Maia’s plan did little to provide solutions for more urgent needs like basic
sanitation—the kind of unglamorous, pragmatic projects that primarily benefited poorer
Paulistanos. By preferencing car travel along his famed “Avenidas” at a time when their use was
still exclusive to the upper class, and replacing residential zones with commercial ones, Prestes
Maia’s reforms exacerbated racial and economic segregation.415 This fictitious conception of São
Paulo produced by the quadricentennial photo books did more than ignore the city’s marginal
groups, it helped to construct a social climate in which the interests of the racially and
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economically oppressed groups were actively flouted in favor of city projects that further
advantaged the urban elite. Lack of representation was a means of erasure and repression.

The Social Documentary Mode
While it may seem paradoxical to critique the quadricentennial photo books, which were
published at a celebratory moment and for a celebratory purpose, for not including pictures of
São Paulo’s less-photogenic spaces, there was an alternative to this flattened, boosterish
narrative. This alternative is modeled in mid-century US documentary photo books. US
documentary photography is an especially appropriate counterpoint in the context of this
chapter because Brill received her photographic training in the United States, first in New
Mexico and then in New York City. As an enrollee at the Art Student’s League at the end of the
progressive 1940s, Brill was exposed to examples of social documentary photography, then
pervasive in US popular culture. Brill arrived in the United States during a peak in photographic
production, a period that generated a multitude of illustrated texts including some of the most
well-recognized photo books in the country’s history. Margaret Bourke-White’s You Have Seen
Their Faces (1937), Berenice Abbott’s Changing New York (1939), Dorothea Lange and Paul
Taylor’s American Exodus (1939), and Walker Evan’s Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (1941),
were all published during this period. In this section I discuss the content and style of midcentury US documentary photography, not to elevate it as a universal standard of documentary
practice, but rather, to elaborate the photographic environment Brill encountered when she took
up the medium in the United States and to demonstrate how the objectives and viewpoints of
Paulistano differed from those of their northern neighbors. Documentary photography in Brazil
charted a much different narrative trajectory than the predominant “American” model—this
section seeks to outline and rationalize disparities between the two modes.
The socio-economic circumstances of 1940s America were much different than those of
1950s São Paulo. Whereas the São Paulo albums documented the “great expectations” of elite
Paulistanos, US photo books were often tributes to the grit of the nation’s citizens at a time
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when economic progress was a distant hope rather than an imminent promise. A comparison of
mid-century US and Brazilian photo books demonstrated the influence of progressivist politics
on US photographic production and the absence of a similarly socialist position in Brazil. I am
not suggesting that the absence of a Brazilian social documentary tradition evidences of failings
or deficiencies on the part of Brazilian photographers. Rather, it is the result of cultural
structures—namely a conservative social elite and strong ties between the commercial sector,
the government, and the artistic community—and political platforms that differed substantially
from those of the United States during roughly the same period.
As outlined in the introduction, much of the scholarship on mid-century US
documentary photography builds from the theorizations of William Stott, who identified the
documentary mode as a powerful 1930s zeitgeist: a central mode of expression not only in print
media, but also in radio, theatre, and other expressive genres. Stott associates the prevalence of
the documentary genre in the 1930s United States to an audience that wanted to feel connected
to the emotions and experiences of their contemporaries. The particular US breed of
documentary that flourished in the United States was inherently proletarian in its visual
emphasis and message. Its heroes were the segments of the population ignored by previous
generations: “the worker, the poor, the jobless, the ethnic minorities, the farmer, the
sharecropper, the Negro, the immigrant, the Indian, the oppressed and the outlaw.”416
Stott’s apotheosization of the social documentary mode has drawn criticism from photo
historians Abigail Solomon-Godeau, Maren Stange, and Sally Stein. Most of this criticism
centers on the tendency of social documentary photography to romanticize its anonymous
subjects, neutralizing the sting of its social critique through their objectification. Stein
specifically criticizes early documentary photographer Jacob Riis’s production, calling him, “one
of a long succession of professional informers manufacturing vast amounts and kinds of
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information [about the urban poor] to assuage and intensify [middle class] fantasies.”417
Likewise, Stange argues, “FSA photography offered to its urbanizing and suburbanizing
audience a mode of ‘art’ and communication that conventionalized both currency and nostalgia;
its documentary style evoked a set of ‘humanitarian’ responses that masked the loss of oncevalued responsibilities, perceptions, and attachments.” 418 In other words, looking at social
documentary photography was a means for the “progressive” middle-class to defray its moral
guilt without actually doing anything to promote social justice and while maintaining a buffer of
self-affirming superiority.
For both Stein and Solomon-Godeau, supposedly “social” documentary photography is
dangerous because, in addition to reaffirming social hierarchies on an individual level, it also
fortifies existing governmental and economic structures that do little to ameliorate, or actively
worsen, the situation of marginalized groups. Solomon-Godeau condemns the FSA calling it, “a
large scale, federally funded propaganda machine initially conceived to foster support for New
Deal relief programs, [which] took for granted that a photography of advocacy or reform should
effectively concentrate on the subject matter.”419 Likewise, Stange reveals how, after leaving the
FSA in 1942, former director Roy Stryker took a public relations job for Standard Oil in 1943,
producing pro-oil propaganda pictures. She argues that Stryker’s transition from the public
sphere to the private was seamless, precisely because there was little difference between the two.
Stryker’s work for Standard Oil–and, by extension, his previous work for the US government—
she calls, “a considerable step forward in the exploitation of the visual arts as a corporate funded
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‘servicing agency for mass culture.’”420 Even Stott recognizes that the FSA photographers and
their photojournalist colleagues often produced work seeped in racial prejudice that did
ideological violence to their non-white subjects.
In spite of these stinging criticisms, US mid-century social documentary photography
produced an abundant, and largely open-access, record of the lives of the nation’s poor.
Although in its own way propagandistic, and often overtly racist, social documentary
photography helped to reintegrate marginalized communities into the national narrative.
Volumes like James Agee and Walker Evans’s Let Us Now Praise Famous Men endowed the
poor with humanity and grandeur, while individual photographs, like Dorothea Lange’s Migrant
Mother, precipitated large-scale public responses in the form of donated food and relief funds
for itinerant farm workers. Imperfect as it was, the social documentary was effective at
producing a socially progressive documentary narrative.
Berenice Abbott’s Changing New York, published in 1939, with pictures from her
exhibition of the same name, exemplifies Stott’s“social document.”421 The book is organized with
photographs on the right and descriptive captions by Abbott’s partner, Elizabeth McCausland,
on the left. Each caption is divided into two parts: the first part gives the photograph location
and date, and sometimes includes additional details about the construction of the pictured site.
The second part of the caption gives colloquial information about objects in the photograph: the
price of pushcart peddling license, nicknames of skyscrapers, or the possible destinations of
antiques purchased in the city’s second-hand shops. Like the majority of the photographs in the
São Paulo photo books, Abbott’s photographs tend to focus on the city’s architectural features
more than on its human occupants. Her iconic images of Wall Street and the Manhattan Bridge
signal New York City’s modernization with their razor-clean edges and dynamic upward thrust.
But, unlike the slick picture of São Paulo painted by the quadricentennial photo books, Abbott’s
New York feels lived-in. She intersperses her images of high-rise towers with photographs of a
420
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hardware store, street peddlers, tenement houses, a chicken market, the underbelly of the El,
and middle-class homes, taken for no other reason than her desire to record every corner of the
city.
As has been referenced elsewhere in this dissertation, São Paulo’s modernization was
modeled on an American ideal that equated modern with skyscrapers, industry, and
commercialism. It follows logically that the visual imagery in photo books documenting São
Paulo and New York would run parallel. Photo books from both countries featured images of
skyscrapers, newsstands, and crowded pedestrian walkways, but these pictures function
differently in Abbott’s album than in the São Paulo photo books. In the Brazilian publications,
images of skyscrapers are privileged disproportionately and captioned bombastically with
phrases like, “The resolute city advances,” “The largest industrial agglomeration in Latin
American,” and “Her [the city’s] beautiful views . . . show incessant progress” to underscore
material advancement and architectural aspiration.422 US photo books could also be bombastic,
hyperbolic, and zealously nationalistic, but their tendency to highlight the lives of the rural and
poor presents a striking contrast in comparison with mid-century Brazilian photography.
The Brazilian documentary mode practiced in the 1950s—and specifically the iteration
that germinated in São Paulo—was formally akin to the US documentary style described by
Stott, but its content and message were emphatically different. While US documentary
photography focused on the human element and advocated for social progressivism, the
documentary style privileged in Brazil celebrated the triumphs of industrialization and urban
development, routinely omitting the marginalized groups that were the focus of the US variant.
Caught up in a moment of intense demographic and infrastructural change, Paulistano
documentary photography eschewed depicting the social ramifications of this transformation,
instead focusing on infrastructural progress. This is especially apparent in the “then and now”
narratives that predominated the periodical press and quadricentennial photo books. These
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publications emphasized the physical construction of the city, divorcing the often-difficult urban
development process from the communities it impacted.
I argue that this de-humanization of mid-century visual culture had a measurable impact
on the city’s form because erasures and omissions also play an important role in determining
cities’ histories and functions. While it was not a cure-all for the vast problems of US social
inequality, mid-century US documentary photography helped to foster an environment in which
artistic and political progressivism had a tangible impact on the construction of physical space:
for example, in the WPA’s public works, the construction of the first public housing projects in
New York City (1935), and the construction of shelters for migrant farmworkers built as a direct
result of Lange and Taylor’s work on An American Exodus. In the case of São Paulo, the absence
of a socially-oriented pictorial narrative advocating on behalf of the urban poor heightened the
city’s affordable housing crisis, leading to the growth of precarious architecture in the form of
favelas. Without political or visual representation, São Paulo’s working class watched as projects
like the affluent-serving Avenida Nove de Julho replaced their living space. Without a strong
progressive contingent within the local culture, the city’s human inhabitants yielded the right of
way to the development of roads and skyscrapers. Photographically invisibile amenities like lowincome housing, public transportation, and schools, and neighborhood parks were marginalized
alongside their prospective publics.

A Collaborative Vision, Part I: Pietro Maria Bardi’s São Paulo
I propose that Brill and Bardi’s planned photo book would have filled the gap between
the propagandistic publications that flooded São Paulo’s photo book market and the reality of
the city’s growing housing crisis. Photographic and contextual evidence suggests that Brill and
Bardi were poised to produce a socially-oriented photo book in the vein of US models, instating
the social documentary tradition in Brazil. Because there is no extant documentation of Brill and
Bardi’s plans beyond Brill’s oral testimony, some speculation is necessary to reconstruct the
parameters of the project. The following sections attempts to understand Brill and Bardi’s
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respective visions based on their published writings and statements. Evidence demonstrates
that Brill and Bardi were united in their progressive social attitudes and their concern for the
city’s marginalized groups. Bardi’s interests, influenced by his architect-wife Lina Bo Bardi,
included recognizing the cultural contributions of the working class and providing
infrastructural solutions for problems in their communities. Likewise, Brill left a photographic
record that privileged the Afro-Brazilian community, women and children, and the city’s
working-class neighborhoods.
Brill was responsible for creating the proposed book’s visual content, and was given
tremendous latitude fin doing so, although Bardi would have ultimately been responsible for
selecting and arranging the photographs, and composing the text. What that text that might
have said can be projected, to an extent, from editorials he co-wrote for the magazine Habitat,
which he co-published with Lina Bo. 423 Habitat first appeared in October 1950, announcing
itself as a magazine of the arts in Brazil.424 Although the publication initially listed only Lina Bo
as its editor-in-chief, subsequent analyses have read the publication as a collaboration between
the couple.425 Pietro Maria would officially be recognized as a co-editor on the 14th and 15th

For the purposes of this section, I consider Pietro Maria and Lina Bo Bardi’s opinions on
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editions of Habitat released in 1954,426 but even prior to these numbers, his influence can be felt
in the magazine’s close ties to MASP—where Pietro Maria served as director. Habitat acted as an
all but official publication of MASP, advertising museum exhibitions and highlighting its
innovative architecture and organization.427
Habitat had no overt political agenda and did not openly advocate for any particular
party or policies: it was primarily a cultural text.428 Still, the Bardis found opportunities to
advocate progressive attitudes within their editorials. For example, an article in the fourth issue
on the construction of new school buildings across the city’s residential bairros (neighborhoods)
pairs photographs of urban architecture with images of impoverished children. The photographs
of children are provocatively captioned to make readers question public and private
modernizing projects. An image of the Banespa Building in the same article is captioned, “If São
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Paulo prides itself in this [the Banespa Building], how much more shouldn’t it do to pride itself
in the Paulistas of tomorrow?”429 (fig. 3.11). To the Banespa’s immediate right is a photograph of
a naked baby sitting on a wood floor captioned, “What is her future?”430 Subsequent close-ups of
slightly older children in similarly distressed conditions have labels both wordy, “We should
save the children of the masses from the street, guiding them to beautiful schoolyards, and
assure that those walls, those rooms, those libraries and auditoriums become their beneficial
kingdom,” 431 and simple, “They are many” (fig. 3.12).432 These photographs and their captions
hover in the margins of architectural plans for schools boasting open, airy classrooms, large
libraries, and on-site medical facilities. Although the exact authorship of the captions and
editorial arrangement of graphic content is unknown, the Bardis functioned as an editorial to
team the extent that Pietro Maria would have agreed with the story’s message even if he did not
individually pen the texts.
The same issue of Habitat includes a section entitled “Photo album” featuring
photography by both Pietro Maria Bardi and Alice Brill (fig. 3.13).433 The article maintains the
socially-conscious tone of “Architecture and the School Problem,” demonstrating the Bardis’
congruity with Brill on issues of humanist architecture and the need for media diversity. The
three-page spread opens with a short explanatory note:
The history of São Paulo’s architecture still needs to be written, especially the
architectural history of small homes, created according to the tastes of the people,
without the help of architects and artists . . . This minor architecture is the most
important of our age, because the other, official, grandiose, hybrid [architecture] has no
value.

Se São Paulo se orgulha ‘disto,’ o que não deverá fazer para orgulhar-se dos paulistas de
amanaha?”
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Alongside this introduction Bardi published two of his own photographs, one showing the home
“of an immigrant who always wanted to do architecture, and is achieving his goal,” and another
of an old machine “for making streets,” probably an asphalter. Subsequent pages include a third
Bardi photograph of a laborer carrying an enormous load, and two by Brill, both of people
looking out the windows of their working-class homes. One of Brill’s two photographs shows an
Afro-Brazilian man, demonstrating Bardi and Brill’s joint interest in documenting urban
diversity: from the working class, to immigrants (as mentioned in Bardi’s caption), to AfroBrazilians (as featured in several of Brill’s photographs published in Habitat). Interestingly, this
photograph, as well as later photographs of Afro-Brazilians Brill published in Habitat, were
taken in Rio de Janeiro and Salvador;434 although the photographs were published in São Paulo,
none of them actually show Paulistanos. However, this nuance would probably not have been
obvious to readers, since the photographs include no definite markers of place.
Human interest reportage was one of Habitat’s staple article types, including in the
editions for which Pietro Maria personally served as an editor. In Habitat number 14 a Brill
photograph of a cortiço in Salvador, Bahia, accompanies a text entitled, “Houses, they need
them too” (fig. 3.14).435 The short, un-ascribed “denúncia” (denunciation), probably written by
one of the two Bardi editors, argues for the necessity of low-income housing. It begins by
directly addressing the reader, asking, “How many people are obliged to live in homes that
constitute the ‘limit’ of possible conditions for human life? How many are constrained to live in
uncivilized conditions, yoked to misery, illiteracy, mortality, sickness, demoralization, and
wildness?”436 The impassioned plea transforms into an indictment of inadequate housing
legislation, economic impediments, contractor incompetency, and a disorganized building
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Afro-Brazilian Baianos in the streets, and the artist Mário Cravo in his atelier.
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“Casas eles também precisam,” Habitat 5, no. 14, (January-February 1954): 29.
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industry and ends with a quotation by the Italian Fascist architect Giuseppe Fagano: “A
neighborhood gutter is more valuable than a monument.” The sentiment reflects Pietro Maria’s
interest in public housing and socially progressive architecture as established in his first
magazine, Quadrante.437 It also serves as an appropriate summation of Habitat’s cultural
program which advocated for architecture that improved the living conditions of the Brazilian
masses rather than highlighting high-rises in the city center that, although highly recognizable,
were inaccessible to all but the elite.
The Bardis’ interest in affordable housing eventually led to articles specifically
condemning the local and federal government for not aggressively combating housing deficits
and bemoaning São Paulo’s lack of a coherent urban plan—the consequences of which ranged
from frustratingly congested thoroughfares to the exponential growth of favelas and cortiços.438
An especially didactic article by João Batista Villanova Artigas and Abelardo de Souza, both
Professors in the University of São Paulo’s College of Architecture and Urbanism (FAU/USP)

Although unattributed, the inclusion of Fagano’s quote is an indication that the article was
penned by one of the Bardis, since it is unlikely that Brazilian critics would have been aware of
the relatively unknown Italian architect. Ibid. “Vale mais a sarjéta de um bairro do que um
monumento.”
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Habitat’s concern for the poor was not shared by other São Paulo-based architecture
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thick, glossy pages and modern design, as well as its cultural subject matter, marketed it to the
wealthy, unlike O Cruzeiro and Kosmos which were printed on cheaper stock and affordable to a
broader populous. However, Habitat made consistent, explicit efforts to condemn Brazil’s social
inequality and admonished government officials to attend to the living conditions of its poor.
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analyzes São Paulo’s newly-formed favelas. 439 The six-page spread reports the results of a class
project in which FAU/USP students were asked to observe the conditions of favela dwellers,
create a partial census of the favela they observed, and present architectural solutions for the
favela’s infrastructural problems. The article emphasizes that the problems of over-crowding
and unhygienic living conditions were rampant in São Paulo, the country’s industrial capital and
self-proclaimed bastion of modernism.440
Artigas and de Souza’s article, pragmatically entitled “Dez milhões de brasileiros moram
em favelas e choupanas (Ten million Brazilians live in shanty towns and huts),” is richly
illustrated with (unattributed) photographs that elucidate conditions in the favelas. It also
features diagrams outlining common infrastructural issues including the lack of running water,
sewer systems and electricity, as well as residents’ often extreme dislocation from work,
educational, medical, and commercial facilities (including markets and grocery stores), or green
spaces (fig. 3.15). The article’s opening statement, “The living conditions of the majority of the
working class is at a level incompatible with human dignity, “serves as the article’s thesis
statement.441 None of the student’s “solutions” for the favela’s problems are presented within the
text, nor are the systematic reasons for the favelas’ existence examined. Rather, the authors

João Batista Villanova Artigas and Abelardo de Souza, “Dez milhões de brasileiros moram em
favelas e choupanas” Habitat 5, no. 16 (May-June 1954): 29. Artigas was a Brazilian Communist
Party member and leader of the “Paulista School” of architects.
Abelardo de Souza’s other major articles on São Paulo urbanization include “Nossa
Architectura” [Habitat 1, no. 2 (January-March 1951): 4-5] in which de Souza describes and
defends contemporary trends in Brazilian architecture, praising the simple, necessity-driven
building of the poor and condemning the international eclecticism of the bourgeoise. He singles
out the famed Martinelli Building as a particular subject of scorn for its stylistic disjointedness
from the rest of the city.“Programa de melhoramentos para São Paulo” [Habitat 1, no. 2
(January-March 1951): 14] analyzes New York City urbanists’ recommendations for São Paulo’s
urban development, largely ridiculing and rejecting them. De Souza’s general conclusions
complimented the Bardis’ belief that São Paulo’s growth was left too much in the hands of
private, commercial interests, and that centralized plans for the city were impractical and
ignorant of actual infrastructural needs.
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Habitat disabuses the Paulistano reader of the belief that the emergences of favelas was a
phenomenon confined to the poorer regions of the Northeast and the chaotic Rio de Janeiro,
with which they were traditionally associated.
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Artigas and de Souza, 28. “A condição de habitação da maioria da classe operária está num
nível incompatível com a dignidade humana.”
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focus on outlining the conditions of favela dwellers in an obvious attempt to draw sympathy and
indignation from their audience. As such, the article is emblematic of the editors’ position as
agitators for cultural change and the article can be considered a preliminary gesture toward the
creation of a Brazilian “social document”.
One of the last articles in Habitat to which Brill contributed a photograph, “Child
psychology and housing,” also addressed issues of inadequate low-income housing.442 The
image, perhaps taken as part of the “São Paulo Project,” shows a group of disheveled children on
the street in a cacophonous part of the city with the gleaming Banespa building hovering behind
them (fig. 3.16). The contrast of the destitute and unattended children with the commercial high
rise in the background suggests the city’s precarious future if left similarly unsupervised. São
Paulo’s uncontrollable and undirected growth is a principle theme in Habitat, which was one of
the only periodicals to suggest that city planner’s lack of foresight exacerbated social problems
by failing to provide adequate physical infrastructures for the working classes to thrive.443
By pairing Brill’s documentary photographs with their socially progressive texts, the
Bardis made direct, emotional appeals to their readers. Their articles and editorials became a
kind of “social document.” Unlike the staged views published in the quadricentennial photo
books, the photographs in Habitat combined with the Bardis’ rhetoric to expose systemic
problems and their toll on marginalized Paulistanos. The Bardis as a couple, and particularly
Pietro Maria Bardi as the presumed author of the “São Paulo Project,” clearly demonstrated a
different agenda than that of other Brazilian photo book authors. Although they enjoyed

Betty Katzenstein, “Psicologia infantil e casa própria” Habitat 5, no. 23 (July-August 1955):
21. The pairing of photograph and text was likely an editorial decision made by of one of the
Bardis, since there is no known link between the photographer and author.
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considerable privilege as upper-class intellectuals, as immigrants the Bardis were less invested
in maintaining a traditional definition of “Paulistanidade.” Unlike Brill, who experienced
pronounced financial hardship during her childhood in Europe and Brazil, Pietro Maria did not
share the socioeconomic struggles of the lower-class Brazilians for whom he advocated.
However, he exercised his social capital to advocate for progressive ideals.

A Collaborative Vision, Part II: Alice Brill’s São Paulo
Like the Bardis, Alice Brill’s perception of São Paulo was shaped by her experience as an
immigrant. Unlike the Bardis, who were immediately received by members of the Brazilian
cultural elite, Brill and her mother were outsiders to Brazilian society. This section explores
Brill’s experiences as an immigrant to Brazil, a person of Jewish descent, a woman, and a young
artist from a working-class background in order to establish how these identities shaped her
photographic practice. I contend that Brill aligned herself with São Paulo’s marginalized
populations and that this alignment stemmed from experiencing social injustices throughout
young adulthood as a result of her refugee background. Furthermore, I argue that Brill’s early
artistic training in São Paulo with artists from proletarian backgrounds and her exposure to
liberal artistic communities in the United States predisposed her to sympathize with the
marginalized groups—specifically Afro-Brazilians, women, and the working class.
Whereas the Bardis arrived in Rio de Janeiro in 1946 to great fanfare, Brill and her
mother slipped into the country quietly, settling in São Paulo in early 1934. A German of Jewish
descent, Brill fled her home country at the age of twelve in 1933 with her mother, Marte, in the
wake of Hitler’s ascent. After a few peripatetic years traveling through Spain and North Africa,
the mother and daughter settled in São Paulo.444 The Vargas regime then in power in Brazil was
openly sympathetic to the German Nazi party and took steps to restrict the entrance of German
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Alice Brill interview, Museu Judaico de São Paulo, recording 127.
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Jews into Brazil.445 Still, Brazil was much safer for people of Jewish descent than was Europe.
Brill and her mother were part of a tidal wave of European immigration to Brazil during the
thirties and early forties.446 Marte’s first job in São Paulo was as a secretary for the Commission
for the Assistance of German-Israelite Refugees (Comissão de Assistência aos Refugiados
Israelitas da Alemanha) where she helped to find housing and jobs for new arrivals in precarious
situations like her own. Alice’s father, a bohemian painter named Erich Brill, traveled with his
daughter to Brazil, but, missing Europe’s cosmopolitan artistic scene, returned to Germany in
1936 where he was later arrested, imprisoned in a concentration camp, and killed.
The first years in São Paulo were difficult: Marte’s workload was heavy and the pay was
scant. The mother and daughter had to live in rented rooms for months before saving enough for
a small apartment near the city center.447 Marte later wrote that in their flight from Germany
they had lost everything and were, “rebuilding their lives from nothing.” 448 Brill took a job at the
newly-opened Guatapará bookstore which was owned by a fellow German-Jewish refugee. The
shop specialized in imported art books and the volumes Brill saw there acted as a catalyst for her
artistic studies.449 São Paulo had no museums or galleries at the time, so the shop provided
Brill’s only access to international artistic trends.450 Brill was particularly attracted to the art of
Vincent Van Gogh and Paul Gaugin, perhaps, as her biographer Daniela Alarcon suggests,

Maria Luíza Tucci Carneiro, Brasil, Um Refúgio nos Trópicos: A Trajetória dos Refugiados
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because these artists also saw themselves as outsiders.451 At a young age Brill already saw the
roles of “artist” and “outsider” as intertwined.
Guatapará was also a refuge for members of São Paulo’s Modern art community
including painter Paulo Rossi Osir (1890-1959), to whom Brill showed her sketches in 1937. Osir
invited the then sixteen-year old Brill to study with him in his atelier on the Largo São
Francisco.452 For three years Brill attended school during the day, worked at the bookstore in the
afternoon, and painted at night. Rossi Osir introduced Brill to the Grupo Santa Helena, a loose
alliance of painters with studios in a large building on the Praça da Sé known as the Palacete
Santa Helena.453
The members of the Grupo Santa Helena had no set artistic program but attained a
measure of ideological cohesion from their immigrant and working-class backgrounds, their
works’ social content, their urban and suburban subject matters, and their practice of
“moderate” Modernism influenced by the European Impressionists and Post-Impressionists.
Mário de Andrade wrote of the “Santelenistas”: “In my eyes, what characterizes the group is its
proletarianism. This determined its collective psychology, and consequently, its expression.”454
Most of the Santelenistas had studied a trade in a professional school, earned their livings as

Brill has recounted in her writings and interviews specific acts of discrimination directed
against her during the late 1930s and early 1940s because of both her Jewish ancestry and
German national origin. Alarcon documents that Brill was fired from a job because of her
German background (97) and her mother’s book went unpublished because of anti-semitic
prejudice (114).
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Rossi Osir had previously known Brill’s father, Erich, during the latter’s brief sojourn in
Brazil (Alarcon, 95).
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The Grupo Santa Helena began to take shape when Francisco Rebolo (1902-1980) rented out
a studio space in the building in 1934. Rebolo was followed by Mário Zanini (1907-1971), then
Manoel Martins (1911-1979), Clóvis Graciano (1907-1988), and Alfredo Volpi (1896-1988),
among others.
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craftsmen, and practiced easel painting as a passionate hobby, rather than in an academic or
avant-gardist vein.455
Brill fit in well with the Grupo Santa Helena. Her working-class, immigrant, and outsider
background were in line with the lived experience of the Santelenista leaders. Brill’s artistic
apprenticeship with the group, who led her on her initial forays into the bairros of greater São
Paulo, inculcated her in a pro-proletariate ideological context. She participated enthusiastically
in open-air drawing sessions, exploring São Paulo and its suburbs from the banks of the citytraversing Tietê to its arredores (outskirts): the shoreline at Santos and the state’s interior
(countryside). She later revisited many of these views while at work on the “São Paulo Project.”
By 1940 the Grupo Santa Helena had dispersed just as organically as it had formed.456
Several members, including Francisco Rebolo and Mario Zanini continued an artistic
conviviality, with frequent, informal encounters to discuss art, music, and the Modernist
movement.457 Brill was a regular attendee at these meetings, recounting, “Art was everything to
me: refuge and hope, the dream of freedom lost too early in the face of adverse destiny.”458 She
saw artistic practice as a means of circumventing São Paulo’s restrictive social hierarchy.
However, apart from earning a small wage painting azulejos as an employee of Rossi Osir’s

The Santelenistas’ production was first noticed by members of the Paulistano cultural elite
like Rossi Osir after their participation in the Exhibition of Small Paintings organized by the
Paulista Society of Fine Arts in 1936. Rossi Osir invited the Santelenistas to adjoin themselves to
his Família Artística Paulista (FAP), a larger coalition of moderate modernists formed in 1937.
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“Osirarte” enterprise,459 Brill was never able to make much money from her art. She worked in a
variety of secretarial jobs, which relegated her artistic practice to evenings and weekends. Art
was Brill’s refuge, but it provided minimal material relief from the sexism, classism, and antisemitism she experienced. Her situation changed in 1946 when at the age of twenty-five Brill
won a scholarship from the “Fundação Hillel para Refugiados” to study art in the United States,
finally enabling her to pursue higher education.460 She chose the University of New Mexico
(UNM) as her host campus and enrolled in courses for the 1946-1947 academic year. 461 Brill’s
exposure to the left-leaning culture of the United States’ artistic community—as opposed to
conservative Paulistano institutions—was fundamental in her journey towards sociallymotivated art.
Study in the United States offered three distinct advantages. First, Brill could devote
herself to artistic and intellectual pursuits full-time.462 Second, in the United States Brill’s
photographic study benefited from the growing prominence of US photography in the

Osirarte was Rossi Osir’s eponymous azulejo workshop, established in 1940. The workshop
was originally founded to produce the tiles designed by Candido Portinari for the Ministry of
Health and Education building in Rio de Janeiro. The workshop eventually took on additional
projects and employed many young artists in order to complete its commissions.
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Brill probably benefited from a program run by the modern-day Hillel International. Brill
was extremely enthusiastic about the award; she wrote home, “Think of how I have wanted to
study my whole life and never could.” Alarcon, 124.
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international art world. 463 Her courses at UNM covered both photographic theory and
technique, requiring Brill to understand the uses of various filters and lenses and create
photographs using a range of equipment, processes, and amplification techniques.464 The third
advantage to study in the United States, specifically in New Mexico, was the access it granted
Brill to indigenous American cultures, a subject of great interest to her. The United States, like
Brazil, was a country with a complex colonial legacy. Unlike São Paulo state, whose native
population had been decimated in the 1600s, New Mexico was home to vibrant indigenous
communities, whose reservations Brill eagerly visited and whose handiworks she admired. Brill
walked the New Mexico desert visiting landmarks in the region including the Grand Canyon and
the city of Taos. She photographed the landscape and made drawings and linocuts of Native
American ceremonial dances.465 She respected indigenous peoples’ ability to live from their
crafts, a feat she was not able to replicate in her own life. The artwork Brill made while at UNM
centered on themes of immigration and indigeneity, demonstrating her preoccupation with
origin and belonging, ideas that would continue to manifest themselves in her artwork upon her
eventual return to Brazil. In New Mexico Brill also began to recognize the differences between
her artistic vision and that of the older generation of Paulistano artists whom she felt were too
entrenched in the formalist discourses of Modernism and not attuned to contemporary social

The widely influential RA/FSA photography program ran from 1935 to 1944, ending just two
years before Brill’s arrival. In the late 1940s US photojournalism was entering its heyday
(approximately 1936-1960) with photographers like Margaret Bourke-White, Robert Capa, and
W. Eugene Smith documenting grisly war scenes in Europe that appeared in the pages of Life
and Look magazines. In terms of artistic photography, Group f/64 (founded in San Francisco in
1932) was highly influential. Its participants included Ansel Adams, Imogen Cunningham, and
Edward Weston and privileged ultra-sharp straight photography on the grand scale. During the
latter half of the decade photographers Minor White and Aaron Siskind began independently
experimenting with using straight photography to abstract ends. Photography’s artistic status
was affirmed with the establishment of MoMA’s photography department in 1940,
institutionalizing its study and exhibition. Brill arrived in the United States in the midst of this
fervor to attend UNM, an institution that would soon be at the forefront of photographic
practice.
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issues; her rejection of formalism in favor of socially-oriented work also grounded her later
photographic practice.466
In July 1947 Brill traveled to New York where she enrolled in classes at the Art Students
League. In choosing this progressive institution Brill aligned herself with a strand of Modernism
that privileged documentary realism over commercialism and individualism, a trajectory she
later continued in her São Paulo photographs.467 She experimented with serial production and
soaked in the League’s social liberalism. Unfortunately, photography classes were prohibitively
expensive because of high materials costs. Thus, Brill’s only means of continuing her
photographic education was as a photographer’s assistant. An apprenticeship with an unnamed
New York photojournalist provided Brill with an opportunity to learn the practical
considerations of picture taking, to accompany her employer on photography excursions, and to
work alongside him as he developed and enlarged his photographs for exhibition.468
Brill’s time in the United States honed her political ideology as well as her artistic skills.
Brill’s mother Marte was a member of Brazil’s socialist party and laid the foundation for her
daughter’s political activism. Marte’s example prompted Brill to write in her journal, “I want to
fight too! This is the ideal: That union and liberty must reign among all mankind.” 469 Although
not tied to any party in Brazil or the US, Brill’s stances leaned decidedly left. Her letters home to
her Polish-Brazilian fiancé Jujlan Czapski reveal her humanist outlook. En route to the United
States Brill wrote, “Sacrifices are only worthwhile if they are at the service of an ideal, not for a
meaningless bourgeois life.”470 Soon after arriving in New York she repeated, “Here [in New
York] there are people, intellectuals and artists who think and feel as I do, who fight for human
466
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ideals, against hunger and materialism. Here I am home. I cannot, I don’t want to, live any other
way. I can’t bear the selfishness and stupidity of the brutish majority any more, who live only for
personal comfort . . . Life now has meaning, only now.”471
After a few months, Brill’s initial enthrallment with New York faded, and she began to
express disdain for the more commercial aspects of the city’s culture. Shortly before returning to
Brazil in January 1948 she wrote:
I believe that the era of pure individualism has passed. I don’t see any sense in an artist
who produces alone, for no one. Who will use their art? The rich man in his salon? A
museum after [the artist’s] death? There has to be an art for all: a collaboration of all the
arts to create a more beautiful world that serves everyone, for example, modern cities
created through the common efforts of artists and architects, mural painters, etc.472
In her pursuit of a more democratic mode of artistic expression, Brill began to investigate
photojournalism. She visited several photographic agencies in New York that supplied images to
illustrated magazines, hoping to establish contacts that would allow her to send photographs
from Brazil to be printed in US publications.473 Brill hoped that working as a freelance
photojournalist would allow her to explore Brazil, including “forgotten” corners like the mines of
Paraná and the deserts of Bahia, while providing financial stability and freeing her from the
“hell” of secretarial work. With this goal in mind and the last of her remaining money, Brill
purchased a Rolleiflex 6x6 and an f/2.8 lens and boarded a ship back to Brazil.
Brill’s choice of subjects after her return to Brazil demonstrates her commitment to the
ideals she professed in her letters home from the United States. Brill first traveled to Rio,

Ibid., 133. “Aqui tem gente, intelectuais e artistas pensando como eu, sentindo do mesmo
jeito, lutando por ideais humanitários, pelo pacifismo, contra a fome e o materialismo, aqui
estou em casa. De outro modo não posso e não quero mais viver. Não agüento mais o egoísmo
estúpido e bruto da maioria, e a vida só pelo conforto pessoal . . . Assim a vida tem sentido, e só
assim.”
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photographing the city’s poorer—and principally Afro-Brazilian—populations. After this solo
endeavor, she received her first contracted job documenting a government-funded expedition to
the indigenous Carajá territories of present-day Goiás, Mato Grosso, and Tocantins states in the
country’s Centro-Oeste region. The lead ethnologist on the exhibition, Nilo Velozo, agreed to
work with Brill on a photo essay she intended to submit to Life magazine in the United States.
The trip to Brazil’s Centro-Oeste was short, just four or five days. Brill photographed as
much as she could during the visits the group made to the aldeias (reservation-like indigenous
villages). However, her plans for the photo essay fell apart upon her return to São Paulo. Several
members of the expedition ordered prints and enlargements from Brill, but no publications in
Brazil or abroad would run her photographs, presumably due to the indigenous peoples’ nudity.
In the most iconic image from the set, a young Carajá mother holds her painted infant while
leaning against the belly of the expedition’s airplane. She is nude except for a delicate string
encircling her hips, and glances at the camera playfully. A year after the trip, the Bardis
published this image and a few others in the Brazilian magazine Habitat, but this seems to have
been the only contemporary publication of any of the photographs (fig. 3.17).
Shortly after the trip to the aldeias, around the end of 1948, Brill created a second series
of photographs, this time focusing on coal miners in rural Paraná near the tiny outpost of
Euzébio de Oliveira. 474 She hoped to sell the photographs to periodicals in Brazil and the United
States, but the endeavor was entirely speculative. Brill descended into the mines, photographing
the dimly-lit tunnels where hunched workers pushed cartloads of coal (fig. 3.18). In this
underground world adults and children worked side-by-side in precarious circumstances. The
miners in Brill’s photographs wear little or no protective covering on their faces, and often only
sandals on their feet. Their apparel and the miserable conditions hint at the country’s lack of
worker protections or industrial oversight. The photographs also interface seamlessly with the
long 1930s’ social documentary mode.
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Brill sent some of her prints from the aldeias and the mines to US cinematographer
Gregg Toland in California who was then preparing a book about Brazil.475 However, Toland
worried that the photographs of the indigenous Brazilians were “too exotic” for US audiences—
primarily because of the adult male nudity. In contrast, he felt that the miners were “not exotic
enough” to be unmistakably Brazilian. The photographs of white children covered in soot looked
too much like Lewis Hine reproductions to fit an exotic idea of Brazilian-ness. Meanwhile, the
shabby laborers were too downtrodden and unkempt for publication in Paulistano newspapers
and magazines where pictured workers were almost exclusively white-collar businessmen or
well-muscled male construction workers. The miners fit neither the foreign stereotype of the
tropic-dwelling, tanned Brazilian nor the domestic stereotype of southern Brazilian whiteness
and modernity.
With her mission to become a photojournalist off to a rocky start, Brill took on more
prosaic work to avoid the intellectual condemnation of a desk job. She did studio portraits for
her artist friends and photographed families at home, specializing in unposed pictures of
children.476 Pietro Maria Bardi hired her to photograph MASP’s collection sometime around
1948. From this routine beginning, Brill’s responsibilities expanded to documenting the
activities of the Instituto de Arte Contemporânea (IAC), a school Bardi ran inside MASP geared
toward industrial design with a Bauhausian curricular model.477 Brill also published
photographs in Habitat. Despite finding a wide variety of work, Bardi’s suggested photo book
collaboration was the only commission that afforded Brill significant artistic freedom. With the
“São Paulo project” Brill could at last exercise her commitment to social documentary

Toland was indicated to Brill as a possible contact by the president of the Fundação Brasil
Central (the governmental organization that oversaw the expedition to the aldeias), whose son
lived in the United States and knew the cinematographer (Alarcon, 156).
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photography, creating a portrait of the city that emphasized its human occupants, rather than its
much-publicized architecture.
MASP was a major center for the photographic community and the Bardis knew,
interacted with, and employed many of the city’s prominent photographers including FCCB
members Thomaz Farkas, Francisco Albuquerque, and Geraldo de Barros, and commercial
photographer Peter Scheier. These men were better known in the São Paulo art world than Brill,
and more technically advanced. Yet, Pietro Maria chose to partner with Alice Brill on his
proposed documentary undertaking, perhaps after seeing Brill’s photographs from Mato Grosso
and Paraná, a few of which he published in Habitat. Brill’s early photographs display a marked
social documentary bent; they were far more left-leaning than the imagery of the other
photographers with whom the Bardis worked. Rather than pursuing propagandistic,
commercial, or formal ends, Brill’s artistic production was ideologically driven. Thus, Brill’s
social sensitivity seems to be the most likely reason for Bardi’s choice, apart from her already
being close at hand.
This rationale becomes especially compelling upon viewing a group of photographs Brill
took during a parade and/or religious procession in the São Paulo neighborhood of Penha, a
working-class region east of the city center (figs. 3.19-3.21). This series includes at least five
photographs dated by the IMS to 1948 (the same year as Brill’s other photo essay projects) all
labeled with the generic caption, “Procession in the Penha neighborhood.”478 The photographs
are united by two common factors. First, they show an integrated population of white and AfroBrazilians including individuals who would likely have identified as pardo.479 Second, their

It is unclear whether all five photographs were taken the same day, since three contain
religious imagery while the other two look more like a civic celebration. While they are all
identically labeled, to my knowledge they have never been analyzed as a group.
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Edith Piza and Fúlvia Rosemberg, “Color in the Brazilian Census,” in Race in Contemporary
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rectangular format suggests that they were taken with a 35 mm camera like the one Brill used on
her documentary projects in Mato Grosso and Paraná, rather than the Rolleiflex 6x6 which
produced square negatives that she used for her work at MASP and on the “São Paulo Project”.
While living in the United States Brill had written home brainstorming ideas for photo
essays that would interest both US and Brazilian audiences. “They [Americans] want living
things,” she wrote, “preferably education, industry, agriculture, and churches.”480 Brill’s pictures
of Penha fit this description and may comprise a third photo essay that Brill hoped to market to
illustrated magazines. The flowered festoons, ceremonial robes, and gleaming instruments make
the photographs visually entertaining, while the solemn occasion and the diverse crowds root
the scenes in the documentary-photojournalist style.
Beyond recording a community event in a working-class neighborhood, Brill’s pictures of
Penha demonstrate her interest in São Paulo’s Afro-Brazilian community. Not only does each
photograph document a racially diverse crowd, four out of five feature an Afro-Brazilian at their
compositional center. Brill seems to have paid special attention to how she framed AfroBrazilians in her pictures by consciously highlighting their presence, capturing expressive body
language, and registering gazes that reflect on the position of Afro-Brazilians in São Paulo’s
social hierarchy. In two powerful photographs from the Penha series Brill compositionally
framed Afro-Brazilians between other people and objects, setting up contrasts that function as
social commentary. In the first picture an older Afro-Brazilian man in a suit and white shirt
appears in a gap between instrumentalists in a marching band (fig. 3.20). A group of white
women in light dresses stand behind him. Sandwiched between the women and the band, the
man looks isolated in spite of the surrounding crowd. Bodies swirl around him, but he is still.
The man casts his line of vision down and to the right, looking past the musicians, out of the
picture frame. His expression is contemplative and melancholy: he seems unaware of the
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photographer’s presence. His momentary sadness in the midst of revelry suggests the
psychological toll of color discrimination in São Paulo.481
A second, similarly-composed photograph features a young Afro-Brazilian girl peering
out from below a waving Brazilian flag (fig. 3.21). The girl wears a spotless white dress, sandals,
and a bracelet. She stands apart from the group of women and children behind her so that, like
the man in the previous photograph, she seems separated from the crowd. However, unlike the
man, the young girl is aware of the photographer’s presence and stares at the camera
accusatorially. Her scrutinizing glare is framed by a toy flag as it is agitated by a street peddler
who looks down on her, attempting to peek her interest in his wares. The blurred circular and
diamond shapes of the national symbol punctuate the image and call to mind the country’s
motto: “Ordem e Progresso” (Order and Progress). The position of the flag above the girl’s wary
gaze symbolically transfers her skepticism from the photographer to the state, so that the
photograph reads as an implicit indictment of Afro-Brazilian marginalization.

The “São Paulo Project” as Social Document
Brill’s photographs of the Penha procession(s) set the tone for her work on the “São
Paulo Project.” Brill’s husband, Juljan, remembered that Brill sought out scenes of interest on
her way to and from her work at the MASP and private shoots. Thus, Brill’s São Paulo
photographs are not comprehensive or systematic. Many are not labeled with their specific
location, and the oeuvre as a whole demonstrates geographic diversity but not

I argue that Brill felt a sense of camaraderie with Afro-Brazilians and other marginalized
groups through her own marginal identity as a Jew and an immigrant. The narrative of Jewish
marginalization has also been applied to the Lithuanian born, German-bred immigrant Lasar
Segall. In her essay “‘Exiled from the World’: German Expressionism, Brazilian Modernism, and
the Interstitial Primitivism of Lasar Segall,” Edith Wolfe argues that Segall is a “deeply
contradictory representative of a colonialist discourse of the non-European Other and of
Brazilian modernism’s anticolonial response, which laid claim to the ‘primitive’ as a function of
national patrimony” (in KulturConfusão – On German-Brazilian Interculturalities, eds. Anke
Finger, Gabi Kathöfer, Christopher and Larkosh (Boston: de Gruyter, 2015), 267-300. Although
Wolfe specifically cites the conflict between the colonizer and the primitive “other,” the tension
between Brazilian nativity and immigrant identity is a long-standing discourse for Segall, Brill,
and other Jewish immigrants.
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comprehensiveness. Rather than attempt to create a cohesive vision of São Paulo based on its
architectural features, landmarks, or urban sprawl, Brill’s photographs document the
ethnographic, socioeconomic, and cultural diversity of the city. Even in their unedited form,
they constitute an emphatically “social document” because they repopulate the barren and
ethnographically cleansed São Paulo landscapes of the popular press.482 Central to the
construction of this people-oriented portrait of the city is Brill’s foregrounding of three groups
that were largely absent from the quadricentennial photo books: Afro-Brazilians, women, and
the working class.
As in her photographs of the Penha procession(s), Brill’s treatment of the marginalized
Afro-Brazilian community in her “São Paulo Project” photographs is both powerful and
empowering because of the way her photographs capture returned and averted gazes—between
the photographer and her subjects, or between multiple subjects within the photographs—to
reveal and invert social relationships. Although the camera has often been used as a tool of
subjugation for derogatory and exotifying representations of colonial subjects or for selective
erasure (as with the quadricentennial photo books), Brill employs photography as a means of
asserting the presence and personhood of marginalized groups, especially Afro-Brazilians.
As previously stated, the readership of the most luxurious quadricentennial photo books
—as Bardi and Brill surely would have been, given the former’s social position—were
predominantly white, upper-class Paulistanos who viewed non-white “others” with suspicion.
While contemporary scholars describe Brazilians as having a multivalent (rather than binary)
racial paradigm, and historically Brazil was mythologized as a “racial paradise,” twentieth
century sociological studies of race in Brazil (including in the São Paulo area) demonstrated
deep rifts between white and non-white communities. In spite of miscegenation and legal
equality, non-white Brazilians were still overrepresented in the lower economic classes and
underrepresented in the upper- and middle-classes. Furthermore, the federal and local
Brill’s archive does contain architectural images that mimic the compositions in the
quadricentennial albums. However, her human-based images are what differentiate her oeuvre
from her contemporaries, which is why I have chosen to focus on them.
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governments overtly articulated whitening campaigns that called for the eventual extinction of
Afro-Brazilians through a Darwinian process of social selection.483 Although largely unspoken,
the white São Paulo elite had strong biases against their non-white neighbors—whether those
neighbors identified as Afro-Brazilian, pardo, or otherwise.484 In analyzing the photographs that
make up Brill’s “São Paulo project,” I have grouped together non-white figures of African
descent identifying them all as Afro-Brazilian. I do this not to be reductive but because these
individuals would have been viewed by photo book purchasers primarily as “other.” While I
recognize and appreciate the nuance of contemporary Brazilian racial dialogues, I have not seen
evidence that the mid-century São Paulo bourgeoise also appreciated these distinctions.
Brill’s archive contains multiple images that seem to acknowledge and consciously
subvert São Paulo’s ingrained socio-racial hierarchy. A photograph taken in front of the newlyinaugurated Cine Marrocos building near the famous São Paulo Municipal Theatre, exemplifies
this recuperation (fig. 3.22). In the photograph, men in business suits climb the monumental
Modernist staircase leading into the well-lit lobby of the Cine Marrocos movie theatre. The glow
of artificial lights beckons office workers leaving their jobs in the city center to come to the
movies. Fashionable rectangular columns mark the entrance to the building, which, in turn,
frames the body of a middle-aged white male, pausing on his way up the steps. The anonymous
man mirrors the race, age, and gender of the all the other human figures in the photograph with
the exception of two: a woman peering out from a movie poster on the far right side of the

Marcos Chor Maio and Rosemary Galli, “Florestan Fernandes, Oracy Nogueira, and the
UNESCO Project on Race Relations in São Paulo,” Latin American Perspectives 38, no. 3 (May
2011): 146.
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Although published two decades after the photographs in question, a study conducted by
Roger Bastide and Florestan Fernandes in 1967 measuring prejudice among white middle-class
young adults in São Paulo gives a sense of the pervasiveness of Paulistano racism. According to
the survey, 91% of those surveyed believed Afro-Brazilians lacked good hygiene, 87% believed
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photograph, and the colossal figure of a young, Afro-Brazilian boy towering two-stories high
over the cinema entrance.
The gigantesque Afro-Brazilian boy is actually a cardboard cut-out promotional image
for the film O Saci, due to arrive in theatres soon.485 In Brill’s photograph, however, the
enormous cardboard boy does more than advertise an upcoming feature film: together with the
woman on the movie poster, it highlights the absence of women and people of color among the
patrons. The audience is entirely white and male, while the entertainment is provided by brown
and female bodies who are made into objects of the male gaze. The photograph highlights the
scopophilia inherent in the photographic visual culture of mid-twentieth century São Paulo,
foregrounding what Laura Mulvey’s articulates as the split between the “active/male” and the
“passive/female” (or, alternatively, the non-white male).486 In Brill’s photograph, the
anonymous white male standing on the theatre steps acts as a synecdoche for the ruling class of
white male Paulistanos as a whole. He stands confidently, hands clasped behind his back, with
the surveying gaze of one comfortable in his social position. The photographer’s worms-eye view
exaggerates his stature and importance, as do his fine suit and generous girth.
In contrast, the gazes of the woman and Afro-Brazilian boy in the cinema advertisements
are furtive and suspicious. The woman is draped except for her face, and she looks away from
the viewer distrustfully. The Afro-Brazilian boy in the guise of “o saci” hunches down, warily
looking over his shoulder towards an undepicted, menacing force. His obsequious stance and
averted gaze allude to Afro-Brazilian’s tenuous place within Paulistano (and Brazilian) society,
economically compelled into subservient roles and socially scapegoated for civic shortcomings.
The contrast between the self-assurance of the white man’s gaze and the defensive, deflected
O Saci was based on the 1921 children’s book of the same name, written by Brazilian author
Monteiro Lobato. Lobato extracted the figure of the “saci”—represented as a one-legged, AfroBrazilian trickster who lives in the forest–from Brazilian folklore. In Lobato’s story, and in the
film, the “saci” appears to a young boy and teaches him about other creatures in Brazilian
mythology.
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gazes captured in the advertisements reinforces the social hierarchy: the active (white) male
viewer subjugates the passive female and non-white male, who are styled for erotic and
economic consumption by the dominant, patriarchal class. 487
Brill’s photograph, however, works to invert this traditional hierarchy through extreme
differences in scale. Although the white man is better dressed and socially well-positioned, he is
dwarfed by the figure of the Afro-Brazilian boy, who looms over him. The foregrounded man is
both more “real” than the images in the movie posters, and a member of the dominant social
class, but the way Brill frames him in the photograph makes him seem vulnerable, jeopardizing
his social superiority. Brill manipulates scale and composition to reconfigure traditional social
hierarchies while simultaneously juxtaposing gazes within—and extending out of—the
photograph demonstrating how these structures might be challenged.
Brill’s repeated foregrounding of gazes creates an implicit, running commentary on the
power dynamics evoked and concealed by quotidian interactions in the urban sphere. In one
photograph, a young, Afro-Brazilian woman looks down at the camera from her train seat, with
an expression of unimpressed annoyance, bordering on derision (fig. 3.23). The woman flounts
the expectation of respectful deference held by São Paulo’s white male photographic audience.
Where previous and contemporary depictions of Afro-Brazilians in the quadricentennial photo
books either ignored Afro-Brazilians, or showed non-whites as subservient laborers, Brill shows
Afro-Brazilians as openly distrusting and disdainful of white elites and eager for

In writing this section, I researched Brazilian theorizations of the gaze to contextualize Brill’s
work in terms of specifically Brazilian discourse. However, Brazilian discussions of the gaze have
focused more on historiographies of the theory rather than applications to the Brazilian or Latin
American context. See for example, Adauto Novaes, ed., O Olhar (São Paulo: Companhia das
Letras, 1988).
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representational autonomy. The Afro-Brazilians in Brill’s photographs resist objectivization by
participating in the process of their representation through their return of the gaze.488
A photograph of three men having their shoes shined provides an opportunity for such
sociological reflection when two of the men look up at the camera suddenly in bewilderment and
surprise (fig. 3.24). All of the men receiving shines are white, and two of them are in uniform,
designating their municipal authority. The white men sit on high stools, looking down at the
men shining their shoes: a cursory glance might even give the impression that the white men
were grinding the Afro-Brazilians underfoot. The four shoe-shiners are all Afro-Brazilian, in
baggy pants and wrinkled shirts, visibly less affluent then the men whose shoes they polish. The
Afro-Brazilian men look down at their work, hunching their shoulders and hiding their faces in
submissive postures.
The pattern of white bodies lording over downcast black bodies is suddenly interrupted
by the last pair in the line. Noticing the photographer, the last shoe-shiner and his white client
raise their heads in surprise. The Brazilian word for a snapshot, often used in the
quadricentennial albums, is “flagrante,” a term which takes on new meaning when applied to
this photograph because the root of the word “flagrante” (flagrar) means to “catch someone in
the act,” and the past participle (flagrado) is the colloquial equivalent of the English term
“busted.” The men in Brill’s photograph meet the photographer’s gaze as if “busted,” or caught
in the act. While the photographed individuals are engaged in legal commercial activity, Brill’s
photograph uncovers the nefariousness of Brazil’s systemic socio-racial stratification. The visual
patterns created by the parallel tiers of white men, black men, and shoe-blacking crates together
insinuate a pervasive (but unspoken) racial hierarchy, that is suddenly exposed by the men’s
recognition that they are “caught in the act” of perpetuating the societal status quo.

Afro-Brazilian communities in São Paulo also resisted erasure and objectification by
establishing their own press outlets. Most of these publications were newspapers, rather than
illustrated periodicals, so although their numbers were substantial and their reach fairly broad,
their visual impact was limited. Kim Butler discusses these publications, focusing on the output
of the Frente Negra Brasiliera (1931-1937)—Brazil’s first black political party—in the second
chapter of her book Freedoms Given, Freedoms Won, entitled “Politics of Race in São Paulo.”
488
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Even when Brill’s Afro-Brazilian subjects do not visually engage the viewer directly, the
power dynamics of the interracial gaze are important in determining the tone of her
photographs. In one of her most striking images, Cafezinho, no Largo do Paissandu (Coffee
Break), two Afro-Brazilian men in tailored suits drink coffee in a cafe crowded with white
business men (fig. 3.25).489 In comparison to the other men in the room, the Afro-Brazilians
look younger and exceptionally refined. In fact, they compare favorably with their white
associates: their sleek suits and well-groomed appearance suggesting that they have attained a
degree of economic privilege not widely available to Afro-Brazilians in the 1950s. Although a bit
pinched in the busy space, the men are calm and casual. The photograph is cropped to highlight
their prominence and singularity in the coffee shop. Brill captures them in the act of being
served, rather than drinking open-mouthed as do their bar mates. The men’s steady hands
elegantly receive and stir their drinks which they sip with expressions of self-possessed
interiority.
Brill’s photograph is striking for several reasons: first, the men’s presence in shop is
intriguing since de facto segregation was common in São Paulo; second, the men’s refined
appearance and Brill’s preferential treatment of them increases the image’s social complexity by
defying stereotypical Paulistano assumptions about race and class; third, the total lack of visual
engagement between the photograph’s subjects, and between the photographer and the
photographed, amplifies the implied unease.490 The Afro-Brazilian men do not acknowledge
each other, the photographer, or their fellow coffee drinkers. Likewise, no one acknowledges
them, not even the bar attendant who pours their coffee while looking away from their cups.
This stalemate of gazes can be attributed in part to the atmosphere of the coffee shop,
where the men seek respite from the constant interaction demanded by urban living. However,
the uncomfortable sense of purposefully-averted gazes—ocular silence in a visually cacophonous
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There is one woman in the back of the shop near the newsstand.

One man in the back seems to look directly into the camera, but he is a member of the crowd,
rather than a integral part of the composition.
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space—begs the viewer’s attention in contemplating the role of racial tension in the photograph’s
creation. Because the two Afro-Brazilians in the picture do not fit the narrative of subservient
laborers, having ascended into the middle class, their presence is met with frigidity. While they
do not transgress legal boundaries—Afro-Brazilians were free to traverse the city at will—they do
transgress cultural ones. Their presence reveals the hypocrisy of Brazilian society which claimed
to be free from prejudice because it lacked legislated segregation, but actively resisted the
possibility of Afro-Brazilian advancement. 491 Regardless of the actual circumstances of the
photograph’s creation (ie. the Afro-Brazilian men’s true economic status, how they were treated
before and after the photograph was taken, the actual prejudices of the white men with whom
they share the bar) Brill’s photograph provokes reflection on the uneasy relationship between
São Paulo’s black and white communities, challenging viewers to reevaluate stereotypes
surrounding both races, reexamine the status quo, and reimagine the city as a racially
egalitarian space.
While the averted gazes in Cafezinho generate a powerful recognition of latent racial
tensions in the urban sphere, an untitled photograph taken near a bus stop in the neighborhood
of Pinheiros is conscientiously optimistic. Here, Brill photographs a young Afro-Brazilian
mother and her two children waiting for the bus (fig. 3.26). The adolescent son holds his
mother’s parcels while she balances an infant on her hip. Two older, white women in dark skirts
and jackets fawn over the baby while the mother smiles congenially. Unlike Cafezinho, the
participants in this photograph look at one another. Brill’s black and white subjects receive and
return expressions of appreciation and warmth, rather than avoidance and distrust. The
photograph is about the women’s acknowledgement of one another, and their shared sense of
community as Paulistanas. The women’s open body language and happy demeanors invite the

On July 116, 1950 the popular Corrieo Paulistano newspaper wrote: “Black theaters, black
newspapers, black clubs . . . Now they’re even talking about black candidates for the October
elections. Can one imagine a worse movement, or one more damaging to the unimpeachable
spirit of democracy? We had better fight it, without, of course, restricting the rights that the
colored men claim and that they have never been denied (Andrews, 182).
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viewer to participate in their moment of sociality and Brill’s composition offers a point of entry
into the scene.
Fila de ônibus paints a dramatically different picture of race relations in São Paulo than
Cafezinho, but both photographs contribute to a larger dialogue crafted through Brill’s careful
documentation of interracial interaction. Differences between these two photographs can be
ascribed, at least in part, to differences in their physical location and the participants’ identities.
Like the photograph of Cine Maroccos, Cafezinho was taken in the city center on the Largo do
Passaindú, an area that had been renovated, modernized, and claimed by the social elite. The
entrance of Afro-Brazilians into this predominantly white space was more socially disruptive
than their presence in a working-class residential bairro like Pinheiros, where racial mixing was
more common.492
Fila de ônibus demonstrates another trend in the photographs comprising the “São
Paulo Project”—Brill’s interest in the female urban experience. Women, both black and white,
were often subject to discrimination in Brazil’s patriarchal culture. 493 In Brill’s photographs
women band together, projecting mutual support and community. Brill photographed groups of
women in the city center commuting to and from work, shopping, caring for children, and
dressed up for a night out. In all of these photographs, Brill focuses on the intimacy between her
female protagonists. Brill photographs a mother at market balancing her daughter tenderly on
her hip (fig. 3.27). In another picture, four young women link arms, leaning into one another for
physical and emotional support as they cross the masculine city landscape, embodied by the
phallic Banespa building silhouetted behind them (fig. 3.28). By capturing these quiet,
commonplace interactions Brill shifts the focus of her project away from the monumental
architecture and essentializing narratives at the core of the quadricentennial photo books, and
From 1910 to 1934 Florestan Fernandes estimates that the Afro-Brazilian population grew
from about 26,500 to about 90,000 people (61, 70). Kim Butler demonstrates that AfroBrazilians spread through the city, with no centralized geographic community, although Bela
Vista, just east of the neighborhood of Pinheiros, was the most densely populated Afro-Brazilian
area of São Paulo (76).
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towards a “social document” centered in human interaction. Brill’s groups of women embody
sociality and camaraderie while serving as reminders of the dominant, masculine culture’s
devaluation of these traits.
When women are separated from their female peers, they often seem vulnerable,
anxious, or tentative, as in Brill’s untitled photograph of an Afro-Brazilian woman waiting at a
bus stop in the city center (fig. 3.29). Although another, older white woman stands beside her,
there is no contact between the two, and the young Afro-Brazilian girl looks restless and
unsettled. Glancing over her shoulder she squints at the sun. Its rays hit her back stridently,
highlighting her isolation in the sea of cars and asphalt. The black and white striped bus stop
pole next to her serves as a visual metaphor for the contrasts in São Paulo’s urban environment:
the separation of black and white bodies, the juxtaposition of newly-built white modernist
architecture and pitch-black paved avenues, the stark differences in quality of life between the
urban rich and the urban poor. The women’s bodies and dress alternate black and white tones:
the black woman wears a light-colored dress, while the white woman wears a dark skirt and
jacket. The simplicity of the Afro-Brazilian woman’s dress and her look of consternation suggest
that she is not a member of São Paulo’s privileged classes. Brill’s decision to place her at the
compositional and thematic center of this photograph is political: an effort to reclaim a central
space for the city’s marginalized communities while unmasking the discrimination they face.
Navigating the city center could be unnerving for white women as well. A photograph of
a woman peeking out from between the racks of housewares hanging in a local storefront,
evokes the precarity of female entrepreneurship (fig. 3.30).494 Surrounded by pots and pans—
markers of traditional female domesticity—the woman reveals the liminal space in which many
working Brazilian women operated: balancing their culturally determined roles as keepers of
home and hearth, but entering the work force in increasing numbers as the city modernized. The
woman’s clothing—a tailored sports jacket over a full-skirted house dress—reinforces allusions

While this woman may be an employee rather than the business owner, in the context of this
photograph she assumes responsibility for the shop.
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to the multiple spheres women were expected to navigate and the difficulty of operating between
the two.
The traditional/modern dichotomy is also highlighted in a photograph of a white woman
approaching one of São Paulo’s ubiquitous newsstands (fig. 3.31). Two men stand directly in
front of the booth, while the woman hovers a few feet behind, waiting for the men to leave before
moving closer. The woman is dressed in a skirt suit and cocked hat, matching purse, and heels.
Her attire is modest, but fashionable. Her à la mode ensemble contrasts sharply with the elegant
dresses and lacy veils worn by the women on the newsstand magazine covers. While the
Paulistana looks crisp and efficient in her modern garb, the idealized women are romanticized,
sexualized, and marketed for male audiences. Brill’s photograph foregrounds the tension
between these two competing ideas of womanhood: the modern woman who moves through the
city independently and contributes to São Paulo’s growth as both a producer and consumer,
versus the stereotypical damsel who is an object for possession and consumption.
Brill was intimately familiar with the discomforts and micro-aggressions experienced by
her white female subjects. As a working woman from a lower-middle class background, and a
photographer who spent many days wandering the city alone, Brill understood the challenges of
independence. She must have felt a bit like the woman she photographed near the Praça da
Patriarca in downtown São Paulo (fig. 3.32). The woman strides forward confidently, walking so
fast the camera blurs her figure except for her stationary forward foot planted in mid-stride. She
will soon overtake the man shuffling in front of her on the sidewalk. Behind her a mixed group
of men and women walk and talk. The photograph centers on the single, striding female who
charges forward alone. Her skirt suit and the portfolio in her arms mark her identity as a
working woman. In Brill’s vigorous snapshot this anonymous, ambitious woman acts as a
metaphor for the photographer—and her fellow Paulistanas—moving past conservative social
norms to claim a place in São Paulo’s male-dominated society.
Brill’s photographs of urban women for the “São Paulo Project” crosscut the
socioeconomic boundaries that acted as barriers between the represented and unrepresented in
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the quadricentennial albums. In addition to photographing Paulistanos marginalized because of
their race (Afro-Brazilians) and gender (women), one of Brill’s major contributions to midcentury Paulistano photography was documenting members of the working class.495 While São
Paulo’s industrialization was dependent upon laborers, official histories of the city often
bypassed their contributions. Brill’s documentation extends beyond the city center to include its
Industrial Park where she photographed workers entering the well-known Matarazzo Industries
factories on the outskirts of the city (fig. 3.33).
In Brill’s photograph, workers congregate and converse at the entrance to the Matarazzo
factory, identifiable by the company name emblazoned in capital letters over the monumental
doorway and the logos flanking the darkened window above. The sharp-angled art deco
architecture bestows the space with a gravitas that transforms the scene into a quasi-mythical
landscape. The workers become souls entering the gates of heaven, or passing through the jaws
of hell, depending on the viewer's opinion of modern capitalism. Despite the composition’s
potential larger meaning, the focus of Brill’s photograph is the workers, not as a mass, but as
individuals. By photographing people as they enter and exit work, freed from their uniforms and
assembly lines, at the point of transition from workers to autonomous human beings, Brill
emphasizes their distinctiveness, rather than their homogeneity. The people in Brill’s
photograph hug their jackets around them for protection or stand confidently in short sleeves.
They walk at a quick clip or lazily lean against the wall for support. They chat with friends or are
contemplatively silent. The diversity of the workers’ behaviors and physical traits highlights
their individual humanity and resists categorization. While Brill’s picture represents an effort to
document the working-class, its effectiveness comes from her recognition of her subjects as
possessors of identities beyond their socio-economic status.

Many of the women and Afro-Brazilians Brill photographed were also members of the
working class, thus the categories all overlap to an extent. However, my interest in the following
paragraphs are photographs that directly address workers as such, prioritizing their class
identity while affirming their humanity.
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Brill’s humanist vision is also evident in a 1953 photograph of a man and woman
conversing on a street corner in one of São Paulo’s “vila operárias,” working class neighborhoods
made up of company housing (fig. 3.34). The street is tidy and nondescript. To the right, the tall,
windowless façade of a factory towers over pedestrians on the cobblestone streets. On the left, a
row of brick warehouses casts a shadow over the photographed couple. The serene corner is a
quiet backdrop for the focal point of Brill’s image: the young couple’s interaction. With their
faces in profile, it is impossible to tell whether their conversation is contentious or flirtatious.
The girl seems to shy away from the man, hugging the brick wall to shelter her body, while her
left foot lifts in restless excitement. The man fiddles with this watch and looks intently at the
woman. She does not meet his gaze, instead looking into the distance. There is no physical
contact between the two, but there is a sense of magnetism, of their bodies drawing closer as
they converse. Brill offers no resolution to the conundrum of their relationship, she merely
invites us to witness the couple’s slowly-unfolding drama. Although there is an aspect of
voyeurism to observing and recording an intimate conversation, the intrusion seems less
egregious because of its place in Brill’s larger, humanizing project. Ultimately, the image
reaffirms the agency and individuality of its protagonists and, by extension, other members of
São Paulo’s working class.
A photograph of two street cleaners, one of several Brill took of municipal employees
performing labors related to city beautification, also foregrounds human relationships—this
time male friendship (fig. 3.35). Brill’s photograph acknowledges that the modern city of São
Paulo produces refuse and human labor is required to maintain the spotless white façades that
appear preternaturally clean in printed photographs of downtown. Brill’s street sweepers hold
their push brooms over their shoulders and other cleaning implements at their side as they walk
along the Viaduto do Cha, the famous pedestrian thoroughfare in the heart of the city center.
Rather than photograph the men at work Brill shows them engaged in conversation, again
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emphasizing individuality, rather than employment.496 The men are not co-opted as symbols of
Brazilian industry, as were the laborers in the quadricentennial albums. By engaging with each
other rather than with the viewer, Brill’s subjects differ from quadricentennial photo book
workers who were always objectified and identified by their occupations. The photograph is also
distinct from historical “tipos” images of city laborers: such illustrations were usually frontal
images, while Brill’s photograph is more closely cropped and the workers are shown at an angle,
humanizing rather than objectifying their features.497 The São Paulo skyline fades behind the
street sweepers and truncated palm trees appear at their front, but Brill marginalizes these
stereotypical markers of Brazilian identity (tropical flora and modern architecture) replacing the
“trademarks” with human representatives from traditionally underrepresented classes.
As a photographer, Brill did not align herself with any particular minority group or
interest, nor was her effort aimed at documenting the urban experience only from the
perspective of the oppressed. Brill’s archive also includes photographs of buildings in the city
center and white men in business suits that resemble scenes from the quadricentennial albums.
In fact, at least one of her photographs was included in multiple editions of Isto é São Paulo.498
Brill’s contribution to São Paulo’s photographic iconography was to reinsert various
marginalized identities excluded from the quadricentennial albums’ dominant celebratory
narrative back into the city’s visual record. In an emblematic series of negatives, an office boy

Brill also photographs garbage collectors mid-pitch, but she does so as part of a series of
images that explores the men as human beings, rather than as workers.
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stoops down to speak to a female Afro-Brazilian vendor seated on the steps of the Viaduto do
Chá (fig. 3.36). In the first photographs from the series, the woman takes shelter under a white
sheet, escaping the bright Brazilian sun. Brill records how the office boy approaches the woman
and bends down to address her, resting his elbow on his knee to converse, prompting her to
draw back her improvised shade. The boy acts as a visual metaphor for Brill’s project, which also
drew back the shades of exclusion and erasure, to acknowledge São Paulo’s social and ethnic
diversity. Brill’s photographs of Afro-descended Paulistanos challenged the city’s white elite to
confront systemic racism, while her empathetic photographs of women advocated for increased
social freedoms, and her photographs of workers affirmed individuality in the face its
suppression in popular media. Collectively, Brill’s photographs re-populate the São Paulo
cityscape, which so often appeared drained of its human inhabitants. Furthermore, by drawing
attention to women, Afro-descended Brazilians, and members of the working-class, Brill’s
photographs question how the city might better serve a broader spectrum of its citizens.

Theorizing Exclusion: Why Brill’s Photography Matters
In his essay, “Urban Politics and Uneven Capitalist Development,” geographer David
Harvey argues that “capitalism builds a physical and social landscape in its own image,”
implying that invisible, but powerful, economic and social structures like industrialization and
cultural conservatism can have tangible effects on the city’s physical structure.499 This parallels
my own argument that photographic representations of São Paulo—which bore witness to socioeconomic structures like capitalism and cultural conservatism—influenced the physical
construction of the urban environment. Along with Harvey I assert that abstract forces—in my
case artistic, in his economic—are not independent of “geopolitical representations,” but
constitutive of them.

David Harvey, The Urban Experience (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989),
162.
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For Harvey, “The urban realm is . . . a ‘concrete abstraction’ that reflects how individuals
act and struggle to construct and control their lives at the same time as it assembles within its
frame real powers of domination over them.”500 In Harvey’s configuration, the city itself is an
artistic production, not of architects and urban planners, but of the latent ideologies that
underlie their designs. By referring to the physical space of the city as an “abstraction” that
reveals class struggle and preserves hegemonic control, Harvey creates a space for public and
popular art—like mass media photography—to take part in the production of real space as an
operant of hegemonic reinforcement, or, conversely as an agent of resistance. Photographic
projects like the quadricentennial photo books had concrete effects on urban construction
because they consciously and purposefully shaped public opinion regarding how the city of São
Paulo ought to look, function, and progress. They were powerful because of their ubiquity and
timeliness, acting as forerunners of a massively-hyped, year-long centennial celebration. In fact,
the books justified many of the civic projects—like the Parque Ibirapuera—connected to the
festivities. The published quadricentennial albums demonstrate “how capitalism creates spatial
organization as one of the preconditions of its own perpetuation,” by advocating for—and even
demanding—the expansion of São Paulo in ways that favored the dominant capitalist class.501
For Harvey, the best way to resist the anti-democratic effects of this hegemonic stasis is
emphatically not the production of “another empirical investigation of the social conditions in
the ghettos.”502 He suggests that social documentary projects like those of Jacob Riis, the FSA
photographers, or, presumably, Brill’s album (if it had been published) are counterrevolutionary because they, “allow the bleeding-heart liberal in us to pretend we are
contributing to a solution when we are not.”503 Firmly rooted in a European-US paradigm,
Harvey’s critique assumes that, “there is already enough information in congressional reports,
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newspapers, books, articles, and so on to provide us with all the evidence we need [to produce a
viable revolutionary theory].”504 It is possible, even probable, that US visual and political culture
is, in fact, so saturated with this sort of “moral masturbation,” as to render further social
documentary projects superfluous, impotent, and “counter-revolutionary.” 505 However, this was
not the case with mid-twentieth century Brazil, where the social documentary approach to
cultural production was a minor-to-nonexistent force and where broader knowledge of
contemporary social problems was extremely limited.506
Brill’s project is extremely important in the Brazilian context because it represents an
early manifestation of socially-motivated documentary photography. Although the “São Paulo
Project” never came to fruition, even the limited exposure of Brill’s photographs as they were
published in Habitat helped to shift the photographic environment toward becoming more
politically engaged. Photographers like Dulce Soares (1943-present), Stefânia Brill (1922-1992),
and Lily Sverner (1934-2016) (fig. 3.37), working in the latter half of the twentieth century, all
employed the social documentary mode; while they were not necessarily directly influenced by
Brill’s photography, their work was made possible by the critical openness Brill and Bardi
championed.
Additionally, Brill’s production of socially-oriented painting—both before and after her
tenure as a photographer—highlights São Paulo’s rich legacy of progressive art, which is often
overshadowed by contemporarily privileged abstract trajectories. Brill’s untitled painting from
1967 (fig. 3.38), for example, features human figures slumped and stacked inside narrow
architectural frames that seem to reference precarious architecture within the Paulistano
landscape: favelas, apartment complexes, and other homes too-tightly squeezed into the
increasingly populous city. The picture’s vertical orientation and slender spatial divisions
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generate a sense of claustrophobia, while the dejected human figures inside emphasize the stress
produced by overcrowded and under-serviced environments. The obvious concern for the urban
poor and anxiety over São Paulo’s unevenly-built environment manifested in the painting place
Brill in dialogue with artists like Laser Segall and Cândido Portinari. Thus, the “São Paulo
project” photographs help to contextualize Brill’s broader artistic production and assert the
importance of figural, socially-progressive art in mid-century São Paulo.
Brill photographed Afro-Brazilians, women, and members of the working class,
recuperating these groups from their photographic banishment. Beyond documenting the
presence of these ignored populations, Brill endowed her subjects with agency by composing
photographs that foreground the power dynamics of the gaze and highlighting human
relationships. In some cases, Brill does this by photographing sideways glances or the refusal to
make eye contact. In others, Brill photographs individuals as they look into her camera lens,
reversing the typical power dynamic of the photograph. Instead of becoming objects of the
photographic gaze, the Paulistanos in Brill’s photographs retain their subjectivity by engaging
with viewers as equals, rather than as specimens of a predetermined categorical group. Brill’s
photographs reveal the latent power dynamics of her racially and economically segregated
society because they focus on relationships between individuals within the community,
especially members of marginalized groups, rather than treating her subjects as mascots or part
of the faceless masses. Because Brill invites viewers to navigate human relationships rather than
an architecturally-focused tourist’s trajectory, her production constitutes a “social document” of
São Paulo that exposes the quadricentennial photo books’ supposedly “objective” view to be a
fabrication: not because São Paulo’s skyscrapers and other elite space did not exist—they
certainly did—but Brill’s archive demonstrates that mid-century São Paulo was much more
diverse than the myopism and tokenism presented in the quadricentennial albums.
The failure of Brill’s photographs to reach publication, probably due to a combination of
their inherent unmarketabilty and Pietro Maria Bardi’s de-prioritization of the project, means
that the social documentary style is still a minor discipline within the Brazilian photographic
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tradition. Nevertheless, Brill’s project matters immensely. First, it affirms the presence of
communities marginalized because of their race, gender, and/or socioeconomic status within
the mid-century cityscape. Second, and perhaps most importantly, it reveals the gaps and
omissions in the published record, laying bare the prejudices of mid-century Paulistano society.
In São Paulo “documentary” photography was really propaganda advertising the construction of
roads and skyscrapers in the city center, promoting capitalist expansion, and advocating for
high-prestige public works, while condemning marginalized communities to cultural and
physical erasure. I suggest that the lack of visual representation of Afro-Paulistanos, women,
and the working-class had specific repercussions on the built environment, as affordable
housing and mass transit needs were continually deferred in favor of more high-profile projects,
causing the city’s first favelas to take root. While a thriving social documentary photographic
practice would not have been sufficient to solve São Paulo’s housing crisis, it may have been
sufficient to stop injustices like the displacement of Paulistanos forcibly relocated to make way
for the Avenida Nove de Julho. Thus, I argue that photographic lacunas and erasures have the
capacity to shape the urban environment as well as the over-representations, altered images,
and falsified landscapes discussed in previous chapters.
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Chapter 4

SELLING SÃO PAULO: URBANITY ON DISPLAY IN ADVERTISING PHOTOGRAPHY

Portuguese makes no distinction between the words for governmental and commercial
self-promotion: both are propaganda. Thus, when businessmen and marketing pioneers Renato
Castelo Branco, Rodolfo Lima Martensen, and Fernando Reis set out to write the História da
propaganda no Brasil (literally, the “History of propaganda in Brazil”) in 1990, they were
actually recounting the history of advertising, an industry which had risen from obscurity to
ubiquity over the course of the previous half century.507 Their account makes no mention of the
spread of governmental misinformation at the service of sectarian politics that the English
speaker might expect based on the word’s connotations in that language. The linguistic
ambiguity between propaganda as a form of commercial and/or political mind control suggests
a broader entanglement of public and private interests in Brazilian culture, a relationship I
investigate in this chapter, which focuses on advertising photography in 1950s São Paulo.
As demonstrated in previous chapters, the urban landscape of mid-century São Paulo
was the co-creation of engineering-oriented mayoral administrations and entrepreneurial
businessmen who reimagined the city to reflect European and US strains of modern urban
design. The interconnectedness of São Paulo’s governmental and commercial interests
constitutes a particular cultural phenomenon: a Brazilian way of enacting Modern life. In spite
of Getúlio Vargas’s assumption of the Brazilian Presidency in 1930—deposing former São Paulo
Governor Washington Luís—the São Paulo elite retained much of their political and cultural
influence within the nation. “Oligarchical and unrepresentative” in their governance, São Paulo’s
upper-class was “homogenous in background and experience; united by kinship and marriage;

Renato Castelo Branco, Rodolfo Lima Martensen, and Fernando Reis, História da
propaganda no Brasil (São Paulo: T. A. Queiroz, 1990).
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and though cosmopolitan in outlook, surprisingly isolated from elites of other states.”508 In spite
of their domestic insularity, Paulistano elites traveled to Europe at astonishingly high rates:
about one third of São Paulo’s politicians and business leaders had lived abroad for at least six
months between 1890 and the late 1930s.509
The group’s ironclad grip on local politics, presses, banks, and commerce allowed them
substantial power in shaping the region’s physical and artistic landscape. Whether through the
appointment of hand-picked museum directors—such as Assis Chateaubriand’s selection of
Pietro Maria Bardi as the Director of his Museu de Arte de São Paulo (MASP)—or individual
patronage—such as the cadre of photographers on the MASP payroll—wealthy Paulistanos with
vested interests in the state’s economic and political ascendance largely controlled the cultural
dialogue. Artists were often dependent on commercial contracts from local businesses or direct
commissions from wealthy families to survive since official state patronage was quite limited.510
In the 1950s, at the intersection of an advertising boom, sharp economic gains, and the
city’s upcoming quadricentennial, commercial photography occupied a uniquely privileged place
in the cultural sphere. Photography’s crisp black and white reproductions of visually witnessable
spaces reflected both the chaotic reality of the city’s growth, and Paulistano’s desire for an
organized, modern state. Reproduced in calendars, magazines, posters and on billboards,
advertising photographs had enormous reach and broad popular appeal. Of the many celebrated
practitioners of advertising photography—including several photographers already discussed in
this study such as Peter Scheier, Francisco Albuquerque, and German Lorca—Hans Gunter
Flieg’s pictures stands out as the most technically precise and ideologically compelling. A
Jewish-German refugee who immigrated to Brazil in 1939, Flieg was one of few mid-century
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Brazilian photographers to receive photographic training in Germany before his removal to
South America.511 His initial German orientation to the medium set him on an aesthetic
trajectory that incorporated elements of the New Objectivity straight-shooting style then
popular in his home country, and allowed him to expertly navigate the emerging Brazilian
advertising scene.
This chapter begins with Flieg’s training prior to arriving in Brazil and his emergence as
a major figure in the advertising industry through an analysis of his work for the Cristais Prado
company. I demonstrate how Flieg’s photographs for Brazilian audiences differed from German
imagery and I reassert the relationship between architecture and photography in the Paulistano
context through an examination of Flieg’s photographs of and for display in store windows.
Vitrinas, as the windows are called in Brazil, transformed two-dimensional photographs into
constellations within architectural space, acting as a bridge between the streetscape and
commercial interiors; they were a cultural sensation in the 1950s and, as my interpretation—

influenced by Benjamin Buchloh and Walter Benjamin—shows, they were an important site for
defining São Paulo’s commercially-oriented modern identity. After discussing the vitrinas, I
outline Flieg’s participation in the 1950 I Salon Nacional de Propaganda (First National
Advertising Salon), an unstudied didactic exhibition at MASP that included submissions of
recent work from Brazil’s major advertising houses, and where Flieg’s photographs were
particularly highlighted. This leads into an introduction of MASP’s Escola de Propaganda
(Advertising School), which opened as an appendage of MASP’s Instituto de Arte
Contemporânea (IAC) in 1952. The chapter concludes with an overview of Flieg’s photographs of
industrial spaces from 1955 on, comparing these later images to similar scenes by German
photographers, and challenging Brazilian photography’s undeserved marginalization in
photographic histories.
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From Industrial Germany to Industrial Brazil
Flieg was born in Chemnitz, Germany to a bibliophile father and art-loving mother in a
home filled with German Modernist prints, local Bohemian crafts, and fine art books.512 The
elder of two sons in a middle-class Jewish home, Flieg received his first camera as a gift from his
uncle. Initially photography was only a passing interest for the young novice. Between 1932 and
1939 he only took family pictures, most often during the holidays.513 But after the Kristallnacht
in November 1938 when German persecution shifted from political to physical, Flieg’s family
decided to leave Germany and the seventeen-year-old was left grasping for some type of
professional training to take with him into his new life. Flieg chose photography as his vocation
and took classes for three months (May-July 1939) with Grete Karplus, the staff photographer
for the Berlin Jewish Museum, who gave lessons from her apartment.514
Photographs of Flieg taken by Karplus, and of Karplus by Flieg, document a warm
relationship between the teacher and her pupil. The photographic studies Flieg produced while
studying with Karplus demonstrate his keen interest in Berlin’s urban landscape and the
influence of New Objectivity. A technically clumsy, but carefully composed photograph of ripe
tomatoes and cans of tomato sauce demonstrate Flieg’s interest in still-life and prefigure his
future career in advertising (fig. 4.1). His use of carefully-stacked multiples and evocative
lighting recalls the production of Albert Renger-Patzsch, whose formally-complex and
technically-precise images circulated widely in Germany after the publication of Die Welt ist
schön (The World is Beautiful) in 1928. Although he did not photograph industrial spaces while
in Germany, Flieg would eventually photograph factories in São Paulo reminiscent of those
depicted in Renger-Patzsch’s book.

Sergio Burgi, “Vida e obra” in Flieg, ed. Sergio Burgi (São Paulo: Instituto Moreira Salles,
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The Fliegs arrived in Brazil in December 1939.515 The local economy in their hometown
of Chemnitz was primarily industrial, driven by the nearby textile mills, so the landscape of midcentury São Paulo with its large factory complexes was, in some ways, familiar. Photographs
from this period record Flieg’s fascination with São Paulo’s changing shape. Sometime in 1940
Flieg took a snapshot from the Avenida Paulista looking down at the roadworks for the Nove de
Julho tunnel—one of Prestes Maia’s key projects (fig. 4.2). In the picture Flieg documents the
large gash through the landscape that would become the massive automobile artery. A forested
hill, bisected to create a path for the avenue, divides the construction scene in the foreground
from the downtown cityscape in the background. The difference between the two planes is stark:
in the foreground everything has been flattened, leaving behind a massive dirt plot where MASP
would eventually stand.516 In contrast to the foreground’s horizontality, the downtown cityscape
in the background is punctuated by spires and towers—some noticeably under construction. In
1940, the massive Martinelli building still held court as king of São Paulo’s skyscrapers, but
Flieg’s photograph prognosticates an impending coup.
Without money to continue his schooling, Flieg began an apprenticeship under Peter
Scheier, whose specialties included industrial, architectural, and sculptural photography.
Although relatively little is known about Scheier’s life, he was very versatile, shooting for MASP,
major advertising firms, photo book projects, and O Cruzeiro magazine. With Scheier, Flieg
learned a broad range of photographic techniques, which he would employ in his future roles as
a portrait photographer, art photographer for MASP and the first São Paulo Biennial,
advertising photographer, industrial photographer, and architectural photographer. After an
illness forced Flieg out of his apprenticeship and into a year of convalescence, the young
photographer took temporary work with Photos Paramount, a small advertising agency, and
Hans Gunter Flieg, “Depoimento do crítico fotografo Hans Gunter Flieg,” recorded interview
with Boris Kossoy and Moracy de Oliveira, and Fred Jordan (1981; São Paulo: Museu da
Imagem e do Som de São Paulo).
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then with the much larger Companhia Lithográfica Ypiranga (or CLY) from 1941-1943.517 CYL
was the finest publishing house in the city, and it was there that Flieg began to hone his craft as
an advertising photographer.
In 1943 Flieg changed jobs again, this time going to work for L. Niccolini S.A.
Indústria Gráfica, which he called “a real place of learning . . . it had a definitive modernity, it
was impressive in a way I’d never seen before.”518 Niccolini was one of the first firms to employ
designers who directed the firm’s aesthetic. According to Flieg, several of the employees had
trained in Germany and brought to Brazil a predilection for modernist abstraction in a
Bauhausian vein—he specifically mentions that the men studied in Leipzig, between the
Bauhaus’ Weimar and Dessau campuses. Although Flieg did not directly name the iconic school,
it seems likely that the aesthetic he identifies as “definitive modernity” was an iteration of the
Bauhaus’s signature geometricity, which would eventually mature into São Paulo Concretism via
the photographic experiments of artists like Geraldo de Barros. Flieg’s work for Niccolini
provided him with two elements that would be essential to the formation of his own private
practice: professional confidence and clients. With this preparation, Flieg was equipped to take
on large private contracts when he finally opened his own studio in 1945.
One of his first jobs as an independent contractor was photographing Laborterápica’s
new, 43,000 square foot laboratory in Santo Amaro, a town on São Paulo’s southwest periphery.
Little is known about the detail of this commission or where the photographs were eventually
published, but the images demonstrate Flieg’s method of foregrounding architectonics and
precisely rendering small details. Laborterápica was Brazil’s leading supplier of insulin, as well
as a producer of vitamins and medicines for the treatment of tuberculosis. While many of Flieg’s
photographs for this assignment focused on the intellectual and physical labor performed at the
factory—showing lab-coated chemists mixing chemicals and female assistants filling and sorting
vials—Flieg also paid special attention to Laboterápica’s new building (figs. 4.3 and 4.4).
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Constructed to be a state-of-the-art facility, Laborterápica’s clean, white space embodied
Paulistanos’ aesthetic, technological, and industrial expectations for modern architecture and
photography. Thus, the architecture of the lab and the physical space it enclosed were as
important to the marketing narrative as the manufactured goods themselves.
Flieg’s Laborterápica photographs are similar to factory photographs in Scheier’s
archive, however, Flieg’s images demonstrate a formal and technical refinement not present in
his predecessor’s photography. His sense of composition and instinct for optimal exposure
distinguished Flieg’s pictures from those of his contemporaries. Shooting with a Leica IIIc that
allowed him to manually control the elements of exposure—shutter speed and aperture—Flieg
was able to exploit the natural luminescence of the white-walled, naturally lit space, creating
radiant photographs.519 Furthermore, his attention to architectural details helped him to see
rhythmic patterns in built structures and reproduce them in his photographs. An exterior shot of
the Laborterápica factory set at an angle to the picture frame highlights the building’s steelcolumn supports in dramatic perspective. Images like this illustrate how architecture became a
carrier of meaning in mid-century Paulistano photography. Flieg returns to this receding
viewpoint in an interior shot of lab technicians seated before a row of white machinery and a
bank of windows. The repeated patterns of the window sashing, machinery, human bodies, and
wooden chairs create a formal order that reinforces the idea of scientifically advanced modern
space. Thus, the laboratory architecture communicates modern values through its formal and
organizational elements.
In addition to these expansive views, Flieg also shot close-ups of medical tools,
highlighting their luminous glass and metal surfaces. These photographs recall the ones Flieg
made during his early training in Berlin and prefigure imagery from one of his best-known
campaign for Cristais Prado (Prado Crystals). Cristais Prado was a manufacturer of fine

Flieg received his Leica from his father before leaving Germany. He also owned an “old
Austrian” camera of unknown make, and eventually purchased a large format Lindhof. He was a
self-proclaimed minimalist when it came to equipment, advocating mechanical simplicity
coupled with technical proficiency. “Depoimento do crítico fotografo Hans Gunter Flieg.”
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glassware established by Brazilian impresario Jorge de Silva Prado.520 In 1937 Prado married
the New York socialite Marjory Jane Gage; the couple sailed to Brazil together the following
day.521 In Brazil, Marjory immediately began investing her husband’s fortune in new business
ventures: she opened a nightclub and founded an advertising agency called Publicidades
Prado.522 In tandem with his wife’s enterprises, Jorge Prado founded Cristais Prado and
contracted Publicidades Prado to handle its advertisement and marketing.
Publicidades Prado was short-lived (it closed in 1939) but it brought into contact several
individuals who would become core members of São Paulo’s early advertising community. The
agency’s art director was the young Fred Jordan (1927-2001), now considered the father of
Brazilian graphic design. Like Flieg, Jordan came to Brazil from Germany as a refugee fleeing
Nazi persecutions. Jordan was four years younger than Flieg and had come to Brazil three years
earlier (1936), but their similar life trajectories and artistic interests bonded the two men, who
continued to work in close association for many decades.523 It was Jordan who invited Flieg to
photograph the Cristais Prado campaign. In 1947 Jordan called Flieg, complaining that other
photographers had not been able to satisfactorily photograph the luminosity of Cristais Prado’s
glass products. He asked Flieg to rephotograph the objects imitating the style of Swedish glass
manufacturer Orrefor’s print catalog. Flieg, who in a later interview attested to seeing glass
production in Bohemia as a young child and feeling moved by the process, took up the challenge,
producing an iconic campaign that would become one of his most celebrated.524 So successful

Jorge Prado was a grandson of Antonio da Silva Prado, a member of the Paulista coffee
aristocracy, who served as a mayor of São Paulo, a state representative, Brazilian minister of
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were Flieg’s images that they have been credited with introducing New Objectivity aesthetics to
Brazilian photography.525
Flieg’s straight photography approach, quotidian and industrial subject matter, keen
sense of lighting, and German lineage make comparisons between his work and that of New
Objectivity photographers, especially Albert Renger-Patzsch, almost obligatory. However, I have
found no tangible connection between Flieg and his German contemporaries within the
movement. Flieg was certainly aware of international photographic trends, especially the styles
popular in his native country. He had traveled to Brazil accompanied by texts from now lesserknown photographers Paul Wolff and Hans Windisch.526 He likely saw, and perhaps subscribed
to LIFE magazine, and enjoyed a social circle that included extensive foreign contacts. It is
therefore probable that Flieg was aware of Renger-Patzsch work, even though no direct link has
been recorded. However, familiarity does not necessarily signify imitation.
Born in Wurzburg in 1897, Renger-Patzsch was a generation older than Flieg; his first
exhibition was held in 1927, when Flieg was four years old. The following year he published his
iconic volume, The World is Beautiful, which became the cornerstone text of New Objectivity
photography. The book was so popular that its merits were debated throughout Germany and
Europe including in major art institutions like the Bauhaus.527 In contrast to the New Objectivity
painters whose rejection of expressionist romanticism often veered into the realm of the
grotesque, Renger-Patzsch’s objective was to honor photography’s total “truthfulness and
unequivocalness.”528 As photohistorian Matthew Simms observes, Renger-Patzsch believed that
“the camera should look from a traditional Archimedean point, surveying the world from a
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stable and predictable position above and beyond its vicissitudes.”529 The World is Beautiful’s
avant-gardism was born from its images’ suggestion of an immaterial essence at the root of all
natural and man-made objects: a Platonic ideal or universal order that transcended the
individual object. Renger-Patzsch’s photograph of glasses (fig. 4.5), for example, does little to
help the viewer understand the volume, proportions, use, or material quality of the included
specimens. Rather, the picture highlights their transparent delicacy via the effervescent shadows
they trace on their support. Renger-Patzsch’s multiples transcend the material world, provoking
metaphysical contemplation—what he called “joy before the object”—in the wake of the postWorld War I “crisis of meaning.” Thus, where the New Objectivity painters rejected social
complacence, photographers like Renger-Patzsch were more invested in the aesthetic
development of their medium toward a materialist end.
It was Renger-Patzsch’s technical—rather than political—stance that Flieg’s meticulous
images for Cristais Prado introduced to Brazil. Flieg’s photographs for Cristais Prado were
produced in a much different political and cultural climate than Renger-Patzsch’s images, and as
such they partook in a very different philosophical conversation. Directly commissioned by a
commercial entity for an advertising campaign, Flieg’s primary objective was to market items for
sale. He could not obscure realities of proportion and volume as could Renger-Patzsch, and
representing quality craftsmanship was a priority intertwined within the attempt to aesthetically
capture the luxuriousness of transparent glass. The photographs Flieg produced, although they
borrowed visually and technically from German photographers, were firmly rooted in the
pragmatics of Brazilian industrial modernization. A representative photograph from Flieg’s
Cristais Prado campaign shows eight backlit objects—a small footed bowl, a decanter, a pitcher,
and five footed glasses of diminishing size—perfectly aligned on a reflective surface (fig. 4.6).
Unlike Renger-Patszch’s organic arrangement that foregrounded his objects’ shadows
suggesting temporality, Flieg’s quasi-militaristic alignment of the glasses and the obviously
staged scenario turn the pieces into specimens. Their reflective surfaces suggest cool tactility,
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underscoring their value as consumer goods. Thus, Flieg’s glassware photographs have precisely
the opposite psychological effect as those of Renger-Patzsch. Where the latter’s photographs
suggested objects’ inherent and incalculable value based on their formal properties and aesthetic
power, Flieg’s photograph communicates monetary and social value.
In this way, Flieg’s photographs for Cristais Prado respond to a Benjaminian logic of
modernity. In “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (1936) Walter
Benjamin argues that photography shifts artistic merit away from the object’s “cult value”—its
material existence and potential to affect “magical” change through direct contact with its
unique aura—toward “exhibition value,” or the worth it draws from being seen by the most
viewers possible.530 Photography effects this change both by mechanically reproducing works of
art, thus divorcing them from their aura and making them portable (and hence available to more
viewers), and by multiplying images so that their perception is both rapid fire and (supposedly)
objective.531 In Benjamin’s view, the masses would come to favor what they perceived as
photography’s superior reality, but was actually, “multiple fragments which are assembled
under a new law . . . precisely because of the thoroughgoing permeation of reality with
mechanical equipment, an aspect of reality which is free of all equipment.” 532
For Benjamin, the end result of the mechanization of art via photography was a move
toward increased production, both of visual representations and of other material goods: “The
mass is a matrix from which all traditional behavior toward works of art issues today in a new
form. Quantity has been transmuted into quality.”533 The equation of quantity with quality is
visible in Flieg’s commercial and industrial imagery for both Laborterápica and Cristais Prado in
which rhythmically recurring glasses and beakers are used to imply the firms’ abilities to
multiply products ad infinitum. Seriality and repetition were an important part of his aesthetic
Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in
Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken Books, 1969), 7.
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across other advertising campaigns as well. A 1951 photograph for Twin Coach busses most
clearly illustrates this point (fig. 4.7). In it, busses parked neatly along the shoulder of a newlybuilt highway recede into the distance, merging with the road as it meets the horizon. Although
the photograph contains fewer than ten busses, the number seems larger because of their dense
stacking. The resulting image produces an almost infinity-mirror effect, as though the busses
were natural, eternal objects, when in reality they are markers of an industrialized economy
predicated upon impermanence and change. In direct opposition to Renger-Patzsch’s mandate
that “the camera should look from a traditional Archimedian point, surveying the world from a
stable and predictable position above and beyond its vicissitudes,” the Twin Coach photograph
takes a decidedly terrestrial view of the world—it is even shot from a worm’s eye view—
celebrating the Benjamin-foretold apotheosis of mechanical reproduction.534 Ironically, Twin
Coach stopped production of its trolley division the same year the ad was shot, and sold its bus
division only four years later.
The valorization of quantity over quality corresponded to a fundamental shift in the
Brazilian economy which also served as an impetus for the creation of the country’s advertising
sector. In her study of art and advertising in the US at the turn-of-the-century, Michele Bogart
explains:
The role of advertising agents changes dramatically in response to the transformations
from local to national markets and from a producer economy (one in which the goods
produced were essential and served primarily as a means of survival) to a consumption
economy (one in which production exceeds consumption, so that advertising became
necessary to ensure continued production and profit).535
Flieg’s photographic maturation aligned with Brazil’s conversion into a producer economy and
the emergence of advertising as a major industry in the country. Brazil’s first advertising
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agencies—opened at the end of the 1920s—were US imports.536 At the time, many Brazilian
industries were producing their own advertisements in-house. These low production-value ads
gave almost no attention to layout and were accompanied by poor-quality illustrations. They
appeared in magazines and occasionally on hand-painted signage, but did little to visually
seduce their viewers.537 During the 1940s and 1950s, Brazil’s illustrated press and advertising
sectors both entered their golden age. Armando de Moraes Sarmento, president of US
advertising firm McCann-Erickson’s Brazil office, remembers these decades as a period of
apprenticeship during which Brazilian artists and designers learned the craft of advertising from
imported US art directors and began to execute Brazil’s first noteworthy marketing
campaigns.538 The first advertising jingles began to play on Brazilian radio stations in 1932, and
soon after that billboards first appeared in the cities.539
The dawn of Brazilian advertising also coincided with the presidency—and later
dictatorship—of Getúlio Vargas. As former president of the firm J. W. Thompson-Brasil,
Augusto de Angelo, points out, Vargas was deeply invested in propaganda of the political,
rather than commercial, sort. Vargas initiated the Departamento de Imprensa and Propaganda
(Department of Press and Propaganda), or DIP, which—although often associated with the
censorship of political dissidence—was also responsible for “selling” positive visions of the
country and its government to domestic and international audiences.540 For example, from 1941
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to 1944 the DIP produced a photography-rich serial publication called Travel in Brazil (later
retitled This is Brazil) whose format, title, images, and tone served as a direct precedent for the
privately-published This is São Paulo series discussed in the previous chapter (fig. 4.8).541 Thus,
the ascendance of commercial advertisement—in Portuguese, propaganda—coincided with the
first official organ of Brazilian state propaganda. Commercial and political propaganda were
intrinsically linked. Prognosticating such alliances, Benjamin posited a connection between
capitalism, mechanically reproduced imagery, and the political right in 1936:
Fascism attempts to organize the newly created proletarian masses without affecting the
property structure which the masses strive to eliminate. Fascism sees its salvation in
giving these masses not their right, but instead a chance to express themselves. The
masses have a right to change property relations; Fascism seeks to give them an
expression while preserving property. The logical result of Fascism is the introduction of
aesthetics into political life.542
The aestheticization of politics and the escalation of class difference played out not only in the
Nazi regime of Benjamin’s native Germany (like Flieg and so many others included in this study,
Benjamin was of German Jewish descent), but also a decade later in Estado Novo Brazil where
commercial and political “propaganda” merged functionally and linguistically into a single
system.
The visual culture (and more specifically, the photographic culture) of the Vargas
dictatorship and its surrounding years, correlates closely with the styles and messages that
developed under the Fascist regimes of interwar Europe. As an emerging economy attempting to
compete with large industrial empires like that of the United States, the Vargas government
tried to muster international influence by coalescing federal power within a strong central
leader, supporting nationalist rhetoric, suppressing political opponents, and striving for
economic autarky. With this governmental structure in place and an incoming flood of Italian
and German immigrants saturated in the visual language of fascist media, it is entirely logical
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that both socially conservative visual rhetoric and Modernist form would become hallmarks of
mid-century Brazilian photography. Many of the Paulistano photographic community’s most
important European models had pro-fascist leanings: Albert Renger-Patzsch worked for the
Nazi Organisation Todt, Paul Wolff took celebratory photographs of Nazi rallies, and Pietro

Maria Bardi advocated for the creation of “fascist architecture” during the Mussolini regime.
While the Vargas’s dictatorship did not escalate to full-scale fascism, the cultural environment it
fostered was indebted to fascist influence.
The São Paulo state government, while critical of Vargas in general, was paradoxically
enthusiastic about participating in propaganda campaigns, perhaps because they saw in them
opportunities to promote regional achievements. In September 1940 the Brazilian federal
government under the Estado Novo mandated the creation of state-level Departments of Press
and Propaganda (DEIP). By February of the following year, Paulista Governor Adhemar de
Barros—formerly the sponsor of S.Paulo magazine—had already established the São Paulo filial
of this organization.543 The governor’s speed in acquiescing is particularly remarkable
considering that when the DIP was disbanded in 1944 at least eight states still had not complied
with the order. Adhemar de Barros’s judgement proved sound, and the coordinated DIP/DEIP
produced scores of publications that highlighted local and national acheivements. The federal
government was eager to prove its alliance with the increasingly powerful state of São Paulo in
the wake of the 1932 Constitutionalist Revolution during which revolting Paulistas had
attempted to overthrow the Vargas government. Although the defeat embarrassed the Paulistas,
the federal government made conciliatory gestures, praising São Paulo in DIP publications as a
city of grandiose “architectural projections” and a “metropolis of towering chimneys.”544
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As the Vargas government became especially invested in print media (as opposed to a
previous emphasis on radio programs),545 the São Paulo DEIP was responsible for publishing
several periodical titles expounding state history, culture, and economic progress. For example,
the free monthly magazine Boletim São Paulo de ontem, de hoje, e de amanhã (Bulletin of São
Paulo yesterday, today, and tomorrow), published from 1941 till at least 1945, used a
comparative structure to narrate Paulista advancement that would also serve as the framework
for several of the quadricentennial albums published nearly a decade later. Even after the
dissolution of the Estado Novo in 1945, the São Paulo branch of the DIEP did not dissolve;
instead it transformed into the Departamento Estadual de Informações [State Department of
Infromation] (DEI), and continued to carry out essentially the same functions as it had during
the Vargas regime. Although official Estado Novo programs were extinct by the mid-1940s, their
legacy carried into the following decades, influencing the development of photo books,
advertising, magazines, and other forms of print and photographic media.
In 1947, the year Flieg shot the Cristais Prado campaign, Brazil was still recovering from
eight-years of Vargas’s media policing. While less politically extreme than Nazi Germany, the
Brazilian military government of the 1960s through 1980s, or the dictatorships endured by
citizens in Brazil’s neighboring countries, Vargas’s Estado Novo government fundamentally
shaped the form and content of Brazilian promotional imagery. The Vargas government adopted
strict “false advertising” laws, patrolled print media through widespread censorship, and tightly
controlled the circulating images of Brazil and its industrial production.546 Although the end of
the dictatorship in 1945 signaled diminished regulations, the path towards a consumerist
aestheticization of industry had already been set in place. The course of Brazilian photography
began to bend away from the experimental formal studies of the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirantes,
towards technically-proficient, materialist, straight photography that was marketable as
advertising.
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Vitrinas as Modern Medium
Flieg’s photographs for Cristais Prado were shown publicly in a variety of forms,
including in magazine advertisements (a Cristais Prado ad featuring one of Flieg’s photographs
appeared amongst the opening pages of the Bardi’s magazine Habitat in every issue for at least
the first three years of its publication) (fig. 4.9), in Cristais Prado’s exposition booths (fig. 4.10),
and in an elaborate window dressing for the firm’s store in downtown São Paulo (fig. 4.11). Print
advertising, by far the most studied of these modalities, has already been briefly discussed in the
second chapter.547 Here I want to focus on the other two related forms, exposition booths and
window dressings. Because of their greater ephemerality, these may initially seem to be minor
venues for commercial advertisement, precipitating more geographically restricted routes of
circulation.
Yet, during the mid-twentieth century, exhibition booths and window dressings (or
vitrinas in Brazil) were rich and well-developed visual languages. Both forms integrated
photography, industrial objects, and spatial design (including—in the case of window dressings
—the architectural space of the store) to create a hybrid arrangement of two- and threedimensional materials that integrated advertising in the physical fabric of the city. Furthermore,
these displays were often re-photographed and recirculated as print advertisements. This
section focuses on the visual culture of São Paulo’s vitrinas, using Flieg’s photographs of the
Cristias Prado store as a point of departure. Through an analysis of the shop window and
industrial exhibition display as a means of artistic expression, I will demonstrate how mid-
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century designers merged the mediums of architecture and photography into a culturally
significant compound form. I approach my critique via Benjamin Buchloh’s analysis of El
Lissitzsky’s design for the Soviet Pavilion at the 1928 International Press Exhibition Pressa.
Although grander in scale than the relatively humble exhibition stands in which Flieg’s
photographs were featured, El Lissitzsky’s immersive installation and Buchloh’s interpretation
of it, demonstrate some of the important ways that Brazilian photographers differed
ideologically from their predecessors in the European avant-garde.
In his essay on the Pressa installation, “From ‘Faktura’ to Factography,” Buchloh defines
faktura as the texture or materiality of an art object, the inherent self-referentiality of its
creative process and final, Benjaminian aura. 548 Maintaining a sense of faktura was especially
important to the Russian avant-garde artists seeking to translate traditional artistic forms like
painting into the industrial age. But, as Buchloh points out, their efforts fell short because even
the “non-ultilitarian object-constructions” of the most progressive Russian artists failed to adapt
to changing modes of perception—specifically the “simultaneous collective reception” ushered in
by the advent of socialism—and remained bourgeois commercial products.549 Buchloh concludes
that:
[The] fundamental crisis within the modernist paradigm was not only a crisis of
representation . . . it was also, importantly, a crisis of audience relationships, a moment
in which the historical institutionalization of the avant-garde had reached its peak of
credibility, from which legitimization was only to be obtained by a redefinition of its
relationship with the new urban masses and their cultural demands.550
This disjuncture of image and reception was alleviated in part by Soviet artists’ discovery of
photomontage. Not only did photomontage effectively insert industrialized, mechanical
reproduction into the process of the artwork’s creation, it also faithfully reproduced the “real.”551
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The documentary quality of photography addressed the rift between the object and its audience,
through the immediacy of “visual fact.”552
This artistic transformation from faktura—or material integrity—to factography—or
representational iconicity—only partially bound up the fissure between audience and object. The
process of reconciliation was finalized with the integration of “dramatic experience” that
facilitated a “theatrical/cinematographic” immersion in the artwork and allowed for collective
viewing and participation.553 Buchloh argues that El Lizzitsky (Lazar Markovich Lissitzky,
1890-1941) achieved this metamorphosis of the bourgeois artistic commodity into the radical
experience of art with his 1928 exhibition design for the International Press Exhibition, Pressa,
in Cologne (fig. 4.12). There Lizzitsky combined photography and text in a “typographic kinoshow” that married photography, cinema, and architecture into an immersive form. For
Buchloh, Lissitzky’s Pressa pavilion represented the culmination of Soviet artist’s search for a
uniquely socialist form because it managed to be simultaneously documentary, industrial, and
communal.
Throughout their photographic experiments Lissitzky and his Russian colleagues openly
acknowledged the German and US photomontage genealogies that led up to installations like the
one built for Pressa. They distinguished their own work from the other two national trajectories
by dismissing the US variant as mere advertising, and the German as political agitation. In
contrast, Lissitzky viewed his project as socially revolutionary.554 Brazilian photographers also
recognized the German and US roots of industrial photography, but rather than harnessing
photomontage and exhibition installations as forms of social education leading to reformation,
they embraced mass media for its potential to stimulate consumer markets as part of a larger
project of national revitalization. Through the construction of elaborate “vitrina” window
displays, Brazilian photographers and designers also transformed two-dimensional photographs
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into three-dimensional spaces, but with the primary purpose of selling both products and a
patriotic narrative. Thus, where Lissitzky rejected the use of photography or political and
commercial propaganda, Brazilian photographers used their medium to synthesize a politicocommercial propaganda. Nevertheless, the two projects are linked in the way they combine
structure and image to construct elaborate photographic spaces for viewers to inhabit. These
spaces fuse the practices of architecture and photography to create powerful, fictional
landscapes that condition viewers’ reactions and encourage new ways of interacting with the
urban environment. While built for different purposes and under different political systems, the
Pressa pavilion and Brazilian vitrinas both fulfill a cultural need for immersive, Modernist
spectacles.
Flieg and many of his fellow Paulistano photographers did not find themselves in the
same oppositional position to bourgeois culture as European avant-gardists of prior decades:
instead of contending against the bourgeois orientation of art in the industrial age, Paulistano
photographers embraced it. The distinct orientations of Paulistano and Soviet photographers vis
à vis the use of art to further commercial ends is attributable in part to the political systems
under which each operated. Lissitzky aligned himself with Soviet socialism, while Flieg was
subject to extremely conservative local and federal governments. As art historian Christina Kiaer
points out, even Lissitzky’s Soviet colleagues found themselves walking a fine line between
capitalism and socialism—as well as between modernity and the “pre-modern”—in the first
years after the Revolution, during the period of the New Economic Policy (NEP), from
1921-1928. 555 In these years before Pressa, artists like Alexandre Rodchenko and Varvara
Stepanova also manipulated photographs to create images that were part commercial
advertisement, part propaganda for the Soviet state. Still, there are noticeable aesthetic and
ideological differences between their work and the artists involved in my study. Aesthetically,
the Soviet artists were more versed in the visual language of concretism and their dynamic
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compositions reflect their integration into the European avant-garde. In contrast, Brazilian
photographers as a whole (perhaps with the exception of Barros), were much less inclined to
experiment with pure abstraction or with kinetic compositions, focusing instead on a formalist,
straight approach to their imagery. Likewise, Brazilian artists had no common ideological
grounding in socialism (or any other political position); their production primarily promoted
São Paulo’s regional identity, and by extension, Brazilian nationalism, but without allusions to
social equality or economic cooperation.
Political and stylistic differences only partially explain the artists’ contrasting
positionality. Brazil’s artistic infrastructure (or lack thereof) also played a key role in shaping
local uses of photography. As mentioned in the first chapter, there were few spaces for
revolutionary artistic exhibitions in Brazil as a whole, or São Paulo in particular, at midcentury.556 The Escola Nacional de Belas Artes (National Academy of Fine Art) was excessively
conservative, offering no courses in modern art or photography. There were neither private
institutions offering more progressive curriculum (as was the case in Europe), nor an
established gallery system in which to exhibit experimental artworks. The recently-founded
MASP and Museu de Arte Moderna (MAM) were both private organizations spearheaded by
local impresarios (Assis Chateaubriand in the case of MASP and Francisco Matarazzo Sobrinho
in the case of MAM), who were unsympathetic to leftist art.
The only independent spaces for photographers to display their work were in clubs like
the Foto Cine Clube Bandeirantes (FCCB), but even this organization was largely by controlled
members of São Paulo’s upper-middle class, hobbyist photographers who could afford expensive
camera equipment and who decided what went on display through the formation of conservative
exhibition juries.557 Furthermore, there was an annual fee for membership in the club and
participation generated no income for photographers: even prizes at the annual Salon were not
In addition to a scarcity of venues, Modern art was not well-received in Brazil even when it
managed to be shown. Artists associated with the now-lauded Semana de Arte Moderna in 1922
were vilified in the press, pausing the domestic expansion of modernist forms for many years.
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accompanied by a cash reward. In order to afford cameras and film photographers had to find
ways of generating income through portrait work, photojournalism, or commercial contracts;
many photographers cobbled together an income from a combination of all three.558 Subject to
these economic forces, Paulistano photography was formally advanced, but socially
conservative, a paradox that confounds canonical models and western trajectories of
Modernism. Thus, I propose that the photographic oeuvres of Flieg and his contemporaries can
be used to trace an alternate art historical narrative in which propaganda (both political and
commercial) is a primary avenue of stylistic innovation. Although photography was subject to
commercial considerations more than other artistic mediums throughout the Western world in
the first half of the twentieth century, the Brazilian context provides a new perspective on how
photographers struck this commercial/artistic balance by emphasizing the imagery of rapid
urbanization that recreated physical space. As a cooperative product of private, public, and
cultural arbiters, the urban landscape became the primary visual symbol of Brazil’s movement
from a colonial past into an industrial present.
Paulistano photographers were both invested in the project of growing Brazilian
capitalism and cognizant of the social changes resulting from the country’s rapid urbanization;
alongside the advertising agencies with whom they partnered, photographers looked for ways to
address the urban masses more efficiently and effectively. The solution they found, while not
identical to Lissitzky’s Soviet Pavilion installation, shared its theatricality and dynamism.
Meticulously arranged exhibition booths and vitrinas became immensely popular vehicles for
advertising new products, showcasing not only industrial produced goods, but also the stores in
which they were displayed. As three-dimensional platforms, vitrinas drew consumers’ attention
to both commercial objects and the architecture encasing them, turning the city itself into an
advertisement for the products within it. Advertisements used prominent buildings to sell
everything from coffee to elevators (figs. 4.13 and 4.14), and photographs of highly produced
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vitrinas (often incorporating photographs in their design schema) appeared frequently in print
(fig. 4.15).
São Paulo’s vitrinas were generally created by a team of advertisers, photographers, and
designers, all of whom contributed to the overall design. After generating the necessary
photographic content—often over the course of several shoots including onsite in the company
factory (another architectural space whose image was harnessed to promote commerce) and in
the photographer’s studio—photographers relinquished their images to an advertising agency
whose in-house and/or contracted designers would generate print ad copy and mount vitrinas
with the images. The window displays, featuring vignettes of fabrication and close-ups of
individual products, became so popular that agencies specializing in their creation routinely
advertised in magazines like Habitat.
The magazine’s fifth issue (October-December 1951) devoted a two-page spread to
vitrinas, written by Lina Bo Bardi, an architect, occasional designer, and Pietro Maria Bardi’s
wife.559 Published in a section of the magazine devoted to industrial design, Lina Bo calls
vitrinas “the instant mirror and quick denunciation of a city’s character.”560 Echoing Lissitzky’s
condemnation of bourgeois advertising culture, Lina Bo bluntly identifies vitrinas as a “means to
sell products . . . a velvet glove that, under a decorative and indifferent guise hides the
complicated claws of calculating ‘costs,’ ‘margins,’ ‘profits’.” 561 With evocative language she
imagines the vitrinas screaming at passing customers: “we want to sell, sell, sell, sell for the gain
of X and Y, buy, buy we want money, MONEY.” 562 She ominously compares their decorations
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and smiling mannequins to cheese in a mouse trap, waiting to ensnare the “consumer-mice.”563
As nefarious as this description sounds, Lina Bo’s objection is not to window displays as such,
but to the petit-bourgeois sensibilities they often invoked. Lina Bo called upon merchants not to
desist in creating them, but to understand their “moral responsibility” to cultivate good—i.e.
modern—taste.564 Calling shop windows a “public living room,” “a grand exhibition hall,” and “a
museum” of the city, Lina Bo proclaims the possibility of “honest” vitrinas that respond to a
sense of “collective responsibility” and reject the mousetrap model through good design and
eliminating kitsch.565
Lina Bo was not the only Habitat contributor to recognize the cultural importance of
vitrinas and their potential to influence public taste. In another short article from the tenth issue
of Habitat (January-March of 1953), art critic Armando Cunha proclaimed the necessity for
“real artists” to direct the decoration of São Paulo’s vitrinas.566 In advancing this thesis, Cunha
takes a similar tone to Lina Bo’s. But a quick scan of the article makes very apparent that Lina
Bo would likely have disproved both of Cunha’s text and his aesthetic sensibilities.567 Cunha’s
article begins by calling vitrinas “a necessary element to overcome consumer shyness.” 568 This
introduction suggests a confidence in capitalist benevolence, that neutralizes Lina Bo’s
descriptions of aggressive and suspicious advertising practices. Cunha declares that São Paulo
would seem “poor and desolate” without advertisements and vitrinas,569 and laments that,
although window dressing appears simple, it is actually a complicated “problem.” The
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conundrum of successful window dressing precipitates his article title, “Problemas da
vitrina” (The Problem of the Vitrine).570 Cunha’s assessment of the form is similar to Lina Bo’s
insofar as he suggests that window displays played a vital role in educating the public taste. “Art
will only achieve popularity after the battle of good taste has been won, beginning with the
matchbox and the alphabet,” Cunha argues, underscoring the importance of visual culture in
cultivating public taste.571
Unfortunately, Cunha’s article is confusingly illustrated with photographs of “handsome”
vitrinas that closely resemble the examples Lina Bo deemed “pseudo-modern,” and the latter
does not include photographs of any displays she considers exemplary. However, in her text
Lina Bo mentions visiting an exemplary vitrina and speaking with the advertising firm
responsible for its creation. Considering her article’s publication date and Bardis’ personal
connections to Flieg,572 this exemplary window may have been the Cristais Prado display to
which the photographer contributed. Flieg’s photograph of the completed vitrina, dated 1947,
documents a carefully crafted montage of his own photographs and hand-drawn vignettes
mounted on a custom metal-and-wood framework encircled by an arrangement of prismatic
glassware (fig. 4.11). Located in the pedestrian center of the city on the Rua 24 de Maio between
the Viaduto do Chá and Praça da República, the Cristais Prado shop was housed in the ground
floor of an elegant ten-story Art Deco building. Although small, the space was impeccably
modern with minimal decoration, clean lines, and gridded recessed lighting. While the ornate
crystal goblets and pitchers on display spoke to the traditional tastes of the Paulistano
bourgeoise and elicited old-world nostalgia (text in the vitrina announced that the pieces were
produced by artisans from Italy and Bohemia who brought to Brazil age-old techniques for
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handcrafting fine glassware), the store’s sheet glass windows invited passersby into a space
accented with polished metal and glass.
The window display was delimited from the rest of the open-plan shop by a backdrop
screen composed of dark black panels and rods inserted into skeletal, white wooden ribs. This
framing devise wass a key feature of the vitrina’s composition. The structure recalled the
“Mondrian-like” grids of Barros’s Fotoforma exhibition, which were constructed under Lina Bo
Bardi’s direction, but borrowed heavily from designers in her European circle, including Franco
Albini and Max Bill. However, the ameboid forms attached to the grid also reference Calder’s
organic abstraction in the US. Thus, the framework combines elements of geometric and organic
abstraction, from both the Bauhaus and New York schools. It also demonstrates the primary roll
that commercial design played in integrating Modernism into the Brazilian cultural vernacular.
Rather than taking queues from the art world, designers like Fred Jordan and photographers
like Flieg led the march of stylistic progress, as evidenced by the aesthetic sophistication of the
Cristais Prado display. In 1951 Bill would go on to receive the international sculpture prize at the
first São Paulo Bienal, while Calder was awarded a major retrospective at the second Bienal,
held in 1953. Although Calder exhibited at MASP as early as 1948, the Cristais Prado vitrina—
created in 1947—shows the deep impact these artists had on the Paulistano design community
prior to their recognition in more elite cultural circles, and demonstrates the avant-garde nature
of Brazilian commercial design.573
Although unattributed in the photographs, Jordan may helped construct the window
design, since he first hired Flieg for the Cristais Prado campaign. Flieg’s photographs of artisans
painstakingly creating and decorating glass receptacles activated the abstract screen, weaving a
narrative that intertwines industrialization and traditional craftsmanship. Together the
decorative scaffold and the images suspended from it demonstrate the window designer’s
attempt to marry the petit-bourgeois style of Cristias Prado’s goods with crisp, Modern design.
For more on the role played by Calder and Bill in shaping Brazilian aesthetic tastes, see Adele
Nelson, “The Monumental and the Ephemeral: The São Paulo Bienal and the Emergence of
Abstraction in Brazil, 1946-1954,” (Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, 2012).
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Flieg’s documentary photographs of skilled labor function as a key element in the display,
reconciling the ornamental glassware on sale with its industrially-inspired surroundings. Just as
Flieg’s exceptional lighting, sharp detail, and unfussy compositions produced strikingly bold
images for the company’s print advertisements, his photographs of the craftsman at work in the
company’s São Paulo factory add gravitas to what might otherwise be—to quote Lina Bo Bardi—
a “mousetrap” display. In addition to combining modern and traditional aesthetic sensibilities,
the window also successfully fused two- and three-dimensional objects and images, producing
dramatic theatricality in the way prescribed by Lissitzky. Thus, the window fulfilled the Soviet
artist’s injunctive for art to be socially experienced, but did so in a way that responded to the
mandates of Brazilian developmentalism.
Developmentalism was the dominant economic policy of post-World War II era Brazil.
As succinctly defined by political scientist Kathryn Sikkink, developmentalist policies promoted
the expansion of foundational industrial sectors (steel, oil, chemicals, machinery), the
accumulation of public and private foreign capital to facilitate this industrial expansion, and the
central guidance of this process by the Brazilian federal government.574 As economic historian
John D. Wirth points, during the Vargas era (roughly 1930-1954) developmentalist
industrialization was equivalent to economic nationalism: it constituted a political strategy that
allowed the federal government to relate to domestic interest groups without upsetting
established class structures.575 This stance was also articulated by Warren Dean in his early
study of São Paulo’s industrialist entrepreneurs, who noted that businessmen in the state were
especially conservative in maintaining familial control of both their companies’ operations and
profits.576 Flieg’s photographs, and the advertising structures into which they were inserted,
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reflected these political, economic, and social parameters: they encouraged industrial expansion
by aggressively marketing Brazilian-produced commodities, reinforced the interconnection of
public and private interests by suggesting that private commercial development benefited the
nation, and upheld class hierarchies by demonstrating a continuity between modern and
traditional aesthetics. Participating in conspicuous consumption was thus a patriotic service and
a sign of cultural sophistication as consumers were sold both material goods and an immaterial
vision of a modern nation-state.
As stationary installations, vitrinas could not circulate, and were reliant on pedestrian
circulation in the city center for their message to enter the public consciousness. However,
photographs of vitrinas could reach a wider audience. While photographing vitrinas flattened
them, diminishing their immersive quality, it did allow for editorialization of the displays and
demonstrated how commercial architecture—as much as the consumer goods they housed—
came to represent São Paulo’s cultural modernization. In 1947, the same year he photographed
Cristais Prado’s vitrina, Flieg also photographed the Loja Kirsch storefront. Just steps from
Cristais Prado on a pedestrian passageway in São Paulo’s commercial district, Loja Kirsch sold
imported folding blinds in styles previously unavailable in Brazil. Kirsch’s two-page spread in
the seventh issue of Habitat announced the store’s grand opening, emphasizing both the
modernity of its product and its retail space (fig. 4.16). The ad featured a nearly full-page
photograph of the store façade. Much sparser than the Cristais Prado display, Kirsch’s vitrina
features another Modern art inspired decorative display, this time even more organically
Calderesque. Small in size but grandiose in sentiment, the phrase “São Paulo, pioneer of
modernism,” is printed below the image.577 On the facing page, layout designers paired three
more of Flieg’s interior photographs of the store with an extended text praising São Paulo’s
dynamism and continual change. Although Kirsch blinds appear in all of the photographs, they
are not particularly highlighted in either the imagery or the text: architectural modernism and
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generic acclamations of São Paulo’s urban growth seem to have been enough to generate sales
without product-specific details. 578

Commercial Stands as Urban Installations
Vitrinas, though composed of three-dimensional objects and occupying real space, were
—both in their physical and photographic iterations—uninhabitable. They were communally
viewed, but not socially experienced in the same way as Lissitzky’s installation. However, in
keeping with the global enthusiasm for fairs and exhibitions,579 mid-century São Paulo saw its
own procession of domestic and international expos, culminating with the Quadricentennial
Exhibition in 1954 which did provide opportunities for socially experiencing “artistic”
installations.580 In the lead-up to these major events, São Paulo hosted smaller conventions,
including the annual state Industrial Exhibition hosted at the Galeria Prestes Maia (the same
venue as the FCCB’s annual Salons) and the 1951 IV National Hotelier’s Congress held in the
small, picturesque town of Campos do Jordão about two hours north of the city in the Serra do
Mar mountains.581 The primary attraction at these events were the “stands” mounted by
participating companies to showcase their wares.582 Cristais Prado sponsored stands at both the
annual Industrial Exhibition and IV National Hotelier’s Conference, modeling these spaces off
of their downtown vitrina that prominently displayed Flieg’s photography.

Flieg took pictures for and of many vitrinas in downtown São Paulo including: Volkswagen,
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Exhibition stands ranged from sitting-room sized spaces where visitors could lounge and
drink from Paulista-produced glass-ware, to small cabinet-like booths that spilled their products
out into the surrounding space. However, stands were united in the way they employed a
combination of photography and merchandise to advertise locally-produced goods. Both
Cristiais Prado stands were arranged like china hutches with rows of glistening glass containers
and adorned with photographs of glass fabrication (figs. 4.10). The homeliness made the stands
familiar and inviting. Laid out with rocks and Martini glasses, the stands invited viewers into a
secluded nook, sequestered away from the expanse of the exhibition hall. The spaces managed to
feel both a private and communal, and their minimal, but strategic, use of text advertised
without breaking the illusion of intimacy. Although not the bold, revolutionary statement
aspired to by Lissitzky, J. O. Souza (the designer of Cristais Prado’s stands) created a convincing
environment that encouraged social viewing. While diminutive in comparison with the Soviet
Pavilion, the stands’ style and scale were especially well-suited to their purpose of selling luxury
goods. Where the Pressa installation’s expanse and dynamic imagery encouraged mass
participation in a radical social movement, the Brazilian iterations discussed here were
primarily designed to sell fashionable products to the Brazilian bourgeoisie. Thus, the more
intimate scale reflected their class associations.
Habitat ran photographically-illustrated stories on the III Industrial Exhibition and IV
National Hospitality Conference in their fourth and fifth editions. The unknown author(s) of
these stories may have been government employees, since the fairs were sponsored by the State
Secretary of Labor among other national agencies, and as the articles’ verbiage is stiff and
infomercial-like. In reference to Cristais Prado’s display, the article on the Industrial exposition
takes pains to assert that São Paulo-produced glass is a “perfect substitute” for Europeanproduced brands.583 Thus, the organization of the exhibition and its propagandization reiterate
the strong linkage between Brazil’s public and private interests, a defining feature of
developmentalist policy. Flieg’s photographs in the Cristais Prado stands featured images of
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glassblowers working in the traditional Italian manner, but located them in São Paulo factories,
visually reinforcing the textual messages about European quality and Paulistano industry.584
Cristais Prado’s ability to address state and federal economic interests may have been the reason
that its relatively small booth was awarded third prize in the III Industrial Exhibition stand
competition and its picture published alongside others categorized as “most interesting” by the
editors of Habitat.585 Both the acts of judging and awarding prizes and the repeated discussion
of stands and vitrinas in Habitat testify to the medium’s culturally privileged status. Window
displays and exhibition booths were, of course, popular throughout the Western Hemisphere,
but in Brazil they rose to the level of art.
On display in exhibition stands photography was revivified: stretching beyond the
borders of its two-dimensional surface, it was reintegrated into the fabric of the city.586 Rather
than becoming stagnant representations of objects—things to be consumed and, eventually,
discarded—photographs became Heideggerian “things,” something whose meaning and interior
life lies beyond the anthropocentric representation of it. In Flieg’s photographs, glasses are not
shown in use, tomatoes are transformed into something other than food, and a banal coffee cup
is emancipated from its domestic allusions to dialogue with the larger urban space.
Decontextualized, divorced from their use value, and depicted formally, Flieg’s things, reject
human subjectivity, even in the moment that they court it as objects for sale. 587 The autonomny
of the things within the photographs is echoed in the way Flieg’s photographs become physical
things as they are incorporated into three-dimensional window displays. Mounted on cardboard
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and printed at nearly life-size, the photographs cease to be visual representations and enter the
world of material culture.
Furthermore, the stands were themselves architectural, replicas of the city’s vitrinas that
recall the buildings and streetscapes that made up the city. Thus, exhibition stands and vitrinas
were essential expressions of São Paulo’s visual culture because they served as substrates upon
which the aestheticized commercial messages of other artistic forms (i.e. photography,
architecture, and design) were articulated. Stands and vitrinas also reflected the dominant
themes of Brazilian cultural and political discourse, especially in the São Paulo region, through
their unabashed promotion of private interests in the name of nationalism. Most importantly,
more than other mediums they mirrored the social conditions of Paulistano urban life: its
crowds, its consumerism, and its aspirational modernity.

MASP’s I Salão Nacional de Propaganda
The exhibitions mentioned above were explicitly commercial affairs, trade shows meant
to sell products rather than cultivate aesthetic sensibilities. But concurrent with these
showcases, MASP organized several exhibitions dedicated to the “art” of advertising designed to
both educate public taste and overtly challenge divisions of “high” and “low” art. The first of
these was an exhibition of Swiss advertising posters organized with the help of the Swiss
government in May 1950.588 Later that same year Bardi instituted the I Salão Nacional de
Propaganda (I National Advertising Salon), co-sponsored by the Associação Paulista de
Publicitários (Paulista Association of Advertiser’s), or APP. Just like the industrial exhibitions,
MASP’s shows were always co-sponsored by a secondary governmental or private organization
with a vested interest in Brazil’s industrial growth. As an institution, MASP was itself dependent
on the continued financial support of its founder, the politician and businessman Assis
Chateaubriand. Thus, the institution’s capacity for independent cultural arbitration was
leveraged by its commercial ties.
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In many ways MASP’s curatorial agenda supported, rather than resisted, Brazil’s
conservative political landscape. Bardi’s directorial influence, however, steered the presentation
of commercial art toward didactic exploration and away from the overtly transactional tenor of
the previously discussed commercial expositions. This section will explore the organization,
imagery, and educational programming of the I Salão Nacional de Propaganda, the largest and
most diverse of Bardi’s advertising-themed exhibitions. Beyond serving as a compelling
indicator of the status of advertising as art in mid-century São Paulo, the show was an important
event for Flieg, since samples of his work were prominently displayed both at the exhibition and
in its reviews. As one of the few individual photographers featured in the Salon (most of the
entrants were advertising firms), the show was a turning point for Flieg. Over the course of the
1950s he transitioned from an emerging professional into one of the region’s most widely
sought-after advertising photographers, and probably the best photographic technician in the
country. Likewise, the Salon helped Bardi to determine the fledgling MASP’s priorities and
trajectory. It was advertised in Habitat’s first issue and a major feature devoted to it was
published in the second.589 Thus, the until-now unstudied exhibition was pivotal in determining
the form and ideological foundation of Paulistano Modernism.
In early October 1950 Pietro Maria Bardi began to send out letters soliciting
contributions for the I Salão Nacional da Propaganda, slated to open at the museum on
December 4, 1950, in less than two months time.590 Within days Bardi had received a stack of
enthusiastic replies to his call for submissions. Less than a month after sending out his
preliminary solicitations, a draft of the exhibition checklist included work by over thirty-eight
companies and individuals.591 Represented in the list were prominent advertising photographers
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Peter Scheier, Theo Gygas, and Hans Gunter Flieg, as well as graphic designer Fred Jordan.
Large domestic corporations like Companhia Melhoramentos—publishers of many of the
quadricentennial photo books—exuberantly directed Bardi to their publicity departments.
Brazilian affiliates of large US companies including Pan Am, General Motors, Goodyear, and
Ford also signed on. Finally, a group of new São Paulo-based advertising firms joined the ranks
of exhibitors, among them Lintas do Brasil, Época, FAma [sic], and Standard Propaganda.
Although there have been no studies of the exhibition, the Salão da Propaganda was pivotal in
the history of Brazilian art for several reasons: first, it paved the way for the creation of the
Escola de Propaganda, Brazil’s first advertising school and a major force in the development of
national design; second, it demonstrates an important intersection of graphic design,
architecture, and photography; third, it helped to establish concretism as an artistic movement
and a popular aesthetic, demonstrating the interconnectedness of high culture and
commercialism in Brazil.
Even with only a few months’ preparation, the salon opened on schedule and to great
public success. Newspaper clippings from the exhibition folder in the MASP archives record a
vigorous publicity campaign in São Paulo’s and Rio de Janeiro’s major news outlets. Along with
press releases announcing the show and listing the Museum’s address for the submission of
contributions, were photographs of the exhibition’s hanging,592 and articles tracking curatorial
meetings held to determine the show’s format and organization.593 A few of these columns
indicated great public anticipation of the event, some going so far as to call for future iterations
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of the Salon before the first had even opened.594 Aggrandizing headlines boasted that “once
again MASP demonstrates its grand idealizing capacity.”595
An early review of the Salon published December 5—just one day after the show opened
—highlighted the exhibition’s co-sponsorship by the APP, São Paulo’s professional association
for advertisers.596 This close association of commercial and cultural organizations largely
explains the show’s celebratory tenor. The review reads like an apology for the advertising
industry, calling the Salon, “an unprecedented achievement for Brazil, whose importance does
not need embellishment.”597 The reviewer continues, “Advertising today is an activity of primary
importance: no sector of modern life can do without its powerful influence.”598 As established
elsewhere in this dissertation, hyperbolic statements regarding the importance of state industry
were common in the Paulistano press, but this reviewer’s tone is especially exaggerated. Yet,
there is also something markedly prescient about the newspaper’s assertion that advertising
infiltrated every aspect of modern life: certainly the text-filled cityscape and newsstands
overflowing with advertisement-laced periodicals were powerful indications of modernity’s
commercial turn.
“Esperamos que se reproduza por varios anos e que não seja tentativa isolada,” Diário de São
Paulo 29 October 1950, I Salão Nacional da Propaganda Folder, MASP Archive.
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Bardi’s notes in the MASP archives demonstrate that although the exhibition was billed
as a “national Salon,” the scope of the project was really much larger. Bardi envisioned placing
works made by Brazilian advertising agencies alongside internationally and historically
significant commercial artists—principally Parisian Belle Époque poster artists like Henri
Toulouse-Lautrec and Jules Chéret. Bardi borrowed the artists’ posters from New York’s wellknown Knoedler Gallery. An undated newspaper clipping in the exhibition folder announces the
impending arrival of 24 Toulouse-Lautrec posters and twelve Chéret advertisements. 599
Although there are no extant photographs of Toulouse-Lautrec works on display in the MASP
photo archives, one installation shot published in the Diario de São Paulo shows museum
workers kneeling around an outstretched Chéret advertisement for the Aux Buttes Chaumont,
and another documents seven more Chéret posters hung around a curved partition in MASP’s
lobby (figs. 4.17 and 4.18).600
The Museum’s official press release, published ad nauseam in both São Paulo and Riobased media outlets, called the exhibition “didactico-explicativa” (didactic-explanatory), and
highlighted the inclusion of a section addressing “Como é feito o anuncio” (How advertisements
are made), along with the European posters and examples of contemporary Brazilian
advertisement. Within the exhibition, a signboard emblazoned with the words, “A obra de arte e
a propaganda” (Artwork and advertising), demonstrated how artworks could be most effectively
co-opted by advertisers. Using Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper—an image ubiquitous
throughout Brazil and much of Latin America—as an eye-catcher, the sign advocates intelligence
and good taste when incorporating famous art works, distinguishing between popular
appropriations of these works and their strategic use in modern advertising. Thus, the Salon was
not a simple case of pay-to-play cultural commercialism, but part of Bardi’s larger vision for his
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museum as an educational space and an assertion of his commitment to elevating design to the
realm of fine art.
In 1950 Bardi and MASP had an established track record of integrating art and design.
Lina Bo Bardi was radically reinventing the way MASP displayed its collection through the
invention of new hanging systems like the metal pipe and glass scaffolds she was concurrently
constructing for Geraldo de Barros’s Fotoformas, set to open just weeks later, and drafting-desk
inspired display tables, sketches of which can be found shuffled into the Salon exhibition folder.
Educating Brazilians in modern design was Bardi’s personal crusade.601 Despite the best efforts
of Brazilian modernist photographers, painters, authors, and critics, the vestiges of academic
tastes persisted amongst bourgeois Paulistanos. One of MASP’s earliest exhibitions, held in
1948, showcased modern chairs, including iconic Thonet cafe chairs like those Picasso
referenced in Still Life with Chair Caning (1908).602 In the months prior to mounting the Salon,
Bardi inaugurated another design-oriented exhibition, Vitrina das Formas (Showcase of Forms)
(fig. 4.19), which adopted the window display format to highlight exceptional examples of
industrial and furniture design. The “showcase” placed antique teapots alongside contemporary
appliances like Olivetti typewriters and sewing machines, drawing attention to their common
utilitarian design. Here again, everyday “objects” are extracted from the world of use value,
becoming “things” to be acknowledged for their physical qualities outside of the human-object
relationship. Craftsmanship and materiality became the primary basis for aesthetic judgement
and intellectual appreciation. As a barrier between the thing and the surrounding world, the
vitrina allowed these “things” to express their true nature. Bardi explained this to Alexandre
For more on Bardi’s role incorporating advertising and design into the Brazilian cultural
landscape, see Gustavo Cossio and Alexandre Schiavonni, “As exposições do IAC/MASP
(1951-1953) e do IDI/MAM-RJ (1968-1978): institucionalização do design e industrialização,”
História Unicap 3, no. 6 (July-December 2016): 463-481; and Milene Soares Cara, “MASP, the
Bardis and design in Brazil,” in Modernidade latina: Os Italianos e os Centros do Modernismo
Latino-americano, eds. Ana Gonçalves Magalhães, Paolo Rusconi, and Luciano Migliaccio (São
Paulo: MASP, 2014), http://www.mac.usp.br/mac/conteudo/academico/publicacoes/anais/
modernidade/pdfs/MILENE_ING.pdf
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Wollner—a soon-to-be student at MASP’s Instituto de Arte Contemporânea (IAC) who would go
on to study at the Ulm School of Design and eventually be considered the father of Brazilian
modern design—, saying, “a typewriter was no different from an earthenware pot in its day: an
object of use, part of the culture of a primitive group, just as the typewriter was an element of
ours.”603 Bardi classified the works displayed in both the exhibition of modern chairs and in
Vitrina das Formas as “Artes Industriais” (Industrial Arts), a category to which he dedicated
extensive programming in the Museum’s early years, and which inspired the creation of the IAC
—the first school in Brazil dedicated to industrial design.604
As demonstrated by Wollner’s fascination with the Vitrina das Formas, Bardi’s
innovative emphasis on modern industrial design encouraged young Paulistanos to re-envision
their cultural landscape, leading to the popular embrace of Modern aesthetics. 605 In addition to
industrial design, Bardi used his platforms as museum director and Habitat editor to argue for
advertising as an artistic form. His Swiss advertising show featured posters for European
companies like Müller shoes, Eptiner bottled water, and Elna sewing machines designed by
prominent Swiss graphic designers like Donald Brun, Herbert Leupin, and Josef MüllerBrockmann.606 Although several of these artists were being collected by MoMA—an institution
whose priorities and programming Bardi admired—they were relatively unknown in Brazil. As
such, their eye-catching display on rows of tall wooden stanchions in the Museum’s “didactic
section,” speaks more to Bardi’s directorial priorities than to public taste. Likewise, cartazes

Quoted in Andre Stolarski, Alexandre Wollner e a formação do design moderno no Brasil:
depoimentos sobre o design visual brasileiro (São Paulo: Cosac Naify, 2005), 37. Translation by
Milene Soares Cara.
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(advertising posters) were an oft-repeated image in Habitat.607 In his recurring column
“Alencastro,” Bardi wrote the following epigraph under the heading “Cartaz”:
The posters that cover our roads and streets should be works of art created by
intelligences not limited by figuration, but open to the horizon, preoccupied with the
visual satisfaction of the man on the street. For he, not being able to have an art gallery
in his home, satisfies himself with being a co-proprietor of the collection that should
hang on the walls of the city.608
Bardi took it upon himself to promote commercial art by hanging it on the walls of his museum
and publishing it in his magazine.
Within this context, the Salon’s importance to MASP’s exhibition history becomes
apparent: it was a major statement of the museum’s curatorial ideology and socio-political
affiliations. The Salon’s organization and supplemental programming underscore its larger
purpose of tying Brazilian advertising into canonical trajectories of art production and asserting
the country’s position as a site for the production of Modernity. Although Bardi’s exhibition
notes are sometimes difficult to decipher, on one loose-leaf page he scrawled “histoire de
propagande” across the center of the page, encircling it with the names of advertisers
throughout southeastern Brazil’s industrial corridor and in US. The make-shift flow chart attests
to the show’s broad the geographic and temporal scope. Bardi did not envision the Salon as a
glorified trade show, but rather, as a historically driven narrative that progressed from
advertising’s hand-drawn beginnings in Europe to its modern culmination in the photographic
montages of the contemporary Americas.
In this didactic, historicizing spirit the APP co-sponsored a series of palestras (talks) and
film screenings at the museum. Presenters included advertising executives like Rodolfo Lima

See Pietro Maria Bardi, “Toulouse e o cartaz,” Habitat 4 (July-Sept 1951): 56; “Cartazes,”
Habitat 6 (Jan-March 1952): 74; “Cartazes,” Habitat 10 (Jan-March 1953): 70; and “Badia
Vilato,” Habitat 11 (April-June 1953): 30. The latter was a review of an exhibition of the French
artist Badia Vilato’s posters.
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Martensen, the director general of Lintas, and APP President Godoy Prado. Of the seven
scheduled lectures, four—“Advertising and human insatisfaction,” “The educational function of
advertising,” “The social function of advertising,” and “The picturesque aspects of advertising”—
were oriented toward educating Paulistanos on the virtues of a commercialized modern
environment.609 Two more—“A radio program” and “How to make a radio show”—address
another Bardi priority: highlighting the role of radio in contemporary advertising. 610 As part of
the show’s innovative approach, the inclusion of radio stands out as especially genre-crossing.
Although there is no information about if or how audio contributions may have been integrated
into the exhibition, Bardi’s foresight in combining print and audible media demonstrates his
broad approach to Modern culture.
The final lecture on Bardi’s schedule was copywriter Origenes Lessa’s “São Paulo of 1868,
through its advertisements.”611 After his lecture, MASP screened the documentary film “Brasil
Moderno,” a production of the influential Light and Power Co.612 This was one of at least four
planned screenings billed as the “Advertising film festival,” which included reels depicting the
fabrication and promotion of regional handicrafts and industrial products such as Ford cars,
rubber, dyes, and whiskey.613 Much like the propagandistic news reels released by the DIP, these
“films” were meant to convert as much as inform, to convince Paulistanos of their country’s
present wealth and future prospects. The reflexive nature of both the show and its supporting
programming did not escape the press who published a photograph from the Salon’s opening—
uncoincidentally held on Brazil’s “Dia do Propaganda” (Advertising day)—captioned

The lecture titles in Portuguese are “Propaganda e insatisfação humana,” “Função
educacional da propaganda,” “Funcão social da propaganda,” and “Aspectos pitorescos da
propaganda.” Outlines and quotations from some of these discourses appear in Diário de São
Paulo clippings in the MASP archive folder for the exhibit.
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“Propaganda da Propaganda” (Advertising advertising).614 While the title’s tone might seem
ironic to contemporary readers, it was published without sarcasm; the term “propaganda” was
still unsullied in 1950s Brazil.
MASP’s signage capitalized on graphic design and the budding visual language of
concrete geometric abstraction to publicize the show. At least three of the firms featured in the
Salon—Standard, Época, and CLY—volunteered to create exhibition posters. Although no
images of Época’s submission survive, Standard’s linear composition appeared in the Diário de
São Paulo at least twice (fig. 4.20), and a image of CLY’s design survives in MASP’s photo
archive (fig. 4.21). Together these two posters reflect the variety and popularity of abstraction in
Brazilian commercial art and foreshadow the advent of concretism with the Grupo Ruptura
show (in which Geraldo de Barros participated) in 1952.
Interestingly, neither poster hung at the entrance of the Salon. Instead, the central image
on the billboard announcing the Salon was a photograph (fig. 4.22). The picture, credited to
Peter Scheier, shows bright artificial lights shining on the back of a young, male museum
employee in the act of mounting a Toulouse-Latrec poster, presumably within the exhibition
space. Clearly visible on the poster is the image of a photographer standing underneath the hood
of his large-format camera, which he directs at a fashionable woman sashaying down a Parisian
street. When it was originally created, the poster served as an advertisement for a photographer,
P. Sescau, on the Place Pigalle. Toulouse-Lautrec’s illustrated Sescau points the lens of his
camera out of the picture frame as though taking aim at the poster’s viewer, placing the picturehanger in the crossfire of two photographers: one real and one illustrated. The implication of
this photographic composition seems to be that modern life, its public and its private moments,
are all subject to photographic documentation. By choosing this image as the introduction to the
Salon, Bardi and his team emphasize the role of photography in both the advertising industry
and the process of cultural modernization. Furthermore, the photograph primes visitors’

“Propaganda da Propaganda,” Diário de São Paulo, 5 December 1950, I Salão Nacional da
Propaganda Folder, MASP Archive.
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expectations of the historical and contemporary sections of the show through the juxtaposition
of the soft forms in the nineteenth-century illustration and the crisp tonal contrasts in Scheier’s
dynamic photograph.
In addition to the illustrated photographer and the implied presence of Scheier, the
photograph involves a third photographer: the creator of the in situ picture. Although
uncredited, this third photographer was likely Francisco Albuquerque, the official documenter
of all IAC events and frequently other MASP projects as well. It is appropriate the image’s
message—and the content of the advertising salon—should emphasize photographic practice:
MASP was a major hub for the São Paulo photographic community. The museum hosted a
permanent photo lab (mounted by Barros and his Fellow FCCB member, Thomaz Farkas) and
showed some of the country’s first exhibitions of artistic photography (like Barros’s
Fotoformas). The museum staff included a large cadre of photographers—including Alice Brill,
Peter Scheier, and Francisco Albuquerque—hired to document both museum events and its
collection. Bardi was also personally close to many photographers and eventually wrote one of
the first books on Brazilian photography, Em torno da fotografia no Brasil (Regarding Brazilian
photography), in 1987.
Albuquerque’s photograph highlights the expressive qualities of the Diários Associados
building’s interior space. The lobby’s gleaming skylights are punctuated by decorative beams,
creating a graphic pattern of alternating light and dark space that echoes the contrasting tones
of the flooring and walls, as well as the black-and-white images in Scheier’s photograph. Dark
marble tiles create walkways leading to the paneled elevator bank. The room’s massive square
columns disappear into bays of light in the ceiling’s recessed spaces, creating a dramatic,
dematerializing effect. Albuquerque’s depiction of the building’s minimalist, geometric interior
design reinforces the anticipated modernity of the exhibition housed therein. In the picture,
architecture, photography, and graphic design align to produce an aesthetic experience rooted in
urban space and its navigation.
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Inside the Salon
Once inside the Salon, the exhibition space was divided with partitions, upon which hung
1.5 meter by 1.5 meter panels: one panel for each of the Salon’s sixty exhibitors (fig. 4.23). A few
double-wide panels were devoted to curatorial interventions explaining the process of ad
making. This contemporary section had much different visual effect than the historical sections
previously discussed. While both spaces shared a distinctly industrial feel, Modern Brazilian
advertising emphasized geometric patterns, contrasting layouts, and a strictly regulated
arrangement of space. Although there are only a few extant exhibition photographs, those that
survive demonstrate the prevalence of photography within the commercial arts. CLY’s
contribution, for example, highlighted the company’s high print quality by displaying a
darkened photograph of a cheetah alongside a more expertly processed version of the same print
(fig. 4.24). The strong contrasting tones in the latter demonstrated the company’s technical and
aesthetic superiority within the field of commercial printing.
Bauhausian contrasting forms and technically precise photographs were key components
of Hans Günter Flieg’s panel, which the photographer probably designed himself (fig. 4.25).
Fortunately, Flieg’s is one of the few boards to appear clearly photographed in installation shots
of the Salon (fig. 4.26). The photograph documenting Flieg’s board is split at the one-third mark,
dividing the picture into two uneven sections. The right two-thirds of the image contains a group
photograph of Salon participants with an identification key. The photograph and key are
mounted on white paper pasted over a dark plane, creating an alternating pattern of black and
white fields that reflected the concrete aesthetic of both the architectural space and the materials
on display. In the left third of the photograph, mounted on a wall in the background, hangs
Flieg’s panel. The board is divided into a rough five by five grid with representative photographs
placed throughout in a Mondrianesque arrangement of space and forms. The panel’s white
background contrasts starkly with Flieg’s selected images which employ the same chiaroscurolike lighting as Scheier’s photograph at the exhibition entrance to the exhibition. Flieg’s first
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employment in São Paulo was as an assistant to Scheier (who was fifteen years his senior), so it
is likely that he learned this dramatic style from his former mentor.
Flieg chose a variety of photographs from his archive—then still in its formation as he
had founded his own studio only five years prior in 1945—to illustrate his panel. In the bottom
left corner Flieg’s logo is printed in a pseudo-embossed font on an enlarged business card.
Behind it, a strip of negatives rolls across the presentation panel, creating a graphic stripe that
reproduces miniature shots from several different projects. Although the images are too small to
identify, patterns of light and shade reveal them to be multiples or near-multiples of similar
scenes. The negative strip divides the geometric arrangement of photographs at the top of the
panel from an empty space at the bottom. The divide is pierced by the pages of a calendar that
bridges the two partitions. This calendar, the only three-dimensional object on the panel,
features photographs Flieg took for the Italian tire company Pirelli, which had opened a factory
in Santo André on the outskirts of São Paulo in 1929.
The Pirelli calendar contract was a major breakthrough for Flieg. Standard Propaganda,
the firm contracted by Pirelli to coordinate the calendar, awarded him the commission in 1949,
the first year in what would become a decades-long relationship between Flieg and the tire
makers. Brazilian photo historian Ricardo Mendes explains that early photo-calendars, although
not as highly produced as they would eventually be in the 1960s, were immensely popular with
the Brazilian public, and constitute an understudied, but crucial element of the modern photo
culture. Mendes cites the article “A story in twelve chapters,” published in the Jornal de Notícias
on 12 January 1949, that named Flieg’s Pirelli calendar “one of the most evocative works that
has been made in the genre.”615 Particularly important to the Jornal and other news outlets, was

Ricardo Mendes, “O fotógrafo quando jovem: o calendário Pirelli para 1949,” in
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the powerful and dynamic way Flieg depicted São Paulo industry.616 For Paulistanos, images of
local factories and their production were evidence of Brazil’s entry into the Modern era. In a
1981 interview granted to the Museu da Imagem e do Som, Flieg describes a conversation with
fellow German immigrant and Standard Propaganda account executive Fritz Lessin, during
which Lessin took out a copy of German photographer Paul Wolff’s 1937 album Arbeit! (Work!),
opened to the section on industrial photography, and requested that Flieg find a way to mimic
Wolff’s style.617 Lessin selected Wolff as a model for Flieg because of the authentic way the
former captured workers. However, while Flieg’s Pirelli calendar did include factory hands,
there is a decided shift in his images away from the human element and toward the mechanical.
A contemporary of the New Objectivity photographers whose work Flieg had been asked
to replicate for the Cristais Prado campaign (images from which appear in the upper right-hand
corner of his Salon panel and directly to the left of the Pirelli calendar), 618 Paul Wolff was less
interested in the formal qualities of photographs, and more so in their narratives and social
impact. Arbeit!, in which Wolff documented workers from various German industries including
steelworkers, automobile makers, craftsmen, and weavers, is above all a testament to the
fortitude of German laborers (fig. 4.27). His photographs show men, women, and even children
in neat—but well-worn—clothes operating heavy machinery and performing precision work in
order to to produce industrial and commercial goods. Next to gigantic silos and showers of
metallurgic sparks, Wolff’s subjects look noble, but also small and vulnerable, a paradox Wolff
intentionally captured. His accompanying texts, “Strike!,” “Equal Rights,” and “Wonder!”, speak
to Wolff’s fervor, which is also apparent in his images. Whether photographing a white-coated
scientist or dusty coal miner, Wolff’s laborers embody focused intelligence and steely
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determination, underscoring their humanity and resisting subservience to the towering
machines that threaten to engulf them.
Wolff—like Flieg—was a consummate technician. His ability to instantly gage the
appropriate f-stop and produce dynamic images while remaining discreet were repeatedly
praised by his students and contemporaries.619 However, he considered form secondary to social
considerations. The same cannot be said of Flieg’s reinterpretations of his works. While Wolff
had experienced the devastation of the First World War, the corruption and chaos of the
Weimar Republic, and the threat of a second destructive conflict, Flieg’s political environment
was relatively more stable. Vargas’s 1937 coup and 1945 resignation of the Presidency had both
been bloodless. They had, however, suppressed Brazilian communism and emboldened
Brazilian industrialists, creating a cultural and business environment that favored heroic
representations of machines rather than people.
For this reason, Flieg’s factory workers almost always look like staffage. Laborers are
often shot from behind, at a distance, or en masse, so that the resulting image is more about the
work being done (and the architectural space in which it is being done), than the worker
performing it. Laborers were important for nationalistic reasons—because they demonstrated
the productivity and ingenuity of the Brazilian people—rather than humanist ones. An emphasis
on products over people is evident in the cover image of the Pirelli calendar affixed to Flieg’s
Salon display. In this photograph, Flieg places the shining steel of the tire mold and smooth
rubber surface of the newly-molded tire in the center of the picture while a faceless assemblyline worker spills out of the frame. The photographs inside the calendar and the other nonPirelli images mounted on Flieg’s display reinforce the prioritization of objects over people. A
lone picture of a young girl, from Flieg’s financially obligatory but unremarkable side business
as a portraitist, is the only photograph that registers as primarily human—all the others are
either architectonic or industrial still lifes. In responding to the demands of the Brazilian
advertising market, Flieg developed an aesthetic marked by cool, detached clarity of image and
619
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message. His photographs effectively synthesized the technical precision of 1930s German
photographers, the formalism of his fellow Brazilians (including Scheier and members of the
FCCB with whose work he was undoubtedly familiar), and the ideological demands of statesupported business, to define the style of 1950s São Paulo photographic “propaganda.”
While most often compared to his predecessors within the European avant-garde—
primarily because of his documented relationship to their production—ideologically Flieg’s
photographs are most aptly linked with those taken by Charles Sheeler at the Ford factory in
River Rouge, Michigan (fig. 4.28). The United States and Brazil were both emerging economies
in the early twentieth century and the rapid expansion of each country’s industrial and
advertising industries, though experienced in different decades (the 1920s in US in and the
1950s in Brazil), led to the production of visual images that functioned within the realms of both
advertising and fine art. Like Flieg’s industrial photographs, Sheeler’s are formalist
compositions that highlight the materiality of the Ford plant’s massive manufacturing
equipment. 620 In fact, Sheeler’s images are even more architecturally focused than Flieg’s,
largely excising human figures from their frames to focus on form and space. In this way,
Sheeler’s photographs from the late 1920s foreshadow images Flieg would create almost thirty
years later in the late 1950s.
The primary difference in the production of the two artists (beyond the chronological) is
the place each’s photographs occupied within their own oeuvres and within their national
cultural landscape. Flieg practiced only photography: the images he created for Pirelli, Cristais
Prado, and others, were his primary contribution to mid-century São Paulo’s visual culture. On
the other hand, Sheeler’s commercial photography was an often begrudging, financially
obligatory addendum to his fine art practice. His primary vocation was painting, as manifest by
the way he collaged his Ford photographs into a mural proposal he submitted to MoMA in 1932
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(fig.4. 29). Similarly, US industrial photographs like those of the River Rouge plant are generally
read as inspiration for or an appendage to the Precisionist style, of which Sheeler was a primary
exponent. In contrast, because the domestic gallery and exhibition circuit for modern painters
was still very limited in Brazil, there was comparatively more attention given to mass media and
advertising. In sum, Sheeler’s images, while similar to Flieg’s, occupy a relatively smaller space
in his own output and within the broader context of US Modernism, than in São Paulo, where
photography’s influence was totalizing.
Flieg’s ability to read and effectively reproduce São Paulo’s popular visual culture is
demonstrated by the appearance of his panel not only in exhibition photographs, but also in the
pages of Habitat. Among dozens of submissions, Flieg’s was one of only two advertiser displays
to merit reproduction in the magazine. Somewhat surprisingly, the majority of the article’s text
and imagery responded to the exhibition’s didactic section. The anonymous author’s main
objective seems to have been a three-fold explanation of the need for marketing, an apology for
Brazilian advertising’s still-nascent state, and a promise that Brazilian graphic design would
eventually rival that of Europe and the United States. The article’s unknown author (perhaps
Bardi or his assistant Motta) reiterates the importance of advertising as a “quotidian art” with
the capacity to influence aesthetic taste as well as patterns of consumption.621 He laments its
belated development of the genre in Brazil, as it awaited a critical mass of industry in order
evolve. 622 Finally, he cautions against the wholesale embrace of US styles, which he warns will
choke Brazilian creativity with their overly scientific approach.623
These critiques provide compelling insights into the mid-century Paulistano artistic
community, but the most jarring passage for contemporary, non-Paulistano readers—and the
one that best encapsulates the peculiarities of Brazilian cultural circuits—is the suggestion of
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advertising’s inherent morality. The author posits “conformity between a good product, a good
idea, and good advertising.”624 He then continues:
The careful observer, who interests himself in these complex problems, does not
overlook the fact that campaigns and impetuses not sustained by morals are destined to
an unhappy outcome. For this reason, the men chosen by advertising—and soon the
insensitive, the hasty, the scheming, the dishonest, are eliminated—constitute an
honored class, that develops work worthy of consideration.625
Advertising’s personification heroicizes the occupation, transforming it into a protagonist in the
city’s history. This boosterism runs directly counter to the cautionary tales employed by
European artists in their discussions of advertising photography and demonstrates the close
institutional ties between Brazilian business, culture, and government. The fundamental
disjuncture between old and new world conceptions of advertising’s moral authority (or lack
thereof) demarcates the opposing value systems that dictated the political and social
implications of art. While Brazil would become a rich site for left-wing discourse in the late
1950s with the ascent of Rio de Janeiro-based artists like Hélio Oiticica and Lygia Pape, the
artistic production of the first half of the century was dominated by São Paulo conservatives
invested in the project of industrial nation-building.626 Advertising—especially advertising
photography with its previously discussed documentary tenor and dynamic imagery—served as
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the critical bridge between the titanic cultural forces of business and the government, and was
thus the era’s consummate form.

The IAC’s Escola de Propaganda
Bardi never intended for the first national advertising salon to be the last. Habitat
mentions the possibility of prizes at future Salons, foregone in the first year so as to foster a
spirit of collaboration rather than competition.627 However, Bardi’s myriad projects and roving
ambitions distracted him from carrying on the tradition. It seems unlikely that annual iterations
of the show were discontinued due to lack of public interest. Clippings from local newspapers in
the MASP archive indicate the Salon’s broad popularity and positive critical reception. The
Diário de São Paulo reported that the show, “should place in relief the necessity of maintaining
a high level of advertising so that it is representative of the economic, social, and moral life of
the country.”628 Advertisers were also anxious to start a tradition of displaying their work in
cultural venues: the agency FAma [sic] proposed traveling the show to the nearby-city of
Campinas, although evidence is scant as to whether this plan was successfully carried out.
Instead, the Salon’s legacy took another form: the creation of MASP’s Escola de
Propaganda within the IAC. Bardi had inaugurated the Instituto de Arte Contemporânea on 1
March 1951. Inspired by Modern design schools, specifically the Bauhaus and the Art Institute of
Chicago, the IAC was structured along a multi-year schedule with the compulsory preliminary
year covering form, materials, and culture via classes on mathematics, perspective, freehand
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drawing, and composition. 629 Next came a "specialization" year during which students chose
between workshops on stone, wood, metal, ceramics, glass, tapestry, and weaving.630 The last
year was to be a thesis year conducted with the support of an individual advisor, but budget cuts
precipitated changes in the curriculum. 631
The IAC was not envisioned as an appendage to MASP, but as an intrinsic part of the
museum’s identity. Bardi, although allied with the São Paulo elite in their political and economic
ambitions, considered Brazilian popular aesthetic taste bourgeois and tacky.632 The IAC, like
MASP’s didactic exhibitions (including the Salon), was created to educate the public on the
principles of Modern design. Bardi hoped that the IAC would raise up a new generation of
industrial designers unmired by tradition and able to seek inspiration outside of decoration and
figuration. Articles in Habitat interrogating the museum’s role in defining contemporary culture
and referencing “living museums” in the United States illustrate these ambitions.633
Additionally, a letter to MASP patron Assis Chateaubriand from Rodolfo Lima Martensen, an
advertising executive and contributor to the advertising Salon, illustrates Bardi’s anxiety over
Leon, 118. See also, Adriano Tomitão Canas, “MASP: Museu Laboratório: Projeto de museu
para a cidade: 1947-1957” (PhD diss., Universidade de São Paulo, 2012), 67. Adriano describes
the IAC as follows: “The IAC course was structured in two phases, the first being centered on
foundational course on culture and general technical and artistic understandings including: Art
History ([taught by] Pietro Maria Bardi), Architectural Elements (Lina Bo Bardi), Composition
(Jacob Ruchti), Knowledge of Materials and Technical Processes (Osvaldo Bratke), Freehand
Drawing and Painting (Roberto Sambonet) and Descriptive Geometry (André Osser)” [O curso
do IAC foi estruturado em duas fases, sendo a primeira centrada num curso fundamental de
cultura e conhecimentos técnicos e artísticos gerais que compreendia: História da Arte (Pietro
Maria Bardi), Elementos de Arquitetura (Lina Bo Bardi), Composição (Jacob Ruchti),
Conhecimentos de materiais e processos técnicos (Osvaldo Bratke), Desenho à mão livre e
pintura (Roberto Sambonet) e Geometria Descritiva (André Osser)].
629

Leon, 113. Leon also states “three supplementary courses were planned: reinforced concrete,
to be taught by Pier Luigi Nervi, garden architecture, by Roberto Burle Marx, and acoustics in
architecture, by Rino Levi,” but she does not make clear whether these architectural courses
were offered.
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“Os Museus vivos nos Estados Unidos,” Habitat 8 (July-September 1952): 12. Bardi was
interested in the Art Institute of Chicago, The Cincinnati Art Museum, The Baltimore Museum
of Art, The Cleveland Museum of Art, and the Joslyn Art Museum. See also, “O que é um
museu?,” Habitat 9 (October-December 1952): 52.
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MASP’s reputation in international circles and his desire for the museum’s identity to be linked
to aesthetic and pedagogical modernism. I quote the letter, dated 17 May 1951, in its entirety to
demonstrate the depth of conversation surrounding this subject:
Dear friend Dr. Assis.
We go the Museum of Art frequently. We mounted there our 1st Advertising Salon.
We see how your spirit is reflected in the spirit of that place . . . and we’re thrilled.
Sometimes, however, we feel in our spines a cold stab of doubt that assails us when
thinking of the Louvre or the Victoria and Albert Museum. Could it be that we are
allowing ourselves to be lead astray by fanaticism?
. . . But then comes a letter from England, signed by an important American gentleman
commissioned to install in London a modern art museum in the model of the one in New
York, and what does he ask from us? — Plans, photographs, architectural details,
everything about our Museum that, he says, is the most modern in the world. Nothing
less than this! England asking the Americans to organize a museum of modern art for
them and calling upon to Brazil to give them inspiration.
Our friend, Professor Bardi, was kind enough to furnish us with all the information,
which has already been sent to London. Then I thought about communicating the event
to you and thanking you for having presented Brazil with a man of P. M. Bardi’s
capacities.
I no longer have any more chills of doubt! Now I am certain that the São Paulo Museum
of Art leads the movement to modernize art teaching throughout the world.634
Warmly,
R.L. Martensen
Rodolfo Lima Martensen to Assis Chateaubriand, I Salão Nacional da Propaganda Folder,
MASP Archive. “Prezado amigo Dr. Assis. / Vamos ao Museu de Arte seguidamente. Montamos
lá o nosso 1º Salão de Propaganda. Vemos como o seu espírito se reflete na alma daquela
casa . . . e nos entusiasmamos. / As vezes, porém, sentimos na espinha o jacto frio de uma
dúvida que nos toma de assalto, ao pensarmos num Louvre ou num Victoria and Albert
Museum. Será que não estamos nos deixando levar por um fanatismo jagunço? / . . . Mas vem
uma carta de Inglaterra, assinada por importante cavalheiro americano comisionado para
instalar em Londres um museu de arte moderna nos moldes do de New York, e o que nos pede
êle? — Planos, fotografias, detalhes arquitetônicos, informações completas do nosso Museu que,
diz êle, é o mais moderno do mundo. Nada menos que isto! A Inglaterra pedindo aos americanos
para lhe organizarem um museu de arte moderna e êstes recorrendo ao Brasil para lhes da a
inspiração. / Nosso amigo, o professor Bardi, foi gentilíssimo e nos forneceu todos os dados, que
já foram enviados a Londres. Pensei, então, em comunicar-lhe o ocorrido e felicitá-lo por ter
presenteado o Brasil com um homem da capacidade de P. M. Bardi. / Já não tenho mais
“frissons” de dúvida! Agora estou certo de que o Museu de Arte de São Paulo lidera o movimento
de modernização do ensino das artes em todo o mundo.” Martensen’s story is not corroborated
by any other accounts, so there remains a chance that the story was fabricated by Martensen to
curry favor with Chateaubriand before proposing his Escola de Propaganda, however, it also
demonstrates the anxiety amongst MASP’s founders for their museum to be viewed as
internationally relevant.
634
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This letter must have been heartening for Bardi to read (which he presumably did, since it is
now archived with his files). But the letter also suggests the provocative thesis that in spite—or
perhaps because of—Brazil’s social, political, and economic conservatism, MASP’s curatorial and
educational programming placed it at the forefront of industry-oriented Modernism. The text of
the letter, with its toadyish flattery, betrays the oligarchical nature of Paulistano society. And yet
São Paulo’s prevailing culture of nepotism and elitism produced a pedagogically progressive
museum that seems to have successfully integrated art and life. The IAC and Escola de
Propaganda were integral to the modernizing process, because they responded to (instead of
rejecting) Brazil’s industrial and political realities, educating young designers with the explicit
intention of funneling them into the commercial sector. Bardi’s didactic programming was at
times pedantic, but it was not out of touch.
According to Rodolfo Lima Martensen’s account in História da Propaganda no Brasil
(The History of Advertising in Brazil), Bardi approached him on the night of the advertising
Salon’s opening to suggest the idea of Martensen directing an advertising course as part of the
IAC.635 The business of advertising was booming, but individual firms were suffering because
they could not find sufficiently skilled workers, and the process of training new ones sometimes
stretched into years. On top of this, successful designers were often pirated by competing firms
and developed “prima donna”-like behaviors.636 As a result, the industry was becoming a
cacophony of “false values” and ill-planned campaigns.637 Martensen saw the creation of a
school as a way to alleviate the issues of talent competition and hasty work. With no previous
experience in education, and while serving as the director of a major advertising house,
Martensen wrote a complete curriculum for the school in nine months’ time. During that period

Martensen, O desafio de quatro santos, 280. Martensen’s dramatic telling of the invitation
for his memoirs involves a hush coming over the room and a very pregnant pause before he
heroically accepts.
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he visited and studied the coursework of the École de Publicité in France and the British
Advertising Association School, and corresponded with the Columbia University
Communications Department.638
Martensen’s proposal for the Escola de Propaganda was over 40 pages long and laid out
a plan that would almost double the size and cost of IAC programming.639 In his plan Martensen
described the school’s organization and direction, defined ten major areas of study (advertising
elements, layout, final artwork, production and graphic art, redaction, radio-cinema-TV, media,
statistics, sales, and psychology), created a schedule for the completion of the two-year course,
suggested methods of funding the program, compiled opportunities for extra-curricular
development (including conferences, roundtables, office visits, etc.), and proposed the creation
of an advertising library from a list of suggested texts. Each of the teachers for his ten proposed
courses also submitted outlines for their classes. Martensen delivered his proposal to Bardi in
September 1951 and by the end of the year its main points had been edited into an attractive
tricolor pamphlet illustrated with abstract geometric forms (fig. 4.30).

Although the IAC’s Escola de Propaganda did not offer a discrete course on
advertising photography, it was a recurring theme throughout the curriculum. A course
entitled “Media” covered the advantages and disadvantages of advertising across
different types of photographically-illustrated media including the forms discussed in
this dissertation: newspapers, magazines, billboards, and other outdoor signs.640
“Production and Graphic Art” taught basic techniques of camera operation and film
developing, as well as post-production alterations like photomontage and “American”
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Ibid., 282.

Ibid. According to Martensen, Chateaubriand agreed to fund the project on the condition that
he stay on as director of the school for at least five years.
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R.L. Martensen, “Escola de Propaganda Ante-Projeto,” I Salão Nacional da Propaganda
Folder, MASP Archive.
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retouching. 641 Still another course, “Final Art” debated the merits of photography versus
drawing, alluding that the former was decidedly preferable for industrial applications.642
This course was taught by Gerhard Wilda, a founding member of the APP and Bardi’s
primary collaborator on the Advertising Salon. Wilda, like Flieg, was a German
immigrant to Brazil, and the two were certainly acquainted through the Salon. Thus, it is
possible that the debate Wilda frames between drawing and photography was informed
by Flieg’s growing reputation in that field.
In addition to teaching enrollees how to take photographs and incorporate them into ad
layouts, the Escola de Propaganda also trained young advertisers to use their skills to shape
their physical environment. Three courses—“Elements of Propaganda,” “Media,” and “Sales”—
offered modules on the production and arrangement of vitrinas, the latter subtitling its unit “a
poster in three dimensions?,” underscoring the form’s immersiveness. 643 Martensen’s report to
Bardi delivered at the end of the first semester, mentions an exhibition produced by the school’s
students that highlighted various platforms, indicating that the school taught more than the
production of slogans and two-dimensional signs.
The Escola de Propaganda welcomed its first turma (class) in 1952 and mounted an
exhibition of student work at MASP the same year.644 Just before its inauguration, Martensen
penned an article justifying the marriage of the museum and school for Habitat.645 Although
museums are customarily “silent, static” places, Martensen argues, “those who know [MASP] . . .
know very well that an entirely new spirit dominates this institution. This is a dynamic museum.
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Flávio Motta, “A primeira turma da Escola de Propaganda,” Habitat 11 (April-June 1953): 81.
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Rodolfo Lima Martensen, “Arte e propaganda,” Habitat 7 (April-June 1952): 78.
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It does not stop, it does not rest, until it gathers in the public it intends to reach and educate.”646
Mimicking the language he used in his letter to Chateaubriand, Martensen reinforces Bardi’s
didactic stance and calls for a broad reconsideration of the category of art. “Art is everything,”
Martensen writes:
It is everything that contributes to creating a superior, elevated way of life . . . the habit
of circumscribing art in zones separated from life [is a mistake] . . . Art, therefore, is
understood in a broad sense, one might say it penetrates the most live and real
problems: a popular aesthetic, of the masses, and not that limited dialogue between a
few intellectuals discussing the features of Picasso’s women.647
The article included a group picture of the inaugural class of 30 students (including three
women). 648 Pictures of the students at work taken by advertising photographer and IAC
documenter Francisco Albuquerque, were also included in additional articles showcasing IAC
activities and arguing for the importance of education within the museum.649 The school
employed advertising and aesthetics to propagandize its own program, again demonstrating the
conflation of culture and industry in mid-century Brazil. By all accounts the school’s marketing
campaign was successful, and it continued to function as an appendage of the IAC until 1955
when it broke off, at Bardi’s command and with his blessing, to become the Escola de

Ibid. “Os que conhecem [MASP] . . . sabem muito bem que um espírito inteiramente novo
domina esta instituição. Éste é um museu dinâmico. Não para, nao socega, enquanto não traz a
sí o público que pretende atingir e educar.”
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Ibid. “Arte é tudo; é tudo quanto contribue para criar um modo de vida superior, elevado . . .
Os erros [são a] mania de circunscerver a arte em zonas separadas da vida . . . A arte, portanto, é
compreendida num sentido amplo, poder-se-ia dizer penetrante aos problemas mais vivos e
reais: uma estética popular, de massas, não aquele diálogo limitado entre poucos intelectuais
que discutem as feições das mulheres de Picasso.”
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Motta, 81. The pamphlet had advertised space for sixty in the course, but only half that
number were able to enroll. I can find no reason why more students were not admitted other
than general references to a lack of space and funding throughout the school’s existence at
MASP.
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Propaganda de São Paulo (now the Escola Superior de Propaganda e Marketing), the only
branch of the IAC still in existence.650
That the last remaining vestige of the IAC should also be its most commercial wing
vindicates this chapter’s thesis that mid-century Paulistano culture was rooted in the
inextricable entanglement of industrial, cultural, and political interests: art was a servant of
business. Martensen’s curricular materials and texts published in Habitat make clear that he
and his fellow teachers viewed their work as serving the public good by strengthening Brazilian
industry and thus, the nation’s economic wellbeing. Likewise, the young designers they trained
and sent to work at local advertising agencies promoted the cultural ideal of a modernized
Brazil, one that—as established in previous chapters—never fully materialized. As defined in
Habitat, on the walls of MASP, and in the IAC, advertising—or propaganda—was more than a
way to sell products and generate revenue, it was a form of public art that beautified the
cityscape, it was an educational tool that instilled in the populous an understanding of modern
design, and it was a primary expression of São Paulo’s transforming social and aesthetic
landscape.

Propaganda and Brazilian Modernity
After the Salon, Flieg was increasingly contracted to photograph industrial spaces
including hydroelectric plants, metal mills, and machinery factories.651 A common theme of
these later projects, is the continued de-emphasis and gradual removal of human figures. Flieg’s
work in the latter half of the 1950s increasingly reproduced immersive industrial landscapes,
devoid (or almost) of people. Instead, the massive, empty spaces Flieg pictured illustrated São
Martensen describes the rupture in his narrative “O ensino da propaganda no Brasil” in
História da propaganda no Brasil, eds. Renato Castelo Branco, Rodolfo Lima Martensen, and
Fernando Reis (São Paulo: T. A. Queiroz, 1990), 35. Nearly from the time of its founding,
deficiencies in funding and space chipped away at IAC programming. It stopped accepting
students in 1953 (Leon, 115). Most programs had been eliminated by the mid 1960s. The few
that remained dwindled away in the 1970s (Canas, 75).
650

In the late 1950s Flieg also began creating photomontages of buildings, rich subject for study
thematically related to this dissertation, but situated outside of its chronological parameters.
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Paulo industry’s gargantuan scale and mechanical sophistication, overwhelming the viewer with
precisely-rendered textural detail and underscoring the architectural space.
Flieg’s 1955 photograph of the Companhia Brasileira de Alumínio (CBA) facilities just
west of the city represents one such unnervingly large-scaled space (fig. 4.31). To photograph
the factory floor Flieg positioned his camera slightly off-center at one end of the long refining
hall. Along each side of the photograph large metal crucibles adorned with latches and locks,
half-buried in the building’s thick brick foundation, march into the distance, gradually fading
into the far distance, making it impossible to count the exact number of containers. The camera
angle and position accentuate the length of the already vast hall while the natural light flooding
the space highlights subtle differences in texture and elevation, throwing wood grain, metal
divots, and interstitial spaces into sharp relief.
This tension between a sense of interminable space and the meticulous rendering of
minute detail in Flieg’s photograph reiterates the planks of Paulistano modernism outlined in
this chapter: advanced technology, modern architectural space, immersive scale and depth, and
the marriage of commerce and culture towards nationalist ends. The complicated aluminum
smelters with their smooth, metal surfaces denote technological advancement, while the space’s
clean lines, visible structural details (especially the impressive open-vault ceiling), and
enormous central void draw attention to the building’s architecture. The photograph’s almost
fetishistic rendering of textural details demonstrates Flieg’s aesthetic attunement and suggests
an inherent beauty, or even morality, in industrial production. Flieg invites viewers to occularly
tour the nearly-empty factory by situating his camera at the end of the hall and creating a path
of entrance. 652 By incorporating the viewer into the scene, with no competing figures to create
disjunctures of scale, Flieg creates an immersive environment, much like the vitrinas and
exhibition hall stands that also precipitated viewer participation in their space. Flieg’s
photograph excises humans, focusing on space as a locus of meaning, and grounding Paulistano
modernism in the photographic imaginary.
652

A few barely-visible human shadows lurk in the back of the space.
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Flieg’s voluminous production of high-definition photographs of industrial spaces taken
from the 1950s through the 1970s call to mind the images produced by Bernd and Hilla Becher
and their students in the Dusseldorf School, reigniting comparisons between Flieg and his
German countrymen. For example, Flieg’s 1959 photograph of the stairwell of a garbage
incinerator in São Paulo’s northern zone is echoed in the Becher’s images of blast furnaces taken
between 1985 and 1995 (figs. 4.32 and 4.33). Although Flieg’s photography is constantly
compared with that of New Objectivity photographers, it is never read as a precursor for the
industrial imagery produced by this later generation of German photographers. This “influence
imbalance” is justified, in small degree by the fact that, while it is very likely that Flieg saw New
Objectivity photography, it is extremely unlikely that the Bechers—from their position at the
“center” of the art world—had any exposure to Flieg’s. But even with this preface, the disparity of
the situation is galling. Although Flieg did not “influence” Becher’s work, his images record an
industrial photography zeitgeist before and alongside its documentation in Europe.
I suggest that the principle reason for Brazilian photography’s reversal from aesthetic
follower to artistic innovator, is that in the mid 1950s the country’s dominant cultural narrative
was still one of becoming. The utopian textual and visual rhetoric produced by the DIP and
commercial advertising agencies saturated Brazilian culture with a “propagandist” spirit in
which industrial imagery played a primary role. Unlike Germany, whose natural and man-made
landscapes had been ravaged by two World Wars and whose industrial spaces were already
teetering on the verge of obsolescence, Brazil’s modernist fervor did not subside until after the
inauguration of Brasilia in 1960. The construction of the new capital can be seen as both the
climax of Brazilian modernism and its defeat. For although its stunning architectural forms
rising in the Paulista steppe were highly innovative, voraciously photographed, and widely
disseminated, the city failed to usher in an era of universal prosperity, and ultimately further
entrenched Brazil’s already cavernous socio-economic and class divides.
In São Paulo, Modernism’s denouement was felt even earlier, after the city’s
quadricentennial celebrations in 1954. In the wake of a year of public festivity, a landmark event
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by which magazines, books, and advertisements promised that modernity would be “achieved,”
Paulistanos felt the let-down of an unrealized utopian vision.653 As would the construction of
Brasilia at the end of the decade, the quadricentennial celebrations did more to shore-up than
eliminate social divisions, bringing the realization that, although modernist in appearance, São
Paulo was not modern in practice.654 Shallow platitudes and the occasional herocizing
photograph had done nothing to change the actual social realities faced by working-class
Brazilians, and the civic “improvements” of the previous two decades primarily benefited the
Paulistano bourgeoisie. In fact, workers were gradually erased from public imagery as the
industrial age progressed.
In 1960, the year of Brasilia’s ascendance, Fleig won a contract to produce photographs
to be mounted in the Mercedes-Benz stand in the International Expo of Industry and Commerce
held in Rio de Janeiro, as well as to photograph the mounted display (fig. 4.34).655 Flieg
photographed pictures of the company’s factory, which had opened in 1956 in São Bernardo do
Campo, just south of the city center. Rather than showing machinists and production-line
workers, the images feature paunchy, lab-coated, men studying production from a distance.
Even more startling is the way stand was photographed: Flieg shot the sparse, Miesian pavilion
empty and shrouded in darkness. While this arrangement heightens the dramatic effect of the
overhead and underfloor lighting, the resulting image is bathed in an of solitude—echoing the
vacuous “modernism without modernity” that gripped São Paulo’s urban landscape.656 Although
the stand was meant to be an immersive environment, it became an empty shell, entirely devoid
the human sociality that exhibitions, pavilions, and stands were intended to foster. The ghostly
Private advertising firms like J. W. Thompson and Standard Propaganda competed for
contracts to market the quadricentennial exposition and other festivities regionally and
throughout Brazil. 653 Barbara Weinstein, The Color of Modernity (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2015), 257-58.
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image can therefore be read as a farewell to the optimism of the 1950s and an introduction to
the disillusionment of the 1960s—a decade in which the government’s relationship with the
media would shift from coercion to total control, and artists, persecuted for the practice of free
speech, would form Brazil’s first counter-culture movements. Flieg’s photographs for and of the
Mercedes-Benz stand—commercial “propaganda” within a nationally-sponsored propagandizing
exhibition—represent the end of a complex era in Brazilian visual culture during which the
cultural elite adopted Modernist aesthetics to service conservative, nationalist political ends.
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CONCLUSION

Long overlooked by historians of Latin American art, mid-century Paulistano
photography was a dynamic and multivalent practice that evolved from a small, looselyconnected cadre of independent practitioners at the beginning of the 1930s, into a large and
thriving community by the mid-1950s. In many ways the growth of the medium mirrored the
growth of the city itself, which filled with immigrants and domestic migrants during the same
period, several of whom became key members of São Paulo’s photographic circles. The new
aesthetics that arrived with these immigrants from Germany, Italy, and the United States,
interacted alchemically with Brazil’s unique political, cultural, and economic circumstances to
form a new variant of Modernist photographic practice that reflected the region’s social
conservatism as well as its aspiration to be recognized internationally as an industrial center.
Thus, Paulistano photographic practice was primarily concerned with cultivating urbanity, and
as such, became a key factor in shaping the physical space of the city as photographs were taken,
published, and displayed in the shadows of São Paulo’s rising skyscrapers.
As an infinitely reproducible industrial product capable of recording the infrastructural
and architectural change occurring throughout the city, photography was as much a part of the
modernization process as it was its primary mode of documentation. Increasingly circulated in
periodicals and photo books, and displayed in popular cultural venues and storefront windows,
ubiquitous photography determined the form and content of Brazilian visual culture.
Celebratory in tone, exclusive in social scope, architectural in subject matter, and propagandistic
in purpose, Modernist photographs fabricated an illusory vision of the city that emphasized its
advancements while obscuring its infrastructural shortcomings. Entrenched in the popular
rhetoric, and with few creative outlets beyond the commercial, photographers had little agency
in shifting the dialogue surrounding the city’s growth. Ironically, as the utopian imagery and
bombastic discourse escalated in preparation for the 1954 quadricentennial celebrations, the
promised Modernist utopia slipped further from reality.
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In 1955, with the quadricentennial celebrations complete and President Vargas dead of a
suicide, Paulistano optimism faltered and the political future of the nation hung in a fragile
balance. Improbably, the country was able to regain economic and social stability under the
leadership of Juscelino Kubitschek, who assumed the presidency in 1956. Of the photographers
highlighted in this study, only Flieg remained active into the Kubitschek years and beyond.
Barros largely stopped photographing around 1955 to focus on concretist painting along with the
other members of the Grupo Ruptura, while Rosenthal and Brill both retired to their familial
duties. The photography industry as a whole shrank back from its mid-century apex: after the
quadricentennial, photo book projects dropped off, as did sales of illustrated magazines.
Television and film took the place of still images as the drivers of popular culture. Advertising
and fine art photography remained viable career paths, but lost the exuberance of their early
years. The Foto Cine Clube Bandeirante continued on, but its cultural prestige faded.
Kubitschek’s Presidential platform included the promise of a new Brazilian capital, and
he initiated plans for Brasília almost immediately following his inauguration. This new capital
rallied public enthusiasm, but also laid bare fractures within the national psyche, especially
among working-class Paulistanos who saw their cultural and economic power dwindling, in
spite of continued economic growth under the new administration. In May 1956 São Paulo’s
metalworkers protested Kubitschek’s slogan “Fifty Years in Five,” complaining that his plans did
little to abate escalating housing costs and declining standards of living.657 This relatively minor
outcry was followed in October 1957 by one of the largest workers’ movements in Brazil’s
history, the “strike of the 400,000,” in which laborers from across São Paulo’s industrial sectors
formed an inter-union pact to demand substantial pay increases and legislative measures to
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Populism, Industrial Workers and "Carestia" in 1950s Brazil,” Journal of Latin American
Studies 44, no. 2 (May 2012): 262.
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control living costs. Ten days of picketing, work stoppages, and occasional violence paralyzed
the Paulista capital until a compromise was finally struck on October 23.658
The “strike of the 400,000” was driven by discontent that had been bubbling within the
working-class since the beginning of the decade, much of which was caused by issues of
underrepresentation, marginalization, and lopsided urban planning discussed throughout this
dissertation. The celebratory atmosphere of pre-1954 São Paulo was sufficient to temporarily
suppress social unrest, but it was was only a postponement.659 As Fernando Henrique Cardoso
observes, industrialization did not solve São Paulo’s problems, rather it introduced new and
problematic relationships into the already frictious social sphere, especially exacerbating
disputes between industrialists and workers.660 Interestingly, photographic evidence of this side
of São Paulo’s urban history is rarely exhibited or reproduced. Over the course of the sixty-five
intervening years between the quadricentennial and the present, the photographs that continue
to dominate the cultural imaginary, are repeatedly shown in museums and published in glossy
photo books, and are re-appropriated in contemporary advertisements are the black and white
images of skyscrapers first produced in the 1930s.
This static vision of the dynamic city space, as well as a general reluctance to
acknowledge the gritty and underdeveloped portions of the social and physical landscape,

Paulo Fontes and Francisco Barbosa de Macedo, “Strikes and Pickets in Brazil: WorkingClass Mobilization in the ‘Old’ and ‘New’: Unionism, the Strikes of 1957 and 1980,”
International Labor and Working-Class History 83 (Spring 2013): 88-90.
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“condemn [São Paulo] to Modernity.”661 By recording a sanitized vision of their city that was
geographically and demographically restrictive, São Paulo photographers participated in
shaping its future form. Those, like Brill and Barros, who offered alternative visions to the
ethnically and aesthetically white-washed renditions preferred in the popular press, often found
their work critically or politically censored. As a result, contemporary studies of photography
from the Modern period often repeat rather than challenge traditional narratives. More careful
readings of Paulistano photography reveal not only the utopic and nostalgic aspects of the city’s
modernization, but also interrogate how propaganda helped to produce both the city’s iconic
skyline and its favelas. This research is especially urgent now, in the first quarter of the twentyfirst century, when the rights and visibility of many Brazilians are coming under attack. As I
have argued, alternative facts, subjective truths, and unsubstantiated claims represented both
photographically and rhetorically, have the power to substantially alter the national ethos and
its physical landscape. Understanding photography’s role in defending social justice and
ensuring access to city spaces can help citizens withstand both current and future attempts at
disenfranchisement.

Mário Pedrosa, “Reflexões em Torno da Nova Capital,” in Mário Pedrosa: Dos Murais de
Portinari aos Espaços de Brasilia, ed. and trans. Aracy Amaral (São Paulo: Editora Perspectiva,
1981), 304.
661
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